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PREFACE 

TO THE FIFTH EDITION. 

Sivcz the publication of the second edition of this work in 
1865, several changes of expression and many corrections 
have been made, which it is impossible to enumerate in full. 
In preparing the fourth edition in 1870, and the fifth edition 
in 1873, the work has been carefully revised ; several sections 
and notes have been rewritten, and some notes have been 

added. The only changes which can affect references made to 
the earlier editions (besides those mentioned on page v.): will 
be found in § 10, 1, Remark; § 11, Note 7 ; § 18, 1, Note; 
§ 19, Note 6; § 66, 2, Note 3; § 78, Note; and § 114, 2, 

Note: these have been added since the second edition was 
printed. Changes of expression and additions will be found 
in the Remark before § 12; § 18,1; § 23, 2, Note 3; § 37, 

1; § 45, Note 7 (a); § 69, 1; § 70, 1; § 86, Note 1 (8); 

§ 88, Remark; and § 89, 2, Note 1 and Remark 1; not to 
mention others of less importance. The most important change 
made in the fifth edition will be found in the statement of the 
classification of conditional sentences (§ 48). This has been 
adopted to make clearer the position of the present and past 
“general suppositions” which have the subjunctive and opta- 

tive in Greek (§ 51), as opposed to the present and past “ par- 
ticular suppositions ” which have the simple indicative (§ 49, 1). 
This distinction of these two classes in protasis is a striking 

peculiarity of Greek syntax; most languages having a single 
form of expression for both particular and general conditions 

here, as the Greek has in other kinds of conditions. I can- 

not state too distinctly, that the chief peculiarity of my classi- 
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fication of conditional sentences consists in treating present 

and past general conditions as closely allied to ordinary pres- 

ent and past conditions (being actually united with them in 

one class in most languages, and occasionally even in Greek), 

and as only remotely connected, at least in sense, with the 
externally similar forms of future conditions which have the 

subjunctive and optative. This relation is especially obvious 
when we see that dav wow as a general supposition is occa- 
sionally represented by e? zouei, whereas éay org in a future 

condition is equivalent to ei woinoe in the indicative. I have 

explained this at greater length in the Philologus, Vol. 

XXVIII pp. 741-745 (Gottingen, 1869), and in a paper 
read before the American Philological Association in July, 

1873. The change in §48 has made necessary slight changes 

of expression in §12; §13, 1; § 20; §21,1; §49,1; $51; 

§60; §61, 1; and §62. An index to the examples which 

have been added in the later editions is given on page 242. 

Harvarp Couiece, September, 1873. 

The last-mentioned paper, in which the change in the 
classification of conditional sentences made in the edition of 
1873 is explained and the whole system is defended, may be 
found in the Transactions of the American Philological Asso- 
ciation for 1873, and in the Journal of Philology, Vol. V., 
No. 10. 

September, 1875. 



PREFACE 

TO THE SECOND EDITION, 

Iw the first edition of the present work, published in 1860, 
I attempted to give a plain and practical statement of the prin- 
ciples which govern the relations of the Greek Moods and 
Tenses. Although many of these principles were established 
beyond dispute, there were others (and these often the most ele- 
mentary) upon which scholars had long held the most opposite 
opinions. Upon many of these latter points I presented new 
views, which seemed to me to explain the phenomena of the 
language more satisfactorily than any that had been advanced. 
The favorable opinion of scholars has confirmed my belief, that 
some such attempt as I have made was demanded by the ris- 
ing standard of classical scholarship in this country, and has 
given me reason to hope that my labor has not been entirely a 
thankless one. 

The progress in grammatical science in this century has 
been made step by step, like that in every other science; and 
80 it must long continue to be. He who imagines that every 
important principle of Greek and Latin syntax is as well un- 
derstood and as clearly defined as the rules for addition and 
multiplication in Arithmetic, has not yet begun to learn. It is 
no disparagement of even the highest scholars, therefore, to say 
that they have left much of the most important work to be 
lone by their successors. 
The vague notions so often expressed on the Greek Moods, 

even by scholars of otherwise high attainments, are in strange 
contrast with the accuracy demanded by scientific scholarship 
in other departments. If the study of language is to retain its 
present place (or indeed any prominent place) in the mental 
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discipline of youth, it must be conducted on strictly scientific 
principles, and above all with scientific accwracy. On no other 
ground can we defend the course of elementary grammatical 
training, which is the basis of all sound classical scholarship. 
An elementary grammar should be as short as the best scholar 
can make it, but it should be as accurate as a chapter in Geom- 

etry. To those who cannot appreciate the importance of 
accuracy in scholarship, or even distinguish it from pedantry, 
to those who cannot see the superiority of the Greek in this 
respect over Chinese or Choctaw, it is useless to speak; but 
surely no scholar can fail to see that an accurate knowledge of 
the uses of the Greek Verb, with its variety of forms, each ex- 
pressing its peculiar shade of meaning, must be indispensable 
to one who would understand the marvellous power of the 
Greek language to express the nicest distinctions of thought. 

One great cause of the obscurity which has prevailed on this 
subject is the tendency of so many scholars to treat Greek syn- 
tax metaphysically rather than by the light of common sense. 
Since Hermann’s application of Kant’s Categories of Modality 
to the Greek Moods, this metaphysical tendency has been con- 
spicuous in German grammatical treatises, and has affected 
many of the grammars used in England and America more 
than is generally supposed. The result of this is seen not 
merely in the discovery of hidden meanings which no Greek 
writer ever dreamed of, but more especially in the invention of 
nicé distinctions between similar or even precisely equivalent 
expressions. A new era was introduced by Madvig, who has 
earned the lasting gratitude of scholars by his efforts to restore 
Greek syntax to the dominion of common sense. Madvig is 
fully justified in boasting that he was the first to give full and 
correct statements on such elementary matters as the meaning 
of the Aorist Optative and Infinitive, and the construction of dre 
and és in oratio obligua; although Professor Sophocles dis- 
tinctly recognized the same principles in his Grammar, published 
later in the same year with Madvig’s (1847). I can hardly 
express my great indebtedness to Madvig’s Syntax der griechi- 
schen Sprache, and to his Bemerkungen tiber einige Puncte der 
griechischen Wortfiigungslehre (in a supplement to the Philolo- 
qus, Vol. II.). The works of this eminent scholar have aided 
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me not only by the material which they have afforded as a 
basis for the present work, but also by the valuable suggestions 
with which they abound. 

Next to Madvig, I must acknowledge my obligations to 
Kriiger’s Grriechische Sprachlehre, which has everywhere sup- 
plied me with important details and most excellent examples. 
I have been frequently indebted to the other grammarians, 
who need not be specially mentioned. Biumlein’s Unter- 
suchungen iiber die griechischen Modi reached me after the print- 
ing of the first edition was begun. I have often been indebted . 

to his valuable collection of examples, and have derived many 
hints from his special criticisms; I regret that I cannot agree 
with the general principles to which he refers the uses of each 
mood, especially as his criticisms of the prevailing German the- 
ories on this subject are most satisfactory and instructive. J am 
indebted to the personal advice and suggestions of my learned 
colleague, Professor Sophocles, in the preparation of both 
editions, for information which no books could have supplied. 

I must acknowledge the following special obligations. The 
notes on the tenses of the Indicative in Chapter II. are based 
mainly on Kriiger,-§ 53. The chapters on the Infinitive and 
Participle are derived chiefly from Madvig’s Syntax (Chapters 
V. and VI.), and partly from Kriiger, § 55, § 56. The note 
on the Future Optative after émas, &c. (§ 26, Note 1) contains 
the substance of Madvig’s Bemerkungen, pp. 27-29; and the 
account of the various constructions that follow verbs of hin- 
drance and prevention (§ 95, 2 and 8) is based on the same 
work, pp. 47-66. ‘The statement of the principles of indirect 
discourse (Chapter IV. Section IV.) was written in nearly its 
present form before Madvig’s Syntax reached me; and I was 
strongly confirmed in the views there expressed, by finding 
that they agreed almost exactly with those of Madvig. I was 
anticipated by him in my statement of the occasional use of the 
Present Optative to represent the Imperfect, and in my quota- 
tion of Drm. in Onet. I. 869, 12 to illustrate it. Iam entirely 
indebted to him, however, for the statement of the important 

principle explained in § 74, 2. 
It remains to state what new material the present work pro- 

fesses to offer to scholars. The most important and most 
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radical innovation upon the ordinary system will be found m 
the classification of conditional sentences (§ 48), with its devel- 
opment in the rules that follow. I have explained the grouuds 
of this classification at some length in the Proceedings of the 
American Academy, Vol. VI. p. 863, and will therefore merely 

allude to them here. The great difficulty (or rather the im- 
possibility) of defining the force of the Subjunctive in protasis 
as distinguished from the Present Indicative, has arisen from 

neglect of the distinction between particular and general suppo- 
sitions. When this is recognized, the distinction between the 
Subjunctive and the Present Indicative is seen to be entirely 
one of time; whereas all the common distinctions based on 

possibility, certainty, &c. will apply only to select examples, 
which of course are easily found to illustrate them. In the 
first edition, I could not persuade myself to abandon the old 
doctrines so completely as to exclude the common distinction 
between the Subjunctive and the Optative in protasis, — that 
the former implies a “prospect of decision,” while the latter 
does not. Subsequent experience has convinced me that there 
is no more distinction between édp rotro moug and ef rodro sotoin 

than between the English if he shall do this and if he should 
do this; and I think every one must see that here there is no 
distinction but that of greater or less vividness of expression. 
The simple fact that both could be expressed by the Latin si 
hoc faciat is a strong support of this view. 

The principles of conditional sentences being first settled, I 
have attempted to carry out the analogy between these and 
conditional relative sentences more completely. It seems to 
me that it is only by adopting the classification of conditional 
sentences which I have given, that the true nature of the anal- 
ogous relative sentences can be made clear. (See § 60, § 61, 
§ 62.) Upon a right classification of conditional sentences 
depends also the right understanding of the forms used to ex- 
press a wish (§ 82, § 83). 

The frequent use of the Subjunctive with ta, dros, &e., 
after past tenses, instead of the Optative, of which I had never 
seen a satisfactory explanation, is here explained on the prin- 
ciple of oratio obliqua. (See § 44, 2; § 77, 2.) The ron- 
struction of the Infinitive with verts like ypqv and a, forming 
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an apodosis, is explained in the present edition on a new prin- 
ciple, which (it is hoped) will remove many of the difficulties 
which the old explanation did not reach. (See § 49, 2, Note 3 

and Remarks.) In the first edition, the usual distinction be- 

tween the constructions that follow od wy was adopted with 

hesitation, including Elmsley’s punctuation, by which the sec- 
ond person of the Future in prohibitions with od pj is made 

interrogative. In this edition both constructions are explained 
more satisfactorily upon the same principle. (See § 89, 1 and 2, 
with Notes and Remarks.) It is hoped that the new statement 
of the force of the Perfect Infinitive, in § 18, 3, (a) and (6) of 
this edition, will meet the difficulties which that tense presents. 
The statement in the former edition was very defective. 

It may seem strange to some that no general definitions of 
the Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative are attempted in the 
first chapter. I have rather taken warning from the numerous 
unsuccessful attempts that have been made to include all the 
uses of these moods in comprehensive definitions, and have 
preferred merely to illustrate their various uses by simple ex- 
amples at the outset, leaving the explanations to their proper 
place in the book. For one, I am not ashamed to admit that I 

cannot propose a definition comprehensive enough to include 
all the examples in § 1, § 2, or § 3, which shall still be limited 

enough to be called a definition. 
Besides the special changes already mentioned, the work has 

been subjected to a thorough revision, so that in many parts 

the new edition might claim to be an entirely new work.* 

* Notwithstanding the changes in the second edition, very few alterations 

have been made in numbering the paragraphs or notes. The following are 

the only changes (except a few omissions) which can affect references al- 

ready made to the first edition: — § 18, 8 is subdivided into (a) and (4); § 18, 

8, Rem. takes the place of § 18, 4, Note; § 24, Notes 1 and 2 are rearranged; 

§ 87, Note 2 is omitted, and N. 8 is changed to N. 2; § 45, N. 2 is subdivided 

into (a) and (5); in § 49,2, N. 8, the present divisions (c), (d), and (e) were 

included in (8); § 64, 1 and 2 are rearranged; in § 92, 2, Note 1 is changed to 

Remark; § 109, N. 9 was included in N. 3. 
The following additions have been made in the second edition: — § 49, 2, 

N. 6 (5); § 60, 1, Rem. 2; § 52,2, Rem.; § 53, N. 4; § 64, Rem. 2; § 65, 3, 

N. 25 § 65, 4; § 69, 5; § 71, Rem. 2; § 89, 2, Rem.1 and 2; § 92, 2, N. 1; 

§ 95,8, Rem.; § 108, N. 4 (4); § 112, 1, Rem.: § 112, 2, Rem.; § 118, Rem. 

after N. 1¢. The following have been materially changed in subject or in 

substance in the second edition: — § 25,1, N. 6 (b); § 41, N. 4; § 43, Ren.; 

Remarks 1 and 2 ufter 4 49, 2, N. 3; § 82, Rem. 2; § 89, 2, Notes 1 and 2. 
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Especially, the collection of examples has been revised and 

. greatly enlarged, with the object of illustrating every variety 

of each construction from as wide a range of classic authors as 

possible. An index to these examples (more than 2,300 in 

number) is added to this edition. This index includes those 

which are merely cited, as well as those actually quoted, many 

of the former being quite as important as the latter. In the 

new edition, the matter printed in the two larger types has 

been reduced, and made as concise as was consistent with 

accuracy, while that printed in the smallest type has been 
greatly increased. It should be understood that only the first- 
mentioned portion of the work is intended for use as a gram- 
matical text-book, while the notes and remarks in the smallest 

type are intended only for reference: with this view, the latter 
are often extended to a greater length than would otherwise 
be justifiable. 

The Dramatists are cited by Dindorf’s lines, except the 
fragments, which follow the numbers in Nauck’s edition ; 
Plato, by the pages of Stephanus; and Demosthenes, by 
Reiske’s pages and lines. In the Index to the Examples, 
nowever, the sections of Bekker’s German editions of Demos- 
thenes have been added in each case, to facilitate reference. 

Other citations will be easily understood. 

CamBRIDGE, June, 1865. 
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CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL VIEW OF THE MOODS. 

§#. Tue Greek verb has five Moods, the Indicative, 
Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative, and Infinitive. The 
first four, as opposed to the Infinitive, are called finite 
moods. 

§2. The Indicative is used in simple, absolute as- 
sertions; as ypader, he writes ; éyparpev, he wrote ; yparper, 
he will write; yéypadev, he has written. 

The Indicative is used also to express various other 
relations, which the following examples will illus- 
trate :— 

Ei rotro ddnbés eo rt, xalpa, if this is true, I rejoice. Ei€ypapev, 
HAGov dy, if he had written, I should have come. El rovro rothoet, 
kahds eet, if he shall do this, it will be well. ’Emtpedeirar érws tovre 
yevnoerat, he takes care that this shall happen. EiGe pe @xrewvas, 
@s wnmote Tovro éemoinaa, O that thou hadst killed me, that I might 
never have done this! Ei@e rodro adnOés jv, O that this were true. 
Aéyet os todTo adnbés éoruy, he says that this is true. Eimev drt rodro 
mpaéet, he said that he would do this. ’Epwra ti éypapaper, he 
asks what we wrote. 

These constructions will be explained in Chapter IV. They are 
sufficient to show the impossibility of including all the uses of the 
Indicative in one definition. Any definition which is to include 
these must be comprehensive enough to include even the Imperfect 
and Pluperfect Subjunctive in Latin; for « éypapev, #AOov dy is 
equivalent to si scripsisset, venissem. It would be equally impossible 
to give a single definition sufficiently precise to be of any use in 
practice, including all the uses of the Subjunctive or Optative. 

§ 3. The various uses of the Subjunctive — in 
clauses denoting a purpose or object, after ta, yy, &e. ; 
in conditional, relative, and temporal sentences ; and 

1 A 
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in certain independent sentences — may be seen by the 

following examples : — 

"Epxerat iva roiro 16 n, he is coming that he may see this. _ SoPeiras 

ph route yévnrat, he fears lest this may happen. “Eav tovro trovetw 

BovAnrar, dvuvpcerar, if he shall wish to do this, he will be able. 
"Ore dv roely SovAnTat Suvncerar, whatever he shall wish to do he will 

be able (to do). ’Edv rt moveiv BovAnTaL, TovTO Totet, if he (ever) 
wishes to do anything, he (always) does tt. "O v1 dy moteiv BovAnrat 
rout, whatever he wishes (at any time) to do he (always) does. “Orav 
roiro moviy BovrAnrar, Suvvjcerar, when he shall wish to do this, he 
will be able. “Orav roteiv te BotANT aL, moet, whenever he wishes to 
do anything, he (always) does tt. "Iwpev, let us go. My Oavpdaanre, 
do not wonder. Od pi rodro yévnrat, this will (surely) not happen. 
Ti etm; what shall I say? 

§4. The various uses of the Optative—in clauses 
denoting a purpose or object after iva, uy, &e.; in con- 
ditional, relative, and temporal sentences ; in indirect 
quotations and questions; and in independent sentences 

(in apodosis with dv, or in expressions of a wish) — 
may be seen by the following examples : — 

"Hep iva rovro 1801, he cume that he might see this. "EpoBeiro py 
Tovro yévotro, he feared lest this might happen. Ei rovro woveiv 
Bovrotro, Sivatr dy, if he should wish to do this, he would be able. 
°O rt moeiv BovAotrTo Suva’ dy, whatever he should wish to do, he 
would be able (to do). Ei re movety BovXrotro, rovr emote, if he 
(ever) wished to do anything, he (always) did it. °O mm roveiv 
BovXotro erole, whatever he wished (at any time) to do he (always) 
did. “Ove rovro'moetvy BovrAotro, Sivatr dv, whenever he should 
wish to do this, he would be able. “Ore moceiv tt BovAotTo, éxole, 
whenever he wished to do anything, he (always) did it. Elmev drt rotro 
mwotoin, he said that he was doing this. Eimev Ste rovro wotnaecev, 
he said that he kad done this. Einev &rt rovro wowneoe, he said that 
he would do this.’Hparev ri movoin (wotmoerey or moun oor), they 
asked what he was doing (had done, or would do). 

Advacr’ dv robro moet, he would be able to do this. Elbe ph rabra 
maaxoter, O that they may not suffer these things! "aaédotro, 
may he perish! MM} robro yévorro, may this not happen ! 

Nore. For a discussion of the relation of the Optative to the 
Subjunctive, see Appendix. 

§&. The Imperative is used to express a command, 
exhortation, entreaty, or prohibition. 

$6. The Infinitive expresses the simple idea of the 
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verb without restriction of person or number, and may 
be considered as a verbal noun with many attributes of 
a verb. 

§'%. To the Moods may be added the Participle, 
and the Verbal in -réos or -réov. Both are verbal ad- 
jectives. 

CHAPTER II. 

USE OF THE TENSES. 

§ 8. 1. THERE are seven Tenses, — the Present, Im- 
perfect, Perfect, Pluperfect, Aorist, Future, and Future 
Perfect. The Imperfect and Pluperfect occur only in 
the Indicative; the Futures are wanting in the Sub- 
junctive and Imperative. 

2. These tenses are divided into primary and second- 
ary ; the primary tenses being those which refer to pres- 
ent or future time, and the secondary being those which 
refer to past time. 

The primary tenses of the Indicative are the Present, 
Perfect, Future, and Future Perfect. The secondary 
tenses are the Imperfect, Pluperfect, and Aorist. 

Norte. This distinction will be more fully explained at the end 
of this chapter, §§ 31-35. 

§ 9. In speaking of the time denoted by any verb, we must 
distinguish between time which is present, past, or future with 

reference to the time of the speaker or writer (that is, time 
absolutely present, &c.), and time which is present, past, or 
future with reference to the time of some other verb with which 
the verb in question 13 connected (that is, time relatively pres- 
ent, &c.). Thus, when we say rodro dAnbés éorw, this is true, 

éoriv denotes time present with reference to the time of speak- 
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ing: but when we say Aefe rotro dines elvat, or edeLen Sr roiro 

adnbés eorw (or etn), he said that this was true (1. e. he said 

“this ts true”), we use the Present tense; but this tense here 

denotes time present with reference to the time of the leading 

verb, @defe, or time absolutely past and only relatively present. 

The same distinction is seen between the Future in roiro 

yerioerat, this will happen, and in édeée rodro yevjoeoOat OF ore 

yevioeras (yevqoorro), he said that this would happen ; where the 

Future in the first case denotes time absolutely future, in the 

other cases time only relatively future, which may even be 
absolutely past. Again, in rodro éyévero, this happened, the 
Aorist is absolutely past; but in éde£e rodro yevéoOat, or Edetev 

Ere rodro éyévero (or yévorro), he said that this had happened, it 

denotes time past with reference to the time of defer, which 
makes it doubly past. 

It is to be noticed as a special distinction between the Greek 
and English idioms, that the Greek oftener uses its tenses to 

denote merely relative time. Thus, in the examples given 
above, we translate the Greek Presents efva: and éori after 

2heEe by our Imperfect was; the Futures yevnoecdae and yeva- 
cera by would happen ; and the Aorists yevéoda and éyévero by 
had happened. This principle is especially observed in the 
Indicative, Optative, and Infinitive in indirect quotations; in 

final and object clauses after iva, dmas, &c.; and usually in the 
Participle. 

PRESENT AND IMPERFECT, 

A. In the Indicative. 

§ 10. 1. The Present Indicative represents an action 
. / . one as going on now; as ypada, I write, or Tam writing. 

Remark. A single important exception occurs when the Present 
Indicative in indirect discourse denotes time present relatively te 
the leading verb. See above, § 9; and § 70, 2. 

Norz 1. As the limits of such an action on either side of 
the present moment are not defined, the Present may express 
a customary or repeated action, or a general truth. E. g. 
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Tidoiov cis Afov ’AOqvaion wé wm ovcey, the Athenians send a ship 
to Delos (every year). Pua. Phaed. 58 A. Tires rou xdpos Bp, 
Srav kak dhBos entrar, satiety begets insolence, whenever prosperity 
follows the wicked, THtoan. 153. *Ev xpsvg dog Gives 76 TapBos 
dyOpdéroow. Anscu. Agam. 857. 

Norte 2. The Present denotes merely the continuance of 
an action, without reference to its completion: sometimes, how- 
ever, it is directly implied by the context that the action is not 
to be completed, so that the Present denotes an attempted ac- 
tion. Especially, didou1, in the sense Toffer, and weida, I try 
to persuade, are used in this sense. E. g. 

Nov 3 Gua ? adrixa moda dtd07, he offers many things. Tl. IX, 
519. TetOouge tas évavria xai rois vopois xai 76 dixaiw Wnpica- 
oGai, they are trying to persuade you to vote contrary both to the laws 
and to justice. Isar. de Cleon. Hered. § 26. 

This signification is much more common in the Imperfect. See 
§ 11, N. 2, and the examples. 

Nore 3. The Present is often used with expressions denot- 
ing past time, especially aé\at, in the sense of a Perfect and 
Present combined. E. g. 

Keivoy ixvetd@ mada, I have been tracking him a long time (and 
still continue it). Sopa. Aj. 20. Od mddat gor Ad yw dru tadroy Hye 
eivat; i.e. have I not long ago told you, (and do L not still repeat,) 
that I call it the same thing? PLat. Gorg. 489 C. So ToAvv xpévov 
ToUTO 7 OLG. 

So in Latin, Jam dudum loquor. 

Nore 4. The Presents feo, J am come, and ciyopa, I am 
gone, are used in the sense of the Perfect. An approach to 
the signification of the Perfect is sometimes found in such 
Presents as devyw, in the sense I am banished, ddicxoua, Tam 
captured, vxdw and kpatéw, Lam victorious, yrrdopa, IT am con- 

quered, ddixéw, Ihave been unjust (Iam &8ixos). So ik and 
ixdvw in Homer, with éAvuat and similar verbs and sometimes 
tixrw in the Tragedians. K. g. 

OcpioroKAfs Feo mapa o€, I, Themistocles,am come to thee. Tuuc. 
I, 137. Otyerae cis dda diay, he is gone to the divine sea I. XV, 
223. "IAiov dAtoKopevov, Ilium having been captured. Tave. Ni, 2. 
So Hpt. I, 85. Ei mdvra ratra éAvpaivero rois ddois, ews dverpewpe, 
ri Anpoobéyns ddtxei; Dem. Cor. 327, 1. Llvpyov ddA vpévan ent 
vavaiv ¢Bay, I embarked after the towers had been destroyed. Eur. Iph, - 
T. 1108. So dvoryopévns Oipys, Unt. 1,9 "Hde rixres oe, thes 
woman is thy mother. Eur. Ion. 1560. 
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Nore 5. The Greek, like other languages, often allows the 

use of the Present of such verbs as J hear, I learn, I say, even 

when their action is strictly finished before the moment at 

which they are used. E. g. 

Of Suxedrar oracidCovery, ds muvOavepe Oa, the Sicilians are at 

discord, as we learn. Tuuc. VI, 16. "Emi médets, ws ey aKxoy 

aicOdvopat, péddopev lévar peyddas. Tauc. VI, 20. 

Nore 6. The Present edu, I am going, through all its 
moods, is used like a Future. Its compounds are sometimes 

used in the same sense. (The Poets, especially Homer, some- 
times use eu: asa Present.) E. g. 

Sed Dorepos ely’ ind yaiav, I shall go. Tl. XVI, 333. Elyse why 
én’ éxeiva, I shall recur to that. Puat. Phaed. 100 B. ’AAN etoetpe, 
cov 3’ od hpovrid. Anist. Nub. 125. 7O Pid’, eyo péev dretps, ovas 
kal keiva puddfov. Od. XVH, 593. 

(As Present.) Olos 8 dorip efot per dorpdot vuxros apoyo, 
as a star moves, &c. Tl. XX, 317. 

Nore 7. In animated language the Present often refers to 
the future, to express likelihood, intention, or danger. E. g. 

Mévopeyv ws dv Exacta kata modes AnPOdpev; shall we wait? 
Truc. VI. 77. Ei dé pnow odtos, deEdro. kaya kataBaiva, and 
I will take any seat. Dem. F. L. 351, 4. 30 ef 6 épydpevos, # Erepov 
mpoodokapev; art thou he that should come, or do we look for 
another? Mattu. Evang. XI, 3. ’AwéAAvpas, I shall perish. 
(See § 17, N. 6.) 

2. The Present is often used in narration for the 
Aorist, to give a more lively statement of a past event. 
This is called the Historic Present. E. g. 

BovAjy émtrexvarat Gras pi ddtcbeiev AOnvaior, he contrives a 
plan to prevent the Athenians from collecting. Hpt. 1,68. KeXever 
méeppat dvdpas+ ....dmooréAAovgiy odv, Kal wept avrav 6 
Onwiorokhijs xpipa wépmet. THuc. 1, 91. Aapeiov cai Hapuodridos 
matdes yiyvovrat dvo. XEN. An. I, 1, 1. 

Norz. The Historic Present is not found in Homer. 

§1l. The Imperfect represents an action as going 
on in past time ; as eypadov, I was writing. 

Nore 1. The Imperfect is thus a Present transferred to 
the past, and it retains all the peculiarities of the Present 
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which are not inconsistent with the change to past time. Thus 
the Imperfect denotes customary or repeated action, as opposed 
to the Aorist, which denotes the simple occurrence of an action. 

(See § 19, N. 2.) E.g. 

*Emt Kékpomos 4 Arrix) kara médes Gketro, kat od Evyfecav 
Bovdevodpevot. GAN adroit éxacroe emodtTevovTo Kat éBovrEv- 
ovro. ‘Emedy 8€ Onceis EBagireucer, és Thy vov médwW ovaaY 
Evvgkxioe mdvras. Tuuc. LI, 15. (Here the Imperfects refer to 
the state of the country or the customs, the Aorists to single actions; 
éBacirevoe, became king, Evvedxice, collected into one state.) 

Nortr 2. The Imperfect, like the Present (§ 10, N. 2), 
sometimes denotes attempted action, being in this case strictly 

an Imperfect tense. So especially é3i3ow and éreBov. E. g. 

Gidurros ‘ANéyyncov é8i80u, Philip offered Halonnesus (lit. tried 
to. give ut). AEscu. Cor. § 83. “Exaotos éretOev avrov troorivat 
tiv dpxny, each one tried to persuade him to undertake the command. 
Xen. An. VI, 1,19. Kiya forar deipdpevov, xara 3 7pee Undeiwva, 
and was about to overpower the son of Peleus. Il. X XI, 827. "Epe- 
oOotTo map ovk éxdiddvros Tiy avdAny, he tried to hire the yard of one 
who refused to let it, Hor. I, 68. Wedurpavres és Sapdis xpuodv 
Ovéovro, they wanted to buy gold. Hot. I, 69. “Eredvpnoe rijs 
xAavidos, kal airiy mpocedOav avéero, he tried to buy it. Hpr. UI, 
139, °“A émpdocero ouk éyévero, what was attempted did not 
cag Tuuc. VI, 74. So mpocerides, she wanted to add. ARIsT. 

ub. 63. 

Note 3. When the Present has the force of the Perfect 
(§ 10, 1, N. 4), the Imperfect has regularly the force of a Plu- 
perfect. (See § 17, N. 3). E.g. 

*O dxXos Kara O€av Kev, the crowd were come to look on, THUC. 
VI, 31. ’Ewei Sxeo mi HWvadovde, after thou wast gone by ship to 
Pylos. Od. XVI, 24. 

Note 4. The Imperfect sometimes denotes likelihood, in- 
tention, or danger in past time. (See §10,1,N.7.) E.g. 

‘Eneid) TH WevderOa dtadduTO, when he was on the point of 
ruin through his deceit. ANTIPHON. de Caed. Herod. § 37. Kai ray’ 
fOvnoke réxv’, admwdrAU pny O& eyo, and my children were about to 
die, and I was about to perish. Eur. Herc. F. 538. 

Nore 5. The Imperfect is sometimes found in simple narration, 
where the Aorist would be expected, especially in Homer. The 
meaning of the verb often makes it indifferent which of the two is 
used, Thus Baivoy and Bj are used without any perceptible differ 
ence in II. I, 437, 489; so @dAXero and Barero, II, 43, 45; Onxev 
and ride, XXIII. 653, 656; Sdxe and didov, VII, 303, 305; éduwev and 
Aeire, LI, 106, 107; compare also piorvAAoy and @mrrqcay, I, 465, 466, 
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Herodotus and Thucydides use Zdceyoy and éxedevov as Aorists. 
Compare ¢deyov, Tuc. I, 72, with etov and éde€e, I, 79. 

Nore 6. The Imperfect sometimes expresses a fact, which is 

either the result of a previous discussion, or one that is just recog- 

nized as a fact by the speaker or writer, having previously be2n 

denied, overlooked, or misunderstood. In the latter case, the 

particle dpa is often joined to the verb. E. g. 

"0 mémot, odk dpa mdvra vohpoves ob8€ Bikar Foav Baujxov or 
ropes 5¢ wéBovres, i. e. they are not, as I once imagined. Od. XI 
209. Ovk dpa podvor Env epiday yévos, GAN’ emt yaiav eiai dvw, there 
is not after all merely one race of discords, but there are two on earth. 
Hes. Op.1. %08’ Av dpa 6 évAdaBav pe, this is then the one who 
seized me. Sopu. Phil. 978. Od od povos dp 700’ Ero; are 
you not then the only epops (as I thought)? Anist. Av. 280. "Hy 
povork) avriarpodos Tis yupvaorikijs, et pepynoat, music then (as we 
proved) corresponds to gymnastics. PLat. Rep. VII, 522 A. Ac 
apbepotpev éxeivo, 6 7h peév Sixaip BédATiov eyiyvero, Td Se ddixo 
dmwa@dXvro, we shall destroy that which (as we proved) becomes better 
by justice and is ruined by injustice. Pat. Crit. 47 D. 7Ap’ ob rode 
qv ro devdpov, ep’ drep iyyes Nuas; is not this after all the tree to 
which you were bringing us? Piat. Phaedr. 230 A. 

Notre 7. The Greek sometimes uses an idiom like the English 
he was the one who did it for he is the one who did it; as Hv 6 thy 
yvopny ravtny eimdv Heicavdpos. Tiruc. VIII, 68; ris Av 6 BonOjoas 
tois Bufavriows Kai cdoas avrovs; Dem. Cor. 255, 2. (See Note 6.) 

B. The Present in the Dependent Moods. 

Remark. The distinction of time which marks the Present 
and Aorist in the Indicative is retained in the Optative and 
Infinitive of indirect discourse, and usually in the Participles. 

But in all other constructions, this distinction of time dis- 

appears in the dependent moods, and the Present and Aorist 
differ only in this, that the Present denotes a continued or 
repeated action, while the Aorist denotes the stmple occurrence 

of an action, the time being determined by the construction. 
In these cases the Present and Aorist are the tenses chiefly 
used ; the Perfect is seldom required (§ 18,1, N.), and the 
Future is exceptional (§ 27, Notes). It must be remembered 
that the Greek distinction between the Present and Aorist in 
the Subjunctive and Optative is one which the Latin could not 
express; the Present, for example, bein the only form found 
in the Latin Subjunctive to express a condition which the 
Greek can express by the Present or Aorist Optative, and some. 
times by the Present or Aorist Subjunctive, each with some 
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peculiar meaning. Thus e? rodro movoln, tf he should do this 
(habitually), ef mowoece, (simply) tf he should do this, and 
sometimes édv rodro moug (or mounon), tf he (ever) does this, 
may each be translated by si hoc factat. 

This distinction, although in general strictly observed, was 
sometimes neglected even by the best authors : we occasionally 
find, for example, the Present Subjunctive where the Aorist 
would have expressed the idea more exactly, and vtce versa. 
In other examples the two seem to be used in nearly the same 
sense. (See Xun. Cyr. V, 5,13.) These are to be considered 
merely as exceptions ; when, however, the Aorist is wanting, 
as in elui, the Present regularly takes the place of both. 

§ 12. The Present Subjunctive denotes a continued 
or repeated action, the time of which is determined as 
follows : — 

(a.) In clauses denoting a purpose after iva, Sas, 
. , . . 

&c., or the object of fear after uy, it refers to time fw 
ture relatively to that of the leading verb. 

(6.) In conditional sentences, — in ordinary protasis 
(§ 50, 1), the Subjunctive refers simply to the future ; 
if the supposition is general (depending on a verb of 
present time which expresses a repeated action or a 
general truth), the Subjunctive is indefinite in its time, 
but is expressed in English by the Present. This ap- 
plies also to all conditional relative and temporal sen- 
tences. 

(e.) In independent sentences (in exhortations, pro- 
hibitions, questions of doubt, &c.) the Subjunctive 
refers to the future. E. g. 

(a.) Aoxei pot xaraxadoa. ras dud£as, iva py rd Cevyn Hpav oT pa- 
THY], GAAd wopevdpeda bay dv rH orparia gupdhepy, ul seems 
good to me to burn the wagons, that our beasts of burden may not be 
aur generals, and that we may go on whithersoever it may be best for 
the army. Xun. An. III, 2, 27. Kal yap Bacwdeds aipetrar, ody iva 
éavrod xah@s émepedirat, GAd’ Wa kat of Eddpevor dv abrov ev 
mpdttwot. XEN. Mem. IL, 2, 3. 

b.) *Av 8 ris dvOcarhrat, meipacdpeba xerpodobat, but if any 
af shall stand opposed to us. we will try to subdue him. Xen An 

1* 
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VI, 3,11. Kav wédepos 7, Sas dy én’ addov Fx apev orpareverOat, 
gov Te Kat Tov adv ddefsueba, and if there shall be war, 80 long as we 
shall be able, &c. Id. Hell. IV, 1, 38. ’ANA’ 7 av yryvacKe Bédre- 
ora épa, but I will speak as I shall think best. Tuue. VI 9. . Ots av 
BovAn moijracba pidrous, dyabdv rt heye wept ait@y mpos Tovs dray- 
é\Xavras, whomsoever you shall wish, &c. Isoc. Demon. p. 9 C. § 33. 
Armas \éyos, dv dw Ta mpdypara, pdratdy te paiverat kai Kevdy, all 
speech, if (wherever) dzvds are wanting, appears vain and useless. Dem. 
Ol. Il, 21, 20. Suppayeiv rovros ebedovow anavres, obs dv Spaoe 
mapeckevacpévovs, all are willing to be allied to those whom they see 
prepared. Id. Phil. I, 42, 1. 

(c.) WetOapeda mavress het yoperv civ wquat pidny és marpida 
yaiay, let us all be persuaded ; let us fly, &c. Il. I, 139. Ti pa; ri 
8p4; what shall I say? what shall I do? Wdés ody wept rovrev 
rrot@mev; how then shall we act about this? Puat. Phileb. 63 A. 

See other examples under the rules in Chapter IV. 

§ 13.1. The Present Optative, when it is not in 
indirect discourse, denotes a continued or repeated ac- 
tion, the time of which is determined as follows: — 

(a.) In clauses denoting a purpose after ta, dws, 
&c., or the object of fear after un, it refers to time fu- 
ture relatively to that of the leading verb. 

(6.) In conditional sentences, — in ordinary protasis 
(§ 50, 2), the Optative refers to the future (only more 
vaguely than the Subjunctive); if the supposition is 
general (depending on a verb of past time which ex- 
presses a repeated action or general truth), the Optative 
refers to indefinite past time. This applies also to all 
conditional relative and temporal sentences. 

(¢.) In independent sentences (that is, in expressions 
of a wish, and in Apodosis with av) the Optative refers 
to the future. HE. g. 

(a.) Todrou éreOdpet, tva eB mpdrrot, he desired this in order that 
he might be in prosperity. "EoBeiro ph rotro movotey, he Seared lest 
they should do this (habitually). Ardos fv emOupav apyew, draws treo 
AapBavor, émOupay 6€ tiypacba, tva mrElw kepOaivoc* didos re 
€Bovdero eivae Tois péyirra Suvapevors, Wa ddicdv pi d1d0i 7 dixny. 
Xen. An. I, 6,21. (Here the Aorist Optative would have re- 
ferred to single acts of receiving, getting gain, and suffering punish- ment, while the present refers to a succession of cases, and to a whole 
course of conduct.) 
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(b.) Os yon dv €marvoin pe, ef éFchavvorpe rods edepyeras, 
for he would not praise me, if I should banish my benefactors. Xun. 
An. VII, 7,11. Eins popyrés ode dy, ef mpdaoots Karas, you would 
not be endurable, if you should be in prosperity (at any time). AESCH. 
Prom. 979. lds yap dv ts, d ye py) emioctatro, tadra codes ein; 
for how could any one be wise in that which he did not understand ? 
G.e. ef roa pt) éicraro.) Xen. Mem. IV, 6, 7. ’AAN ef re pi) 
péporper, drpuvev hépew, but if we neglected to bring anything, he 
always exhurted us to bring it. Kur. Ale. 755. Odx amedelmero ere 
abrov, ei py Tt dvayxaiov cin, he never left him, unless there was some 
necessity for it. Xen. Mem. IV, 2, 40. ‘Omére Eiaydpay dpger, 
cee aed whenever they saw Evagoras, they were afraid. 309, Evag. 
193 D. § 24. 

(¢.) Ei@e roiro ety (utinam sit), O that this may be. Eide py 
Taira mdaxotev, may they not suffer these things (habit cally). But 
eiGe pi) waOorev, may tary not suffer (in a single case), Sve examples 
of Apodosis with dy above, under (8). 

See other examples under the rules in Chapter IV. 

2. In indirect quotations and questions, each tense 
of the Optative denotes the same time, relatively to the 
leading verb, which the tense (of any mood) which it 
represents denoted in the direct discourse. (See § 69, 1.) 

(a.) If therefore the Present Optative represents a 
Present Indicative of the direct discourse, it denotes a 

continued or repeated action, contemporary with that of 
the leading verb (that is, relatively present). E. g. 

TleptxAijs mponydpeve, Ste "Apyidapds of Edvos ein, Pericles an- 
nounced that Archidamus was his friend (i. e. he said £evos pol arty). 
Tuve. I, 13. *Eyvwoay ore xevos 6 PoBos ein, they learned that their 
fear was groundless (i. e. they learned kevds éorw). XEN. An. I, 2, 
21. "EmuvOdvero ci oixotto » xapa, he asked whether the country was 
inhabited (i. e. he asked the question, Is the country inhabited ?). XEN. 
Cyr. IV, 4, 4. 

(6.) But if it represents a Present Subjunctive of the 
direct discourse, it denotes a continued or repeated 
action, which is future with reference to the leading 
verb. HE. g. 

Kyéapxos ¢BovAevero, ef mépmorev twas } mdvres Lovey, Clear- 
chus was deliberating whether they should send a few, or should alt 
go. Xen. An. I. 10, 5. (The question was, wépaopeéy tivas 9 
navres topev; shall we send a few, or shall we all go? See § 88.) 

Remark. Examples of the Present Optative representing the 
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Present Irdicative or Subjunctive in a dependent clause of the 
direct disco use, to which the same principles apply, may be found 

under § 74, 1. 

Nore 1. It will be seen, by a comparison of the examples 

under (a) and (3), that an ambiguity may sometimes arise from 

uncertainty whether the Optative stands for the Present In- 

dicative or for the Present Subjunctive in a question of doubt 

(§ 88). Thus jyrdow & me mowiey might mean they knew not 

what they were doing (the Optative representing ri mototpev ; 

what are we doing?) or they knew not what to do (the Optative 
representing ri romper; what shall we do?). The context 
must decide in each case. See § 71. 

Nore 2. In the few instances in which the Present Optative in 
indirect quotations represents the Imperfect of the direct discourse, 
it of course denotes time past relatively to the leading verb. See 
§ 70, 2, N.1 (0). 

§ 14. The Present Imperative refers to a continued 
or repeated action in future time; as peiye, begone ; 
xarpovtar, let them rejoice; wn vouitere, do not believe. 

§15. The Present Infinitive has three distinct 
uses; — 

1. First, in its ordinary use (either with or without 
the article), whenever it is not in indirect discourse, it 
denotes a continued or repeated action without regard to 
time, unless its time is specially defined by the context. 
E. g. 

"Eéecate pevew, it is possible to remain. *Efeorat Tovro moteiy, it will 
be possible to do this. Aéopat tuav péeverv, I beg you to remain. Ti 
TO K@Avoy er adtoy éorar BabiCery dmoe Bovderar, what will there be 
to prevent him from going whither he pleases? Dem. Ol. I, 12, 22. 
*ExeAevoa aitov rotto movetiv, I commanded him to do this. *EBov- 
Aero copes efvat, he wished to be wise. Acwéds eort A€yetv, he is skilled 
in speaking. "Qpa BadiCery, it is time to be goirg. av moovow, 
Gore Sicny py Seddvar, they do everything, so as to avoid being 
punished. Pua. Gorg. 479 C. Té peév ody emitipay iows pyoae ris 
dy pddtoy evar, 7d 86 Te Set mpdrrery dmodaiveaOar, tour’ eva 
ovpBovdrov, some one may say that finding fault is easy, but that 
showing what ought to be done is the duty of an adviser. Dem. Ol. I, 
18, 27, (Here émripay, drodaiverOa, and mpdrrew belong under 
this rule; eva: in both cases belongs under § 15, 2.) Od mee 
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vetlas Evexev tair’ émpakev, dAAd TH Sixardrepa Tos OnBalovs } spas 
a&vovy, he did this not from love of gain, but because of the Thebans 
making juster demands than you. Drm. Phil. II, 69, 6. ’Eretyio6n 
6€Araddvrn vicos, Tod pty AnoTds KaKoupyeiv THY EUBo.ay, in order to 
prevent pirates from ravaging Euboea. Tuuc. Ll, 32. 

Remark. The Infinitive in this its ordinary use has usually no 
more reference to time than any verbal noun, and the distinction of 
tense therefore disappears, the Present differing from the Aorist 
only by expressing a continued or repeated action. An Infinitive 
which in itself has no reference to time may, however, be referred 
to some particular time, like any other verbal noun, by the verb on 
which it depends, by some particle like éSore or mpiv, or by some 
other word in the sentence. Thus dare denoting a purpose refers 
the Infinitive to the future: the Infinitive without dare expressing 
a purpose is likewise future. After a large class of verbs, as those 
of commanding, advising, desiring, asking, &c., whose signification 
points to the future, the Infinitive necessarily denotes relative future 
time. (For an irregular use of the Future Infinitive after such. 
verbs, see § 27, N. 2.) The time denoted by the Infinitive in any 
of these constructions must be carefully distinguished from that 
which it denotes in indirect discourse (§ 15, 2), where its tense is 
fally preserved. 

Nore 1. For a discussion of the Infinitive with the article and 
a subject, with reference to its time, see Appendix, IL. 

Note 2. Xpdo, dvaipéo, Gecmifa, and other verbs signifying to 
give an oracular response, are sometimes followed by the Present (as 
well as the Aorist) Infinitive, where we might expect the Future on 
the principle of indirect discourse (§ 15, 2,N. 1). These verbs here 
take the ordinary construction of verbs of commanding, advising, and 
warning. E. g. 

Aéyerat dé "ANkpalor rovArd\N@ rabryy Thy yaY xphoat olkety, 
it is said that Apollo gave a response to Alemaeon that he should in- 
habit this land. Tuuc. I, 102. The Future is sometimes found. 
For the Aorist, see § 23, 1, N. 2. 

2. Secondly, the Present Infinitive in indirect dis- 
course is used to represent a Present Indicative of the 
direct discourse, and therefore denotes a continued or 

repeated action, which is contemporary with that of the 
leading verb, that is, relatively present. LH. g. 

Snoi ypddery, he says that he is writing ; bn ypadecy, he sad 
that he was writing (i. e. he said “I am writing”); gyno ypapery, 
he will say that he is (then) writing. ’Appwaoretv mpopaciferat, he 
pretends that he is sick. "E&pooev dppwarety rovrovi, he took his 
oath that this man was sick, Dem. F. th 879,15 and 17.. Ovdx pq 
airés GAN éxeivov or parnyety, he saia that not he himself, but Nicias; 
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a 
was genera’; i, . he said, obx éyd ards adX’ excivos oTparnye i 
Tuvc. IV; 28. For the Present Infinitive with ay (not included 

here), see § 41. 

Nore 1. The Infinitive is said to stand in indirect discourse, with 

its tenses thus corresponding to the same tenses of the Indicative, 

only when it depends upon verbs implying thought or the expression 

of thought (verba sentiendi et declarandi), and when also the thought, 

as originally conceived, would have been expressed by some tense 

of the Indicative, which the corresponding tense of the Infinitive 

can represent. Thus verbs of commanding, wishing, and others 

enumerated in § 92, 1, although they may imply thought, yet never 
introduce an indirect quotation in the sense here intended, as an 
Infinitive after them never stands for an Indicative, but is merely 
the ordinary Infinitive used as a verbal noun, without any definite 
time. See § 73,1, Remark; where the principle is stated in full, 
so as to include all the tenses and the Infinitive with dy. 

Note 2. Verbs and expressions signifying to hope, to expect, to 
promise, and the like, after which the Future Infinitive stands 
regularly in indirect discourse (as representing a Future Indicative 
of the direct discourse), sometimes take the Present or the Aorist 
Infinitive. E. g. 

‘Quoddyers kal? Huis modureve Oat, you agreed to live according 
to us (the laws). Pua. Crit. 52 C. uvéfov moAtreveo@at. Id. 
52 D. Lpocayayay éyyuntas 7} py mopeverGat, having giving 
securities that he would go. Xun. Cyr. VI, 2, 39. "Edmi¢er duvards 
eivat dpxew, he hopes to be able to rule. Prat. Rep. LX, 573 C. 
(But in Hpv. I, 30, édmig¢wv efvae dABidraros éemetpwra, means, he 
asked, trusting that he was, eivat being a regular Present Infinitive of 
indirect discourse. So I. 22, éAmwif{wv .... efvae cal roy Newy TeTpU- 
aba. 
Th vies cases the Infinitive seems to be used nearly as in § 15, 

1, without regard to time. The Greek makes no more distinction 
than the English between éAmife: rovro moteiy, he hopes to do this, 
and éAmifer rodro moinoeww, he hopes that he shall do this. Compare 
apev rovTov ®podoynkevar TavTa moLna ety with Pdoxovtes oe OMOAO- 
nkevat TWoALTEvVEeo Oat. PLAT. Crit. 51 E and 52 D. The Future, 

however, is the regular form (§ 27, N. 3). For the Aorist, see § 23, 
2, N. 2. 

Nore 3. Even verbs of saying and thinking, —as Xéyo, when it 
signifies to command, and doxei, it seems good, — may be followed by 
the ordinary Infinitive of § 15, 1, referring to the future. Eizop is 
very seldom followed by the Infinitive, except when it signifies to 
command. (See § 92, 2, N. 1.) The context must distinguish these 
cases from indirect quotations. E. g. 

Tovrois EXeyow wreiv, I told them to sail. Dem. F. L. 888, 4. 
(Totrovs @heyov mheiv would mean I said that they were sailing.) 
Eivay pydéva waptdvat eis ri dxpdmodw, having given orders that no 
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one should pass into the citadel. Xun. Hell. V,2, 29. Aoxet §piv rovra 
mwotety, it pleases us to do this. (But Soxei pot tpay rovro movety 
means if seems to me that you are doing this, by § 15, 2.) *Edoke 
in the sense it was resolved, introducing a resolution or enactment, is 
followed by the Present or Aorist (not Future) Infinitive. 

8. Thirdly, the Present Infinitive belongs also to the 
Imperfect, and is used in indirect discourse to repre- 
sent an Imperfect Indicative of the direct discourse. 
It here denotes continued or repeated action which is 
past with reference to the leading verb, thus supplying 
the want of an Imperfect Infinitive. E. g. 

Tivas ody ebyas brokapBdver’ etxegOat cov Sidimmov dr orev- 
dev; what prayers then do you suppose Philip made when he was pour- 
ing the libations? Dre. F. L. 381,10. (Here the temporal clause 
6r’ éorevdev shows the past time denoted by etyeaOat.) Lldrep’ oleae 
mhéov Boxéas OnBaiov 4} Gidurmov tudy kpareiv rh wodeue; do 
you think that the superiority of the Phocians over the Thebans, or that 
of Philip over you, was the greater in the war (the war being then 
past) ? Dem. F. L. 387, 6. (Here the direct discourse would be 
exparovy and éxpdret.) las yap oleae Sucxepas dxovety Odvvbi- 
ous, ef tis Te héyoe kard @iAtwmou Kar’ éxeivous Tovs xpdvous, Or’ 
*AvOcuouvra avrois diet, K. T. A.j ..~ . Gpa mpogdokay avrovs 
To.aira meicec Oat (sc. oleabe) 3... » Gp oleae, dre Tos TUpdvvous 
e£éBadre, (rods Cerradols) tpogdoKayk. tT. r.; for how unwillingly 
do you think the Olynthians used to hear it, if any one said anything 
against Philip in those times when he was ceding Anthemus to them, 
&c.? Do you think they were expecting to suffer such things? Do 
you think that the Thessalians, when he was expelling the despots, were 
expecting, &c.? Drm. Phil, II, p. 70, 25 to p. 71,12. (The direct 
discourse here was mas .... jxovov, eb .... A€you; and mpooeddxwy ;) 
Kai yap rods émi rav mpoydvev jay éyovras deotw TovT@ TG eet 
xpijcdat, I hear that they used to follow this custom. Drm. Ol. I, 
34, 17. Ta pev mpd “EAAnvos ovde efvat 4 énikdnows avr (sc. 
Soret), in the times before Hellen this name does not appear to have 
even existed. Tauc. I, 3. Again, in the same sentence of Thucydi- 
des, mapéxecOa, to have furnished. Mera ratta &py ods peév 
Beumveiv, rov dé Swoxpdrn ov elorévar: tov ov ’AydOwva ToA- 
Adis KeAEVELY peramepacbat Tov Swxpdry, & dé odk eGv. Pat. 
Symp. 175 C. (He said, eSetmvotpev, 6 de 3. ode clover” 6 ody’ A. 
éxddevev .... yd O¢ odk elav.) Suvruxeiv yap (pn) "Arpecrida mapa 
Sidimrov mopevopéry, kal per adrod yovara cal wasddpia Badifery, 
for he said that he had met (Aor.) Atrestidas coming from Philip, 
and that there were walking with him, &c. Dem. F. L. 439, 3. Toor’ 
Cyd nyt deiv eye pi Aadeiv, I say that this ought not to have escaped 
my notice. Dum. Cor. 291,27. (The direct discourse here “vas ror 
Zdeu cue wy Aabeiv. § 49, 2, N. 3.) 
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For the Imperfect Participle, see § 16, 2. 

Remarx 1. This use of the Present of the Infinitive as an Im 

perfect cannot be too carefully distinguished from its ordinary use 

after past tenses, where we translate it by the Imperfect, as in éAeye 

rd orpdrevpa pdyeoGat, he said that the army was Jighting. But here 

pdyerGa refers to time present, relatively to édeye ; whereas, if it had 

been used as an Imperfect, it would have referred to time past 

rela‘ively to Zdeye, as in edeye Td orpdrevpa TH MporEpaia pa, eoOat, 

he said that the army had been fighting on the day before. In the 

former case the direct discourse was pdyerar, in the latter it was 

éudxero. Such an Imperfect Infinitive differs from the Aorist in 
the same construction only by expressing a continued or repeated 
action (as in the Indicative): it gives, in fact, the only means of 
representing in the Infinitive what is usually expressed by Aéyer dre 
érolet, he says that he was doing, differing from Aeyee dre émoinren, he 
says that he did. (For the rare use of the Present Optative to 
represent the Imperfect in the same way, see § 70, 2, N. 1, (6).) It 
must be observed, that this construction is never used unless the 
context makes it certain that the Infinitive represents an Imper- 
fect and not a Present, so that no ambiguity can arise. See the 
examples. 

Remark 2. This important distinction between the ordinary 
Present Infinitive referring to the past (when it takes its time 
from a past tense on which it depends), and the same tense used 
as an Imperfect and referring to the past by its own signification, 
seems to be overlooked by those who would call the former also a 
case of Imperfect Infinitive. But in the former case én Tovro 
moe is translated he said that he was doing this merely to suit 
the English idiom, whereas the Greeks used the Present because 
the time was to be present (relatively to én), the direct discourse 
being rovro word: in the other case, however, épn Todro moeiy TH 
mporepaia, he said that he had been doing this the day before, the Greeks 
used zrovety as a regular Imperfect (relatively to én), the direct 
discourse being rovro éotovv. So in Latin (Cic. Phil. VIII, 10), 
Q.. Scaevolam memoria teneo bello Marsico, cum esset summa 
senectute, quotidie facere omnibus conveniendi potestatem sui. So 
(Cro. de Off. I, 30), Q. Maximum accepimus facile celare, tace~e, 
dissimulare, insidiari, praeripere hostiuwm consilia. 

The frequency of such constructions and their principle have 
been often overlooked, from the fact that they occur only when t.e 
context prevents all possible ambiguity. 

16. 1. The Present Participle regularly refers to a 
continued or repeated action, which is contemporary 
with that of the leading verb. KE. g. 

Todro rowwdcw vouifovres x. T. dr. they do this because they think, 
&e. *Enotowy vouifovres, they were doing it in the thought, &c. 
Enoincay vopui{ovres, they did it lecause they thought, &. Lou) 
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govow vopisovres, they will do it in the thought, &a. Tair émpdyOn 
Kdvevos orparnyodrvtos, these things were done when Conon was 
general. Isoc. Evag. p. 200 C. § 56, (Srparnyotvros is present rela- 
tively to éempdy6n.) Kal roaira mpdtrwy ri émoie; and in doing 
such things what was he doing? Drm. Phil. III, 114, 20. 

Note. When the Present Participle is used like an ordinary 
Adjective or Substantive (as in § ee, it occasionally refers to 
time absolutely present, even when the leading verb is not present. 
This must always be denoted by an adverb like vi», or by some- 
thing else in the context. E. g. 

Thy viv Bowriav kahkoupéevny dknoay, they settled in the country 
now called Boeotia. Tauc. 1,12. ‘O-roivuy Bidummos e& dpyfs, ote 
AvoreiBovs orparnyotvros, ovde r&v byrwy ev Xeppornow viv dre 
oTraApévev, Séppecov kul Aopioxov eAdpBave, Philip then in the begin- 
ning, when Diopeithes was not yet general, and when the soldiers who 
ARE NOW in the Chersonese had not yet been sent out, seized upon 
Serrium and Doriscus. Dem. Phil. I, 114, 15. (Here orpary- 
yourros is present to the time of ¢AduBave, while dyrwy is present to 
the time of speaking.) 

2. The Present Participle is also used as an Imper- 
fect, like the Present Infinitive. With the Participle 
this use is not confined (as it is with the Infinitive) to 
indirect discourse. H. g. 

Oi cupmrpecBevorres kal mapdvres Karayaptupnoovorw, those 
who were his colleagues on the embassy and who were present will 
testify. Dem. F. L. 381, 5. (Here the embassy is referred to as a 
well-known event in the past.) aiveras yap 7 viv ‘EANds kadoupévy 
ov mada. BeBaiws olkovpévn, GAAd peravactdces Te OVTaL TA 
mporepa, kal padios ékacro tiv éavTav dmoheimorvrtes, i. e@. the 
following things are evident, ‘Eh\ds od maX\at BeBaiws geeiro, adda 
petavaordces foav, Kat exacrot tyy éavrey dréderrov. Tuuc. I, 2. 
Oida Tov Saxpatny Seckvivra trois Evvovow éavrdv kaddv Kdyaddr 
dvra. Oida S€ kdkcivew Toppovodvre, eare Swxpdrer ourvynorypy. 
Xen. Mem. I, 2,18. (The direct discourse here was ¢dcixyy and 
éowppoveirny.) 

The principles stated in § 15, 8, with Remarks (cf. § 73, 1) in re- 
gard to the Present Infinitive used as an Imperfect apply equally to 
the Participle. 

Remark. The rules for the time of the Infinitive and Participle 
given in this chapter do not include the Infinitive and Participle 
with dy. For these see Chapter ILL § 41. 

B 

\ 
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PreRFect AND PLUPERFECT. 

A. In the Indicative. 

§ 17.1. The Perfect represents an action as already 

finished at the present time; as yéeypaha, I have written 

(that is, my writing is now finished). 
2. The Pluperfect represents an action as already 

finished at some specified past time; as éyeypadpew, I 

had written (that is, my writing was finished at some 
specified past time). 
Nore 1. The consideration that the Perfect, although it implies 

the performance of the action in past time, yet sfates only that it 
stands completed at the present time, will explain why the Perfect is 
classed with the Present and Future among the primary tenses, that 
is, the tenses of present or future time. 

Nore 2. The Perfect Indicative and the Pluperfect may be 
expressed by the Perfect Participle with the Present or Imperfect 
of ciui. Here, however, each part of the compound generally re- 
tains its own signification, so that this form expresses more fully the 
continuance of the result of the action down to the present time (in 
the case of the Perfect), and down to the past time referred to (in 
the case of the Pluperfect). E. g. 

Tleroujxas dorw (or fv), he is (or was) in the condition of having 
done, —he has done (or had done). ’Epod of vduor od pdvov dreyva- 
kéres elo pr ddtceiv, dAha kal KexeAeuKdres Taurny tiv dine 
AapBdvew, tt is the laws which have not only acquitted me of injustice, 
but have commanded me to inflict this punishment. Lys. de Morte 
Erat. p. 95, 4. § 34. Odpavis yeyovas eori re cai @r Eorat, 
heaven has been formed (and still exists), and will still continue. 
Prat. Tim. 31 B. 

Remark. The latter part of Note 2 of course does not apply to 
cases where the compound form is the only one in use, as in the 
third person plural of the Perfect and Pluperfect Passive and 
Middle of mute and liquid verbs. 

On the other hand, the simple form very often implies the con- 
tinuance of the result of the action down’ to the present time, or 
down to a specified past time; but not so distinctly as the com- 
pe form, and nut necessarily. (See the last two examples.) 

+ &e 

"Emimedds of Oeot bv of avOpwror déovrar kateckevdkaciy , the 
Gods have carefully provided what men need. Xun. Mem. IV, 3, 3. 
Tév moray rwes troOqxas katadeXoimacey, some of the poets have 
left us maxims. Isoc. Nivocl. p. 15 B.§ 8. *Axjoa bev rodvoya, 
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mpovero 8 ov, I have heard the name, but I do not remember it, 
LAT. Theaet. 144 B: °A cot royn Kéxpnke, Tair’ adeidero, For- 
ie has taken back what she has lent you. Menanp. Frag. Incert. 

o. 41. 

Nore 3. The Perfect of many verbs has the signification of 

a Present, which is usually explained by the peculiar meaning 
of these verbs. Thus Ovjoxerv, to die, reOvnxévat, to be dead ; 

xadeiv, to call, kexdHoGat, to be called or named ; ylyvecOa, to 

become, yeyovévat, to be; ppyioxew, to remind, pepvicbat, 

to remember ; oiSa (novi), know ; &e. 

The Pluperfect of such verbs has the signification of the 
Imperfect ; as of8a, know, fdewv, [knew. (§ 29, N. 5.) 

Note 4. In Homer and Herodotus the Pluperfect is sometimes 
found in nearly the same sense as the Aorist. 
BeBAnket ydourdv xara Seédv. Tl. V, 66. (Here two Aorists 

follow, referring to the same time as BeBAjuetr.) Taira ds éridovro, 
Gppéaro BonOcet, when they heard this,. they started to carry aid. 
Hor. IX, 61. “Addo d€ jycpovas éxovres dppéaro emt rd ipdv. Ht 
VIII, 35. 
Note 5. In epistles, the Perfect and Aorist are sometimes used 

where we might expect the Present, the writer transferring himself 
to the time of the reader. E. g. 

*Améatadka oot tévde Tov Adyov, I send you this speech. Isoc. De- 
mon. § 2. Mer’ ’Apra@d{ou, dv co fxepa, mpdcoe. Tove. I, 129. 
(Here 6y érepypa refers to the man who was to carry the letter.) 
So scripsi in Latin. 

Note 6. The perfect sometimes refers to the future, to denote 
the certainty or likelihood that an action will immediately take 
place, in a sense similar to that of the Present (§ 10, N. 7), but with 
more emphasis, as the change in time is greater. E. g. 

"Qor et pe réEwv eyxparns aicOyoerat, SXoAa,T shall perish at 
once. Sopu. Phil. 75. Kay rotro wxGpev, mav huiv memwoinras. 
Xen. An. I, 8,12. So perii in Latin. 

The Pluperfect can express the same certainty or likelihood 
transferred to the past. 

B. Perfect in the Dependent Moods. 

§ 18. As the Perfect Indicative represents an act as 
finished at the present time, so the Perfect of any of the 
dependent moods represents an act as finished at the 
time (present, past, or future) at which the Present of 
that mood would represent it as going on. 
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1. The Perfect Subjunctive and Optative are very 
often expressed in the active, and almost always in 
the passive and middle, by the Perfect Participle with 
® and env; and can always be resolved into these. 
Their time, therefore, in each case, can be seen by 

applying the principles stated in §§ 12 and 13 to the 
® or env. Where the Present would denote future 
time, the Perfect denotes futwre-perfect time. KE. g. 

Td xpdvov yeyernoOar odd SéSorxa py Twa ANOnv ipiv memoinkns 
I fear lest the fact that a long time has passed may (when you come to 
decide the case) prove to have caused in you some forgetfulness 
Dem. F. L. 342, 10. (Mi soi would mean lest it may cause, the 
time being the same as before.) Xpi) atra [4 reAevrqoavra éxdrepov 
mepipever| dxovoat, iva Tekéews éxdtepos altav admetAnby ra dpedd- 
peva, we must hear what awaits each of them after death, that (when we 
have finished) each may have fully received his deserts. PLat. Rep. X, 
614 A. Tods pév dddovs, cv Sedwxdres Sotv evOvvas, rHv dethoyiav 
6p@ mporetvopevous, I see that other men, even if they have already given 
their accounts, —i. e. even if they are (in the state of) persons who 
have given their accounts, — always offer a perpetual reckoning. Drm. 
F.L. 341, 14. *Avdpeidy ye mavu vouicouer, bs dv memdnyn marépa, 
we always consider one who has beaten his father very manly. ARIST. 
Av. 1350. Nopoy Ojcew pydevi rdv ‘EAAnvev tyas Bonbew bs dv ph 
mporepos BeBonOnkas vyiv 7, i. e. to assist no one who shall not pre- 
viously have assisted you. Dum. F. L. 345, 28. (Os dv py mpdrepos 
Bon6q would mean who shall not previously assist you. The Aorist 
Bonéjon would differ very little from the Perfect. See § 20, N. 2.) 

"Edecoay pi) NUcoa Hpiv eumemradxor, they feared lest madness 
might prove to have fallen upon us. Xun. An. V, 7, 26. (Mi épainroe 
would mean lest it might fall upon us.) ds od« dv olxrpérara 
mdvrav eyo meTwovOas env, ei cue Wypicavto eivar Eévov; how 
should I not have suffered the most pitiable of all things, if they should 
vote me io be an alien? Dem. Eubul. 1312,17. (This could have 
been expressed, with a bi! slight difference in meaning, was 0d 
: - + menovOas Zoouat, Fut. Perf., day Wndiocavrar; how shall I 
not have suffered, &c.) El érwiv wewovdds ExdTEpos npav etn, 
ov kai duddrepor dv rovTo mem dvOoiper; if each of us should have 
suffered anything whatsoever, would not both of us have suffered it? 
Prat, Hipp. M. 301 A. Odx dv 81d roird y' ctev ove edOds deSwxéres, 
this, at least, cannot be the reason why they did not pay it at once ; i.e. 
they would not (on inquiry) prove to have not paid it on this account. 
Dem. Onet. I, 867, 1. So Sor. Ocd. 'T. 840. "EAeye 80a dyaba 
Kipos Mépoas meroinkor, he told how many services Cyrus had 
done the Persians. Wnr. HI. 75. (Temoujxou here represents memoinve 
of the direct discourse.) Otro. Zdeyov ds mevrakdarot adrois e tnoap 
ék Tov Tepaids OeSexagpévot. Lys. in Philocr, p. 182, § 12, 
(Here the direct discourse was mevraxdatol eow Sedexacpevor.) 
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Norr. The Perfect Subjunctive in protasis (§ 50, 1) corresponds 
exactly to the Latin Future Perfect Indicative ; but the Greek sel- 
dom uses this cumbrous Perfect, preferring the less precise Aorist 
(§ 20, N. 2). The Perfect Optative, in both protasis and apodosis, 
corresponds to the Latin Perfect Subjunctive, but is seldom used. 

The Perfect Optative can seldom be accurately expressed in 
English. For when we use the English forms would have suffered 
and should have suffered to translate the Perfect Optative, these are 
merely vaguer expressions for will and shall have suffered. (See 
the examples above.) J should have suffered is commonly past in 
English, being equivalent to éraOov dv; but here it is future, and is 
therefore liable to be misunderstood. There is no more reference 
to past time, however, in the Perfect Optative with dv, than there 
is in the Future Perfect Indicative in such expressions as pdrny éyot 
kexAavcerat, I shall have had my whipping for nothing (reterring 
to one received in his boyhood) ; Arist. Nub. 1436. 

2. The Perfect Imperative may express a command 
that something just done or about to be done shall be 
decisive and final. It is thus equivalent to the Perfect 
Participle with the Imperative of «iui. E. g. 

Taira pév 8} rairn eipna Oe, let so much have been thus said, i. e 
let what has been thus said be sufficient. Puar. Crat.401 D. But 
buas 5é elphade Gri, x. 7. Xz, still let as much as this (which follows) 
be said (once for all), that, &c. PLat. Rep. X, 607 C. Dept rav 
iStev rodrd por mpoetpnaOa, let this have been said (once for all) 
by way of introduction. Isoc. Paneg. p. 43 D.§ 14. Taira renaicdo 
re dpiv, kat tows ixavds Zyet, let this be the end of the play, &c. PLAT. 
Euthyd. 278 D. TerdyOo jpiv xara dypoxpariay 6 rovodros dvnp, 
let such a man remain where we have placed him, &c. Prat. Rep. 
VII, 561 E. *Amecpydo Oe dy jpiv airy 9 rodtreia, let now this be 
a sufficient description of this form of government. Id. 553 A. Meéxps 
rotbe &pia Ow tpav 7 Bpadvris, at this point let the limit of your slug- 
gishness be fixed. Tuuc. I, 71. 

This use seems to be confined to the third person singular of the 
passive and middle. The third person plural in the same sense 
could be expressed by the Perfect Participle with the Imperative of 
ciwi, as in Puar. Rep. VI, 502 A: ofroe roivey rodro memetopévor 
Zorwy, grant then that these have been persuaded of this. 

Nore 1. On this principle the Perfect Imperative is used in 
mathematical language, to imply that something is to be considered 

as proved or assumed once for all, or that lines drawn or points 

fixed are to remain as data for a following demonstration. E. g. 

ElA4 G0 émi ris AB ruxdy onpeiov 75 A, Kal adypniade dard 

ris AY 7 AA ton 4 AE, let any point A be (asswned as) taken in the 

ling AB, and AE equal to AA as cut off from Ar Euct. I, Pr. 9. 
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Nore 2. The Perfect Imperative of the second person is rare; 

when it is used, it seems to be a little more emphatic than the Pre- 

sent or Aorist, E. g. 

"He ob révde S€deLo. Il. V, 228. My wePdBynabe. THve. Vi, 

17. Mévov od fyiv mora Ocdvy mewoingo kal defray dds, only make 

us (immediately and once for all) solemn pledges and give the right 

hand. XEN. Cyr. IV, 2,7. Iémravao, stop / not another word ! Dum. 

Timoe. 721, 6. 

Nore 8. In verbs whose Perfect has the force of a Present 
(§ 17, N. 3) the Perfect Imperative is the ordinary form, as pépynoo, 
Kexhyobo, éatdrw, tebvara, iorw. The Perfect Imperative active 
seems to have been used only in such verbs. Occasionally we find 
the ag aa form with the Participle and edi, as géorw EvpBe- 
Byxvia. Prat. Leg. V, 736 B. 

8. (a.) The Perfect Infinitive in indirect discourse 
represents a Perfect Indicative of the direct discourse, 
and therefore denotes an action which is finished at the 
time of the leading verb. E. g. 

yal rodro wempaxévat, he says that he has done this ; pn rovra 
mempaxévat, he said that he had done this; gina rovro we- 
mpaxevat, he will say that he has done this (the direct discourse in 
each case being mérpaya). “Edn xpnpad éavrd rots GnBaious 
émcxennpuxévat, he said that the Thebans had offered a reward for 
his seizure. Dem. F. L. 347, 26. In Arist. Nub. 1277, mpoo- 
kexAjoOai pot Soxeis (according to Mss. Rav. & Ven.), you seem 
to me to be sure to be summoned to court (to be as good as already sum- 
moned), the Infinitive represents a Perfect Indicative referring to 
the future (§ 17, N. 6). SoxexwAtocGae eddxet. Tove. II, 8. 

(6.) In other constructions the Perfect Infinitive 
represents an act as finished at the time at which the 
Present in the same construction would represent it as 
going on (§ 15,1). Eu g. 

Ob Bovreverbar eu Spa, ddd BeBovretabac- rHs yap 
émovans vuerés mdvra tavra dei wempax Oar, it is no longer time to 
be deliberating, but (it is time) to have finished deliberating ; for all 
this must be done (and finished) within the coming night. Pat. Crit, 
46 A. Kal piv mepi dv ye mpocerdéare ... . mpooet di Kknkévat, 
and it is his duty to have attended (during his absence) to the business 
about which you gave him instructions. Dum. F. L. 342, 28. (This 
refers to an ambassador presenting his accounts on his return.) 
Huveriyyave woddaxod did tHv orevoxwpiav ra pev Addo € pBe- 
BAnKévat ra 8 avrots éuBeBrARaGat, dv0 te wept piav. .. 
Evunprigdar, i often befell them to have made an attack on one 
side and (at the same time) to have been attacked themselves on the 
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siher, &e. Tuc. VII, 70. *Avdyen yap rd pév peor abrav #8q 
katakexpiodae pixpd d¢ twa maparerAcidOat, for it must be 
that the most important subjects have been used up, and that only unim- 
portant ones have been left. Isoc. Pan. p. 55 D. § 74. Odx #Oedov 
epBaive dit rd katawemAix Oat 7H Hoon, they were unwilling to 
embark on account of having been terrified by the defeat. Tuuc. VII, 
72. Td yap moka dwod@AcKévar xara Tov médeuov THs fperépas 
Gpedeias dv ris bein Sixaiws, rd Sé pyre wédat rodTo memovOdvat 
menvévar ré twa jyiv ovppaylay Tovrwy dvtipporov, rhs map? 
txeivav edvolas evepyerns dv éywye Gein», for our having lost many 
things during the war any one might justly charge upon our neglect ; 
but our never having suffered this before and the fact that an alliance 
has now appeared to us to make up for these losses I should consider a 
benefaction, &. Dem. OL I, 12,3. (Compare yeyevfjrOac in the 
first example under § 18, 1.) "E@éacay sapotkodopqoaytes, Sore 
uyKért pyre avtoi kwdverOat br aditav, éxeivous te kal mavrdmacww 
dreorepnkévat.... . opas droretyioat, i. e. they carried their 
own wall beyond that of the Athenians, so as no longer to be themselves 
interfered with by them, and so as to have effectually prevented them, 
&c. Tuc. VII, 6. *Emeyedn6y kal rév Aoumdy, Sore trav wapévrav 
tois avOparais dyabdv pydev pev dvev Tis médews eivat, Ta dé wAciora 
Oa ratryy yeyevnaOat. Isoc. Pan. p. 48 B. § 38. Toradra xat 
TooavTa KaTeckevacay Hiv, doTe pndevi Tay emvytyvopevay UmepBodiv 
Aehethdar, they made such and so great acquisitions as to have no 
possibility of surpassing them left to any one who should come after 
them. Drm. OL. ITI, 35,18. Aidopev airois mpoika suyxendpbat, 
we allow them to have cut us up for nothing (i. e. we make no account 
of their having done so). Arist. Nub. 1426, 

Notx. The Perfect Infinitive is sometimes used like the Perfect 
Imperative (§ 18, 2), signifying that the action is to be decisive and 
permanent, and sometimes it seems to be merely more emphatic 
than the Present or Aorist Infinitive. E. g. 

Eiov trav Oipay kexheta Oar, they ordered that the door should be 
shut and remain so. Ken. Hell. V, 4, 7 Bovddpevos dyan xat 
dixagrnpia por Sewpia Gar wap’ ipiv ri rdvavria: épot Kal rovrois 
mempaxtat, 1. &. wishing to have it definitely and once for all setiled in 
your minds. Dem. F, L. 410, 28. Ocdovoas mpis miAas wemTo- 
xévat, eager to fall before the gates: Arscu. Sept. 462. “Hdavvev 
ext tovs Mévwvos, dar’ exeivous exmemAHRXOat Kal Tpexew emi Ta 
érXa, he marched against the soldiers of Menon, so that they were (once 
Jor all) thoroughly frightened and ran to arms. Xen. An. I, 5, 13, 
(Here éexmemdjxGa is merely more emphatic than the Present would 
have been.) 

Remark. The Perfect Infinitive belongs also to the Pluperfect, 
and is occasionally used to represent that tense in indirect discourse. 
This occurs chiefly (perhaps only) when the Infinitive is modified 
by &. See the first example under § 41, 2. . 

4. The Perfect Participle in all tts uses refers to an 
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action as already finished at the time of the leading 

verb. HE. g. 

"Erawoiot trols elpyxdras, they praise those who have spoken. 

"Emjvecay tots elpnxdras, they praised those who had spoken. 
"Exawéoovet rods elpnxdras, they will praise those who have (then) 
spoken. *EméBev€a obdev ddnbés dan yyedkora (Aioxivny), I showed 
that Aeschines had announced nothing that was true (i. e. I showed, 
obdey ddnOés dmnyyedxev). Dem. F. L. 396, 30. 

AORIST. 

A. In the Indicative. 

§ 19. The Aorist Indicative expresses the simple 
momentary occurrence of an action in past time; as 
éypaypa, I wrote. 

This fundamental idea of simple occurrence remains the 
essential characteristic of the Aorist through all the dependent 
moods, however indefinite they may be in regard to time. 

Norte 1. The Aorist of verbs which denote a state or 
condition generally expresses the entrance into that state ar 
condition. E. g. 

Baoweto, I am king, eBacittevoa, I became king; dpyw, I hold 
office, npéa, I obtained office ; whovrd, éwhovtnaa, I became rich. TH 
ddnbeia ovvedxer kal oddérw dmodehourev’ . . . « » GAAa Tapa (vTos 
T.woxpdrous éxelve ovvadknoe, she was his wife in good faith, and 
has not even yet been divorced; ..... but she went to live with him, 
&c. Dem. Onet. I, 873, 8. 

Norz 2. The Aorist differs from the Imperfect by denoting the 
momentary occurrence of an action or state, while the Imperfect 
denotes a continuance or repetition of the same action or state. 
This is especially obvious in the verbs mentioned in Note 1, as 
eBaoirevor, Hpxov, émAovrouy, I was king, held office,.was rich. (See 
especially the last example under N. 1.) The Aorist is therefore 
the tense most common in narration, the Imperfect in description. 
The Aorist may sometimes refer to a series of repetitions; but it 
refers to them collectively, as a single whole, while the Imperfect 
refers to them separately, as individuals. So the Aorist may even 
refer to a continued action, if (as a whole) it is viewed as a single 
event in past time. E. g. 

*Eyd de FAGov, cidov, éevixnoa, I came, I saw, I conquercd 
(Veni, vidi, viei) App. Bell. Civ. Il, 91. So é¢Bacireuce déxa 
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1 may be used to mean he had a reign of ten years (which is now 
viewed as a single past event); whereas ¢Bacieve déxa 27 would 
mean he continued to reign ten years. 

Note 3. The distinction between the Imperfect and Aorist was 
ue neglected, especially by the older writers. See § 11, 

ote 5. 

Note 4. (a.) The Aorist is sometimes found where we 
should expect the Perfect or the Pluperfect ; the action being 
simply referred to the past, without the more exact specifi- 
cation afforded by.the Perfect and Pluperfect. E. g. 

Tév oixeraéy obdéva katédimev, GAN dmavra wéempaxev. AE- 
BCHIN. Timarch. § 99. ’Erpdzovro és rov Ildvoppov, dbevmep dunyd- 
ovro, they turned towards Panormus, whence they had set sail. 
Huc. II, 92. Kipov 8€ peranéumerat dnd tis dpyis fs abrov ‘ st ’ f 

varpdiyv émoinaev, of which he had once made him satrap. Xun. 
An. I, 1, 2. 

(0.) Especially the Aorist is generally used, even where we 
should expect the Pluperfect, atter particles of time like énei, 
imes8n, os (when), dre, ws, mpiv, &. E. g. 

Ered) ereXeUT nae Aapeios Kai karéoTn Apragépéns, after Darius 
tad died and Artaxerxes had become established. Xen. An. I, 1, 3. 
DD mpdcbev eEcveyxeivy éréduyoay mpos nuas médepov, mpl rods 
rrparnyous nuav ouvédaBoy, before they had seized our generals. 
Xen. An. IL, 2, 29. Of 8 dre 8) Ayuévos modvBevbéos evrds ikovrTo, 
when they had entered. Il. I, 432. So in Latin, postquam venit, after 
ke had come. 

Nore 5. The Aorist is sometimes used in colloquial language 
by the poets (especially the dramatists), when a momentary action, 
which is just taking place, is to be expressed as if it had already 
happened. E. g. 

"Emyvea’ epyov kat mpdvotay fv ebov, I must approve your act, &e. 
Sopu. Aj. 536.. "HoOnv amehais, éyéXaca wWodoxopmias, I am 
amused by your threats, I cannot help laughing, &c. Arist. Eq. 696. 

Note 6. The Aorist sometimes refers vividly to the future, like 
the Present or Perfect (§ 10, N. 7; § 17, N. 6); as dmoddpny ef 
pe Aciipecs, I perish if you leave me, Eur. Ale. 386. 

So in questions with ri od expressing surprise that something is 
not already done, and implying an exhortation to do it; as ri ody 
ov Senynaw; why then do you not tell us the story? Piat. Prot. 
810 A. See also ri ody otk €xadkéoapev; Prot. 317 D. 

B. Aorist in the Dependent Moods. 

Remark. The Aorist of the dependent moods differs from 
the Present as is explained in the Remark before § 12. 
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§20. The Aorist Subjunctive denotes a single or 
momentary action, the time of which is determined by 
the rules that apply to the time of the Present Subjunc- 
tive, § 12: — 

That is, in clauses denoting a purpose or olject, after 

wa, wn, &e., it refers to time future relatively to the 
leading verb; in conditional sentences (including con- 
ditional relative and temporal sentences), — in ordinary 
protasis (§ 50,1), the Subjunctive refers to the future ; 
in general suppositions after verbs of present time (§ 51), 
it refers to indefinite time represented as present. In 
independent sentences it refers to the future. E. g. 

Acborka py EmtA ab dpe Oa ris oixade 6800, I fear lest we may forget 
the road home. Xen. An. III, 2, 25. Atayoeirar riv yepupav dicat, 
os py SuaBire ddN drorn dye, he intends to destroy the bridge, 
that you may not pass over but be caught. Id. I, 4,17. *Hy tiv elonyny 
Totnow@pmeda, pera moddjs eae rit THY mod oiknooper, if we 
shall make the peace, &c. Isoc. Pac. p. 163 A. § 20. ‘Os dv cirw 
rretOapeba, let us obey as I shall direct, Il. TX, 704. *Hy éyyis 2 On 
Odvaros, ovdeis Bovderar Ovnoxery, if death comes near (the moment that 
death comes near), no one wants to die. Eur. Alc. 671. “Ov pev dv 
ty dyvOra (sc. 6 kvav), xahemaiver- dv & dv yrwpmov (sc. id), 
domd(erat, i. e. whomsoever the dog sees (at anytime). Piat. Rep. U, 
376 A. "Avadoytoapeda Ta dpodoynpeva jpiv, let us enumerate 
the points which have been conceded by us. PLAT. Prot. 332 D. 
Mydev PoBy O75, fear not (in this case). (But pydev poBod, be not 
timid.) Ti wotnow; what shall I do (ina single case)? (But ri 
wowed; what shall I do (generally)?) Ov pi toiro eimns, you will 
not say this. Ov py yévnrat, it will not happen. So in the Ho- 
meric obd¢ {Sapat, nor shall J ever see. 

See other examples under the rules in Chapter IV. 

Note 1. When the Aorist Subjunctive depends on ére- 
dav (erdv, env), after that, it is referred by the meaning of the 
particle to a moment of time that precedes the action of the 
leading verb, so that émeddv rodro 18w, ededcouat means after 
I shall have seen this, I will come; and émewSdv rovro io, 
drépyouat, after I have seen this, I (always) depsrt. In such 
cases it is to be translated by our Future Perfect, when the 
leading verb is future; and by our Perfect, when the leading 
verb denotes a general truth and is translated by the Present. 
As the Subjunctive in this construction con never depend 
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upon a verb expressing simply present time, it is obvious that 
it can never refer to time absolutely past: we use the Perfect 
Indicative in translating such Aorists after verbs expressing 
general truths, merely because we use the Present in translat- 
ing the leading verb, although that is properly not merely 
present, but general in its time. 

In like manner, after gos, wpiv, and other particles signify- 
ing until, before that, and even after the relative pronoun 
or édv, the Aorist Subjunctive may be translated by our Future 
Perfect or Perfect, when the context shows that it refers 

to a moment of time preceding that of the leading verb. 
E. g. 

Xpi 88, drav pev rrOjabe rods vdpous, Grotol tives elow oKoTeEly, 
emedav d¢ Onabe, puddrrew Kai xppoba, while you are enacting 
laws, you must look to see of what kind they are; but after you have 
enacted them, you must guard and use them. Dem. Mid. 525, Li. 
(Here the Present rifjobe after drav, while, refers to an action con- 
tinuing through the time of the leading verb; but @j06¢ after 
éreiddv, after that, refers to time past relatively to the leading verb.) 
Taira, émedav mep) Tov yévous elma, tére, dy BovAnode dxovew, 
ép®, when I shall have spoken about my birth, then, if you desire to 
hear, I will speak of these things. Dem. Eubul. 1303, 25. (Here the 
Aorist ei, though absolutely future, denotes time past with refer- 
ence to épd.) "Emedav Stampdtwpat a déopar, iEw, when I shall 
have accomplished what I desire, I will come. Xun. An. I, 3, 29. 
"Eredav 8é epbyoat yi, avip ypnucvos td Ths wédews Aeyer én’ 
airois @mawvoy rév mpémovra, when they have covered them with earth, 
&e. THuc. II, 34. “Eas dv od{nrat ro oxddos, rére xp) mpoOvdpous 
elvac* émeiday dé} Oddatra UmepoxXy], patatos 7 arovdy, as long as 
it remains in safety eet oe the moment that the sea has over- 
whelmed it (Aorist). Dem. Phil. III, 128, 22. “Eos dv éxpdéns, 
zy’ edmida, until you have learnt fully, have hope. Sopu. O. T. 834. 
Mia S¢ KAion kev) déperar trav adavar, ot dv py etdpeOdouy és 
dvaipeow, and one bier is always carried empty, in honor of the miss- 
ing, whose bodies have not been found. Tuuc. U, 34. Tis diavocirar, 
& dv Addo rh dperf karampdéact, Tovtev iooporpeiv; who ever 
thinks of having an equal share in those things which others by their 
valor have acquired? Xen. Cyr. I, 3, 5. Idv6’ 0" dy éx mroAepov 
ytyvopéyns eipfuns mpocO@, Taira rois dueAnoaow amdéAdurat, all 
things which are (or have been) abandoned when peace is made are 
always lost to those who abandoned them. Dem. F. L. 388, 9. *H» 3 

dpa kai rov meipa opadaory, dvtehnioavres Edda énhnpocay Thy 

xpelav, if they have been disappointed in anything, they always supply 

the deficiency, &c. Tuuc. 1, 70. (See § 30, 1.) Odxi matcopat, 

mpr dv ce tov cv Kioov oTiaw réxvav, I will not cease before 1 

have (shall have) made 42u master of your children. Soru. O. G 
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1040. MA orévate mplv pays, do not groan until you have heard. 
Sopa. Phil. 917. 

Note 2. The use of the Aorist Subjunctive mentioned in Note 1 

sometimes seems to approach very near to that of the Perfect Sub- 

junctive (§ 18, 1); and we often translate both by the same tense 

in English. But with the Perfect, the idea of an action completed 

at the time referred to is expressed by the tense of the verb, with- 
out aid from any particle or from the context; with the Aorist, the 
idea of relative past time can come only from the particle or the 
context. (See § 18,1, Note.) E.g. 
Ov peév dv 18n dyvara (6 Kiar), xademaiver- by 8 dy yoopipop 

(i8n), dowdgera, kav pndev monore tx’ airod dyabay wemdvOn, 
whomsoever he sees whom he knows, he fawns upon, even if he has 
hitherto received no kindness from him. Puat. Rep. I, 376 A. Com- 
pare this with day dyaOdv re wdOn tnd twos, donafera, if he ever 
happens to receive any kindness from any one, he always fawns upon 
him; and émeddav dyabdv re maby, dondtera, afler he has received 
any kindness, he always fawns upon him. See examples under 
§ 18, 1. 

§21. 1. The Aorist Optative, when it is not in in- 
direct discourse, denotes a single or momentary action, 

the time of which is determined by the rules that apply 
to the time of the Present Optative, § 18, 1: — 

That is, in clauses denoting a purpose or object, after 
oa , . . . 
iva, draws, un, &c., it refers to time future relatively to 
the leading verb; in conditional sentences (including 
conditional relative and temporal sentences) ,— in ordi- 
nary protasis (§ 50, 2), the Optative refers to the future 

(only more vaguely than the Subjunctive); in general 
suppositions after verbs of past time (§ 51), it refers to 
indefinite past time. In independent sentences it refers 
to the future. H. g. 

Siurmos ev PdBo fv py expdyoe ra mpdypara abrév, Philip was 
tn fear lest the control of affuirs might escape him. Dem. Cor. 236, 19. 
Ei €X Gor, wavr AB 1Sot, if he should go, he would see all. EiEA Gor, 
mv’ éopa, if ever (whenever) he went, he (always) saw all. Ovs’ 
el mdvres EXDorev Mépoar, mAnber ye ovy UmepBadroiped” dy rovs 
moAepious, not even if all the Persians should come, should we sur- 
pass the enemy in numbers. Xun. Cyr. II, 1,8. “Ore Za rod Sewvod 
yévowvro, kat é£eln mpds addous apyovras dmtévat, woXdol adrdv 
Grédeurov, but when they were come out of danger and it was in their 
power (Tresent) to go to other commanders, (in all such cases) many 
teft him, Xun. An. L, 6,12, “Avev yap dpxdvrwy oddéer dv ore Kaddp 
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ore dyabdy yerotro, nothing could be done, &c. Xun. An. TI, 1 38. 
Ovx of8a 6 tL dv Tis xpHoatto avrois, I do not know what use uny 
one could make of them. Xen. An. ILI, 1,40. EtGe od rowovros dy 
diros qyiv yévoro, may you become a friend to us. Xun. Hell. IV, 
1, 38. My yévotro, may it not happen. \ 

See other examples under the rules in Chapter IV. 

Note. When the Aorist Optative depends upon éevd4 or émel, 
after that, it is referred by the meaning of the particle to a moment 
of time preceding that of the leading verb, like the Aorist Sub- 
junctive in § 20, N. 1, so that eed) i504, dmnpyero means after he 
had seen, he riba? went away. This gives the Aorist in transla- 
tion the force of a Pluperfect. So after ws, until, and in the other 
cases mentioned in § 20, N.1. E.g. 

Obs pév ior edrdxtws iovras, rives Te elev ApwTa, Kal emet TUOOLTO, 
ennvet, he asked any whom he saw marching in good order, who they 
were ; and after he had ascertained, he praised them. Xen. Cyr. V, 
3, 55.” Tlepiepévopev éxdorore gws dvorxOein 7d Seopornprov= 
émevdy 8€ dvotxyOcin, elojepery mapa Tov Swxparn, we waited cach 
morning until the prison was opened (or had been opened); and after 
it was opened, we went in to Socrates. PLAT. Phaed. 59 D. Ovda- 
pdbev dpicoar, mpiv mapadeiey adrois aporov, before they had 
placed breakfast before them. Ken. An. IV, 5, 30. 

2. From the general rule for indirect discourse (§ 69, 
1) we derive the following special rules :— 

(a.) First, if the Aorist Optative in indirect discourse 
represents an Aorist Indicative of the direct discourse, 
it denotes a momentary or single action which is past 
with reference to the leading verb. H. g. 
"Prckay Ore méuere opas 5 Bactheds, they said that the king had 

sent them (i. e. they said @repwpev nas 6 Bactheds). Xen. Cyr. U, 
4,7. Tére éyvao6n drt of BapBapor tov avOpworov bmomépipacey, 
then it became known that the barbarians had sent the man. XEN. An. 
T, 4, 22. "ErdApa Neyer os wodda Tey evar AdBocev, he dared to 
say that they had taken much of my property. Dem. Aph. I, 828, 25. 
*"Hpatav abrov ei avamAevoerev, 1 asked him whether he had set 
suil (i. e. I asked him the question, dvérhevoas ;). Dum. Polycl. 1223, 
21. "Eneipora riva {8or, he asked whom he had seen (1. e. riva 
cides, whom did you see?). Hopt. J, 31. So I, 116: ecipero xdbev 
AdBos. 

(0.) But if it represents an Aorist Subjunctive of the 
direct discourse, it denotes a momentary or single action 
which is future with reference to the leading verb. 

E. g. 
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O! "Emddunot tiv Gedy erffpovro ef mapadotev Koprvbios rip 

nod, they asked whether they should deliver up their city to the Co- 

rinthians (i. e. they asked the question, mapabSpev thy worw 5 shall 

we deliver up our city?). Ture. I, 25. "Eoxdnovv dmas xédduor 

evéyxatp’ adrev, I looked to ses how I could best endure him (i. e. I 

asked, mas évéyxe airdév; how can I endure him?). Eur. Hipp. 

393. Ateotdrnoe cxonav 6 7 dwoKpivatro, he continued silent, 
thinking what he should answer (i. e. thinking, ti dwoxpivopat;). 
Xen. Mem. IV, 2, 10. 

Remark. Examples of the Aorist Optative representing the 
Aorist Subjunctive in a dependent ‘I.wse of the direct discourse, to 
which the same principles apply, may be found under § 74,1. The 
Aorist Indicative is, however, generally retained in dependent 
clauses of indirect quotations: see § 74, 2, with N. 1. 

Nore 1. It will be seen by a comparison of the examples 
under (a) and (6), as in § 13, 2, Note 1, that an ambiguity 

may sometimes arise from uncertainty whether the Aorist 
Optative stands for the Aorist Indicative, or for the Aorist 
Subjunctive in a question of doubt. Thus, 7yvdouv 6 te woen- 
oecay might mean, they knew not what they had done (the 
Optative representing ri éroujoauev; what did we do ?), or they 
knew not what they should do (the Optative representing ri 
nonoopev; what shall we do?). The context must decide in 

each case; but in most cases the latter construction is intended. 

(For the manner of avoiding a similar ambiguity, see § 74, 2, 
N. 1.) 

§ 22. The Aorist Imperative refers to a momen- 
. . . . > 

tary or single action in future time; as eiwé pot, tell 
/ a . . 

me; Sorte wou TovTO, give me this. 

§23. The Aorist Infinitive has two distinct uses, 
corresponding to the first two uses of the Present In- 
finitive (§ 15): — 

1, First, in its ordinary use (either with or without 
the article), whenever it is not in indirect discourse, 
it denotes a momentary or single action without regard 
to time, unless its time is especially defined by the con- 
text. E. g. 

Modeds ears Odvaros dvdorarov yevé Oat, it is death for a city to 
be laid waste. Lycurca. in Leocr. p, 155, ’35. § 61. “Qomep ioe 
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dySpav rois kadois kd-yabois aiperdrepdv eort adds drobavetv } Cay 
aioxpas, olrw kal trav médewy Tals brepexovoais AuatTedeiv (HyouvTO) 
e€ avparav ddavigOjvar paddov § Sovrdas 6 PO jvat yevouevas, 
as it is preferable for honorable men to dis (Aor.) nobly rather than to 
continue living (Pres.) in disgrace, so also they thought that it was 
better (Pres.) for the pre-eminent among states to be (at once) made t» 
disappear from the earth, than to be (once) seen to have fallen int. 
slavery. Isoc, Paneg. p. 60 C. § 95. Téumovow és tiv Képxupav 
mpéaBers, Seduevor py opas mepropav POepopévovs, ddd robs re 
evyovras Evvarddeéat oict kai tov rdv PBapBdpwy mdédrepov 
kataddaat, asking them not to allow them to be destroyed, but to 
bring about a reconciliation... . and to put an end to the war. Tuc. 
I, 24. Té yap yv@vae emorjpny mov AaBeiv ari, to learn is 
to acquire knowledge. PLat. Theaet. 209 E. Idvres rd kataXdumeiv 
aira mdvrev pddiora elves, we all try most of all to avoid leaving 
them behind. Xen. Mem. I, 2, 3. Od yap rd py AaBety rayaba 
our ye xaemdv domep TO aBdvra orepyOijvat Avmnpdv. XEN. 
Cyr. VII, 5, 82. ‘Tod weeiv émOupia, the desire of obtaining drink. 
Tuuc. VII, 84. Kedeves adtov €AOetv, he commands him to go 
"ExéAeucev avtov éAOeiv, he commanded him to go. Kedevoes abrav 
éA ety, he will command him to go. pds ro pydev éx ths mpeaBeias 
AaBetyv, rors alypadwrous édvoaro, hesides receiving nothing from 
the embassy, he ransomed the captives. Dem. F. L. 412, 21. Ei mpo 
rod rovs Paxeas dwoAéa bat Wh piacacbe Bonbeciv, if before the de- 
struction of the Phocians you should vote to go to their assistance. 
Dem. Cor. 236, 20. Tas airias mpotypawa, trod py twa Cytaoal 
more €& Grou rogovros modepos KaTéoTn, that no one may ever ask the 
reason, why, &c. Tuuc. I, 23. Cf. Dem. Cor. 295, 13; Eur. Orest. 
1529. 

Remark. The Remark which follows § 15, 1 applies also to the 
Aorist Infinitive. 

Note 1. Fora discussion of the time denoted by the Infinitive. 
when it has the article and also a subject, see Appendix, I. 

Nore 2. Xpdw, dvapéw, Oecmifw, and other verbs signifying to 
give an oracular response, are sometimes followed by the Aorist (as 
well as by the Present) Infinitive, which expresses the command, 
advice, or warning given by the oracle. These verbs here simply 
take the ordinary construction of verbs of commanding and advising. 
E. g. 

Xpopévo 88 7G Kidove dvetrev 6 Oeds, év rH Tov Adds Th peylory 
opr KkatahaBeiv thy ’AOnvaiay dxpérodiw, that he should seize. 
Tuuc. I, 126. But we find dveihev ecaen in Tuuc, I, 118. 
"EKeé To yap toict Smaprintyot, 4} Aaxedaipova dvdoratov ye- 
oe U7] we Baoiiéa chewy awodkécbat. Hpt. VI, 220 

'EOdomice kopicar..-. kai elordeiv. Eur. Iph. Taur. 1014, 

‘So "Eeure of .... votow tn’ dpyaheg POicbar.... H oma 

Tpdeco Sapnvar, the diviner told him that he must either die by 
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ainful disease at home, or perish at the hands uf the Trojans, Il 
QL 667. So after ypnopds, Pat. Rep. UI, 415 C. 

For the Present see § 15, 1. N. 2. 

Norz 3. The Present of airids ety, I am the cause, is often used 
with reference to the past, where logically a past tense should be 
used ; as airids core Tore Oaveiv, he is the cause of his death, instead 
of airwos Rv rovr@ Oaveiv, he was the cause of his death. This often 
gives an ordinary Aorist Infinitive after this form the appearance 
of a verb of past time, like the Aorist Infinitive in indirect discourse. 
This will be explained in each case by mentally substituting a past 
tense for the present. E. g. 

Airvoe odv eae Kal dpiv moddav 7dn evo Ojvas Kat 37 ddixos 
ye twas amrodéaOat, they are the cause why you were deceived 
and some even perished (i. e. they caused you to be deceived and 
some even to perish). Lys. de Arist. Bon. 156, 28. § 51. Teévaow* 
of d¢ (avres atrior Oavetv. Sopa. Ant. 1173. "H poe pytpi per 
Oaveiv pom peraitros. Sopx. Trach. 1233. 

For the construction of the Infinitive see § 92, 1, Note 2 (end). 

2. Secondly, the Aorist Infinitive in indirect dis- 
course is used to represent an Aorist Indicative of the 
direct discourse, and therefore denotes a momentary or 
single action, which is past relatively to the leading 
verb. HK. g. 

@yolv rouro mornoat, he says that he did this (i. e. he says rovro 
émoinca). “Edn tovro motnoat, he said that he had done this (i. e. 
he said rovro emoinga). bnoe todrs woufoar, he will say that he 
did this (i. e. he will say roto émoinca). ‘O Kipos déyerar yeveo Oat 
KapBicew, Cyrus is said to have been the son of Cambyses, XEN. Cyr. 
I, 2, 1. Wadatdraroe Néyovrar ev péper tit ris x@pas Kukomes 
oixjaat, they are said to have settled. Tuuc. VI, 2. "Hoav tronta 
avrois pn mpodvpws odiot mépripar a emeuiav, they were suspected 
of not having sent them with alacrity what they did send. Tuuc. 
VI, 75. 

Note 1. The principle stated.in § 15, 2, N. 1, will decide in 
doubtful cases whether the Infinitive stands in indirect discourse or 
in the construction of § 23, 1. 

Nore 2. Verbs and expressions signifying to hope, to ex- 
pect, to promise, and the like, after which the Infinitive in 
indirect discourse would naturally be in the Future (§ 27, N. 

3), as representing a Future Indicative of the direct discourse, 
sometimes ‘take the Aorist (as well as the Present) Infinitive. 
(See § 15, 2, N. 2.) E. g. 

*Eehmero xidos dpéaOat. he was hoping to obtain glory. I. XT, 
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407. Hddw gon & mdpos ob@ore FAmivev madeiv. Eur. Here. F. 
746. El yap xparnceay ro vavtin@, Td ‘Phyov #AmiCov padiws 
xetpwooaaGat, they hoped to subdue Rhegium, Truc. IV, 24. ov 
Gy eAis qv abra Bed-io yevéo Oar, there would not be even a hope of 
their becoming better. Dem. Phil. I, 40, 18. ’Ex pév rot xaxas mpdr- 
rew Tas modes peraBoArs TUXEtY eal Td BEdtLov cixds éortv, ex BE TOU 
mavrdract yeverOa dvactraroy Kai Trav Kowdy eAmibov orepnOjvat. 
Lycunra. in Leocr. p. 155, 30. § 60. (Cf. below, Amis éx rot xaxas 
mpagat perameceiy.) “Yrooxduevos py mpdcbey mavoacbat, mpi 
avtovs Karaydyo. otkade, having promised not to stop until he had re- 
stored them to their homes. XEN. An. I, 2, 2. ‘Yaréoyerd por Bovded- 
cacdat. Id. I, 3,20. "Haeitnoay dwoxreivat dnavras robs ev 
th oixig. XEN. Hell. V, 4, 7. 

Nore 8. In all the cases which belong under Note 2, the lead- 
ing verb by its own signification refers to the future, so that the 
expression is seldom ambiguous: thus imécyero motjoar can never 
mean anything but he promised to do, although the Aorist Infinitive 
appears to represent a Future Indicative of the direct discourse, 
contrary to § 15, 2,N.1. The case is different, however, when the 
Aorist Infinitive follows verbs whose signification has no reference 
to the future, like vouifw, otouar, or even nui, and still appears to 
represent a Future Indicative; e.g. where in Arist. Nub.1141* 
StxdcacGai daci por is said to mean, they say they will bring an 
action against me, while just below, vs. 1180, @jcew ra mpuraveid Gaoi 
pot means, they say they will deposit the Prytaneia. Still, unless we 
decide to correct a large number of passages, against the authority 
of the Mss. (which is actually done by many critics, especially 
Madvig), we must admit even this anomalous construction; al- 
though it is to be considered strictly exceptional, and is, moreover, 
very rare in comparison with the regular one with the Future or the 
Aorist with av. E. g. 

ddro yap ricag Oat ddeiras, for he said that he should punish the 
offenders. Od. XX, 121. (In IL III, 28, we have in most Mss. and 
editions @dro yap ticea Gas ddeirny, in precisely the same sense, 
Cf. Il. ILL, 366.) Kai airé od péppac Gat Ampiny (sc. dmexpivato)+ 
mapécec Oat yap kai avros kai Gddous Lec, and (he answered) 
that Apries should not blame him; for he would not only be present 
himself, but would bring others. Hpt. II, 162. (Notice the strange 
transition from the Aorist (?) to the two Futures.) yoy obdé rHv 
Ais "Epw ‘rédo oxiacav éunodav oxeOeciv.' AzscH. Sept. 429. 
Oipat yap vw ikeretoar rade, I think of imploring. Eur. Iph. Aul. 
462. (Here Hermann reads ixeretoew, by conjecture.) "Evduicay 
éribéuevor adios kparijoat, they thought they should gain the victory. 
Truc. II, 3: Nopitw, iv inmeds yevapat, dvOpanos mrnvis yevéo Oar. 
Xen. Cyr. IV, 3, 15. Todro 8¢ olerai of pddiora yeveo Oar, e oot 
avyyévoiro, and he thinks that this would be most likely to happen to 
him if he should join himself with you. Prat. Prot. 316 C. (Here 
we should expeat yeveoOar dy, to correspond to ef ovyyévorro.) 

* I find ducdoeoOac here in Cod. Par. 2712, and by correction in 2820. 
(1872.) 
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Nore 4. Verbs like X¢y or edwov, when they signify to com 
mand, can be followed by the Aorist (as well as the Present) Infin1- 

tive in its ordinary sense, referring to the future ; as has been stated 

in §15,2,N.3. E.g. 

70 idot, #8q pe Kev Cyd ebro Kal dppw prnorhpev és Spudov 

dxovricat, now I would command you to join me in hurling, &e. 

Od. XXU, 262. Tapadotvat Adve, he tells us to give her up. 
Arist. Ay. 1679, 

§24. The Aorist Participle regularly refers to a 
momentary or single action, which is past with refer- 

ence to the time of its leading verb. KE. g. 
Tudra woinoavres dmedOeiv Bovdrovrat, having done this, they 

wish to go away. Taira eimdyres amjdOov, having said this, they 
went away. Ov moddot daivovrar Evved Odvres, not many appear 
to have joined in the expedition. Tuuc. 1,10. Botwroi of é£ “Apyys 
dvaoravtes THY Bowriay @xyoav, Boeotians who had been driven 
Jrom Arne settled Boeolia. Tuc. I, 12. *Adixero Setpo 7d mAoiov, 
yudvrav tov sd aoe dytiumpatrovros TovTov, . . . » KaTamheiv, 
the Cephallenians having determined to sail in, although this man op- 
posed it. Dem. in Zenoth, 886, 1. (Here yrdvrwy denotes time past 
relatively to dpixero, and dvturpdrrovros time present relatively to 
yvsvrav, which is its leading verb. See § 16, 1. 

Nore 1. When the Aorist Participle is used to contain the 
leading idea of the expression, with AavOdve, to escape the 
notice of, rvyxdve, to happen, and édva, to get the start of 
(§ 112, 2), it does not denote time past with reference to the 

verb, but coincides with it in time. Thus @AaOov dmedOdvres 

means they went away secretly ; ov« %pOnocav dme\Odvres, NO soon 
er were they gone; ervyov cicedOdvres, they came in by chance, or 
they happened to come in. E. g. 

Oud dpa Kipkny éXOdvres ednOopev, nor did we come without 
Circe’s knowledge. Od. XII,17. "Edabev [adriv] 6b Oévra mavra 
kai karabdex Oévra, everything took fire and was consumed before 
she knew it. Tuuc. IV, 183. "Epén dpeEdpevos, he aimed a blow 
first. a XVI, 322. O¥ yap %h6n por cvpBaoa 4 druyia, xai 
enexeipnaav, for no sooner did this misfortune come upon me, than they 
undertook, &c. Dem. Eubul. 1319, 8. Srparid od odd} Eruxe péxpe 
Icdpot mapeXOovaa, an army of no great size had by chance 
marched as far as the Isthmus. Tuuc. VI, 61. “Ervye 8¢ xara rodro 
Tov kaipod €hO av, and he happened to come just at that nick of tine. 
Id. Vil, 2. ‘igs mpos ta pédAdovra tvxeiv mpdtavres (SC. 
jyotvrat), they think they have chanced to accomplish only a litili in 
comparison with their expectations. Id. I, 70. 
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Bovd.olunv &v Aadciv adrov dredOov, I shoula .ike 10 yet acay 
without his knowing it. Xun, An. I, 3,17. Tots dvOpomovs Anoopev 
émtmecovres. Id. VII, 3, 43. EvAaBetoOa mapaxedevocobe dh- 
Andots, wy mépa Tod b€ovros gopwrepor yevopevor Anoere Sta Oapev- 
res, lest, having become wiser than is proper, you shall become cor- 
rupted before yo. know it. PLat. Gorg. 487 D. (Here yevdpevor is 
an ordinary Aorist, past with reference to the phrase Anoete dtappOa- 
pevres.) ‘Onmdrepos xe POjow dpceEdpwevos xpda Kadov, whichever 
shall first hit, &c. Il. XXII, 805. 

The last four examples show that this use of the Participle was 
allowed even when the whole expression referred to the future. 

Nore 2. A use of the Aorist Participle similar to that 
noticed in Note 1 is found after mepropdw and épopdw (mepreidov 
and émeidov) te allow, and occasionally after other verbs which 
take the Participle in the sense of the Infinitive (§ 112, 1). 
In this construction the Aorist Participle seems to express 
merely a momentary action, the time being the same that the 
Aorist Infinitive would denote if it were used in its place 
(§ 23, 1). E. g. 

IIpooSexopevos Tovs “AOnvatous katoxvicew mepudelv avriy [tiv yn] 
tpn Ociaay, aveiyer, expecting that they would be unwilling to allow their 
land to be ravaged, &c. Tuuc. I, 18. But in I, 20, we find the 
Aorist Infinitive, #Amilev rv yay obk dv mepudety tn O7 vat, refer- 
ring to precisely the same thing. M1 eptidyre jyeas Stab Oapé v- 
ras, do not allow us to be destroyed. Hpt. 1V, 118. Ov pa ao’ eyo 
sepdopat dwmeAOdvra, I will by no means let you go. ARIsT. 
Ran. 509. "ErAnoav emideiv. . . « éphuny pev THy mow yevopéervny, 
ray 8€ xopav wopOovpéevny, .... Gmavra dé rév wddepoy wept THY 
narpida thy airay yryvdpevor. Isoc. Pan. p. 60 D.§96. (Here 
the Aorist Participle denotes the laying waste of the city (as a single 
act), while the Presents denote the continuous ravaging of the coun- 
try, and the gradual coming on of astate of war. This is precisely 
the difference that there would be between the Present and Aorist 
Infinitive in a similar construction. See note on the passage, added 
to Felton’s 3d ed. p. 99.) Sompadévra rAqva, endured to be sold. 

> Axscu. Agam. 1041; and omeipas érha, Sept. 754. 
Instances occur of the Aorist Participle in this sense even with 

other verbs, denoting that in which the action of the verb consists; 
as ed y émoinoas dvapviaas pe, you did well in reminding me. 
Puat. Phaed. 60 C. So xaraWngiodpevor, Apol. 30 D. 

Remark. Ifa reference to the past is required in the Participle 
with the verbs mentioned in Notes 1 and 2, the Perfect is used. 
The Present can of course be used to denote a continued action or 
state. E. g. 

"Eriyyavoy dpri maperAnpdres tiv dpxiy, they happened to have 
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just received their authority. Tuuc. V1, 96. ?Edv tus 78 Lenk cc) sv 
ruyxdvn tiv médw. Dem. Cor. 268, 23, "EAdGouev qpas avrovs 
naidev oidev Stapépovres. Puat. Crit. 49 B. 

Nore 3. In such passages as dpoddyneay Trois *AOnvaiors retxy 

Te wepteAOvres kai vas TmapaddvrTes pdpov. TE Ta€dpevot, 

Tuuc. I, 108, the Aorist Participle is used in its ordinary sense, 

being past with reference to the time of the beginning of the peace 
to which dpodsyncav refers. The meaning is, they obtained terms 
of peace, on condition that they should jirst Gi. e. before the peace 
began) tear down their walls, &ec. (Such passages are Tuuc. I, 101, 
108, 115,117. See Kriiger’s Note on I, 108, and Madvig’s Bemer- 
kungen, p. 46.) . 

Note 4, For the use of the Aorist Infinitive and Participle with 
dy, see § 41, 3. For the Aorist Participle with ¢yw, as a circumlo- 
cution for the Perfect, as @avpdcas éyw, see § 112, N. 7. For the 
rare use of the Aorist Participle with écopa: as a circumlocution for 
the Future Perfect, see § 29, N. 4. 

Future. 

§ 2%. 1. The Future denotes that an action will 

take place in time to come; as yeayw, I shall write, or 

I shall be writing. 

Note 1. The action of the Future is sometimes continued, 

and sometimes momentary: thus éém may mean either J shall 
have, or I shall obtain; ap£, I shall rule, or I shall obtain 
power. KE. g. 

IIpayparevovrat das ApEovoty, they take trouble to gain power. 
Xun. Rep. Laced. XIV, 5. Acatperéov oitrives apEovaiv re Kat 
apEovrar, we must distinguish between those who are to rule and 
those who are to be ruled. PLar. Rep. IU, 412 B. 

Nott 2. The Future is sometimes used in a gnome sense, to 
genete that something will always happen when an oceasion offers. 
R +. Be 

"Anp 6 hetyav kal wadw paxynoerat. MENAND. Monost. 45. 

Nore 3. The Future is sometimes used to express what will 
hereafter be proved or recognized as a truth. This is analogous to 
the use of the Imperfect, § 11, N. 6. E. g. 

Prdoogos jyiv Eorar 6 pédrrov xaros kdyabds ErecOar Pirag, he 
will prove to be a philosopher. Puat. Rep. II, 376 C. See Od, I. 270, 

Nore 4. The Future is sometimes used in questic is of doubt, 
where the Subjunctive is more common (§ 88). E f 
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Ti djjra Spdpev; pytép } povedaooper; what can we do? shall 
we kill our mother? Eur, El. 967. Moi tes rpéwerar; whither 
shall one turn? AéEeaOe, 4 driwpev; will you-receive him, or shall 
we go away? Prat. Symp. 212 E. Eir’ éyd cov peicopat; ARIST. 
Acharn. 312. Ti odv rounooper; “mérepov cis THY mod mavras 
Tovrous wapadeESpeOa; what then shall we do? Are we to receive 
all these into the stale? Pua. Rep. III, 397 D. 

Nore 5. (a.) The second person of the Future may express a 
concession, permission, or obligation, and is often a mild form of 
unperative. E, g. 

IIpis tatra mpdékers clov dv Oédns, you may act as you please. 
Soru. O. C. 956. dures 8 rotro Spdaets, but by all means do 
this. Arist. Nub. 1352. So in the common imprecations, doAeic be, 
oinw€erbe, may ‘you perish, &c, Xepi 3 ob patoers word. Eur. 
Med. 1820. 

(6.) A few instances occur in which the Future Indicative with 
uy expresses a prohibition, like the Imperative or Subjunctive with 
uy ($86). E.g. 

Tavrny, dv pot ypiobe oupBoiho, duddéere tiv miotiv, kal py 
Sovrncecde cidéva, x. 1. dr. if you follow my advice, keep this 
Jaith, and do not wish to know, &c. Dem. Aristoc. 659,15. *Edv dé 
ev povire, kal vuvi rodro davepdv moucere, Kai pn deplay avrois 
@eav Sooere. Lys, Phil. § 13. (In the preceding examples 
gpuddfere and woujcere belong under a.) Kal rapa rebyn par’ 
dyavdpyat twés On cova’ *Axatois, nO’ 6 Avpewv euds. SOPH. Aj. 
572. Révov dduxnoers pndémore xaipdy AaBwv. Menan. Mon. 
397. So perhaps pndev ravd épeis xara wrdAw. AESCH. Sept. 
250. 

These examples are sometimes explained by supposing an ellipsis 
of éres from the common construction dmws py Tovro épeis (sc. 
oxémer). See § 45, N. 7. 

Remarks. The use of the Future stated in Note 5 gives the 
most satisfactory explanation of the Future with od py in prohibi- 
tions, especially in such expressions as od py AaAnoets, GAN’ dKodov- 
Onoeis éue, do not prate, but follow me, and ov pi mpocoices xeipa, 
pnd aver ménAwv, do not bring your hand near me, nor touch m 
garments. See § 89, 2, with Notes. 

Nore 6. The Future sometimes denotes a present intention, 
expectation, or necessity that something shall be done, in which 
sense the periphrastic form with »éAAw is more common. E. g. 

Ti dtapepovor tay c& dvdyens xaxonabovvray, et ye MELvAToVT! 
kal Supnoovoe kai prynoover kai dypumvncovow; Le if 
they are to endure hunger and thirst, &c. Xun. Mem. II, 1, 17. 
(Here ef péddover rewqy kal dupqv, &c. would be more common, as 
in the last example under § 25, 2.) Alpe mAjxrpov, ef paxei, raise 
your spur, if you are going to fight. Arist. Av. 759. The impor 
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tance of this distinction will be seen when we come to conditional 
sentences. (See § 49, 1, N. 3.) : Rare 

A still more, emphatic reference to a present intention is found 
in the question ri Aé£ecs; what dost thou mean to say? often found 

in tragedy; as’Quo., ri NéLers; 7 yap eyyvs cori mov; Eur. Elec. 
1124. 

Note 7. For the Future Indicative and Infinitive with ay, 
see § 37, 2, and § 41,4. For the Future Indicative in protasis, 
see § 50, 1, N. 1; in relative clauses expressing a purpose, &c., see 
§ 65, 1 and 2; with ov pn, see § 89. 

2. A periphrastic Future is formed by “é\X and the 
Present or Future (seldom the Aorist) Infinitive. This 
form sometimes denotes mere futurity, and sometimes 
intention, expectation, or necessity. H. g. 

MéAXeu rodro mparrew (or mpdfew), he is about to do this, or he 
intends to do this. So in Latin, facturus est for facie. MédAX@ tpas 
Scdabecv, dev por H StaBory yéeyove. Phat. Apol. 21 B. Aecnoe 
Tod TotovTou TLvds det emtaTarov, ef weAEL F WoAtTEla GHLETOaL, 
if the constitution is to be preserved. PLat. Rep. III, 412 A. 

Norz 1. The Future Infinitive after pedo forms the only 
regular exception to the general principle of the use of that 
tense. (See § 27, N.1.) The Future and the Present seem 

to be used indiscriminately. 

Note 2. The Imperfect (seldom the Aorist) of péAdo is 
used to express a past intention or expectation. KE. g. 

Kixdoy, ovk dp EweAXes dvddxidos dvdpds ératpouvs ESpevar ev 
ont yAadupé, you surely were not intending to eat, &e. Od. IX, 475 
"EpedAdy o dpa xuwnoew eyo, I thought I should start you off. 
Anist. Nub. 1301. See IL. II. 36. 

§ 26. The Future Optative in classic Greek is used 
only in indirect discourse after secondary tenses, to 
represent a Future Indicative of the direct discourse. 
Even here the Future Indicative is very often retained 
in the indirect discourse. (See § 69.) E.g. 

‘Ymeur@v radda Ore adros tdkel mpakor, Oxero, having suggested 
as to what remained, that he would himself attend to the affairs there, 
he departed. Tutuc. I, 90. (Here mpdgor represents mpdfo of the 
direct discourse, which might have been expressed by mpdfe in 
the indirect quotation. See in the same chapter of Thucydides, 
drokpivdpevot Gre wWéwouay, having 1 plied that they would send, 
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where mreyorey mightdiave been used.) Ei teva hev-yovra 7 y OT, 
mponydpevev Ott ds modeuio xpyaotro. XEN. Cyr. Ill, 1, 3. 
(Here the announcement was ef riva Anyropat, os ToAcwio xpnoopct.) 
Edeyev dre érowuos ein nyeiodat adtois eis ro AéAra, évOa moAda 
Anwoivro. Xen. An. VII, 1, 33. AipeOévres ep’ Gre Evyypdyra 
vépous, kab’ ovotivas ToAtTEvVootvTo, having been chosen for the 

- purpose of making a code of laws, by which they were to govern. XEN. 
Hell. I, 3,11. (Here we have an indirect expression of the idea 
of the persons who chose them, of which the direct form is found 
just betore (II, 3, 2), née rpidxovra dvdpas édéoat, of ros matpiovs 
vopous Evyypdovar, ka&’ obs modurevoovat.) : 

REMARK. The term indirect discourse here, as elsewhere, must 
be, understood to include, not only all cases of ordinary indirect 
qeeian, introduced by ére or ws or by the Accusative and the 
nfinitive, after verbs of saying and thinking, but also all dependent 

clauses, in any sentence, which indirectly express the thoughts of 
any other person than the writer or speaker, or even former thoughts 
of the speaker himself. (See § 68.) 

Note 1. The Future Optative is sometimes used in final 
and object clauses after secondary tenses; but regularly only 
with Sras or ras pq after verbs of striving, &c., occasioually 

’ with pf (or drws pq) after verbs of fearing, and very rarely (if 
ever) in pure final clauses. As these clauses express the pur- 
pose or fear of some person, they are in indirect discourse 
according to the Remark above. (See § 44, 2.) 

(a.) The most common case of the Future Optative in sen- 
tences of this class is with éres or émws py after secondary 
tenses of verbs signifying ¢o strive, to take care, and the like; 
the Future Indicative in this case being the most common 
form in the construction after primary tenses, which here cor- 
responds to the direct discourse. Thus, if any one ever said 
or thought, cxord Sas roira yevjaoerat, I am taking care that 

this shall happen, we can now say, referring to that thought, 

éoxdme. Sas toiro yevfaorro, he was taking care that this 

should happen, changing the Future Indicative to the Future 

Optative (§ 77). E. g. 
"Roxémer 6 Mevexdys dros py Zoorro amas, GAN ~corro aitG 

Boris Cavrd te ynporpopyagot kal redevtagavTa Odrypoe adrov, 

kal els tov Smevra xpdvov Ta vopitdueva ait@ moingos. Isan. de 

Menecl. Hered. § 10 (11). "Epnyavopeba bras pydeis..- - 
yreootro, vomtoiar dé mavres, kK. T. A. WE Were striving that no one 

should know, &c., but that all should think, &c. Prat. Tim, 18 C 

(Here the second verb, ve ptotes, is retained in the Future Indica 
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tive, while the other, yvdcerat, is changed to the Optative.) See 

also PLav. Tim. 18 BE. Mndev olov dAdo pyxavacbat, i dmas . » - « 

défowvro. Prat. Rep. 1V,430 A. (See § 15, 3.) Emepedetro 

8 ras pire dovro: pyre drorol wore €oowvTo. XEN. Cyr. VIU, 1, 
43. Other examples are Prat. Apol. 86 C; Xen. Cyr. VIII, 

1,10, Hell. VII, 5, 3; Isax. de Philoct. Hered. p. 59, 41. § 35. 

In this construction the Future Indicative is generally retained, 
even after secondary tenses. See § 45. 

(.) The Future Optative is seldom found with py or émes 

pi after secondary tenses of verbs of fearing, as here the 

Future Indicative is not common after primary tenses. KE. g. 

O28 pdvov epi tis Bacdvou Kal ris dikns Sedoixer, GAAA Kai wept 
rod ypappareiov, daws py tnd Tod Mevebéevov gavAANPOHooEtTO. 
Isoc. Trapez. p. 363 B. § 22. (Hlere the fear was expressed origi- 
nally by dmas py} ovdAnPOncerat.) KaréBade ré ‘Hpaxdewray zeixos, 
ov TovTO paponeee py Tives 2.» . TOPEVTOLYTO Emt THY ExEivod 
Stivapw. XEN. Hell. VI, 4,27. "AANA kat rods Oeovs av edeicus 
mapaxwduvebew, pay ovx dpOads adits monocots. Puat. Euthyphr. 
15 D. 

Here the Present or Aorist Optative, corresponding to the same 
a of the Subjunctive after primary tenses, is generally used. 
ee § 46. 

(c.) In pure Final clauses (§ 44,1) it would be difficult to find 
an example of émws with the Future Optative, in which the weight 
of Mss. authority did not favor some other reading. Such is the 
case in Xun. Cyr. V, 4,17, and in Dem. Phaenipp. 1040, 20. Still, 
there can be little doubt of the propriety of such a construction, as 
the Future Indicative with éros was in use (though rare) after 
primary tenses. (§ 44, 1, N. 1.) 

The single example cited for the use of the simple py with the 
Future Optative in a pure final clause is PLat. Rep. III, 393 E: 
*"Ayapeuvey pypiavev, evrehAdpevos viv Te drtevar Kal avdts py edOciv, 
py) ait 76 Te oKATTpOY Kal Ta TOU Geod Gréppara ovK EMAaPKET Ot. 
(Here there is another reading, émrapxéceev, of inferior authority, 
which is adopted by Bekker.) If the reading éwapxeco: is retained 
as it is by most editors), it can be explained only by assuming that 
lato had in his mind as the direct discourse pH otc émapkecet 

We must remember that Plato is here paraphrasing Homer (UL. I, 
*25-28), and by no means literally. The Homeric line is My vd 
To. ov Xpaigpn oKnntTpov Kat oTéupa Oeoio. 

The other final particles, iva and ws, which seem never to take 
the Future Indicative, of course do not allow the Future Optative. 
(See § 44,1, N 1.) 

Norte 2, Many authors, especially Thucydides, show a decided 
preference for the Future Indicative, even where the Future Opta- 
tive might be used. As the tense was restricted to indirect dis 
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course, it was a less common form than the Present and Aorist, and 
for that reason often avoided even when it was allowed. 

§27. The Future Infinitive denotes an action 
which is future with reference to the leading verb. 
E. g. 

“EveoOat pyar, he says that he will be ; Zrecbar bn, he said that he 
would be; €cecOar gdyoe, he will say that he will be. Yoddovs ye 
€ceoOat Edeyor rods eGedAnoovras, they said that there would be many 
who would be willing. Xen. Cyr. III, 2, 26. 

Note 1. The most common use of the Future Infinitive 
is in indirect discourse, after verbs of saying, thinking, &c., to 
represent a Future Indicative of the direct discourse. (See 
the examples above.) In other constructions, the Present and 
Aorist Infinitive, being indefinite in their time, can always 
refer to the future if the context requires it ($§ 15, 1; 23, 1); 
so that it is seldom necessary to use the Future, unless 
emphasis is particularly required. 

Therefore, after verbs and expressions whose signification 
refers a dependent Infinitive to the future, but which yet do 
not introduce indirect discourse, as verbs of commanding, 
wishing, &c. (§ 15, 2, N. 1), the Present or Aorist Infinitive 

(not the Future) is regularly used. Thus the Greek would 
express they wish to do this not by Bovdovrat rotro moijoery, 

but by BotAovrat rotro movety (or worq#oar). See examples 

under §§ 15, 1 and 23, 1. So, when the Infinitive follows 
éore and other particles which refer it to the future, or is used 
to denote a purpose without any particle (§ 97), — and when 
it is used as a noun with the article, even if it refers to future 

time, — it is generally in the Present or Aorist, unless it is 

intended to make the reference to the future especially em- 
phatic. See examples in Chapter V. 
A single regular exception to this principle is found in the 

Future Infinitive after péAdw (§ 25, 2). 

Nore 2. On the other hand, when it was desired to make 

the reference to the future especially prominent, the Future 
Jnfinitive could be used in the cases mentioned in Note 1, 

contrary to the general principle. 
(a.) Thus we sometimes find the Future Infinitive after 
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verbs and expressions signifying to wish, to be unwilling, to 
tntend, to ask, to be able, and the like, where we should expect 
the Present or Aorist. This was particularly a favorite con- 
struction with Thucydides. E. g. 

"Eden Onoav dé kai rav Meyapéav vavot obas Evprpoméeuwperyv 
Tave. ) 27. *EBovdovto Tous ipepiaeatar Id. VI, 57. Té 
ordua abtod duevoowvro Ax oetv. Id. VII, 56. "Equépevor pev Ths 
maons &pEerv, Bonbeiv dé dua evmpen@s Bovddpevor trois éavrav 
évyyevéor cai Evppdyos. Id. VI, 6. (Here Bondeiv follows the rule.) 
Tov ruis vavol pi dOupeiv emcxyerpyoecy, to prevent them from being 
without spirit to attack them in ships. Id. VII, 21. Odr dwoxwdv- 
cetv dvvaror dvres. Id. IIL, 28. Ei rus els rovro dvaBddderat woLn- 
getv Ta déovra, if any one postpones doing his duty as far as this. 
Dem. OI. III, 31,1. (The ordinary construction would be dyaBaa- 
Aerat roveiv or wotjoa.) Oire Trav mpoydvev pepvnaOar [det] odre 
tov AeydvT@v avéxecOar, vopov te Onaety Kal ypdwWetv, Ker. A. 
Dem. F. L. 345, 27. (Here we have def Onoew.) Toddov déw 
euaurév ye dduxnoerv kal kar euavrod épeiv aitds. PLat. Apol. 
37 B. In Arist. Nub. 1130 we find, izws BovAjoera Kxév év 
Alytrr@ ruxeiv dy paddov f kpivat Kaxas, perhaps he will wish that 
he might (if possible) find himself by some chance in Egypt, rather than 
wish to judge unfairly. (Here rvyeiy dy is used in nearly the same 
sense as the Future in the second example. In this example and 
some others here given there seems to be an approach to the con- 
struction of indirect discourse.) 

See also Tuuc. IV, 115 and 121; V, 85; VII, 11; VII, 55 and 
74, In several of these passages the Mss. vary between the Future 
and Aorist, although the weight of authority is for the Future. See 
Kriiger’s Note on Tuvc. I, 27, where the passages of Thucydides 
are collected. 

(J.) In like manner, the Future Infinitive is occasionally 
used for the Present or Aorist, after dere and in the other 

constructions mentioned in Note 1, to make the idea of futurity 
more prominent. E. g. 

TIpoxadcoduevos és Adyous ‘Immiay, Sore iy pydev dpécxov déyy, 
mdhw abtév katragrioery és rd Teiyos on condition that he 
would in that case restore him. Tuuc. Ill, 34. Tods éurpous mape- 
docav rh "Apyeiwv Sjum did _radra StayphoeaGar, that they might 
put them to death, ‘Tuuc. VI, 61. So wetoecOar, IIT, 26. *EXai8s 
76 apaves rod KaropOadaery émrpéewarres, having committed to hope 
what was uncertain in the prospect of success. Tuuc. I, 42. (ere 
katopOecew is more explicit than the Present xaropOovv would be 
76 aavés rot karopOodv would mean simply what was uncertain in 
regard to success.) Td pév odv eLedXéykerv abrov Oappd xai mévu 
Moreve, I have courage and great confidence as to my ecnvicting him. 
Dum. F. L. 342, 2, (Here most of the ordinary Mss. read ebedeyxetv.) 
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Note 3. The Future Infinitive is the regular form after 
verbs of hoping, expecting, promising, &c., since it stands here 

in indirect discourse (§ 15, 2, N.1). E.g. 

Tpwcty & edmero Oupos vyas évimpnoerv Krevéery 6 fowas 
Axaovs. Il. XV, 701. ‘Yad 1 foxero Kal xarévevcev Soogpevat. 
J. XII, 368 = Maidd re ody mpocddca to dmovoorhiaery. Hor. 
T, 42. Kai mpoodoxav xp} Seomdaery Znvds twa; AESCH. Prom. 
930. “Hamev yap paynv @oeoGac. Tuuc. 1V, 71. "Ev édmids 
é&y ra reixn aipjoecy. Id. VII, 46. Tov orparnyov mpooSox® Tavita 
mpaéecv. Xen. An. III, 1, 14. "Ex rovrou brécxero pyyaviv 
mapegéecv. Id. Cyr. VI, 1, 21. 30 yap imécyou (nrnoaerv. PLAT. 
Rep, IV, 427 E. So Sidporoe Ft wy dEecv, SOPH. Phil. 594. 

Yet all of these verbs can take the Aorist or Present Infinitive 
without apparent change of meaning. They form an intermediate 
class between verbs which take the Infinitive in indirect discourse 
and those which do not. For examples of the Present and Aorist, 
see § 15, 2, N. 2; and § 23, 2, N. 2. 

§ 28. The Future Participle denotes an action 
which is future with reference to the leading verb. 
Kk. g. 

Totro movnjowy epxerat, HAGev or Edevoerat, he comes, went, or 
wil come, for the purpose of doing this. Oi8a avrév rovTo motnoovra, 
I know that he will do this: oi8a toiro mounoay, I know that I shall 
do this. So dew adrov rodre wounaovra, I knew that he would do 
this. 

Nore. For the various uses of the Future Participle, and ex- 
amples, see Chapter VI. 

Fourvure PERFECT. 

§ 29. The Future Perfect denotes that an action 

will be already finished at some future time. It is thus 
a Perfect transferred to the future. E. g. 

Kai pe dav ébedéeyéns, ovk dyOecOnoopai cot, adda péyoros edep- 
yérns wap’ poi dvayeypdrer, you will have been enrolled as the 
greatest benefactor. Pua. Gorg. 506 C. “Hy 8€ pi} yévyrat, parny 
epot kexAavoerat, au & éyxavav reOvnkers. 1 shall then have 
had my whipping for nothing, and you will have died. Arist. Nub. 
1435 

Note 1. The Future Perfect often denotes the contiz 
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uance of an action, or the permanence of its results, in future 

time. E. g. 

Tis Suvdpews es didiov rots émeyryvopévors pynun katahede i- 

erat, the memory of our power will be left to our posterity JSorever. 

uc. II, 64. (Compare § 18, 2.) 

Nore 2. The Future Perfect sometimes denotes the cer- 

tainty or likelihood that an action will ¢mmediately take place, 

which idea is still more vividly expressed by the Perfect (§ 17, 

Note 6). E.g. 
El 38 mapehOdv els Soricody Sivarro SiddEat, was 6 wapdy pdBos 

ReAvcerar, all the present fear will be at once dispelled. DEM. 
Symmor. 178, 17. (Here the inferior Mss. have déAvrat, which 
would have the same force, like 8\oAa quoted in § 17, N. 6.) 
Spite, cai wempakerat, speak, and it shall be no sooner said than 
done. Arist. Plut. 1027, Evdds ’Apsatos ddeotnget, Gore pidos 
ply ovdels AcAeiWerac. XEN. An. I, 4, 5. 

Nore 8. The Future Perfect can be expressed by the 
Perfect Participle and Zcoya. In the active voice this com- 
pound form is the only one in use, except in a few verbs 
E. g. 
*Av radr’ eiSdper, kal ra Séovra eodpeba eyvaxdres Kat Adyar 

paraloy dmndAAaypévot, we shall have already resolved to do our 
duty and shall have been freed from vain reports. Dem. Phil. I, 54, 
22. (See § 17, N. 2). 

Norr 4. A circumlocution with the Aorist Participle and 
coat is sometimes found, especially in the poets. E. g. 
e Od owrnoas Zoe; Sopu. O. T. 1146. AvumnOels éoet. SopH. O 

. 816. 

Nore 5. (a.) When the Perfect is used in the sense of a Present 
(s 17, N. 3), the Future Perfect is the regular Future of that tense. 
E. g. 

Kexhnoopat, peprncopa, aperrntw, I shall be named, I shall re- 
nuember, I shail withdraw, &e. 

(6.) With many other verbs, the Future Perfect differs very 
slightly, if at all, from an ordinary Future. Thus, rempdoopat is the 
regular Future Passive of mimpdoxe. Still, where there is another 
form, the Future Perfect is generally more emphatic, and may be 
explained by Note 1 or Note 2. 

Notr 6. The Future Perfect of the dependent moods is rare, 
except in the verbs referred to in Note 5. When it occurs, it 
presents no peculiarity, as it bears the same relation to the Indicative 
which the corresponding forms of the Future would bear. EL. g. 
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Tatra (fyot) rempdfeoOar dvoiv 4 rpudv jpepav, he says that 
these things will have been accomplished within two or three days. 
Dem. F. LL. 864,18. (Here the direct discourse was rempdfera: ) 

Remark. It must be remembered that, in most cases in which 
the Latin or the English would use a Future Perfect, the Greeks 
use an Aorist or even Perfect Subjunctive. (See § 18, 1, and § 20, 
N. 1, with the examples.) 

GNoMIC AND ITERATIVE TENSES. 

§ 30. 1. The Aorist and sometimes the Perfect In- 
dicative are used in animated language to express 
general truths. These are called the gnomie Aorist and 
the gnomic Perfect, and are usually to be translated by 
our Present. 

These tenses give.a more vivid statement of general truths, 
by employing a distinct case or several distinct cases in past 
time to represent (as it were) all possible cases, and implying 
that what has occurred will occur again under similar circum- 
stances. E. g. ‘ 

KdrOav’ épas 6 7° depyds dvip 6 Te woAAGd copys, both alike must 
die. Il. TX, 320. “Oore kat GAxtpoyv dvdpa paae kai apeiNeto 
vixny, who terrifies, and snatches away. Il. XVII,177. (See Note 2.) 
Bla 8€ kat peyddavyoy Zoadev ev xpdvg. Prnp. Pyth. VII, 20. 
Soot dé pédAovra tpirutov dvepov ~paPov, ov8 tnd xépder BAGBeY. 
Prnp. Nem. VII, 25. Kai 89 @idov ris 2xrav’ dyvoias tro. AESCH. 
Supp. 499. “AAAd Ta Toladra eis pev dak xai Bpayiy xpdvov 
dvréxet, eat opddpa ye fvOnoev emi tais eAmiow, dv toxn, TE 
xpsvo 8€ Poparar kai wept atra karappet- Dem. Ol. I, 21, 1. 
(See Note 2.) *Hv dpa... . opadaow, avrehwioavres Gdda mw I~ 
pwcay thy xpeiar, they supply the deficiency (as often as one occurs). 
Tuuce. I, 70. *Hy d€ rts rovray te mapaBaivy, (npiavy airois émé- 
decay, i.e. they impose a penalty upon every one who transgresses. 
Xen. Cyr. I, 2, 2. Aewav 1 dypa mvevpdrav éxolpere orévovta 
névrov. SOPH. Aj.674. Mi qpépa trav pev kabeidev bydbev, Tov 
& fp’ dvw. Eur. Ino. Fr, 424. "Oray 6”Epws ee yevntat, 
Sca@decipes re wodda cai PSienoev. Prat. Symp. 188 A. "Oray 
ris Gomep otros icxion, } mpoty mpdpacts Kat puxpdv mraicpa amavra 
dvexairice xai dcéXvoev. Dem. Ol. I, 20, 27. Eneiddy ris 
map epov pdbn, dav pév Bovrnra, drodédaxev b eyo mparropat 

Gpyiprov, diy dé pi}, eAOdy eis iepdv dudoas, doo dv hy afta eivar Ta 

adipara, roouirov karéOnxev. Prat. Prot, 328 B. (Here the 

erfect and Aorist are used together, in nearly the same sense, he 
pays.) TWoddol 8:4 dd£av cal wodcrixjy Sova peydha kaka mem Gy da 
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atv, i.e. many always have suffered, and many do suffer. XEN. 

Mem. IV, 2, 35. Td 5é py eumoddy dvavrayaviorp evvoig TETE 

pnrac. Tuuc, Il, 45. 

Remark. The gnomic Perfect is not found in Homer. 

Nore 1. The sense, as well as the origin of the construe- 

tion, is often made clearer by the addition of such words as 

rods, #y, GF oft. Such examples as these form a simple 

transition from the common to the gnomic use of these 

tenses : —- 

Woda orparéreda #3n Emecev tm Chaccdvar, i. e. many cases 

have already arisen, implying, it often happens. Tuuc. Hl, 89. MeA- 

Rov 7 larpis, tH vdow Sidors xpdvov, idaar’ Ady paddov } Tepaw 

xoda. Eur. Frag. 1057. Todddkes €x@v tes ovd€é TavayKata voy aviptov 

erdovTna’, Gare xarépous Tpepew, i. e. cases have often occurred 

in which such a man has become rich the next day, &c. PHILEM. Fr. 

Inc. 29. "Adupotvres dvdpes otrw tpdraoy €ornoav. PLAT. Crit, 

108 C. Oddels ewAotryaoeEY Taxées dixatos dv. MuNAND. Col. Fr. 

6. (Kriiger, § 53, 10, A. 2.) 

Norte 2. General truths are more commonly expressed in 
Greek, as in English, by the Present. (See § 10, N. 1.) 
Examples of the Present and Aorist, used in nearly the same 
gense in the same sentence, are given under § 30, 1. The 

gnomic Aorist is, however, commonly distinguished from the 
Present, either by being more vivid, or by referring to an 
action which is (by its own nature) momentary or sudden, 
while the Present (as usual) implies duration. See the second 
and sixth examples under § 30, 1. 

Norz 8. An Aorist resembling the gnomic Aorist is very 
common in Homer, in similes depending on past tenses, where 
it seems to stand by assimilation to the leading verb. It is 
usually to be translated by the Present. E. g. 

"Hone & ds Gre tis Opis Fpimev, and he fell, as when an oak falls 
(literally, as when an oak once fell). Il. XVI, 389. 

Norz 4, It is very doubtful whether the Imperfect was ever 
used in a gnomic sense, go as to be translated by the Present. 

Note 5. An instance of the gnomic Aorist in the Infinitive 1 
found in Sopx. Aj: 1082:— 

“Onov 3° bBpifev dpav 6, & Botherat, waph, 
Tavrny vouiCe tiv modi xpdve@ Tore 
E€ otpiwy Spapotcay és Buddy weaetv. 
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Here meceiv represents émecev in the direct discourse; the sense 
being, believe that that city must at some time fall. (See Sclmeide- 
win’s note.) So probably in Piat. Phaedr. 232 B: jyoupevp . . . - 
i yevouevns Kowny dpdorépus Katagrivar Thy cuppopar. 

ven the Aorist Participle seems to be occasionally used in the 
same sense; as in Tuuc. VI, 16: ofda rods rowovrous ev pév TO kar’ 
aitovs Big Aumnpols svras, tov bé emeira dvOpomwy mpoomoinaw 
évyyeveias tiat Kai py otoay Karademdvras, I know that such men, 
although in their own lifetimes they are offensive, yet often leave to some 
who come after them a desire to claim connexion with them, even where 
there is no ground for it. 

Note 6, The gnomic Perfect is found in the Infinitive in Dem. 
Ol. II, 23, 14: ef dé 71s codpwv fi Sixaws,.... tapedadat kart 
év oddevds eivat péper Tov Tovovrov (pyciv), such a man is always thrust 
aside, and is of no account. 

- 2. The Imperfect and Aorist are sometimes used 
os ss ” ; 
with the particle av to denote a customary action, 
being equivalent to our phrase in narration, “ he would 
often do this,” or “ he used to do it.” E. g. 
Atnparav ay adrovs ri Néyouev, I used to ask them (I would ask 

them) what they said. Piat. Apol. 22 B. Ei rwes iouev ry rods 
aerépous émixparoivras, dveOdpanaay dv, whenever any saw their 
friends in any way victorious, they would be encouraged (i. e. they were 
encouraged in all such cases). Tuuc VII, 71. ToAAd«s nKov- 
zapev dy rt Kaxads ipas Bovdevodpevous péya mpGypa, we used very 
aften to hear you, &e. Arist. Lysist. 511. Et tus adr@ mept rou 
dvridéyor pndév Exyov cages eyew, emi thy tndbcow emavayev av 
mavra Tov Adyov, he always brought the whole discussion back to the 
main point. XEN. Mem. IV, 6,13. ‘Omére mpooBrepeté twvas rev év 
rais rd£ect, Tore pev eiev dv, @ dvdpes, KT. Awe» . . TOTE D av ey 
@ddow dv XeEev. NEN. Cyr. VII, 1, 10. 

This construction must be carefully distinguished from that with 
& in ordinary apodosis (§ 49, 2). For the iterative Imperfect 
transferred to the Infinitive, see § 41, N. 3. 

Norte 1. (a.) The Ionic ‘terative Aorist in -oxov and 
-oxépny expresses the repetition of a momentary action; the 
Imperfect with the same endings expresses the repetition of a 
continued action. E. g. 
“Adous pev yap maidas epods médas Skis Axthreds wépvacy’, Sv 

rw €deoxe. Il. XXIV, 751. “Oxws ZAGoe 6 Neidos emt dard 
mhyeas, apSeaKe Alyunrov ray EvepGe Mepguos. Hor. II, 18. 

(8.) In Homer, however, the iterative forms are sometumes 
used in nearly or quite the same sense as the ordinary forms; 

thus goxe in Homer does not differ from jv. E. g 
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Aanp atr’ éuds ZoKe Kuvdmidos, ef mor’ env ye. Tl. TIT, 180. “Os of 
eryoiov Ete, pédvora dé pw Gedeeakev. Od. VIL, 171. 

Norte 2. Herodotus sometimes uses the iterative forms in -oxop 
and -oxépny vith dv, in the construction of § 30, 2. (He uses the 
“erative Aarist in only two passages, in both with dv.) E. g. 

i 
oréovea kralecke dv cat ddupé€oxero. Hor. Ul, 119. _ Es 

; . 
rovrous bkas EXGou 6 SkvANs, THY pev oTparijy KaTaAEiTETKE EVTD 

o , na 

spoarteio, 1 dros Sé dxws EAOoe es TO Telyos.. +. AaBeuxe dv 

“EAAWvida eojra, Hot. 1V, 78. 

DEPENDENCE OF Moops AND TENSES. 

§$i. 1. In dependent sentences, where the con- 
struction. allows either a Subjunctive or an Optative, 
the Sudjunctive is used if the leading verb is primary, 
and the Optative if it is secondary. (See § 8,2.) HE. g. 

IIparrovow a dv BotrAavrat, they do whatever they please: but 
éxparrov & BovAouvro, they did whatever they pleased. 

2. In like manner, where the construction allows 
either an Indicative or an Optative, the Indicative 
follows primary, and the Optative follows secondary 
tenses. KH. g. 

Adyovow ért Todro BovrXovrat, they say that they wish for this , 
édeEav Gre rovro BovAouvro, they said that they wished for this. 

Note 1. To these fundamental rules we find one special 
exception : — 

In indirect discourse of all kinds (including sentences 
denoting a purpose or object after tva, wn, &e.), either an In- 
dicative or a Subjunctive may depend upon a secondary 
tense, in order that the mood and tense actually used by the 
speaker may be retained in the indirect discourse. (See § 69.) 
E. g. 

Eirev drt Bovrerat, for etrev Grt Bovrotro, he said that he 
wished (i.e. he said Bovdouar). "EdoBeiro py rodro yévnrat, for 
epoBeiro pH Tovro yévotro, he feared lest it should happen (i.e. he 
thought, poBodpar py yévyrar). (See § 44, 2.) 

Norr. 2. An only apparent exception to these rules occurs 
when either an apodosis with dy, or a verb expressing a wish, stands 
an a dependent sentence. In both these cases the form which would 
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have been required in the apodosis or in the wish, if it had been 
independent, is retained without regard to the leading verb. It 
will be obvious from the principles of such sentences (Chapter IV), 
that a change of mood would in most cases change the whole 
nature of the apodosis or wish. E. g. 
Ey odk oid Srws dv tis cabéotepoy éemideiEcrev, I do not 

know how any one could show this more clearly. Dem. Aph. I, 828, 
23. Agi yap éxeiv@ toiro ev TH yuaun mapacTioa, ws bpeis ex THs 
dyedeias rautns .... tows dv 6ppnoactre. Dem. Phil. I, 44, 25. 
Ei & tpeis dado te yuooeoe. & wy yevorro, tiva otcade adtiy Wuxi 
é€ew; Dem. Aph. II, 842, 14. 

The learner needs only to be warned not to attempt to apply the 
rules § 31, 1, 2 to such cases as these. See § 44, 1, x. 3 (6). 

Note 3. A few other unimportant exceptions will be noticed 
as they occur. See, for example, § 44, 2, Note 2. 

Remark. It is therefore of the highest importance to ascertain 
which tenses (in all the moods) are to be considered primary, and 
which secondary; that is, which are to be followed, in dependent 
sentences, by the Indicative or Subjunctive, and which by the 
Optative, where the rules of § 31 are applied. The general prin- 
ciple, stated in § 8, 2, applies chiefly to the Indicative, and even 
there not without some important modifications. 

§ $2. 1. In the Indicative the general rule holds, that the 
Present, Perfect, Future, and Future Perfect are primary 

tenses, and the Imperfect, Pluperfect, and Aorist are secondary 
tenses. 

2. But the historical Present is a secondary tense, as it 
refers to the past; and the gnomic Aorist is a primary tense, 
as it refers to the present. 

See the first example under § 10, 2, where an historical 

Present is followed by the Optative; and the sixth, seventh, 

and eighth examples under § 30, 1, where gnomic Aorists are 
followed by the Subjunctive. 

3. (a.) The Imperfect Indicative in protasis or apodosis 
denoting the non-fulfilment of a condition (§ 49, 2), when it 

refers to present time, is a primary tense. E. g. 
"Eypadov dy prika ipas ed mornoa, ef ed dew, I would tell you 

in my letter how great services I would render you, if I knew, &e 

Dem. F. L. 353, 24. Udvy av époBovpny, py) dropyoaat doywv. 
Prat. Symp. 193 E. "EqoBotpny dv opddpa Reyer, pi SdE ws 
k. T. Xs, 1 should be very much afraid to speak, lest I should seem, &e. 
Prat. Theaet. 143 E. avr’ dv fon Acyeu ewexetpowy, i’ €104re. 
Dem. Aristocr. 623, 11. 

3 D 
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(2.) On the other hand, the Aorist Indicative in the same 

sense in protasis and apodosis, and also the Imperfect when it 

refers to the past, are secondary tenses. LE. g. 

"ANA kal Tods Beots dy Beroas mapakiwduvevew, pi od« épbGs aid 

mounoors- LAT. Euthyph. 15 D. ’AAN ot8€ pera wodAGv papto- 

pov drodidods elkj ris dv émiorever, W ei ris ylyvouto diaopa, 

koulcacbar padlas map’ ipiv diynrae. Dum. Onet. I, 869, 18. 
(Here the Subjunctive 8énraz will be explained by § 44, 2, but the 
Optative shows that the leading verb is secondary.)* 

§ $8. All the tenses of the Subjunctive and Imperative 
are primary, as they refer to present or future time. E. g. 

"Ereo 6’ dan a tis Hyqrat, follow whithersoever any one leads 
the way. Tauc. Il, 11. 

§ 34. As the Optative refers sometimes to the future and 
sometimes to the past, it exerts upon a dependent verb some- 
times the force of a primary, and sometimes that of a secondary 
tense. 

When it refers to the past, as in general suppositions after 
ei and relatives, depending on past tenses (§$ 51 and 62), it is 
of course secondary, like any other form which refers to past 
time. 

When it refers to the future, it is properly to be considered 
_ primary. In many cases, however, a double construction is 
allowed: on the principle of assimilation the Greeks preferred 
the Optative to the Subjunctive in certain clauses depending 

* Tt is difficult to determine the question whether the secondary tenses 
of the Indicative in this construction (§ 32, 3) are primary or secondary in 
their effect on the dependent verb, as sentences of nearly every class de- 
pending upon them take by assimilation a secondary tense of the Indica- 
tive. (So in most final clauses, § 44, 3; in protasis after ci, § 49,2; and 
after relatives, § 64.) There remain only indirect quotations, and the few 
cases of final clauses that do not take the Indicative by assimilation ; but 
both of these have the peculiarity of allowing the Indicative and Subjune- 
tive, when the writer pleases, to stand as they were in the direct discourse, 
instead of being changed to the Optative. Madvig (Bemerkungen, p. 20} 
classes them all as primary forms, considering the two examples of the 
Optative after the Aorist, quoted above, § 32, 3 (5), as exceptions. But 
these cannot be accounted for on the supposition that both Aorist and 
Imperfect are primary: they are, however, perfectly regular, if we con- 
sider the present forms primary and the past forms secondary (as in other 
eases); while the other examples in which the Indicative or Subjunctive 
cre the past forms may all be explained on the principle of § 31, 

ote 1. 
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on an Optative, the dependen: verb referring to the future like 
the leading verb, and differing little from a Subjunctive in 
such a position. This assimilation takes place regularly in 
protasis and conditional relative clauses depending on an 
Optative ; but seldom in final and object clauses after iva, dras, 

‘ py. &e., and very rarely in indirect quotations or questions. 
The three classes of sentences which may depend on an 

Optative referring to the future are treated séparately : — 
1. (@.) In protasis and in conditional relative sentences 

depending upon an Optative which refers to the future, the 
Optative is regularly used to express a future condition, rather 
than the Subjunctive. E. g. 

Eins hopyrés ov dv, ef mpdacots xadds, you would be unendur- 
able, if you should ever prosper. Anscu. Prom. 979. ’Avdpt d¢ « 
ovk ci£ete weyas TeAapmnos Alas, bs Ovyrds 7 etn Kat 2Sou Anunrepos 
axrnv. Il. XII, 321. as yap av tis, & ye py é€mioratro, tavra 
copes ein ; for how should any one be wise in those things which he did 
not understand? Xun. Mem. IV, 6,7. Aéouro dv adrod pévew, ore 
ot dwéXOous. XEN. Cyr. V, 3,13. Ei droOvyoxon pev mdvra, doa 
tov (qv peraddBor, ered) d¢ dmoddvot, péva ev roir@.... 
Gp’ ob Todd} dvdyxn TeAevtavra mdvra redvdvat; PLAT. Phaed. 72 C. 
‘Qs dmédotro Kai GAdos, 6 Tis TovadTd ye féCor, may any other man 
likewise perish, who shall do such things. Od. J, 47. TeOvainv, re pot 
pnkére Tadra pédor, may I die, when I (shall) no longer care for 
these! Min. Fr. I, 2. (Here drav pyxért pedy might be used with- 
out change of meaning. But ére péAex, found in the passage as 
quoted by Plutarch, would refer to the present in classic Greek.) 

(6.) On the other hand, the dependent verb is sometimes in 
the Subjunctive (or Future Indicative with ¢), on the ground 
that it follows a tense of future time. This happens especially 
-after the Optative with dy used in its sense approaching that of 
the Future Indicative (§ 52, 2,N;§54,1,6.) E.g. 
*Hy obv pans poe rovrov, odx dv dmodoiny, if then you should 

(shall) learn this for me, I would not pay, &c. Arist. Nub. 116. "Hp 
oe dpéAwpat, kdxior dodoipnv. Id. Ran. 586. "Ey d€ ravrny 
pev thy elpnny, éws dv eis *AOqvaiov Neimnrat, odemor dv oup- 
Bovdevoais romoacba rH moder, I would never advise the cityto make 
this peace, as long as a single Athenian shall be left. Dem. F. L. 345, 
14, (Here ws Xelworro would be the common form.) “Qomep av 
ipay exacros aicxuvbetn rHy Tdbw dumeiv hv dv Tax Oh ev Td Tohepa, 
as each one of you would be ashamed to leave the post at which he might 
be placed in war. Auscurn. Cor. § 7. (Here fy raxdein would be 
the more common, expression.) Tév dromordrey ay eir, ef Taira 
Summbets ph mpdéer Dem. Ol. 1,16, 25. Many such examples may 
be explained equally well by § 54, 1 (a). 
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Nor. It will be understood that no assimilation to the Optative 

can take place when the protasis (after «i or a relative) consists of a 

present or past tense of the indicative, as in this case a change to 

the Optative would involve a change of time. See § 64, Rem 2. 

2, In final and object clauses after iva, Gras, py, &C., the 

Subjunctive (or Future Indicative) is generally used when the 

leading verb is an Optative referring to the future; the 

Optative, however, sometimes occurs. ‘The preference for the 
Subjunctive here can be explained on the general principle 

(§ 31, Note 1, and § 44,2). E.g. 

(Subj.) "Oxvoinv av cis ra. mAoia epBaivew, py katabvan poBoi- 
unv & dv ré Hyepou SreaOat, ph tas dydyn dev ody oidv Te Eoras 
éfedOeiv. XEN. An. 1, 8,17. Olopae Gv tuas péeya dvycat t6 oTpd- 
reupa, ef emeAnbeinre Sms avtt Toy dmokwddTav ws TaXLOTA OTpaTH- 
yo kai Noxayol dytixkaracraddouv. XEN. An, III, 1, 38. 

(Opt.) Heipspnv av pi mpdow byay eivac, iva, et mou Kaipos ein, 
émipaveiny. XEN. Cyr. Il, 4,17. ‘H uAaky yedola tis ee 
votro, ef py auye éemuysehoio Smas eEwbev Tr elaéepotta. XEN. 
Oecon. VU, 39. Other examples of the Optative are AEscuH. 
Eumen. 298 (€Ado, dmas yevorro) ; SOPH. Aj. 1221 (Gras mpocei- 
mousev) ; SOPH. Phil. 8325; Eur. Hec. 839; Xen. Cyr. I, 6, 22. 

Nors. In relative sentences expressing a purpose the Future 
Indicative is regularly retained, even after past tenses of the Indica- 
tive. For exceptional cases of the Optative in this construction, 
depending on the Optative with av, see § 65, 1, Notes 1 and 3. 

3. In indirect quotations and questions, depending upon an 
Optative which refers to the future, the Indicative is the only 
form regularly used to represent an Indicative of the direct 
discourse. But in indirect questions the Optative is sometimes 
found representing a dubitative Subjunctive of the direct 
question (§ 88). E. g. 

O08 ay eis dvretrot ds ov Cup hée per rH médet. DEM. Megal. 202, 
24, El odv viv droderyOein tiva xpi HyeioOat,. . . . odx av énére of 
mohépuoe EAOorey BovdeverOat jas deo. XEN. An. IIT, 2, 36. 

Ovk av exo eLeAOav & re xpGo cavrd, if you should withdravo, 
you would not know what to do with yourself. Piarr. Crit. 45 B. Odx 
av Exous 8 te xpHoato cavTg, GAN’ ideyytans’ dy kal yaop@o ovk Zywv 
éreetmots. Id. Gorg. 486 B. The direct questions here were re 
Xpopas 5 —ri Xppowpar ;— rk elmo; The Subjunctive can always 
be retained in this construction, even after past tenses. See § 71: 

Nors. In Dem. Megal. 203, 12, we find a case of the Optative in 
an indirect quotation : OU yap éxeivd y av eioipen, ds dvra\AdEacOas 
Bovrolped’ dvrurddous Aaxedatpoviovs dvri OnBaiwy There are 
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no other readings, and it is doubtful whether we must consider it as 
an exceptional case of assimilation (we could not say this, that we 
wished, &c.), or emend it, either by reading BovAdueba (as proposed 
by Madvig, Bemerk. : 21), or by inserting dv, which may easily have 
been omitted in the Mss. before either dvra\AdéacOat or dvrimddors. 
In Prat. Rep. VI, 515 D, we find in the best Mss. ‘Yi dv ofee abtav 
eimeiv, ef Tis ait Aéyou dre rére pv édpa pAvupias, viv 8é dpOdrepa 
BXémou, what do you think he would say, if any one should tell him 
that all that time he had been seeing foolish phantoms, but that now he 
sees more correctly? Some Mss. read Sréret. 

_In IL. V, 85, Tudet8ny ode av yvoins rorépose perein, the Upta- 
tive in the indirect question represents péreoriv, but ovk av yvoins 
here refers to the past, meaning you would not have known. (See 
§ 49, 2, N. 6.) 

§ $5. 1. The Present, Perfect, and the Futures in the 
Infinitive and Participle regularly denote time which is merely 
relative to that of the leading verb of the sentence. They are 
therefore primary when that is primary, and secondary when 
that is secondary. E. g. 

BovAerat A€yew ti rodTd eorev, he wishes to tell what this is. 
*EGBovdero Adyew Ti rovTo ein, he wished to tell what this was. now 
Gkyxoevar ti eotuv, he says he has heard what it is. “Edn denxoevat 
ri ein, he said he had heard what it was. not mouoew 6 te dv 
BovrAnade, he says he will do whatever you shall wish, "Eqn motn- 
oew 6 Tt BovAota Ge, he said he would do whateber you should wish. 

Mévovow Bovddpevor eidévar ti €aore. "*Epevov BovAdpevor eidévas 
tl ein. Meévovow dxyxodres ti €ortev. "Epevov dxnxodres ti etn» 
Mévovow dkovadpevot ti €otiv. “Epevov dxovodpevot ti etn. 

Nore. When the Present Infinitive and Participle represent 
the Imperfect (without dy) they are secondary without regard to 
the leading verb. E. g. ; 

las yap oleabe Sucxepds dxovetv, el tis Te NEyor; how unwill- 
ingly do you think they heard it, when any one said anything? See 
this and the other examples under § 15, 3, and § 73, 2. 

2. When the Aorist Infinitive in itself does not refer to any 
definite time, it takes its time from the leading verb (like the 
Present), and may be either primary or secondary. But when 
it refers to time absolutely past, it is always a secondary tense. 
E. g. 

Bovderar yoovar ri rodrd éariv, he wishes to learn what this is, 
"EBotAero yravat wv totro ein, he wished to learn what this was. 
(§ 23, 1.) 

But ¢gyot yrdvar ti vodro etn, he says that he learned what thia 
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was (§ 28, 2). “Edn yravas ti tovro etn, he sand that he had learned 

what this was. ates has the force of a primary tense in the first 
example, that of a secondary tense in the others.) 

3. The Aorist Participle refers to time past relatively to the 
leading verb. It is therefore secondary when the leading 
verb is past or present and the Participle refers to time 
absolutely past; but it may be primary when the leading verb 
is future, if the Participle refers to time absolutely future. 
E. g. 

"lore pas €XOdvras iva rovTo tSotpev, you know that we came 
that we might see this, ‘Ymreumayv radha ore abros Takei wpakor, 
@xero. Tuuc. I, 90. Ty pdoreye tumrécOw mAnyas ind i pene ép 
ayopa, knptéavros dv évexa pédAdee tuntecOa. Prat. Leg. XI, 
917 E.  Lydor deioas pi Senbein... tpépet. ARisT. Vesp. 109. 

4. The tenses of the Infinitive and Participle with a are 
followed, in dependent clauses, by those constructions that 

would have followed the finite moods which they represent, in 
the same position. See § 41, § 32, 3, and § 34. 

CHAPTER III. 

THE PARTICLE ”AN, 

§ 36. The adverb av (Epic «¢, Doric xd) has two 
uses, which must be carefully distinguished. 

1. In one use, it denotes that the action of the verb 

to which it is joined is dependent upon some condition, 
expressed or implied. This is its force with the 
secondary tenses of the Indicative, and with the 
Optative, Infinitive, and Participle: with these it 
forms an apodosis, and belongs strictly to the verb. 

2. In its other use, it is joincd regularly to ed, if, and 
io all relatives and temporal particles, (and occasionally 
to the final particles ws, dws and dppa,) when these 
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words are followea by the Subjunctive. Here it seems 
to belong entirely to the relative or particle, with which 
it often coalesces, as in éav, drav, émeidav. 

Remark 1. The rules, § 36, 1, 2, include only the constructions 
which are in good use in Attic Greek. For the Epic use of a with 
the Subjunctive in apodosis, see § 38, 2; for dy with the Future In- 
dicative, see § 37, 2. 

Remark 2, There is no word or expression in English which can 
be used to translate dy. In its first use (§ 36, 1) we express it by 
the mood of the verb which we use; as BovAorro dy, he would wish. 
Tn its second use, with'the Subjunctive, it has no force that can be 
made perceptible in English. Its peculiar use can be understood 
only by a study of the various constructions in which it occurs. 
These are enumerated below, with references (when itis necessary) 
to the more full explanation of each in Chapter IV. 

§37. 1. The Present and Perfect Indicative are 
never used with av. 
When this seems to occur, there is always a mixture of construc- 

tions. Thus in Prar. Leg. IV, 712 E, eyo 8€ otro viv eLaidyys dv 
épwrnbets dvtws, Sep eivov, ov Zxw eimeiv, dv was used with a view 
to otx dv etzouse or some such construction, for which ov« éyw eimeiv 
was substituted: the meaning is, if I should suddenly be asked, I 

could not say, &c. So in Prat. Men. 72 C, xav ef roddai . .. eioiy, 
&y yé re eidos rairév nacat Zyovet, i.e. even if they are many, still 
(it would seem to follow that) they all have, &c. Examples like the 
last are very common in Aristotle, who seems to use xy ef almost 
like cai e, without regard to the mood of the leading verb. 

Remark. Constructions like those mentioned in § 42, 2, Note, 
must not be referred to this head. For otk dv pot doxei eivat is 
never it would not seem to me to be; but always, it does not seem to 
me that it would be; dv belonging to eivat. 

. . . . UA 
2. The Future Indicative is often used with ev or 

xé by the early poets, especially Homer. The addition 
of av makes the Future more contingent than that 
tense naturally is, giving it a force approaching that of 
the Optative with av in apodosis (§ 89). E. g. 

"AAN UO, ey dé KE Tor Xapirov play éwrorepdav ddow, drrutepevat 
kai ony cexdyoba ako. Il. XIV, 267. Kai «é mis OS epecs 

Tpdav tmepnvopedvtwy, perhaps some one will thus speak. UL. IV, 176. 

O 8 Kev Kexoddoerar, dv kev ixopat, and he will perhaps be angry 

to whom I come. Ul. 1,139. Eid aye, tovs av eyav emedyropat : oi 

8 mbécOwv. DU IX, 167. Tap’ euocye kat dAdoe, of ce pe Tepy- 
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covet, i. e. who will honor me when occasion offers. ll. I, 174. E 
8 ’Oduceds @XOot Kai tkour’ és marpida yatav, alipd ke ody @ radi Bias 
dmoriceras dvipav. Od. XVI, 539. (In this passage the Future 
with xé is used nearly in the sense of the Optative, corresponding to 
the Optatives in the Protasis. ’Asoricera: may also be Aorist Sub- 
junctive, by § 38, 2.) Mafdy 8 ris &y épet. Pinp. Nem. vu, 68. 
Kav & &t pénov Spopae alya. Kur. Elect, 484. (So the 
Mss.) 

Nore 1. The use of é& with the Future Indicative in Attic Greek 
is absolutely denied by many critics, and the number of the ex- 
amples cited in support of it have been greatly diminished by the 
more careful revision of the texts of the Attic writers. Still several 
passages remain, even in the best prose, where we must either 
emend the text against the authority of the Mss., or admit the con- 
struction as a rare exception to the general rule. E. g. 

Alyurrious 5¢.... ody 6p mola Suvduer ouppayy ypnodpevor 
paddov av kohdoea Oe ths viv ov epol ovons. KEN. An. LI, 5, 13. 
"Amirxupiodpevar dé capes av [katagtHoere | avrois amd Tov toov 
tui paddov mpoopéepecdar. Tuuc. J, 140. (Here most editors read 
kataotyoaire, on the authority of inferior Mss.) “Edn obv rov 
€pwrapevoy eimeiv, oy jet, pavat, ovd av WEer Sevpo, nor will he be 
likely to come hither, Puar. Rep. X, 615 D. (Here the only other 
reading is €or, which is of course corrupt.) “Edn... . Aéyor 
mpos tas ws, et SwudevEoiuny, fin av tpav of viets ... . mdvres 
navrdract StapOapnaovrar. Id. Apol. 29 C. 

The construction is perhaps less suspicious in the dramatic chorus, 
which belongs to lyric poetry. See the last example under § 37, 2. 

See § 41, 4, on the Future Infinitive and Participle with dv. 

Norte 2. The form xé is much more common with the Future in 
Homer than the form dy. 

3. The most common use of av with the Indicative 
is with the secondary tenses, generally the Imperfect 
and Aorist, in apodosis. It here denotes that the condi- 
tion upon which the action of the verb depends is not or 
was not fulfilled. See § 49, 2. 

Norr. The Imperfect and Aorist are sometimes used with 
dy in an iterative sense; which construction must not be con- 

founded with that just mentioned. See § 30, 2. 

§38. 1. In Attic Greek the Subjunctive is used 
with ay only in the cases mentioned in § 36,2; never 
in independent sentences. See § 47, 2, § 50 1, § 41, 
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and § 60, 3. For the occasional use of av in final 
clauses, see § 44, 1, Note 2. 

2. In Epic poetry, when the Subjunctive is used 
nearly in the sense of the Future Indicative (§ 87), 
it sometimes takes «é or av. The combination forms an 
apodosis, with a protasis expressed‘ or understood, and 
is nearly or quite equivalent to the Future Indicative 
with av. E. g. 

Ei 8€ ke py Sdwarv, eyd dé kev avtds EXwpat, and if they do not 
give her up, [ will vale het myself. I. 1,137. (Cf. IL. I, 324.) 

See § 50, 1, Note 2 (a). 

Nore. This Epic use of xé or av with the Subjunctive must 
nut be confounded with the ordinary construction of § 38, 1. 
In the latter the dy is closely connected with the particle or 
relative, while in the former it is joined with the verb, as it is 
with the Indicative or Optative. It in fact bears more resem- 
blance to the ordinary Optative with dv in apodosis in Attic 
Greek, than to any other Attic construction. : 

$39. The Optative with av always forms an apo- 
dosis, to which a protasis must be either expressed or 
implied. It denotes what would happen, if the con- 
dition (expressed or implied) upon which the action 
of the verb depends should ever be fulfilled. See § 50, 
2, and § 52, 2. 

Remark. Such constructions as are explained in § 44, 1, N. 3, 
a, and § 74,1, N. 2, are no exception to this rule, as there dy does 
not belong to the verb. 

Nore. The Future Optative is not used with dv. See § 26. 

§40. The Imperative is never used with av. 

Nor. All passages formerly cited for dy with the’ Imperative 
are now emended on Mss. authority, or otherwise satisfactorily ex- 
plained. See Passow, or Liddell and Scott, s. v.”Av. 

§41. The Infinitive and Participle can be used 
with av in all cases in which a finite verb, if it stood in 
their place, would be accompanied with av. This com 

38* 
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bination always forms an apodosis (except in its itera 
tive sense, Note 8): it can never form a protasis, as the 

finite verb never has av joined to itself in protasis. (See 
§ 36, 2.) 2 

Each tense of the Infinitive and Participle with av 

forms the same kind of apodosis which the correspond- 
iny tense of the Indicative or Optative would form in its 
place. The context must decide whether the Indicative 
or the Optative is represented in each case. 

1. The Present Infinitive and Participle (which represent 
also the Imperfect, by § 15, 8, and § 16, 2), when they are 

used with dv, may be equivalent either to the Imperfect Indica- 
tive with dy or to the Present Optative with dv. They can 
represent no other form, as no other form of the Present is 
used with dy in apodosis in the finite moods. E. g. 

yo abrovs edevepous av civat, et todiro empatay, he says that 
they would (now) be free, if they had done this (eivat av representing 
joay dv, § 37, 8). now adrods édevOépors dv efvat, ei rovro 
mpafeay, he says that they would (hereafter) be free, if they should do 
this (eivat dv representing e«tnoav dv, § 39). Oleabe yap trav warépa 
ove Gv huddrrecy kal ry Tyuyy AapBaverv tov EvAwv; do you 
think he would not have taken care and have received the pay? 
Dem. Timoth. 1194, '20. (Here the direct discourse would be 
epidarrey av kai éddpBaver.) Olina yap Gv od« dyapioras por 
fxeev, for I think it would not be a thankless labor ; i.e. od« dv Exot. 
Xen. An. I, 3,18. Maprupip éxpavro, py av Evorparedery, e 
pn TA ndixour ois emjecay, that they would not join in expeditions, unless 
those against whom they were marching had wronged them. Tuuc. 
Ul, 11. (Here évorparedew dv represents fuveorpdrevov dv.) 

Oi8a avrods édevOepous dv Svras, ed rovro &mpatav, I know they 
would (now) be free, if they had done this. OiSa avrobs ¢devOépous 
dy dvras, ei roiro mpafecav, I know they would (hereafier) be free, 
if they should do this. (In the former évras dy represents 4aav ay, 
in the latter cinoay dv.) Tév AapBavdvrav dixny Svres dv dixaios 
Gi. e. Hyer dv), whereas we should justly be among those who inflict 
punishment. Dum. Eubul. 1300, 8. *Omep Zaye py... . THY edo 
névyngoy mopbeiv, dduvdrav av dvTa@v (ipav) emPonOeiv, when you 
would have been unable to bring aid (sc. if he had done wt). Tuve. I, 
78. IIGAN &v Eywv Erep’ elmeiv wept adras wapadelra, although I 
might be able (if t should wish) to say many other things about it, 1 
omit them. Dem. Cor. 313,4 "Awd mavrds dv pé pov dAdyov Sixatou 
vnxavnpa mocxidov (i. e Os iw gépors), thou who wouldst derive, &c 
Sopn. O. C. 761. 
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2. The Perfect Infinitive and Participle (which represent 
also the Pluperfect, by § 18, 3, Rem.), when they are used 

with a, may be equivalent either to the Pluperfect Indicative 
with @ or to the Perfect Optative with @& E. g. 

Ei pa) tas dperas Umép avray éxeivas of Mapaddm kai Sadapin wa- 
pecxovTo, .... wdvra tavd’ tnd trav BapBdpev av éadwxévae 
(sc. @yoeev ay tis), if those at Marathon and Salamis had not ex- 
hibited those deeds of valor in their behalf, any one would say that all 
these would have been captured by the barbarians. Dem. F. L. 441, 
21. Here éadwxéva: dv represents éaddxecay dv, Plup. Ind.) ’AAY’ 
ovk Gy iyotpat avrovds Sixny d&iav Sedaxévar, et akpoagduevor 
adrav katanpicaobe, but I do not believe they would (then) have 
suffered sufficient punishment, if you after hearing them’ should con- 
demn them. Lys. XXVII,§ 9. (Here the protasis in the Optative 
shows that dedwxevas dv represents Sedwxdres dy ciev (§ 18, 1); but 
if the protasis had been ei caren pioaade, if you had condemned them, 
ded@xévar Gv would have represented Sedaxecay av, they would have 
suffered.) See also, in § 8 of the same oration, ovx Gy dwodwAévat 
o2e GANA Sedaxévar. ‘AvSpamodades av Sixaios kexkdjo Oat 
Wyeiro. Xun. Mem. I, 1,16. (Here xexdjodar dv represents xexAy- 
pevor ay elev.) 

These constructions are of course rare, as the forms of the finite 
moods here represented themselves seldom occur. 

8. The Aorist Infinitive and Participle with dy may be 
equivalent either to the Aorist Indicative with dy or to the 

Aorist Optative with dy. E. g. 

Oix dv frycio@’ abriv kav emidpapetv; do you not believe that (if 
this had been so) he would even have run thither? i. e. obx av éné- 
Spayev; Dem. Aph. I, 831,10. “Aveu 8€ cetopod odk dv por doxet rd 
roworo EvpBivac yevéoba (ovx dv Evy Bava representing ov« dy 
éuvéBn), but unless there had been an earthquake, it does not seem to 
me that such a thing could have by any chance happened, Tuuc. II, 
89. Tovs ’AOnvaious #Amfev lows av émeEeNOety kal thy yay od« 
dv mepudeiv rpndijva (1. & tows av dme£eAOorev Kai od« dv mepii- 
Sorev). Id. II, 20. O08 Gv kparijoas adrodts ris yas 7yodpat (i. e- 
kparnoeay av). Id. VI, 37. 
AANA pgdlas &v dpedeis, el kal perplos Te TovTwy émoince, mpoei- 

ero drobaveiv, whereas he might easily have been acquitted, &t. XEN? 
Mem. IV, 4, 4. Kal ef dmjyOnobe Somep jycis, ed lopev ph av 
fjocov tuas .Avmnpods yevopevous tois Evppdyors, kai dvayKa- 
oOévras dy # dpxyew, x. 7. A. (i. @. obk dy eyeverOe, Kal qvayxdaOnre 
dv), if you had become odious as we have, we are sure that you would 
have been no less oppressive to your allies, and that you would have 
been forced, &e. Tauc. I, 76. ‘Opay 16 maparetxiopa dmhouv dy, kal 
i émucparfoeé ris... . pgdios av abrd AnHeéy (i. &. pgdiws ay 
sbrd Anpbein), seeing that it would easily be taken, &c. ‘1d. VU, 42 
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Otre dvra obre Gv yevdmeva oyorowiow, they relate things which 

are not real, and which never could happen (i. e. ovk dv yévorro). -Id. 

VI, 38. 

4. The Future Infinitive and Participle with dy would be 

equivalent to the Homeric construction of a» with the Future 

Indicative (§ 37,2). As, however, dy is not found in Homer 

with either the Future Infinitive or the Future Participle 

(see below, Note 2), this construction rests chiefly on the 

authority of passages in Attic writers, and is subject to the 
same doubt and suspicion as that of the Future Indicative 
with d& in those writers. (See § 37, 2, Note 1.) In the 
following passages it is still retained in the best editions, with 
strong support from Mss. 

Nopifovres, ef tavtny mpatyy AdBoev, padios av adiot raAda 
mpocxwpynaoev. Tuve. I, 80. (Here the direct discourse 
would regularly have beer either in the Fut. Ind. without dy, or in 
the Aor. Opt. with dv.) The same may be said of Tuvc. V, 82, 
vonifav péeyotov ay opas OpeAnoetv. (Here one Ms. reads by 
correction dpedjoa.) See also Tuuc. VI, 66; VIII, 25 and 71. 
Bxoaq aod WEewv Seip’ av eEqvxouv éya, I declared that I should be 
very slow to come hither again. Sopu. Ant. 390. ’Adiere i pi adiere, 
Os epod obk Gv motnoovTos GAdAa, ovd ef péAA@ ToAAdKis TeOvdvat. 
Plat. Apol. 30 C. Tots ériodv Gv ckeivg mounoovtas avypnxdres éx 
Tis moAews eoeobe. Dum. F. L. 450, 27. (Here Cod. A. reads 
mooavras.) 

Note 1. As the Future Optative is never used with dy (§ 39, 
Note), this can never be represented by the Future Infinitive or 
Participle with dv. 

Note 2. The Participle with 4, or «é is not found in Homer or 
Pindar. The Infinitive with dy occurs in these poets very seldom, 
and only in indirect discourse. E. g. 

Kai 8 &v rois d\dovow én mapapvOncacdar. Tl. IX, 684. 
(The direct discourse is given in the words of Achilles in vs. 417, 
kai 8 dv... . mapapvdncaipny.) 

* Norte 3. The Infinitive with dv sometimes represents an iterative 
Imperfect or Aorist Indicative with dy (§ 30,2). This must he 
carefully distinguished from an apodosis. . g. 

*Axotw Aaxedaipovious rére éuBaddvras dy kal xaxdoavras Thy xdpas 
dvaxwpeiv ém otkov wad, I hear that the Lacedaemonians at that 
time, after invading and ravaging the country, used to return home 
again. Dum. Phil. TIT, 123, 16. (Here dvaxepeiv av representa 
dyeyopour dy in its iterative sense, they used to return.) 
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Note 4. The Infinitive with dy commonly stands in indirect 
discourse after a verb of saying or thinking, as in most of the ex- 
amples given above. Occasionally, however, it is found in other 
vonstructions, where the simple Present or Aorist Infinitive is regu- 
larly used. E. g. 

Ta b€ evrds otras exaiero, dore FOtcra av és Vdwp yuxpdy ohas 
adrovs pimrecy, so that they would most gladly have thrown themselves 
into cold water. Tac. II, 49. ("ore piwrew would be the ordi- 
nary expression here: with dy it represents an Imperfect Indicative, 
Eppimrov dv.) ’Exeivous dmeotepyxévat, el kai kpartotev, pr av ere oas 
amotetxioat, to have deprived them of the power of ever again walling 
them in, even if they should be victorious. Id. VII, 6. See § 27, N. 2 
(a), for an example of BovAoua: and the Infinitive with av. We 
have given examples of verbs of hoping, &c. with the Present, 
Aorist, and Future Infinitive; they sometimes take the Infinitive 
with dy, as a slight change from the Future; as in Tuuc. VIL, 61: 
TO THs TUyns Kav pe jpav éAmicavres orivat. (See § 27, N. 3.) 
EAzi¢o is found also with os and the Future Optative in Tuc. 
VI, 30; and with os and the Aorist Optative with dy in V, 9. 

Nore 5. The Participle with dy can never represent a protasis, 
because there is no form of protasis in the finite moods in which ay 
is joined with the verb itself. For examples of apparent violations 
of this principle, incorrectly explained by Matthiae and others as 
cases of the Participle with dv in protasis, see § 42, 3, Note 1. 

§ 42, 1. When é is used with the Subjunctive, if it does 
not coalesce with the relative or particle into one word (as in 
édy, Grav), it is separated from it only by such words as pév, dé, 

té, yap, &c. See examples under § 62. 

2. When ay stands in apodosis with any verbal form, it may 
be either placed near the verb, or attached to some more em- 
phatic word in the sentence. 

Particularly, it is very often placed directly after inter- 
rogatives, negatives, adverbs of time, place, &c., and other 

words which especially affect the sense of the sentence. E. g. 

ANA Tis 8 Oedv Oepareia cin av 4 doudrns; PLat. Euthyph. 13 
D. *AAN dpas 76 Kepddaioy adrav fadias av cimos. Id. 14 A. Od 
dv 8) rdvd? dvdpa _paxns epbaao perehOcv, Tudeidyy, ds viv ye ay kai Auk 
marpi paxouro. Il. ¥ 456. Ids ay rév aizvddrarov, éxOpov adnpa, 
tous re Sucodpxas édéacas Bacrdijs, TéAos Odvouse Kabrds. Sopu. Aj. 
389. Tdyior dv re médw of rovodtoe érépous meioayres amoAeveLay. 
Tuvc. I, 63. 

Note. For the sake of emphasis, a is often separated 

from its verb by such words as ofoya:, Soxéw, npi, oida, &e. In 
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such cases care must be taken to connect the é with the verb 

to which it really belongs. E. g. 

Kal viv jdéos dy por Sond Kotvaviaat, and now I think I 
should gladly take part (av belonging to xowevijoa). Ken. Cyr. 
VUI, 7, 25. O88 &v tpeis of8 dru ernatvaagbe modepovvres, nor 
would you (I am sure) have ceased fighting. Dem. Phil. II, 72, 
25. Ti odv dv, &pny, ely 6 "Epos; Puat. Symp. 202 D. This is 
especially irregular in the expression ov« ofda dy ei, or odk &y oida 
ei, followed by an Optative to which the dy belongs; as ot« oi8” ay 
ei meioatpe, Ido not know whether I could persuade him (se. if £ 
should try). Eur. Med. 941. The more regular form would be 
avk olda ei weigatpse av. See Elmsley ad loc. (vs. 911). 

3. “Av is sometimes used twice, or even three times, with 
the same verb. This may be done in a long sentence, to make 
the conditional force felt through the whole, especially when 
the connection is broken by intermediate clauses. It may also 
be done in order to emphasize particular words with which it 
is joined, and to make them prominent as being affected by the 
contingency. E. g. 

"Qor &v, ef cOdvos AaBoyn, SnrAwoacp’ Av of’ adrois Ppova. 
Sopn. El. 333. Ovd« dv nyeio® airév kav émtdpapetv. Dem. 
Aph. I, 831, 10. Otr &y éddvres ad&is dvOahotev dv. AESCH. 
Ag. 340. “Addous y' Gv ody oldueba ra ucrepa aBdrras SeiEat av 
pd\wora ef Te perpidgopev. Tuuc. I, 76. (See § 42, 2, N.) Or 
Gy kedevoarp’, obr’ dv, ef Oédors Ere mpdocelv, euod y av ndéws Spdns 
pera. Sopu. Ant. 69. Aéyw kad’ éxacroy Soxeiv Gv pot Tov avrov 
Gvdpa map’ jpav emt wAcior’ Gv eldn Kal pera xapitwy padtor dv 
edtpanéhos 76 cdma avrapxes mapéxeoOar. Tuuc.ll, 41. (Here 
a is used three times, belonging to mapéyerOa.) ‘Ypav dé épnpos 
dy otk ay ixavis otpar etvac ovr’ dv didrov dpednoa: ods’ dv eyOpav 
dvcEacda. XEN. An. I, 3, 6. (Here apy is used three times, be- 
longing to iva.) 

Nore 1. This principle, taken in connection with that 

stated in § 42, 2, by showing that dy can be joined to any 
word in the sentence which it is important to emphasize, as 
well as to its own verb, and even to both, explains many 

cases in which a and a Participle appear to form a protasis 
(See § 41, Note 5.) Ifa Participle takes the place of a 
protasis, it is of course one of the most important words in 
the sentence, and one to which the particle dy is especially 
sikely to be attached. The d, however, does not qualify 

such a Participle, any more than it doeg a negative or in- 
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terrogative with which it is connected for the same purpose; 
but it always belongs to the principal verb of the apodosis, 
E. g. 

Nouioate 76 re haidov kal Td pécov Kal rd mdvu axpiBes av Evy- 
xp10év pddtor av icyvery, believe that these, if they should be 
unwed, would be especially strong. Tnuc. VI,18. (Here Evyxpadéy 
alone (not with ay) is equivalent to ed Evyxpaéetn (§ 52, 1), and the 
a is placed before it merely to emphasize it, as containing the pro- 
tasis to the verb ioyvew, to which this dy, as well as the other, 
belongs.) "Ayavas av ris pou Soxei, én, @ matep, mpoetTav 
éxdorois kat GOAa mpotiOets pddior’ Gv moteiv ev doxeiobat, it 
seems lo me, said he, father, that if any one should proclaim contests, 
&c., he would cause, &c. Xen. Cyr. I, 6, 18. (Here the protasis 
implied in the Participles is merely emphasized by dv, which be- 
longs to moet.) Agyovros av rivos miaredaat olccbe; (i. e ef 
tis Edeyev, éxiotevoay dv;) do you think they would have believed 
it, if any one had told them? Derm. Phil. I, 71, 4. (Here too the 
ay stands near Aéyovros only to point it out as the protasis, to which 
its own verb morevoar is the apodosis.) 

In these cases, the protasis expressed by the Participle is affected 
by the dv, only as the ordinary protasis with ei is affected in the 
example from Sopx. El. 333, quoted above, under § 42,-3. 

Nore 2. “Av is sometimes used elliptically without a verb, 
when one can be supplied from the context. E. g. 

Ol otkéras féyxovow' GAN ovk av mpd rod (sc. éppeyxor), the slaves 
are snoring ; but they would n’t have done so once. Anist. Nub. 5, 
‘Os ot? dv doray ravS dv ekeiroi ro, ovr Gv réxvowot Tois epois, 
orépyav duos. Sopu. O. C. 1528. So més yap ay (se. ein); how 
could it? més od« dv; and similar phrases; especially domep av e 
(also written as one word, domepave’), in which the dy belongs to 
the verb that is understood after ei; as PoBotpevos aomep ay eb 
mais, fearing like a child (i. e. PoBovpevos donep Gv epoByGn et mais 
jv). Puar. Gorg. 479 A. (See § 53, N. 3.) : : 

Tn like manner dv may be used with ei in protasis, or with a con- 
ditional relative, the verb being understood; as in XEn. An. J, 3, 
6: ds pod ody idvros day Gv kai ipeis, obrw riv yrdpny exere. 
(That is, day av cai ipets tyre.) 

Nore 3. Repetition of xé is rare; yet it sometimes occurs. E. g. 
T@ ke pan’ ij Kev cpewve kal éoovpevds mep ddoi0, 
"EH xé pe reOvnviay ee peydporow éremev. Od. IV, 733. 

On the other hand, Homer sometimes joins dy and xé in the same 
sentence for emphasis. E. g. 

Kaprepal, ds or’ dv Kev aes évdcatro pereh Oar, 
Odre x’ ’A@nvain Aaooodos. Il, XII, 127. 

4. When an apedosis consists of several co-ordinate clauses 
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with the same mood, & is generally used only in the first, and 

understood in the others; unless it is repeated for emphasis, or 

for some other special reason. E. g. 

O08’ dv eye, qwvixa 8edpo dromeciv eBovdrdpny, karekohy ev, oide 

rowaira Aéyew tore mpocéeratter, e& dv od ipeis epedher 

efevae. Dem. F. L. 357, 3. (Here dy is understood with mpoce- 
rarrev.) Obra dé Spdv ovdév av Sidopoy Tod Erépov morot, adn’ 
éni rabréy dudésrepo tovev. Prat. Rep. II, 360 C. Ovxowv Kay, ef 
mpos avd To pas dvaykdfor adrov BrEmewv, GXyety Te Ay Ta Oupara 
cal devyety droorpepspevov (oie); Id. VU, 515 E. (This ex- 
gpl illustrates also the principle of § 42, 3, xdv belonging to the 
Infinitives.) See also Xen. An. I, 5,14. Udvra fper 6 bidummos, 
WONG A€yovros euod Kal Opvdodvros del, 7d wev mpGToy ws Av eis Kotvov 
yropny amopavouevuv, pera Tadta & ws dyvoodvras diSdcKovtos, Tedev- 
tayros b¢ as av mpos mempaxétas abrovs Kal dvociwrdrous avOpawrous 
ovdév brogreAdopevov. Dem. F. L, 390, 5. (The first dv belongs to 
dredawwopnv implied, as I should have declared it, if I had been speaking 
lo inform my colleagues ; in the following clause the same tense (é8i8a- 
exov) is implied, and dy is not repeated; in the third clause, on 
the contrary, an Optative is implied, as dy Aéyouu, and therefore 
the dy again appears.) In Prat. Rep. II, 898 A, we find dy used 
with two co-ordinate Optatives, understood with a third, and 
repeated again with a fourth to avoid confusion with a dependent 
Optative. “Avy may be understood with an Optative even in a 
separate sentence, if the construction is continued from a sentence 
in which dy is used with the Optative; as in Prat. Rep. I, 352 
E:—"Eo@ dro av Gddr@ idors fh bPOarpois; OV dira. Ti de; 
dxovcats ad@ # doiv; So with mpdrro, Id. IV, 439 B. 

Note. The Adverb raya, in the sense of perhaps, is often 
joined with dv, in which case the phrase rdy’ dv is nearly 
equivalent to icws. This, however, cannot be used unless the 

a would form an apodosis with the verb of the sentence, if the 

raya were not joined with it. Thus tax’ dv ‘yévotro means 2¢ 

might perhaps happen. So ray’ av éyévero means tt would per- 
haps have happened ; but it can never (like tows éyévero) mean 
perhaps it happened, 
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CHAPTER IV. 

USE OF THE MOODS, 

ws Tuis chapter includes all those constructions which 
require any other form of the finite verb than the 
simple Indicative expressing an absolute assertion (§ 2). 
The Infinitive and Participle are included here only so 
far as they are used in indirect discourse, or in Protasis 
and Apodosis. 

These constructions are divided into the following 
classes : — 

I. Final and Object Clauses after iva, os, dws, 
dppa, and uy. 

II. Conditional Sentences. 
III. Relative and Temporal sentences. 
IV. Indirect Discourse, including Indirect Quota 

tions and Questions. 

V. Causal Sentences. 
VI. Expressions of a Wish. 

VIL. Imperative and Subjunctive in Commands, 
-Exhortations, and Prohibitions. 

VIII. Subjunctive (like the Future Indicative) in 
Independent Sentences. — Interrogative Sub- 
junctive.— Ov uy with the Subjunctive or 
Future Indicative. 

SECTION I. 
7 

FixaL AND Oxsgsect CLAUSES AFTER “Iva, ‘Qs, "Oras, "Odpa; 
AND Mj. 

§43. The clauses which depend upon the so 
called final particles, tva, ws, Gmws, ddoa, that, in 

E 
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order that, and mu, lest, that not, may be divided into 

three classes : — 

A. Pure final clauses, in which the end, purpose, 

or motive of the action of any verb may be expressed, 

after any one of the final particles; as epxerau iva 

ToUTO pn, he is coming that he may see this ; amrépye- 

Tat un TodTo iy, he is departing that he may not see 
this. 

B. Object clauses with ores or ores a) after verbs 

of striving, &e. ; 3 as oKomer dros yevnoetan, see that it 

happens; oxdmer draws yn yevnoetat, see that it does 
not happen. These clauses express the direct olject of 
the verb of striving, &c., so that they may stand in 
apposition to an object accusative like Tovro ; as oKOTeL 

ToUTO OTws pn oe oYerat, see to this, viz., that he does 
not see you. They also imply the end or purpose of the 
action of the leading verb, and to this extent they par- 
take of the nature of final clauses. 

OC. Object clauses with py after verbs of fearing, 
&c.3 as poBotpat ta) yevnrar, I fear lest it may happen ; 

poBoduar pn todto éyéveto, I fear lest this happened. 
These express simply the object of fear, without even 
implying any purpose to prevent that object from being 
realized. Thus if we say $oBovpar todo, bn KaKas 

mpagéo, I Sear this, lest I may Fall into misfortune, the 

clause with “7 merely explains todro, the direct object 
of foBovpar. 

Remark. Although the object clauses of the class B par- 
take slightly of the nature of final clauses, so that they some- 
times allow the same construction (the Subjunctive for the 
Future Indicative, § 45), still the distinction between these 

two classes is very strongly marked. An object clause, as we 
have seen, can stand in apposition to a preceding roiro; 

whereas a final clause could stand in apposition to rovrov 
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&vexa, as epyxerat rovrou evera, iva piv BonOnon, he comes for this 

purpose, viz., that he may assist us. The two can be combined 
in one sentence; as orovddte: Stws mAOUTHoEL, ta rods Pidous 

ed worj, he ts eager to be rich, that he may benefit his friends. 
Care must be taken not to mistake the nature of an object 

clause, when its subject is attracted by the leading verb; as 
oxereiy thy mOAW Srws agwbjcera for cKoreiv Sas y Wédis ToOR- 

erat, to see that the city is saved. 

Note 1. “Ogpa is found only in Epic and Lyric po- 
etry. 

Note 2. The regular negative adverb after ta, os, dros, 

and é¢pa is py; but after yy, lest, od is used. E. g. 

*Amépxerat, iva py TovTo idn, he is departing that he may not see 
this. oBecirat pi od rovro yevnra, he is afraid lest this may not 
happen. This use of od as the negative after wn seems to have no 
other object than to avoid repetition of pj. Where, however, the 
sentence is so long that this repetition would not be noticed, we find 
pn repeated ; as in XEN. Mem. I, 2, 7: eOavpale 8 ci tis... « ho- 
Boiro pi 6 yevduevos Kadds Kdyabds TH Ta peyioTra evepyerqoarts 
py THY peylotny xdpw Eo. 

“A. Pure Final Clauses. 

$44. 1. In pure final clauses the Subjunctive is 
regularly used, if the leading verb is primary ; and the 

_ Optative, if the leading verb is secondary. KH. g. 

Nov 8 Epyec0" emi deixvor, va Evvdyopev “Apna. Il. II, 381. Sod 
8 &de pynotijpes tmoxpivorvra, tr’ cidjs aitos o¢ Oupd, eidSaae dé 
mdvres"Axaoi. Od. II, 111. Elva rt dqra xadr’, WY dpyiCn mréov; 
Sopu. O. R. 364. Kai yap Baowdeds aipeirat, ody iva éavrod Kadas 
émtpeArac, GAN iva kai of Adpevor OC avrov ed mpdtroct, 
Xen. Mem. II], 2, 8. Aoxet por xaraxaioa: ras dudgéas, iva pa) te 
Cebyn jay orparnyi- Xen. An. III, 2, 27. “Opwv6", wv aOavdrouot 
gdéas pépot nde Bporoiow. Od. V, 2. Bidos éBovdero etvat Tois 
péyora duvapevars, iva ddixdy py Scdoin dicny. XEN. An. II, 6, 
21. 

BovAjy 8 ’Apyelors troOnodued’, F ris dvycet, ds pi) mdvres dd ov- 
rat ddvocapevoto Teoio. Il. VIII, 36. Acavoctrar riy yeupay Avoat, 
ds ph OcaBare, GAN ev péop dwoAnPOyre. Xun. An. Il, 4, 17. 

épve 8’ Evpurov, ds Avyéay Narpiov pcbdy wmpdacorro. PInv. 
Ol. XI (X), 84. Tovrov fvexa pidwy gero SeiaOut, ds ouvepyous 
gxos. XEN. An. I, 9, 21. 

“ 
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Tov 82 prnorfipes Noxdow, Sras dd piddrov Sdyrat e& "10dxns. 

Od. XIV, 181. Méées 148° dyyos viv, dmrws 7d may padns. Sora. 

El. 1205. Els xatpdv fkeis, dmws ris dikns axovoys- Xen. Cyr 

TI], 1, 8. Wapaxadreis iarpots, dros mi} dmobdvn. XEN. Mem. I, 

10,2. Otuas 6€ raira yiyverOat, odx bmws Tovs avTovs xopous Kpt~ 

vootv of modirat, ovd Sas Tods avTous avAnras éma LY@OLV, vd 

8rws rods avtovs Tontas aip@vrar, ovd iva rois avrois FSavTat, 

GAN iva rois vopos weiOwvrar. XEN. Mem. IV, 4, 16. "Ev xelper 

ow 2Onxev, dros ere mipa piyoyun. Od. XIV, 312. EmpeoBevovro 

éyeAnpara roovpevot, dnws ohiow dre peyiotn mpopacis ety TOU 
mokepeiv. Tue. I, 126. " ‘ 

Kedady xaravedcoua, &ppa memoiOns. Ul. I, 524. “Opoeo 84 
viv, Eeive, wodwS ipev bppa ce wéepyo. Od. VI, 255. Adpov 
Sepoepdvas ere, Sfp’ ioia’ vidv eiwys. Prnv. OL XIV, 30. 
Avrap éuol yépas adrix’ éroudoar’, dppa pi) olos "Apyeiwy dyépacros 
%m. IL 1,118. ‘Os 6 pév evOa xaréoxer’ emevydpevos rep ddoio, dp’ 
€rapov Odmrot kal emt xrépea krepioerer. Od. II, 284. 

"AAAG od pev viv adres drdatiye, py Te vonan”Hpn* epol € xe Tatra 
pedjoera, &ppa rehéoow. Il. I, 522. Ov dqr’ avrdv dLes Sedpo, ph 
tis dvapmdon; SOPH. Aj. 986. Avowredet eGoas ev TS TapdrvTt, py 
kal todrov modcuiov pow bapeOa. XEN. Cyr. Il, 4,12. Aéyeras 
eimeiv Ort dmévat Bovdorro, py 6 matTHp TL axOoro Kal y wots pep 
otro. XEN. Cyr. I, 4, 25. 

Nore 1. The Future Indicative sometimes (though rarely) 
takes the place of the Subjunctive in pure final clauses, after 
Gras and &ppa (dros pH, dppa py) ;— never after iva or as, and 
very seldom after the simple py. (My with the Future is 
commonly found only after verbs of the next two classes; 
§§ 45, 46.) Here, as well as after verbs of striving and of 
fearing, the Future differs from the .Subjunctive only by being 
a more vivid form of statement. E. g. 

Alel 5€ padaxoior kal aiuvAloucs Adyouos Oédyet, Saws "WOdkyns ewtAy- 
cerat. Od. I, 56. Ovde 60 Ev dAdo rpehovra 4} Smas paxovvTat 
inép tov tpepdvrav. XEN. Cyr. I, 1, 21. Xph dvaBiBdtew ent rdv 
Tpoxdv Tous dvaypapévras, Eras py mpdrepov vdé Earat mp mudecbae 
tous dvdpas dmavras. ANDOC de Myster. I, p. 6, 38. § 43. ’Ex’ 
airods Tovs mpoddyous cou TpéYouat, Saws Td mporov THs Tpaywdias 
uépos mporicrov Bagavid. ARistT. Ran. 1120. In Nub. 1466, éras 
drodeis perehOdy (not per’ euod dG") is to be explained by § 45, N. 
7. Odpavvov b€ ot inep evi dpecty, 8ppa Kai "Exrop etoverat. LD. 
XVI, 242, So Od. IV, 163. "Qor’ cikds fas pi Bpadivew euri, ) 
kai tis OWerat xnuav tows Katelyn. Arist. Eccles. 495. So im) 
xexodooerat, Il. , 801. This construction is very rare in Attic 
prose, 

Nore 2. The Particle dv (xé) is sometimes joined with 
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és, dws, and appa, before the Subjunctive in final clauses; 
especially with s and d¢pa in Homer. The dp here is always 
joined to the particle, and (as in protasis) it adds nothing to 
the sense which can be made perceptible in English. E. g. 

Tleideo, &s dy poe rysiy peyddny kai kiddos Apyac, obey, that thou 
mayest gain Jor me great honor and glory. Il. XVI, 84. (Here as 
av dpnar seems to be merely a weaker form of expression than os 
Gpna would have been.) ’AAA’ 16, wn p’ €péOile, cawmtepos Os Ke 
vénat, that thou mayest go the more safely. Tl. 1, 32. ’AAN’ odros pev 
vov gol dp’ Aperar, Oppa xev evdy cotow evi peydpoow. Od. III, 
359. Tlpoodedpeda . . . . ovpmeprpar_jpiv, os dv pw éEedapev 
éx tis xapys. Hot. I, 86. ’AAN’ edooper, Piro, exndov avrov, os 
av eis Unvov men. Sopu. Phil. 825. Touri \aBav pou rd oxidderov 
tmepexe dvobev, Os Gv pn p 6pacry of Geol. ARistT. Av. 1508. 
Kai gare airdv rotodrov eivat, bows av paivytat ws KdddorTos Kat 
Gpioros. Puat. Symp. 199 A. “Ay yé twas tmomrein éAevbepa 
povnpata exovras pr emirpeerv air dpyxew, (wodepous xivel) Sas 
Gv rovrous peta mpopaceas dmoAdvy, that he may destroy them. 
Prat. Rep. VIII, 567 A. ‘Qs dv padyns, dvrdxovoory. XEN. An. 
fT, 5,16. See also An. VII, 4,2; Arscu. Prom. 10 (as dy), 824 
(énes dv), Eumen. 573 (dias av). 

Nore 3. (a.) Homer and Herodotus sometimes use dy or xé in 
final clauses with the same particles before the Optative, with no 
apparent effect upon the verb. E. g. 

Kai puv paxpérepoy kat mdocova Oijxev idéoba, Ss kev bachxeror 
didos mdvrecot yévosro. Od. VIL, 20. "Evvipap 8 és reixos tet 
fie be 8° dpa Zeds cuvexes, Sppa Ke Gaacor Grimdoa teixea Gein. 

. XII, 25. 30 d¢ pe mpoles és warépa, bpp’ dv Edoipny dap. 
Od. XXIV, 334. Aidpvya (apvocev), Skws av 7d oTpardmedov 
ipupévoy kara vdorov AdBot. Hp. I, 75. Taira dé mepi éwurdv 
éoépvve ravde etvexer, Sxkas dv pi dpéovres of Gundixes NUTEOiaTO 
kai émuBovrevorer, GAN’ érepoids ogi SoKeoe eivat py dpéwar, in 
order that his campanions might not be offended by seeing him and plot 
against him, but that he might appear to them to be of another nature by 
their not seeing him. Id. I, 99. 

(b.) Apart from this use, however, the Optative can be regularly 
joined with d in any final clause, if it forms an apodosis with the 

verb, to which there is a protasis expressed or distinctly understood. 

Such Optative with dy can follow primary as well as secondary 

tenses. (§ 31,N.2.) E. g. 

"Hyelab dpynbpoio, ds kév mis hain ydpov Eupevar éxrds dxovoy, 

let him lead off the dance, so that any one who should hear without 

would say there was a marriage. Od, XXIII, 134. ‘Os & ay 

yotora Taira aivotro, airds Tis avT@ Taira mapackevdcer, lit. bui 

each one must acquire these things for himself, to cause that they would 

appear most agreeable (if any one should experience them). Xen Cyn 
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VII, 5, 81. “Edoxe xpfpara ’Avradkiba, Oras Av, mnpobévros 

vaurixov td Aaxedatpoviwy, of "AOnvatot paddov THs Elpnyns TpoT~ 

Séouvro. XEN, Hell. IV, 8, 16. (Here mAnpwberros vautixou, if 

the navy should be manned, stands as a protasis to the Optative 

spoadeowro dv.) : 

Such sentences as Dem. Phil. II, 66, 15, &s 8é koddoatr’ ay 

éxeivov mpdrrew taita, mavtehas dpy&s Exere, but as to any measures 

by which you could prevent him from doing these things, you are wholly 

inactive, are not final clauses, but relative sentences with an ante- 
cedent implied. See § 65,1, N. 4. 

REMARK. Mq, lest, can be followed by a verb with dy only in a 
regular apodosis after verbs of fearing, &c. (See § 46, N.3.) “Iva 
is never used with dv, except when it means where. A single case 
of iva with xé in a final clause occurs, Od. XII, 156:—’AAX’ epéw 
pev éyay, iva eiddres jf ke Odvaper, | Kev ddevapevor Odvatov kal 
kipa piyoperv. But here the xé belongs not to iva, but to the 
Subjunctives: see § 87, Note. 

Nots 4. A purpose can be expressed by a relative and the 
Future Indicative (§ 65, 1), or by the Future Participle (§ 109, 5). 
For the use of dare to express a purpose, see § 98, 2. 

2. As all final clauses express the purpose or motive 
of some person, they admit of the double construction of 
indirect discourse (§ 77, 2); so that, instead of the Op- 
tative after secondary tenses, we can have the mood and 
tense which the person himself might have used when he 
conceived the purpose in his own mind. That is, we 
can say either 7Oev tva Sor, he came that he might see 
(by § 44, 1) ; or dOen iva Sy, because the person himself 
would have said épyopar iva i8w, I come that I may see. 

Hence the Subjunctive in final clauses after second- 
ary tenses is nearly as common as the more regular 
Optative. E. g. 

*EmexdAdoavro & bdreOpov dvOpdros, iva Hoe Kat Eooopévorow 
dowdy. Od. VIII, 579. Kal émirndés oe ode Fyetpov, wa ds fdora 
dtdyns. Prav. Crit. 43 B. Wola caréxavoey iva pi) Kipos 
Scapa. Xen. An. I, 4, 18, ’AyAdy 8 ad rou dm’ dpOarpav fron, 
ij mpl éenjev, 8p’ eb yryvdoxys Hyer Oedv de ai dvdpa. Il. V, 
127, *Apioreds EvveBotdevev exmrevdoat, bras emi mAéov db airos 
dvrioxy. Tuuc. J, 65. "HAdov mperBevodpevor, draws py aion rd 
*Arrixdv (vaurixdv) mpooyevspevov cumddiwv yévnrar. Tuue. I, 31. 
"Exépouy ck roy olkdv, bras i) Kata das mpoohépwvrat kat 
odicw ex rot isov yiyvavrat, GAN .... fooous dat. THUG 
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Tl, 3. Tatras ba wrod’ of vépor ovviyayov bys, ody Wa xvupias 
rois ddtxodot morjte. Dem. F. L. 341, 12. Kai wept trovrav épviq- 
oOny, va py ratra wd Onre. Dem. Ol. IU, 30,10. (Here the pur 
pose was conceived in the form, iva pi) ravra wd Owotv.) 

Remark. This principle applies equally well to the clauses 
which follow émas and éres py after verbs of striving (§ 45), and 
jy after verbs of fearing, &c. (§ 46). 

This is a favorite construction with certain authors, as Thucy- 
dides; who also, on the same principle, prefer the Indicative to the 
Optative in ordinary indirect quotations after secondary tenses. 
See § 70, 2, Remark 2.* 

Nore 1. This use of the Subjunctive instead of the Op- 
tative makes the language more vivid, by introducing as nearly 
as possible the exact words or thoughts of the person whose 
purpose is thus stated. 

As the two forms are equally correct (the only difference 
being that just stated), we find them both in the same sen- 
tence, as we find the Indicative and Optative interchanged in 

indirect quotations. (See § 70,2, Remark 1.) E. g. 

‘Egaxocious Aoyddas éEékpiwvav, émws tov te "Emimohav eincar 
odakes, kal iv és GAdo re Sep, raxd Evveordres mapayiyvervrat, 
they selected them, that they might be guards of Epipolae, and that they 
might be on hand if they should be needed for anything else. Tuvc. 
VI, 96. Tapavicxoy b€ ppuxtods, drws doapy ra onueia Trois moepions 
7 kai py BonOotev, they raised fire-signals at the same time, in order 
that the enemy’s signals might be unintelligible to them, and that they 
(the enemy) might not bring aid. Toc. III, 22. 

The ordinary interpretation of the latter and similar passages, 
proposed by Arnold, viz. “that the Subjunctive mood indicates the 
immediate, and the Optative the remote consequence of the action 
contained in the principal verbs, the second being a consequence of 
the first,” manifestly cannot apply to the first example. 

Note 2. (a.) The use of the Optative for the Subjunctive in 
final clauses after primary tenses is, on the other hand, very rare, 
and is to be viewed as a mere irregularity of construction. It oc- 
curs chiefly in Homer. E. g. 

"NEw TIN Idens, wa por Bioroy modtv AX gor. Od. XVII, 250, 
So Ii. I, 344, dames payéouwro. 

* Madvig remarks (Bemerkungen, p. 12) that he finds in the first two 
books of Thucydides no example of the Optative after é7as or py depend- 
ing ona secondary tense of a verb of striving or fearing; although he 
cites fifteen examples of the Subjunctive from the same books. “In pure 
final clauses after secondary tenses, the usage in Thucydides is nearly 
equally divided between the Subjunctive and the Optative. Xenophon, 
on the other hand, generally follows the rule, § 44, 1. 
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(b.) Sometimes the Optative is used because the leading verb 
implies a reference to the past as well as the present. E. g 

Todroy yer rdv rpdrov 6 vépos, iva pnde revo Ojvat pnd eLarary 

Ojvar yévoer’ émt 7G Sypm. Dem. Androt. 596, 17. (Here éxeu 
implies also the past existence of the law; the idea being, the law 
was made as it is, so that it might not be possible, &c.) 

3. The secondary tenses of the Indicative are used in 
final clauses after a, sometimes after os or OTs, to 
denote that the end or object is dependent upon some 
unfulfilled condition, and therefore is not or was not 
attained. "This construction is peculiar to Attic Greek. 

These tenses of the Indicative have here the same difference 
in meaning as in conditional sentences (§ 49, 2), the Imperfect 
referring to present time or to continued or repeated action in 
past time, the Aorist and Pluperfect to past time. Thus ta 
tovro émparrev means in order that he might be doing this (but 
he ts not doing it), or that he might have been doing this (but he 
was not) ; iva rotro érpagev means that he might have done this 

(but he did not) ; iva rovTo émenpdye. means that he might have 

done this (but he has not). E. g. 

Ovk dv doxyduny, k.t.r., iv’ 7 ruprds re Kal KAVov pydev, in that 
case I should not have forborne (to destroy my hearing), so that I 
should be both blind and devoid of hearing (implying that really he is 
not so). Sora. O. T. 1387. dei, ees TO py) Ta Tpdypar dvOpamas 
exew hoviy, tv’ Hoay pndev of dSewoi Adyot, Alas! alas! that the 
Facts have no voice for men, so that words of eloquence might be as 
nothing. Kur. Hippol. Frag. 442. ’Expiv eioxadécavras pdprupas 
moAdovs mapaonpnvacOa Kededoar Tas diabyKas, iv’, ei Te éylyvero 
dudioBytnotpov, jv eis Ta ypdupata rair’ exaveAbeiv. Dem. Aph. 
U, 837,11. (This implies that they did not have the will thus 
sealed, so that it is not now possible to refer to it in case of dispute.) 
"Expy abrods (yreiv, iva dwndkAdypeda tovrov tov dypaywyoi, 
they ought to have made an investigation, in order that we might have 
been already freed from this demagogue (but we have not been freed 
irom him). Dinarcn. in Demosth. p. 91, 24. "E¢irncev dv pe rov 
maida, ty’ ef x mapedidouy nde dicatov Aéyerw ESdckovv. DEM. Aph. 
TH, 849, 24. Ti p’ od AaBdv exrewas edOds, ds ZdecEa pynore 
€nautév dvOpdmoow ever } yeyos; that I might never have shown as 
T have done. Sopu. O. T. 1391. Ei ydp pw? iad yay jeer, ds pire 
Geds pyre tis Gddos roigd” eyeynOer, would that he had sent me 
under the earth, so that neither any God nor any one else should have 
rejoiced at these things (as they have done). Arscu. Prom. 152. (if 
we read éreyyOer, we must translate, might be rejoicing, as they 
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are.) Ti dy... . ovx eppry cuavriy rioS dad wérpas, Srws 
Tay Tdvrev mova dmynAdAd yyy; why did I not throw myself from this 
rock, that I might have been freed from all my toils ? Id. 747. 

Remark. This construction is especially common when a final 
clause depends either upon an apodosis which contains a secondary 
tense of the Indicative (§ 49, 2) implying the non-fulfilment of the 
condition, as is the case in examples 1, 3, 4, and 5, above, or upor 
a verb expressing an unfulfilled wish, as in examples 2 and 7. In 
these cases the Indicative seems to be used by a sort of assimila- 
tion. 

Note 1. The particle dv is very rarely joined with the second- 
ary tenses of the Indicative in final clauses. When it is used, it 
denotes that the sentence is an apodosis (as well as a final clause), 
with a protasis expressed or understood. E. g. 

Zavre eee BonOeiv, dmas bt. Sixatdraros dv kai dovmraros €Cn Te 
(av kal redeuTnoas ariywwpytos dv Kakdv dpaptyudrov eyiyvero, 
1. e. that he might be exempt from punishment after death (as he would 
be, if he had so lived). Prat. Leg. XII, 959 B. 

Note 2. The Indicative can never be used in this construction, 
unless it is distinctly implied that the result is not (or was not) 
attained, that is, unless the final clause refers either to the present 
or to the past (as in the examples given above): if it refers to the 
future, it must be expressed in the ordinary way by the Subjunctive 
or Optative, even although it depends on one of the class of verbs 
mentioned above (Remark). Both constructions may occur in the 
same sentence. E. g. 

‘Obs (raév véwv tots dyabovs) hycis dv epuddrrouey ev dxporodet, 
iva pydeis adrovs SrePOerpev, GdrdN ered) ddixowro eis thy Hre- 
kiav, ypyouor yiyvovro tais médkeow, we shoud have kept them 
(in that case) in the Acropolis, that no one might corrupt them (as 
they are now corrupted), and that when (in the future) they should 
become of age they might become useful to their states. PLat. Men. 89 
B. Tair’ dy 48n Aéyery mpds bas ewexeipouv, tv’ cidqre, K7-A., 1 

. should (if that were so) be now undertaking to say this to you, that you 
might (hereafler) know, &c. Dem. Aristocr. 623, 11. See also the 
examples under § 32, 3 (0.). 

B. Object Clauses with "Ores and “Ores py after Verbs of 
Striving, $c. 

§ 45. After verbs signifying to strive, to take care, to 
effect, and the like, the Future Indicatiye is regularly 
used with o7ws and ows uy, if the leading verb is 
primary. The Subjunctive also occurs, but mnch less 
frequently than the Future. 

4 
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If the leading verb is secondary, the Future Optative 

may be used, to correspond to the Future Indicative 

after primary tenses; but generally the Future Indica- 

tive is employed here also, on the principle of § 44, 2. 

The other tenses of the Optative are sometimes used, to 

correspond to tho same tenses of the Subjunctive after 

primary tenses; or the Subjunctive itself may be em 

ployed (§ 44, 2). H. g. 
’Emiedeirat bras (or Smas py) yevoerat or yernrat, he takes care 

that it may (or may not) happen. ’Emepedeiro bas yevnoerat, yevn- 
coro, OY yévorro, he took care that it should happen. 

(Fut.) "Gomep rév rouéva dei emipedeiobat drws agai re Ecov- 
tat ai oles Kai ra emirndeca EEovaty, oUTw Kal Toy OTpaTnyov Eemt- 
pereioba det Saws aGot te of orpari@rar ~oovrat kai Ta encrndera 
€£ovce, kai, of Evexa orparevovrat, rovTo €o tat. XEN. Mem. III, 
2,1. Kaddv 76 mupackevdtew drras as BéAtictat €covTat Tav TO 
Tay ai puyai. PLat. Gorg. 503 A. Mixpav mpévoray exe Soxet dros 
6 vopos kupios ~orat Kat pate ovyxvOnoeTat pyr av pera- 
motnOnaerat; Dem. Aristocr. 640,10. Karas d€ dypayaynoecs, 
WY okorfs Omws of BedATicToL pev Tas Tysds EEovgiy, of 8° GAdot 
pndev ddixnoovrat. Isoc. Nicocl. p. 18 A. § 16. “Opa dkws pH 
dwootnoovrat. Hvt. II, 36. Soi pererw dxos py oe dWerar. 
Hot. I, 9. pdvri¢’ drrws pndev dvdksov tis tins tavrns mpakers. 
Isoc. Nicocl. p. 22 B. § 37. Ti pddtor’ év dace Steorovdacra Tois 
vopows ; Orws py yevnoovTat of mept aAAnAous ddvot. DEM. Lept. 
505, 9. Aci evAaBeiocOa, pddtora pev das py eyyevnoeabor, av 
6€ éyyevnabor, bras Ort Tdxiora exterpnoeabov. Prat. Rep. 
VIII, 564 C. (For the force of the Future Perfect, see § 29, N. 1.) 

(Subj.) “AdXov rou émipednoet, } Saws Gre BeATioToe woXiras 
3 pev; Prat. Gorg. 515 B. Uapacxevdtecbat das ovv be dywve- 
(opeOa. Xun. Cyr. I, 5,14. Ov yap daws meiovos dkios yévnrat 
emumeXeirat, GAN Oras avTos Ste mAeioTa wpaia KapTooeTat. 
(Subj. and Fut. combined.) Xen Symp. VIL, 25. 

(Fut. Opt.) “E¢y id moddjs éemipedelas Saws ds eAdyiora pev 
BYotro, cdaxiora 8 dkovaotto, éddyiota 8 Zpotro. XEN. 
Oecon. VII, 5. (Here the construction after a primary tense would 
be, dmws dperar .... dxovoerat .... Epnrat.) "Emepedciro Sros 
pi dovrol more €cowro. XEN. Cyr. VIII, 1, 43. See the other ex- 
amples of the Future Optative under § 26, Note 1 (a). 

(Fut. Ind. after Secondary Tenses.) "Empacoov ores tis Bonbeca 
qée. Tuc. Il, 4. Ipodupnbévros évds éxdorou Stas } vais t po- 
efex.. Tuuc. VI, 31. Evtd\aBeicOat mapexedeveobe a@ Andros, dros ph 
Anoere SiapOapevres. Pray. Gorg. 487 D. O88 Saas dp) wrEU- 
werat mpoeidero, GAdd Kad’ atrdv Gras emit rois exOpois Earas 
rrapecxevacev. Dem. I’. L. 419, 28. 

(Pres. or Aor. Opt.) "Emepedero abray, dmws del dvSpdmoda Sta: 
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redotev. Xen. Cyr. VIII, 1, 44. "Amexpivaro, Sr. air péda 
Sras kadds €x ot. KEN. An. I, 8, 18. "Epepedjxes S€ adrois Sas 6 
inmaypérns cidein ods déor méumew. Xun. Hell. III, 3, 9. 

(Subj. after Secondary Tenses.) "Expacrev Sas wédenos yevn- 
vat. Tnuc. I, 57. *Expaccoy érws dmooti cacy ’Abnvalay rip 
modu. Id. TT, 70. ’Queirar wap’ airadv bras py dwiwpev ek Make 
Sorias, he bribed them to effect that we should not leave Macedonia 
Dem. Cor, 236, 12. (Subj. after Historic Present.) 

It will thus be seen that the Future Indicative is the mos, 
common construction in these sentences, after both primary and 
secondary tenses; the Future Optative, which is theoretically 
the regular form after secondary tenses, being rarely used, for 
the reason stated in § 26, Note 2. 

For the distinction between these object clauses and fina! 
clauses, see § 43, Remark. 

REMARK. “Oras (like és) is originally a relative adverb, mean- 
ing as. See Tuuc. VII, 67, obras, 8r@s Stvavra, as they can. 
Then it is used in indirect questions, in the sense of dr@ rpdr@, how, 
in what way, and is followed by the Future Indicative; as oxomeiy 
éras 7 mddts cw@OnoeTat, to see how the city shall be saved. So 
Tois movnpuis, O@as py SHoovee Sikny, dddv Seixvvar, he shows them 
how they can avoid suffering punishment (r@ tpdm@ pa) Sdoovct). 
Dem. Timoc. 733, 20. (See below, Note 2.) Then, by a slight 
modification in sense, it may denote also the object to which the 
striving, &c., is directed; so that oxometv (or cxoreiv rovro) érws 
wédis owOnoerar may mean to see (to this, viz.) that the city shall be 
saved. Here, however, the Subjunctive is sometimes allowed, as 
the interrogative force of dimes is lost sight of, and its force asa 
final particle, meaning in order that, begins to appear. E. g. 

Sxdres Oma@s py eLapvos ~aet & viv Aéyers, sce that you do not 
deny what you now say. Puat. Euthyd. 283 C.  Skenrréov dor 
Smws éAdxiota pév Tpavpara AdBapev, os éAdxytota b€ copara 
avipav dmoBdadoperv, we must see that we receive as few wounds as 
possible, and that we lose as few men’s lives as possible. XEN. An. IV, 
6, 10.* 

From this it becomes established as a final particle, and denotes 
the purpose in ordinary final clauses. From the original force of 
és as a relative, used in indirect questions in the sense of how, we 

* Compare Dem. Megal. 207, 5, oxomeiv é€& drov tpédmov py yern- 
cwovrat (ido), to see in what way they can be prevented from becoming 
friends; and Tuuc. I, 65, émpaccev omy apedia tis yevnoetar, he 
was effecting that, &c.; quoted by Madvig, Syntax, p. 125, whose views in 
the main are given in the text, above. See also Tauc. IV, 128, émpac- 
cev dr@ tpdrg tdxiara ois pev EvpByoerar tov dé dwaddake- 
TAs. 
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must explain its occasional use in indirect quotations in the sense 

of és or drt (§ 78). See also § 65, 1, Rem. 

Nore 1. "Ors in this construction sometimes (though rarely } 

takes the particle d when it is followed by the Subjunctive ; never, 

when it is followed by the Future Indicative. Its use is the same 
as in ordinary final clauses (§ 44, 1, N. 2). ae 

When dy is used with the Optative after a verb of striving, it 

denotes an ordinary apodosis, as in § 44, 1, N.3 (0), and ézas is 

simply interrogative. E. g. 

"H ddAou edrépevor Sixdoovow # rovrov, bras dv exacros par’ 
Exo rdddSrpia pyre tov aitav orépwvrar; PLat. Rep. IV, 433 
E. ’Eav & @d6n, pnxavnréov, dros &v Stahiyn Kai py OG Sixny d 
éyOpés. Id. Gorg, 481 A.- M@Adov 4 mpdobev eioger aitods dmws dv 
kat Zyovrés te oixade dbixwvrat. XEN. An. VI, 1, 17. (Here 
émpéXera or some such word is understood as the subject of efoget.) 
Zxord, Sras dv os facta Sidyorev, npeis 8 dv padiota dv et ppar- 
voipeba Oewpevor adtovs, I try to see how they might (if they should 
choose) live the easiest lives, &c. Ken. Symp. VU, 2. So empedy- 
Ojvar Gras dv yévorro, Id. Cyr. I, 6, 7. 

Note 2. (a.) The Homeric construction which most re- 
sembles that of § 45 is found after such verbs as ¢pafopat, 
Bovhevo, evcow, Or pepynpifa, to consider, and meipda, to try. 

Here éras or as is used with the Subjunctive (sometimes with 
xe) after primary tenses, and with the Optative after secondary 
tenses. E. g. 

Adrot dé dpataped’ Oras by’ apiora yévnrat, let us ourselves 
consider how the very best things may be done. Od. XII, 365. pa- 
(oye? (imperf.) “Apyciowow Saas by dpiora yévorto. Od. II, 
129. pdtecba damas xe pynotnpas kreivns. Od. I. 295. TMepi- 
hpalapeda mévres vdorov, bmas EAOnatY, 1. e. how he may come. 
Od. I, 76. Spdooerar Ss ke vénrat, émel modupnyavds ear. Od. 
I, 205. "Apa mpécoe kai éricce evooe, drws by’ dpora yévnras, 
i. e. he looks to see how, &c. Il. III, 110. Mepynpitev Eas dmo- 
Aolaro maou vies. Od. IX, 554. Meppnpite xara pera ds "AyiARa 
reunoy (or rence’), i. e. how he might honor Achilles. Il. Il, 3. 
BovAevov dams dy’ dpiora yévorro, Od. IX. 420. Teipa Sas xev 
84 oy np ee Txnat, i. e. try to find means by which you 
may go, &e. - IV. 545. Tepa ds xe Tpdes treppiatoar daé- 
Awyrat. Tl, XXI, 459. Pp 

In some of these examples és or és seems to be used as an ins 
terrogative, meaning how, the Subjunctive of the direct question 
being the common Homeric form explained in § 87. (For the Sub. 
junctive with xé, see § 87, Note.) But in other examples, especially 
those with wetpdw, there is a nearer approach to the construction of 
§ 45. The two following examples will further illustrate the 
Homeric usage: — #39 ydp pow Oupds emécovra, bpp’ épaptve 
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Tpdecory, Il. VI, 861; ppatécd py tis of duetvwv oeio pdynrac, 
I. V, 411. See also Od. VI. 113... . pene 

(b.) In Homer ézas takes the Future Indicative chiefly when 1t 
is used merely as an indirect interrogative, with no reference to a 
purpose, as in Il. II, 252, ov8€ ri mo cada idpev Omws éorat rade 
epya, we do not yet even know certainly how these things are to be; or 
in Od. XIII, 376, dpdtev ras pynornpow dvadéar xeipas EPyaecs, 
consider how you will lay hands on the shameless suitors. It may take 
the Future (as well as other tenses) when it is used as a simple rela- 
tive; as in Il. I, 136, daws dvtdgiov éarar, as shall be an equivalent. 
(See Remark, above.) Occasionally also we find the Future after 
Gros in final clauses (§ 44, 1, N. 1). 

Norte 3. As many verbs of this class imply caution, they 
may be followed by the simple py (without des), like verbs 
of caution and fearing (§ 46). See especially épa and cxomd. 
Here, as elsewhere, py takes the Subjunctive more frequently 

than the Future Indicative. E. g. 
Seomet Oy pi Tovras avrov ¢Eartynontat Kal Katayeddon. 

Dem. Mid. 563, 26. "Opa ody py tt kal viv épydonrar. Puat. 
Pes 213 D. “Opa py moAAGy éxdorw qyav xepav Senoet. 

EN. oS IV, 1, 18. Skdmet, wy cor mpdvor 7 Tov Ocod pudaxréa. 
Sopn. O. C. 1180. "Opa ot, pq) viv pév tus edyepys mapfs. SOPH. 
Phil. 519. 

(See the corresponding use of das yn, instead of py, after verbs 
of fearing, &c., § 46, Note 2. It is often difficult to draw the line 
between the two constructions of § 45 and § 46.) 

Note 4. ‘Qs is sometimes, though rarely, used instead of dros 
after verbs of striving. Here the Subjunctive is more common than 
the Future Indicative. E. g. ; 

*Emtpedouvra: &s €xn ovrws. XEN. Oecon. XX, 8. ‘Qs dé xadds 
ZEee ra tyérepa, cpot pednoe. KEN. Cyr. II, 2,13. "EmepedyOn os 
roy orev mdvtav trav kadav. Id. VIL, 3,17. Srevdovtes ws Zeds pyror’ 
d@p&erev Oedv. ASCH. Prom. 203. Occasionally we find the Sub- 
junctive with dv: rd dca av yr dyaba civar empedeioOa ws av 
mpaxOR..+-- Ov feet kaprov, iv py Tis emmeAnrat os av 
rabra wepaivnrat. XEN. Hipparch. IX, 2. (See above, N. 1.) 

Norg 5. Some verbs which are regularly followed by an 
Infinitive of the object occasionally take an object clause with 
Snes (rarely with other particles), in nearly or quite the same 

sense : — 

(a.) Verbs of exhorting, entreating, aud commanding are 

sometimes followed by Snas, and those of forbidding by émas 
i}, after tne analogy of verbs of striving. I. g. 
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AloceaOa 8é pur adris Saas vypepréa etry, and implore him 
thyself to speak the truth. Od. IU, 19. (Compare the regular con 
struction, ovS¢ ce Alcoovar pévecy, Il. I, 174.) Alooero 8” aied 
"Hoacrov khuroepyiv Stas RUaetev “Apna, he implored him to 
liberate Ares. Od. VIII, 844. Keivm 7° éuny dyyeidar evrohyy, 
Sras rov maida Sele. Sopn. Aj. 567. AraxeAevovrat énas 
TLULwpHoETat mavras Tovs TowovTous. PLAT. Rep. VUI, 549 E. So 

mapayyedre. boas py Ecovrar, Id. Til, 415 B. “Eporye annyo- 
peves Orws pl rovro dwoxpsvoipny. (Fut. Opt.) Id. I, 339 A. 
*Ameipnucvov ait Smas pydev épei dv jyeirar, when he is forbidden 
to say a word of what he believes. Id. I, 337 E. See Supu. Trach. 604. 

In Od. XVII, 362, we find drpuvev &s dv wipva kara pyyotijpas 
dyeipor, where the dy is used with the particle as in the examples 
under § 44, 1, N. 3 (a). 

(b.) “Iva is used in the same sense in a single passage of the 
Odyssey, III, 327: — AiooeoOar 8¢ piv adrés iva vnpeprés eviory, 
and implore him yourself to speak the truth. 

This use of iva is not found in Attic Greek, but it reappears in 
the later language. E. g 

*Evrodny Kawi Sidope tpiv, tva dyamare dAdnAous, a new com- 
mandment I give unto you, that ye love one another. Jon. Evang, 
XIII, 34. So edenOqviva éxBadrdwow, Luc. IX, 40. So in Latin, 
rogat ut liceat. oh 

(c.) A case of ds and the Subjunctive (instead of an object In-*’ 
finitive) after a verb implying a promise is found in Il. I, 558:— 

Tj o° dio katavevoa ernrupov, as "Axidja Timnaons, ddé€ans be 
rokeas emt vyvoly ’Axatay, that you promised by your nod to honor: * 
Achilles, &e. 

Note 6. (a@.) On the other hand, some verbs which regularly 
take érws are occasionally found with an Infinitive of the object, 
sometimes with the article. (See § 46, N. 8.) E.g. 

* Aci twa émepédovro apa atray ev tais dpxais eivat, they always 
took care that one of their own number should be in the offices (where 
we should expect dwws tis éorat or vorro). THuc. VI, 54. O08" 
emenednOnv tov didacxaddy poi twa yeverOat tav emorapevor 
Xen. Mem. IV, 2, 4. So the Infinitive with ré, Mem. IV, 3, 1. 

(8.) Verbs of this class can be followed by an indirect question 
introduced by ei, whether. E.g. 

Ei guprovncets cat Evvepyaoes oxomet, see whether thou wilt assist 
me, &c. Sopu. Ant. 41. (See § 46, Note 6, c.) 

Note 7. (a.) Both dros and éras py are sometimes used 
elliptically with the Future Indicative in exhortations and pro- 
hibitons, depending on some Imperative like oxémet, take care, 

understood. "Oras py allows also the Subjunctive. E. g. 

"Omes dvnp Ecet (sc. cxcmer), prove thyselfa man. “Oras pot, 
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o, & dvOpwmre, ph Epets bre fart ta Sddexa dis CE, see that you do not 
tell me that twice six are twelve. Prat. Rep. I, 337 A. “Oras ody 
€ceaGe avdpes décor ris ehevOepias (sc. ckonetre), prove yourselves men 
worthy of freedom. XEN. An. I, 7,3. "Ores ye, dy te robrev yiyy- 
Tat, TovTous ¢ematvéemeabe kai TiuHoeTE Kal oTEhavagere, 
éue S€ wn: Kal pévros kav Tt rey evavriov, dmws Torras dpyretade. 
Dem. F. L. 355, 17. “Owes rotvuy mepi rod modepou pydev épets, 
see therefore that you say nothing about the war. Id. 370,22. “Omws 
ye py eEawarnon jpas. Pua. Prot. 313 C. (See § 46, N. 4.) 

(.) We occasionally find the Future Indicative with py in an 
indnpendent sentence, expressing a prohibition. This may be ex- 
plained by supposing an ellipsis of émws from the construction just 
mentioned (é7ws py rovto épeis becoming ‘uy rovdro épeis); but it 
seems more natural to consider it as an independent construction. 
See § 25, 1, N. 5 (4), and the examples. 

Remarx. The construction of Note 7 (a) is confined almost 
exclusively to the second person of the verb; yet the first and third 
persons are sometimes found. E. g. 

Kat 63s, dSomep epataot mpodipas, oirw kal moeiy éOedH- 
covacv. Dum. Chers. 99, 14. "Omws dé 1d avpBodov AaBévres 
evra winoiov kadedSovpeda. Arist. Eccles. 297. 

Note 8. When an Aorist Subjunctive active or middle was to 
be used with dws or dmws py after a verb of striving, the second 
Aorist was preferred to the /irst, if both forms were in use. This 
arose from the great similarity in form between these first Aorists 
and the Future Indicative (as BovAetdon and Bovdevoet, Bovrcdonrat 
and BovAevoera): this made it natural for a writer, if he intended 
to use the Subjunctive at all, to avoid those forms of it which were 
nearly identical with the more regular Future Indicative. This of 
course did not apply to the first Aorist Subjunctive passive, which 
has no resemblance to the Future Indicative. The same remark 
applies to the Subjunctive after od uy, in the construction described 
in § 89. In both constructions the Subjunctive differs from the 
Future only by being a less vivid form of expression.* 

* The general rale, first laid down by Dawes (Mise. Crit. pp. 222 and 
228), which declared the first Aorist Subjunctive active and middle a sole- 

cism after dws uy and ov py, was extended by others so as to include 
Ses (without #7), and the Greek authors were emended to conform to it. 
As this rule has no other foundation than the accidental circumstance 
mentioned in Note 8, it naturally fails in many cases, in some of which 
even emendation is impossible. Thus in the example, ceAevouat mpoora- ‘ i y 

, Tedoat Gros exmdevon 7 oOTparid, XEN. An V, 6, 22, dxmrevey 
cannot he a mistake for éxmAevcet, as the Attic Future is éxmAcvoouas 
or exmAevootpa. So in Sopn. Phil. 381, od py wor’ és rHv SKipov 
éxwXevans, no emendation is possible. See also Prat. Rep. X, 609 
B. ob yy dtroA€o7, where the Future would be dodei. The rule of 
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C. Object Clauses with py after Verbs of Fearing, $e. 

$46. After verbs and phrases which express ol 

imply fear, caution, or danger, un, lest or that, is used 

with the Subjunctive if the leading verb is primary, and 

with the Optative if the leading verb is secondary. By 
the principle of § 44, 2, the Subjunctive can also follow 
secondary tenses, in order that the mood in which the 
object of the fear originally occurred to the mind may 

be retained. 

My (like the Latin ne) denotes fear that something 
may happen which is not desired ; wy ov (ut = ne non) 
denotes fear that something may not happen which 
desired. KE. g. 

SoBodpat px yevnrat (vereor ne accidat), J fear that it may hap- 
pen: hoBovipar pi od yéujrac (vereor ut accidat), I fear that ut may 
not happen. Nouv 8 aivas deiSorxa xara ppéva pn oe wmapeingn. I. I], 
555. Acido pn Onpecow wp Kai Kipua yevwpat. Od. V, 473, 
Od PoBA uy o “Apyos domep kt amoxreivar O€An. Eur. Or. 770. 
Tlotov €Ovos ob Soxet hoBovpevov pn tr waOn; XEN. Cyr. I, 6, 10. 
Dpovrifs wy xpdricroy 7 por ovyav. XuN. Mem. IV, 2,39. udar- 
topevos py OdEn pavOdvew vt. Id. IV, 2,3. A€Souxa pi ob Sorov 7 
drayopever. Piat. Rep. Il, 368 B. Ta wept ris Wuyis woddqp 

ved 

Dawes is now generally abandoned; but most editors still hold to it (at 
least in practice) so far as to exclude the prohibited forms with dias 
when jt follows verbs of striving, &c., and with ov pn. Even here, how- 
ever, the rule is maintained only by changing many passages against 
Mss. authority. Thus in Dem. OL. I, p. 9,17, all Mss. except one read 
mapackevacagbat drus evbévde BonOnanre, xai ph wdOnre Tavrdr, 
while nearly all editions have BonOnoere. In the Third Philippic of 
Demosthenes two similar examples occur: p. 128, 25, mws pndels 
dvarpéwet, rovro oxomeicOa, where all Mss. have avatpeyn, which 
Schaefer emended to dvarpé ee; and p. 125, 10, éras py Sovrevoou- 
atv mparrovres, where the weight of Mss. authority decidedly favors 
SovrAevowow. For od, py, see § 89, 2, Rem. 2. 

Whatever view is taken of these last examples, there certainly seems to 
be no reason for extending therule of Dawes to das in pure final clauses, 
as in these the Future is used only by exception (§ 44, 1, N. 1). There 
is no objection, therefore, to such sentences os these: — dv gvexa émura- 
Ojva, Omnws dmoAatowpey kal dros yevopeda, Xun. Cyr VIL 
5, 82; and éxxAnolav Evvyyayov, dros tmopyvnoe@ Kat péepbonay 
Tuc. IL. 60. So with érws dptoromoiowvrat, Tave. VIL 39. 
In elliptical prohibitions with émws yn (§ 45, N.7) the Subjunctive seems to be allowed from the analogy of ordinary prohibitions (§ 86). 
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aniotiav mapéxer trois dvOpamos, pi emedav dradday} Tov odparos 
ovdayod ere 9, dhda StadOeipnrai re cat dwodAvnTat. PLat, 
Phaed. 70 A. Ovdxody viv kai rovro kivduvos, pi) Xd Rw or mpoordras 
avray tivas Tovrwy, there is danger of this, that they may take, &e, 
Xen. An. VII, 7, 81. Kivduvds cart, ph petaBddevtat Kat yé- 
vovrTat pera Tov ToAcuiov. Isoc. Plataic. p. 803 E. § 38. ’Oxve yn 
pot 6 Avoias rarewis pavf. Prat. Phaedr.257C. EvAaBov dé py 
avis xaxés yeyos. Sovn. Trach. 1129. Oddev dewoi goovrar py 
BonOéwot rairn. Hor. VII, 235. ‘Ymonrevoper kai tpas py ov 
xowol dwoBare. Tuuc. II, 53. Aioxurdpevos py poprixas o ko- 
wGpev. PiLat. Theaet. 183 E. 

Acioas py mas of €pucaiaro vexpov "Ayal. Il. V, 298. “Agero 
yap pi Nuxri O09 drodvpia ~pSou. I. XIV, 261. "Eye yap jpny 
exmenAnypern PoB@, py por td KdAAos GAyos ¢€Eevpor more. SOPH. 
Trach, 25. "Eéeirav of “EXAnves pi] mpoodyorey mpds TO Képas Kal 
avrovs kataxdwerav. XeN, An. I, 10, 9. Oveére émeribevro, 
Sedocxéres py dwotpyndcingayv. Id. II, 4, 29. *Edecoav py AvTra 
tis omep xvoiv nuw éumemrakot. Id. V, 7, 26. ‘Ymomrevoas py 
tiv Ouyatépa A€yot, pero, having suspected that he might mention his 
daughter. Xen. Cyr. a 2,9. ‘HOipnody tives, evvootpevor py ta 
“émurndeca ode Ex orev Srdbev KapBavoev. Kun. An. III, 5, 3. Ovdeis 
yap xivduvos éddxer eivat, wy Tis Gym mopevopevwy éx Tov Omiobev éqi- 
aro.ro. Id. IV, 1, 6. 

Oi Goxaices tas vycouvs ove €BovAovro madcew, Betpaivovtes py 
éunépiov yévevrat. Hor. I, 165. 16 yap dedvevar py Adyors jjo- 
gous Oot, TOAUNpas mpds Ta Epya éxwpovvy. Tuuc. III, 83. Tepidens 
yevopevos ph) emimAGVawaty ai ves. THUC. III, 80. *Edea pi 
Tpoiay dOpoion kai Evvorxion maduv. Eur. Hee. 1138. Of Gedpevos 
éPoBodvro py tt wan. XEN. Symp. I, 11. AjAos qv raow 
(Kipos) dre imepepoBeiro py of 6 mannos dnoddvy. Xen. Cyr. I, 
4, 2. 2. 

It will be seen by the examples that the construction with py is 
very often used when the leading verb only implies the fear, cau- 
tion, or danger, as after daomrevo and dxv@. On this principle we 
must explain passages like Il. X, 100; ovdé re iSpev, wy mos Kal did 
voxta pevownowo. payeorOa, where the idea is we know of no security 
against their deciding to fight during the night, —implying we fear lest 
they may. 

Remark. These clauses with 7, when they follow verbs of 
caution like vAdrropat, eddaBotpa, &c., partake of the nature of 
final clauses to the same extent with the construction of § 45, since 
they imply the end or purpose of the caution. (See § 43, Remark.) 
On the other hand, when they follow oSotpa and other verbs 
expressing fear or danger, no purpose is expressed or implied, but 
there is merely an apprehension that something will happen, or, in 
some cases, that something is now taking place or has already 
happened. We should hence expect that these verbs would follow 
the analogy of verbs of thinking, &c., and take either the Indicative 
with és or the Infinitive, to denote the object of the fear, (This 

¥ 
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actually happens in a few cases; as od poBoipeba AAucodcea bay 
Tuuc. V, 105; pi poBod os dmopyoeis, geen Cyr. V, 2, 12. Fa 

below, Note 6.) Still verbs of fearing, when the object of the 

fear is future, as it commonly is, are closely connected in sense 

with those like gvAdrropa:; as they imply at least a desire 

(though not a purpose) to prevent the result. The Greeks 

generally apply to both the same construction, and as they say 

guAdrropat py yévnrat, they say also poBovpac py yevyTat. When 

the object of the fear is already past or actually present, so that no 

desire of preventing a result can be implied, verbs of fearing are still 

followed by ji as before; but now all analogy to final clauses dis- 

appears, and the dependent. verb is put in the proper tense of the 

Indicative, as in ordinary object clauses after 6re and ds. (See be- 
low, Note 5.) 

Nors 1. Sometimes, though seldom, py takes the Future 

lndicative after verbs of fearing, &c. E. g. 
SoBodpar 8é, py rwas WSovas WSovais ebpynoopery evavrias. PLAT. 

Phil. 13 A. oBepdv xai ofadrepdv, py odadeis keicopat. PLat. 
ae V, 451 A. 

he Future seems to differ from the Subjunctive in these cases, 
as in final clauses, only by expressing the result more vividly and 
marking its futurity more strongly. Thus @oBotpar pi cipoper 
would not differ from PoSotpar py etd pyooperv quoted above, ex~ 
eet in the manner of expression; just as cay py evpopev would 
differ from ef yy eipnoopev. (See § 44,1, N.1.) For the rare use 
of the Future Optative after verbs of fearing, &c., see § 26, Note 
1 (6). 

Note 2. Verbs denoting fear and caution are sometimes 
followed by das py, with the Future Indicative or the Sub- 
junctive after primary tenses and the Optative after secondary 
tenses, like verbs of striving, &c. Many verbs (like 6p and 
oxor) belong equally well to both classes (§§ 45, 46). It 
will be noticed, that érws yy here is exactly equivalent to py, 

so that @oBodpae Sas py yeryoera (or yéevyra) means I fear 

that tt will happen (not, I fear that it will not happen). (See 
Note 6,4.) E. g. 

Tot Saipovos d€80rx’ Sr ws wi} revEopat xaxodaiyovos. ARIST. Eq. 
112. EvAaBoipervo: 67@ws pr olynoopa. PLat. Phaed. 91 C. Aé- 
doixa Sas pn dvdykn yévntar, 1 fear that there may be a necessity. 
Dem. Phil. III, 130, 14. Od goBei, draws Bh dvécov mpaypa 
ruyxayyns mparreov; PLAT. ge age 4 E. vAdrrov, draws pH els 
rovvavriov €\Oys. XuN. Mem. ILI, 6, 16. ‘Hddws dv (Operas Tov 
Gvdpa), et pi) PoBolpny draws py én’ avrév pe rpdmoiro. XEN. Mem. 

aN yee 

Nore 3. The particle dy is never used with yf and the Sub. 
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junctive. It is sometimes joined with an Optative depending upon 
pn after verbs of fearing, in which case it always forms an apodosis 
with the Optative. Such an Optative with dy can of course follow 
primary as well as secondary tenses, by § 31, Note 2. (See § 44, 1, 

. 8, Rem.) E. g. 

Addocxa yap py TPS Aéyots av rov wébov rov €& epod, I fear that 
you might tell (if you should have an opportunity). Sorpu. Trach. 631. 
(Cf. Philoct. 493.) Odvre mpoadoxia ovdeuia fy ju dv more of mohe suas 
émimdevoetav. Tauc. II, 93. "Exeivo éevvod py diay dv raxyd 
cadpovicdciny, lest (in that case) I should be very soon brought to 
my senses. XEN. An. VI, 1, 28. 

Note 4. My with the Subjunctive, and dras pq with the 
Future Indicative (seldom the Subjunctive), are sometimes 
used elliptically, depending upon some verb of fear or caution 
understood. (See § 45, N. 7,a.) This expresses an appre- 
hension or anxiety, sometimes a mere suspicion. It is espe- 
cially common in Plato. E. g. 

"AAA py od Tour’ 7 xaemdv, Odvarov uyeiv, but (I fear) lest this 
may not be the difficult thing, to avoid death. Puat. Apol. 39 A. Mq 
dypotkdrepov 7 To GdnOes eimeiv, (I fear) lest it may be too rude to 

. speak the truth. PLat. Gorg. 462 E. "AAA pp ody ovras xn, GAN 
dvaykaioy 7 idéra Tide Oat Tov TiOépevov ra dvépara. PLAT. Crat. 436 
B. Oipor rddas, 6 Zets bras py pw’ Syerar. ARIST. Av. 1494. 
(This example belongs equally well under § 45, N. 7, a.) "Omas 
oby pi) dmoXET paotryoupevos. XEN. Cyr. I, 8,18. "AAN dras py 
év trois Coypapnpacty 7 TovTo, Td pn opOas davépew, emi dé Tots dvdpacw 
od, GA’ dvayxatov 7 det dpdas. PLat. Crat. 430 E. 

In Xen. Mem. IV, 2, 12, pa obv, ey, od Sivapar eyo ra tis 
Stxacocvuns éénynoacbar; (do you fear) Iam not able to explain, &c.? 
the Present Indicative belongs under Note 5 (a.) 

Notes 5. Verbs of fearing may refer to objects of fear 
which are past or immediately present; so that no desire or 
even possibility of preventing the result can be implied. (See 
Rem. before Note 1.) Here, therefore, all analogy to final 

clauses disappears, and yy is followed by the present and past 
tenses of the Indicative, as ére or &s would be in indirect 

quotations. The following cases occur : — 

(a.) My with the Present Indicative expresses a fear that 
something 1s now going on. E. g. 

‘Opdpev py Nexias oterae re A€yew, let us be cautious lest Nicias 
is thinking that he says something. Piuat. Lach. 196 C. (Here tho 
Subjunctive ofjrac would have meant lest Nicias may think, refer 
ring to the future.) Acdoixa py wAyyay Séet. Arist. Nub. 193 
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PoBciobe, py Svokoddrepdv te viv Sidketpae H ev TE mpoa ber 

Bio, you are afraid lest I am now in a more peevish state 0, mind, &e 

(where the Subjunctive wonld have referred to the future, lest 1 

may be). Prat. Phaed. 84 E. “Emicyes, ds dv mpov£epevvyow oriBoy, 
fh tus wodirGv ev rpiBe pavrdcerar, Kdpot per EXOy addos ws 
dovA@ Woyos. Eur. Phoen. 92. (Here py pavrdgerar means lest any 

one as now to be seen; and pay EAGy, lest any report may come here- 
after.) "Avaf, ¢uoi roe, py te Kal Oendarov Tovjpyov 700", 7) Evvvoa 

Bovrever mddat. Sopa. Ant. 278. (The idea is, my mind has long 
been anzious, lest this is the work of the Gods, éoriv being understood 
after uf.*) "Opa pi cxevov koAVEL. PLat. Charm, 163 A. "ANN 
ciodpecOa, ph te kal katdaxerov kpupy Kkahimrer kupdia Gupoupern, 
Sdpous mapacreixovres. Sopu. Ant. 1253. (The idea is, we shall 
learn the result of our anziety lest she is concealing, &c.t) 

(5.) My with the Perfect Indicative expresses a fear lest 
something has already happened. ‘The difference between 
this and the Perfect Subjunctive is often very slight, the 
latter expressing rather a fear that something may hereafter 
prove to have happened. (See examples, § 18,1.) E. g. 

Nov 8€ poBovpeda, pu) auporepwr dua npapthnKaper, but now we 
fear lest we have missed both at once. Tuuc. III, 53. (The Perfect 
Subjunctive here would strictly have meant lest it may hereafter 
prove that we have missed.) Aédouxa pa AcANOapev [THY elpnynr] 
‘€mt TWOAAG ayovres, I fear that we have been unconsciously enjoying a 
peace borrowed at high interest. Dum. F. L. 372, 1. oBotpar py 
Adyots Tit evddow evreruxnkapeyv. Prat. Lys. 218 D. 

* That this is the correct explanation of the passage, Sorn. Ant. 278, 
and that we need not emend it with Nauck, so as to read rovpyov 7d0’ 9, 

Evvvora Bovdever mddat, is evident from the Scholion on the passage : 
‘H civvoa pot Bovdeverat kal olerar py kal Oendardv dare 7d mpaypa. 
So perhaps we should read pr) éAavver in Dem. Phil. III, 124, 25. 

+ In this passage, if anywhere, it would secm necessary to admit the 
interrogative force usually ascribed to 7, which would make it equivalent to 
ei ov, whether not. But here, as in the other passages quoted, it is plain 
that the dependent clause after 4 expresses the object of an apprehension. 
To establish a purely interrogative force in pH, it would scem necessary to 
find examples in which jy not only follows a verb like oida, but also igs 
followed by a clause in which no object of apprehension is contained 
(Such a sentence would be efoduecda pi of pidor (dow, we shall learn 
whether our friends are not living; but no such example can be found, a 
least in any classic writer. The Greeks would have said eiodueOa ef ov 
(dow or el Cdow.) The use of ed, whether, after verbs of fearing (Note 6, 
c}, usually adduced as an argument to prove the interrogative force of Bh 
rather seems to show that, when the Greeks wished to introduce an indi 
rect question after verbs of fearing, they had recourse to e?, as in othet 
cases, 
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(c.) My can be used with the Imperfect or the Aorist In- 
dicative, to express fear lest something happened in past time. 
This can be expressed only in this way, as the Subjunctive 
and Optative would refer to (relatively) future time. E. g. 

Acide pay 84 mdvra Occ vnpeptéa eimev, I fear that all that the 
Goddess said was true. Od. V, 300. *AXX’ dpa pi waitwv dX yer, 
but be very careful lest he was speaking in jest. Puat. Theaet, 145 B, 
(This implies a fear that he was speaking in jest.) 

Nore 6. (a.) As verbs of fearing, &c., imply thought, 
they sometimes thke the construction of ordinary indirect dis- 
course. Here és (and even dzws), that, may be used to intro- 
Juce the object of the fear, thus taking the place of uy in the 
common construction. (Or: seems to be used only in the case 

mentioned in Note 7.) E. g. 

*Avdpos py poBod as dropnaets délov, do not fear that you will 
be at a loss. XEN. Cyr. V, 2,12. (Here the direct discourse would 
be dwopjow, I shall be at a loss.) My deionre Os od x nd€as Kabev- 
8noere, do not fear that you will not sleep sweetly. Id. VI, 2, 30. 
(Here pj ox would be the ordinary expression.) M1 tpéons, dws 
oé Tis dmoomaaet Bia, lest any one shall tear you away by force. 
Eor. Heracl. 248. My @oBed pyre cue, Ss ceo metpwpevos Aéeyo 
Adyov révde, pyre yuvaixa thy epnv, wy ti tor €E adrns yévnrae 
BraBos, do not fear either that I am saying this to try you (as Aeya), 
or lest any harm shall come (pj yévnra). Hot. J, 9. (Here the two. 
constructions after goed make the principle especially clear.) 

In all these cases py or Saws yy would have been more regular, 
and exactly equivalent to ws and érws here. (See Note 2.) 

(.) We also find the Future Infinitive after veros of 
fearing, standing in indirect discourse to represent a Future 
Indicative of the direct discourse. (See § 73, 1, Rem.) 
E. g. 

Od oBotpcba éLaoraHoec Oar, we are not afraid that we shall 
be defeated. Tuuc. V, 105. (Here yy with the Subjunctive or the 
Future Indicative would have been more regular.) 

(c.) Verbs of fearing may also be followed by an indirect 
question introduced by «i, whether, or by some other inter- 
rogative particle. “Omas used interrogatively in such sentences 
is not to be confounded with dws in its use explained above 
(a). E.g. 

Ot déSorxa ef Bidemmos (7, GAN’ ci ris wédews TEOVN Ke Td ToOds 
aSixodvras puceiv Kai tipwpeicda, I have no fear (on the question) 
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whether Phitip is alive; but I have fear (about this), whether the cus- 

tom of the city to hate and punish evil-doers is extinct. Dem. F. L. 

434, 6. Bos ef por C&avv obs ey Oého. Eur. Heracl. 791. des 

povad cot véous Fxw Adyous, PéBw pev et ris SeomoTav aicOngerat, 

through fear whether any one will perceive it (where py aicOncerat or 

aicéyra: might have been used, meaning lest any one shall perceive 
it). Eur. Androm. 61. oBoivrat dro wore mpoBnoerac i TOU 
dvdpés Sivayes. XEN. Hell. VI, 1,14. (The direct question would 

be soi mpoSnoera;) Tay Gedy 8 Srws AdOw Sedona, J am in fear 
(about the question) how I shall escape the Goddess. Eur. Iph. T. 
995. (The direct question was mas Adda; § 88.) 

Note 7. Verbs of fearing may be followed by drt, because, and 
an ordinary causal sentence with the Indicative (§ 81). E. g. 

Oix déov did rodro hoBetabat tos wodepious, Ste modo TUY- 
dvovowv dvres, to fear them, because they happen to be many. 
soc. Archid. p. 128 C. § 60. oBoupevns tis pytpds, Ste 7d 
wpiov éruvOdvero vooades eivat. Isoc. Aegin. p. 388 D. § 22. 
Ore b€ moAAdy dpyoveet, py poBnOjre, dAAG TOAD pGAXAov ba TovTe 
Oappeire, do not be afraid because they rule many, &c. XEN. Hell. 
Til, 5, 10. (My dpxyovow doBcioba would mean to fear lest they 
rule.) oBovpevos ro kdeoOat kai Td Téuver Oa, Ott ddryervdr, fearing 
them, on the ground that they are painful. PLat. Gorg. 479 A. (But 
for the analogy of the preceding examples, we might be inclined to 
translate this fearing that they are painful, like py ddyewdv.) "Edo- 
Beiro, dre opOnoerba were Ta Bacidrera olxodopetv dpyopevos, he 
was afraid, because he was about to be seen beginning to build the 
‘palace. Xen. Cyr. II, 1, 1. 

Note 8. (a.) Verbs of fearing may be followed by an Infinitive 
(without pn), which is sometimes preceded by the article. Such an 
Infinitive denotes the direct object of the fear, as in English, J fear 
togo. E.g. 

SoPoopa obv Sieh eyyerv ce, py imoddBys, k.7-d., [am afraid to 
refute you, lest you may suspect, &c. PLat. Gorg. 457 E. (Here 
both constructions occur ) oBynoerar adixeiv, he will be afraid to 
do wrong. Xen. Cyr. VITI, 7, 15. (But doPjcerar ph adding, he 
will fear that he may do wrong.) Wedpixa "Epiwiv redéoat ras 
xardpas, I shudder at the idea of the Fury fulfilling the curses. AESCH. 
Sept. 720. (But in 790, tpéw pi reXé€on means I tremble lest she 
may fulfil them.) See also Xun. An. I, 8,17. Ts amwoOvngKxesp 
ovdeis PoBeirar, ro d€ adixetv hoBeira. PLat. Gorg. 522 EK. 

See § 92, 1, Remark 2, and Note 3. 

(6.) Verbs of caution may be followed by an Infinitive (with or 
without yy), which is sometimes preceded by the article; the In- 
finitive having the same meaning as a clause with pj and the Sub+ 
junctive or Optative. E. g. 

Tas otk afvov airdv ye puddtacbes rowiroy yevéar Oat; why 
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ought he not to guard against becoming such a man himself? XEN. 
Mem I, 5,3. (Here yevéoOa: is equivalent to pi} perprat) u\ar- 
répevos TO AUTIHGaL Twa, taking care to offend no one. Dem. Cor. 
813, 6. vddocew pydeva meparcovcba. Tuuc. VII, 17. vdarré- 
pevov kal mpoopapevov my KaTatoXDvat TavTHy. ew] Aristog. I, 
773, 1. (For py see § 95, 2, N.1.) In Tuuc. VI, 77, 5, we find 
the Infinitive with Sore after puAdcoo. 

(c.) Kivduvds éore, the principal expression denoting danger which 
takes yp? and a finite verb, is quite as regularly fillowea by the 
Infinitive (without pn). E. g. 

Od opsxpos xivdurds corw e£arvarnOjvats, there is no litile danger 
of their being deceived. Puat. Crat. 436 B. 

Kwédvvevo is regularly followed by the Infinitive, by § 92, 1. 

Remark. All the Infinitives referred to in Note 8 belong regu- 
larly under the rule, § $2, 1. For the article before such Infinitives 
see § 92, 1, Note 3. 

SECTION II. 

ConDITIONAL SENTENCES. 

§47. 1. In conditional sentences the clause con- 
taining the condition is called the protasis, and that 
containing the conciusion is called the apodosis. The 
protasis is regularly introduced by the particle ei, if, 

negatively «4 7. 

Nore. Aiis the Doric form for «e. It is sometimes used 
also in Epic poetry, but only when x¢ immediately follows. 

2. The adverb av (Epic «é or «év, Doric Ka) is regu- 
larly joined with et in the protasis, when the verb is in 
the Subjunctive (§ 50, 1); & with av (@) forming the 

compound éay, av (a), or v. See § 38,1.) The simple 
et is used in the protasis with the Indicative and the 
Optative. 

The same adverb av is regularly used in the apodosis 

with the Optative (§ 50, 2), and also with the secondary 
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tenses of the Indicative in the construction explained in 

§ 49,2. (See § 37, 3, and § 39.) 

3. The negative particle of the protasis is regularly 

py, that of the apodosis is ov. 

Nors. When the last rule is violated, and od is found in a 

protasis, it is always closely connected with a particular word 

(generally the verb), with which it forms a single negative 

expression ; so that its negative force does not (like that of u7} 

affect the protasis as a whole. KE. g. 
Idvrws Syrov (otras exer), édv re od Kai “Avuros ob Pare édy re 

hire, if you deny it, as well as if you admit it. Puat. Apol. 25 B. 
(Here dav pi pijre would mean unless you admit it.) Ei pev od 
moXXot Fuay, cab’ xacrov dv wepi rovtev hkovere, if there were only 
a few, &c. Lis. Agorat. p. 185; § 62. Cf p. 187; § 76. (Here 
ob moddoi are used together in the sense of dAlyou.) Tarde pev oddev 
icov ori, etye ap’ nuav ye Tov ev péow ovdeis OVSéTOTE ApEe- 
rat, there is no fairness in this, if (it is the plan, that) no one is ever 
to begin with us. Xen. Cyr. I, 2, 3. 

The following example makes the difference between od and yn 
particularly clear, od affecting merely the verb, and yy affecting 
the whole (including the ov): ef pi Tpdtevov ody tredé€avro, 
éodOnoav tiv, if it had not been that they did not receive Proxenus, they 
would have been saved. Dem. F. L. 364, 11. 

When several clauses, introduced by per and 6¢, depend 

upon a single et which precedes them all, od is used even more 
frequently than pj; as such clauses have their own construc- 

tion independently of the «, which merely introduces each of 
them as a whole, not affecting the construction of particular 
words. E. g. 

Acwv dy ein, ef of ev éxeivov Etupayor én Sovdela rH abrav ge- 
povres ovK drepovow, jpeis s emt To avroi ca(ecOat odK dpa Samavi- 
copev, it would be a hard thing, if (it is a fact that) their allies will not 
refuse, &c., while we will not contribute. Tuuc. I, 121. Etr ovr 
aicxpoy, e Td pév ’Apyeiwy mAROos ovK epoByOn thy AaxedSatpovion 
dpxny, dpeis 5€ BapBapoy hoBncecbe; is it not then disgraceful, if (it 
is true, that) the Argive people did not fear, &c. Dem. Rhod. 197, 9. 

Classification of Conditional Sentences. 

§48. The supposition contained in a protasis may 
be either particular or geneval. A particular supposi- 
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tion refers to a definite act or a definite series of acts. 
A general supposition refers to any one of a class of 
acts, which may occur (or may have occurred) on any 
one of a series of possible occasions, —7f having the 
force of if ever or whenever. 

The following examples contain particular suppositions ;: — 
Tf he ts (now) able to do this, he is doing tt, et rodro roseiy 

Svvarat, moet. If he was able to do this, he did It, ef rodTo mot 

riv édtvaro, émoie. If he (shall) be able to do this, he will do tt, 
éav rotTo moeiv Stvnrat, moncer. If he should be able to do this, 
he would do it, ei rodt0movetv Svvatro, rrotoin dv. 

The following contain general suppositions : — 

Tf he is (ever) able to do this, he (always) does tt, éav rotro 
moveiv Sbvntat, rout. Lf any one (ever) wishes to go, tt ts (always) 
permitted, édy res BovAnras téva, éeorw. If he was (ever) able to 

do this, he (always) did it, et rovro moveiy Sivarro, emote. If any 

one (ever) wished to go, it was (always) permitted, ct rs Bod- 
Aowro teva, é&qv. If any one shall (ever) wish to go, it will (al- 

ways) be permitted, édv tis iévar Bovdnra, det e&éorat. If any 

one should (ever) wish to go, it would (always) be permitted, ct 
tts ievas BovaAoito, dei dv é£ein. 

Although this distinction can logically apply to all suppositions 
(present, past, and future), yet the Greek distinguishes the two 
classes in construction only in present and past conditions, even 
here excepting those which imply non-fulfilment of the condition. 
Therefore all the classes under I., except A. 1, include both partic- 
ular and general suppositions. 

“I. Excluding from A. 1 the past and present general sup- 
positions, which have a peculiar construction, we have four 

Jorms of ordinary conditional sentences : — 

A. If the protasis refers to the present or the past, the 
question as to the fulfilment of the condition which it ex- 
presses has been already decided (tn point of fact) either 
affirmatively or negatively ; the speaker, however, either may 
or may not wish to imply by his form of statement how that 
question has been decided. He will, therefore, state such a 

condition in one of two ways :— 
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1. If he refers to a present or past cond.tion, expressing no 

opinion as to its fulfilment, he may say af he ts doing this, ef 

rodro mpdooet, — tf he was doing tt, ei erparcev, — if he did tt, 

el &xpakev, — tf he has done tt, ef wempaxev, — if he had already 

done it, e éwenpdyet. The apodosis, expressing the result of 

the fulfilment of such a condition, may refer to the present, the 

past, ov the future. Thus we may say, 

Ei mpdrcet rodro, kadds Exet, if he is doing this, it ts well. 

Ei mpdocet tovr0, Hdpryxev, if he is doing this, he has erred. 
Ei mpdacet roiro, kadas cet, if he is doing this, it will be well. 
Ei énpae rovro, kadds exe (elxev, foyer, Or eeu), if he did this, t 

is (was or will be) well; and so with the other tenses in the protasis. 
(See § 49, 1.) : 

So in Latin, Si hoc facit, bene est; Si hoc fecit, bene erit. 

“2. If, on the other hand, he refers to a present or past con- 

dition, wishing to imply that it ¢s not or was not fulfilled, he 
may say if he were now doing this, ef rodto éxpacoev; or tf he 
had done this (although he did not do it), ci éwpagev. The 
apodosis here denotes what would be or would have been the 
result, if the false supposition in the protasis were a valid one. 
The apodosis here contains the adverb av, which distinguishes 
it from those forms of apodosis belonging under 1 in which past 
tenses are used. ‘Thus we may say, 

Ei éxpagoe rovro, kadas av eciyev, if he were (now) doing this, it 
would be well. Ei érpacoe rovro, xadds dy etyev may also mean if he 
had been doing this, it would have been well. 

Ei émpake rovro, xadds dv éoyev (or dv eiyev), if he had done this, 
it would have been well (or it would now be well). On the other 
hand, ef érpake rotro, xaha@s eoxev (without dv) would mean tf he 
did this, it was well. (See § 49, 2.) 

In Latin: Si hoc faceret, bene esset ; Si hoc fecisset, bene fuisset. 

Remark 1. The Greek has thus a special form (A, 2) implying 
that a condition is not or was not fulfilled, and another (A, 1) im- 
plying nothing whatever as to its fulfilment. There is no special 
form implying that the condition is or was fulfilled, — a force often 
erroneously assigned to the form A, 1. If this is to be expressed at 
all, it must be done by the context, not by the form of the verb. 

B. If the’ protasis refers to the future, the question as te 
the fulfilment of the. condition is, of course, at present unde- 

cided, and a speaker may state such a condition in either of 
two ways (B, 1 and 2), which differ more in the form of state. 
ment than in theiy meaning : — 
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1. He may say tf he shall do this, éiv mpdoon rotro (or, 
still more vividly, ef mpd&ee rovro), making a distinct supposi- 
tion of a future case. The natural apodosis to such a protasis 
expresses what will be the result, if the condition shall be ful- 
filed. We may therefore say, 

Edy mpdoon tovro, xards eet, if he do this, it will be well; or et 
mpaer Touro, kahas é£et, if he shall do this, it will be well. (See § 50, 
1.) In Latin: Si hoc faciet (more frequently si hoc fecerit), bene 
erit; rarely si hoc faciat, bene erit. 

2. He may also say, if he should do this, et mpdcoa toiro, 

still supposing a case in the future, but less distinctly and vividly 
than before. The natural apodosis to such a protasis is a simi- 
lar indefinite expression, it would be. We can therefore say, 

Ei mpdogot roiro, kadas av exor, if he should do this, it would be 
well. (See § 50, 2.) In Latin: Si hoc faciat, bene sit. 

Remark 2. The two forms of protasis which the Greek ex- 
presses by the Subjunctive (cay mpdooy rovro) and the Optative (e 
mpagoo. Touro) have only one equivalent form in Latin; si hoc 
faciat meaning if he shall do this (éav roto mpdacy), as well as if he 
should do this (ei rovro mpdaco). (See § 50, 2, Rem. 6) Butin 
the former sense the Latin commonly employs the Future Indica- 
tive, si hoc faciet (cofresponding to ef rovro mpdfe., if he shall do 
this), or the Future Perfect, si hoe fecerit, leaving the form si hoe 
faciat to represent the Greek ei rodro mpacoot, if he should do this. 

II. In general suppositions the two following classes are 
distinguished in construction from the corresponding particular 
suppositions (I. A, 1). 

A. First, when the apodosis contains a verb of present 
time, expressing a customary or repeated action or a general 

truth, and the protasis refers to indefinite time represented in 
English as present. We may then say, 

*Edv tis Toro mpdoon, Kadds exer, if any one (ever) does this, it is 
(iz all such cases) well. "Eady rovro rotciy divnrat, moret, if he is 
(ever) able to this, he (in all such cases) does it. "Edy tis tovrou min, 
drodvyckes, if any one (ever) drinks of this, he dies. 

B. Secondly, when the apodosis expresses a customary or 
repeated action or a general truth in past time, and the pro- 
tasis refers to indefinite past time. We may then say, 

Ei ris rovro mpdacot, kahds eixev, if any one (ever) did this, it was 
(in all such cases) well. Ei rovro moseiv divacro, émoier, if he was 
(ever) able to do this, he (always) did it. Eiris robrov mio, dwéOvy 
oxev, if any one (ever) drank of this, he died. 
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Remarx 1. General suppositions referring to the future (see 
p. 89), as well as those referring to the present or past with non- 

fulfilment of the condition implied, not being distinguished by their 

form from particular suppositions, are included under the rules of 

§ 49, 2 and § 50, 1 and 2. 

Remark 2. Although the Latin occasionally agrees with the 

Greek in the construction of general conditional sentences, — using 
si faciat and si faceret like éay mpdcon and ei mpdocor above, — it 
commonly agrees with the English in not distinguishing this class 
from I, A, 1. 

I. Four Forms of Ordinary Conditional Sentences. 

A. Present and Past Conditions. 
\ 

§ 49. 1. (Particular Suppositions.) When the 
protasis in a particular supposition simply states a 
present or a past condition, implying nothing as to the 
truth of the supposition, the verb is in one of the present 
or past tenses of the Indicative, after e. Any tense of 
the Indicative may be used in the apodosis, to express 
the result of the fulfilment of the condition. E. g. 

El €Bpdvryce, kai forpawen, if it thundered, it also lightened. (This 
does not imply that the speaker has any knowledge or opinion on 
the question whether it actually thundered.) Ei 8 ovrw rovro 
é€oriv, cuol péedAXret idov-eiva. Il. I, 564, See 1,178. El rére 
kodpos ga, viv adré pe yipas dmater. Dl. IV, 321. Ei Geot me 
Spacey aicyxpoy, ovk eiaiv Geo. Eur. Beller. Fr. 294. Ei éya 
Gaidpov dyvoG, Kal euavrod éemidéAnopat’ adda yap ovdérepd ote 
toyrev, if I do not know Phaedrus, I have forgotten myself; but 
neither of these is the case. PLAT. Phaedr. 228 A. (See § 48, J, A, 
Rem. 1.) Ei pév (AokAnmds) Geod fv, ove Fv alcxpoxepdis, et & 
aicxpoxepdijs, ove Hv Ocod. Puat. Rep, ITI, 408 C. Ei pydev rotrav 
wemoinkas, ri PoBnon; 

Note 1. The Imperative, the Subjunctive in exhortations 
or prohibitions, or the Optative in wishes, may stand in the 
apodosis. KE. g. 

ANN’ ef BoKet cor, oreixe, if thou art resolved, go. Sopn. Ant. 
98. (Here ¢av d5o«7 would refer to the future, while ef doxei is 
strictly present in its time. Cf. Antig. 76.) *AAX’ el doKei, ThEO- 
ev, 6ppdode traxvs. Sop. Phil. 526. “AX ed ov TTMXOV ye 
leoi kal epuvdes eiaiv, ‘Avrivooy mpd yduowo rédos Oavdroto Kiyefy, 
Od. x IL, 475. "AAN’ ef Soket ave avd’, baal res apBuras Avot 
taxos, but if this pleases you, let some one quickly loose the shoes, &e. 
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Auscn. Agam. 944, Kd«or drodoipn», Havélav cf pi bird. 
Arist. Ran. 579. In the last three examples the Optative ex- 
presses a wish (§ 82), and must not be confounded with the Opta- 
tive with dy in apodosis (§ 50, 2). 

Remark. A protasis of this class may also be followed by an 
apodosis in the Optative with dv, as ef rovr’ ddnOés cori, Adews av 
dméd Ooepe, if this is true, I should be glad to depart. But such an 
apodosis always implies a protasis with an Optative, which is inde- 
pendent of the one expressed ; so that these examples belong under 
the mixed constructions of § 54, See § 54, 1 (a). 

Note 2. Under this head belong all cases of particular supposi- 
tions referring to the present or the past in which the non-fulfilment 
of the condition is not implied. We must be careful not to include 
in this class the general suppositions explained in § 51; which require 
a Subjunctive or Optative in the protasis, although we commonly 
translate them in English by the simple Indicative. 

Notre 3. The condition may still be present, even when 
the Future Indicative stands in the protasis, if that tense ex- 
presses merely a present intention or necessity that something 
shall happen hereafter; as when ef rotro woujoes means if he ts 
(now) about to do this, and not (as it does in an ordinary 
future condition) if he shall do this. E. g. 

Alpe mAijxrpov, ef payet, raise your spur, if you are going to fight. 
Arist. Av. 761. (Ei payet in protasis commonly means if you shall 
fight, being equivalent to édv payn.) Of eis riv Bacidixhy réxvny 
madevdpevor . .. . Ti Suapepovor trav €& avdyxns Kaxonabovvrav, et 
ye Tetvnoover Kat Oipnoovcet kal prywoovat kai dypuTvn: 
Govoetkal raha wavra poyxOnoovary éxdvres; how do they differ, 
&e., if they are to suffer hunger, thirst, &c. (i. e. if it is necessary that 
they should suffer)? Xen. Mem. II, 1,17. °H viv éyad pev ode avyp, 
arn & avo, ei tar’ dvatei THe KeioeTac Kparn, if this is to pass 
unpunished. Sopn. Ant. 484. So ef médeuos Sapa, Ul, I, 61; and 
ei dtaBAnOnoopa, Eur. Hee. 863. 

This use of the Future must be carefully distinguished from that 
found in fulure conditions, where it is equivalent to the Subiunctive. 
(§ 50, 1, Note 1). The periphrastic form of the Future with péAXa 
and the Infinitive (§ 25, 2) is more common in this construction. 
Here the tense of wéAAw (as in ef péAAovor TovTO moveiv for ei rodTa 
woingovotv) shows that the condition is really present and not future. 
So with the Latin periphrastic Future, si hoe facturus est. 

2. In sentences containing present or past conditions, 
when it is implied that the condition of the protasis as 
not or was not fulfilled, and when the apodosis expresses 
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what would be (or would have been) the result if that 

condition were (or had been) fulfilled, the secondury 

tenses of the Indicative are used in both protasis and 

apodosis. The apodosis regularly contains the adverb 

ay 

The Imperfect here refers to present time or to a con 

tinued or repeated action in past time, the Aorist to an 

action simply occurring in past time, and the (rare) 

Pluperfect to an action completed in past or present 

time. E. g. 

Ei rodro Zrpaaae, Kahas dv elyev, if he were (now) doing this, 
it would be well (implying that he 2s not doing it). This may also 
mean if he had heen doing this, it would have been well (implying that 
he was not doing it). The context must decide, in each case, to 
which time the Imperfect refers. Ei rovro émpa&e, xadas dv 
Zoxev, if he had done this, it would have been well (implying that he 
did not do it.) El rotro éwempayer, xadds dy eiyer, if he had 
finished doing this (now, or at any past time), it would be well (imply- 
ing either he has not, or he had not finished it). 

Taira obk dv €dvvavro roveiv, ef py Kat Svairy perpia exp@vro, 
they would noi be able to do this, if they did not lead an abstemious 
life. Xun. Cyr. I, 2,16. Todd dv Oavpaorérepov jy, ei eripavro, 
it would be much more wonderful, if they were honored. Pat. Rep. VI, 
489 B. Ody ovrw 8 dv mpobipos emi rov médepov buas TapeKddour, 
ei ph thy eipnny édpav aicypay ecopény, I should not exhort you, did 
I not see (as I do), &c. Isoc. Archid. p. 184 A. § 87. Aéyouar 
mavra 7H éxet* kai tor ef py ETUYXAaVEY avTois EmoTHUN evovca, OUK 
dv oloi  Aaav Tovro monces, they tell everything as it is: and yet if 
knowledge did not chance to be in them, they could not do this. PLat. 
Phaed. 73 A. Ed io® Greed re cuod éxydov, ovdevds dv ottw pe 
dmootepeiv euAdTTOV ws akidparos Kat Tijs, if yor: cared for me 
at all, you would take care, &c. XEN. Cyr. V, 5, 34. Ei pa) drAnorés 
te €as Xpnudtov Kai aicxpoxepdys, odx dv vexpav Onxas dvéwyes. 
Hor. 1, 187. (This implies dmArgros ef, thou art insatiable, and 
dvéwyes, thou didst open.) 

Ovk dv nowy exparet, ed py te kat vautixdv eixev, he would not 
have been master of the islands, of he had not had also some naval force 
(implying vaurixév efyev and vpowy expdrer, he had a navy, and he 
was master of the islands). Tuuc. I, 9. (Taira) ovx dv rpoédeyer, 
el py emiorever addnbeicew, he would not have declared these things 
(referring to several), had he not been confident that he should speak 
the truth. Xun. Mem.I, 1,5. Ei foav dvdpes dyaboi, ds ob ps, 
otk dv more raira wag yx ov, if they had been good men, as you say, 
they would never have suffered these things (referring to several vases). 
Puat. Gorg. 516 E. 
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Kal vi x’ rt wréovas Avkiay erdve dios Odvocets, ef pi ap’ dd 
vdnoe péyas KopuOaiodos “Exrwp, i. e. Ulysses would have killed still 
more, had not Hector perceived him. Vl. V. 679. Kai vt xev fia mavra 
katépOiro kal peéve’ avdpar, ci py tis pe Gedy dAoPbparo kai 
éodwaev. Od. IV, 363. Kai tows dv did tair’ dwéOavor, ef wy 
9 apxy bia taxéov katehvOn. PLat. Apol. 32 D. Ti gor dv 
éxadov tm airayv, ei mrelo xpdvoy emetpomevOnv; .... et 
kareheidhOny pev énavaros, & én b€ rpocewetporevOny tn’ 
airéy, ovS dv ra puxpa raira wap aitdv dméXaBov. Dem. Aph. I, 
833, 12-19. Ei roivuy 6 Gidummos rére tavrny Exe Thy youny, 
ovdev dv Sv vi menoinxey Expakev, ovdé roourTny extTHTaTO 
aes Dem. Phil. I, 41, 18. (See below, Remark 5; and § 42, 
4, 

Ei py pets FAOeTe, emopevdpeda dy emt Baairéa, if you had 
not come, we should (now) be on our way to the King. (Aor. and Im- 
perf.) Xun. An. TU, 1,4. Ei yap ex rod mapeAndvO6ros ypdvou ra 
Scovra obran TuveBovrevaay, ovdev dv iuas viv €deu Bovdeverbat, 
of they had given the necessary advice in time past, there would now be 
no need of your deliberating. Dem. Phil. I, 40, 9. Totro ef dme- 
Kptva, ikavds ay 4dn mapa ood Thy doidrynta épepadyKn, if you had 
answered this, I should have already learned, &c. (implying add’ od 
uepdOnka, but now I have not learned). Puat. Euthyph. 14 C. 
Aouréy & dv Av jyiv ere rept tis modews StadexOqvat Tis nuerépas, et 
4) Mpotépa Tov GANwv Thy eipnyny émemoinro. (This implies ddda ri 
elpnyny mporépa wmemointat.) Isoc. Phil. p. 93 C. § 56. Tay ddier- 
padrov dy éuépvnto Tay avrod, ci tt mepl cuod ~eypadev. Dum. 
Cor. 251, 28. 

Different tenses can of course be used in the protasis and apodosis, 
if the sense requires it. See especially the example quoted above 
from Dem. Phil. I, p. 40, 9, and the preceding one. 

This construction is the exact equivalent of the Latin Imperfect 
and Pluperfect Subjunctive in protasis and apodosis. With regard 
to the tenses, the Latin Imperfect Subjunctive represents the Greek 
Imperfect Indicative referring to present time; while the Latin 
Pluperfect Subjunctive represents the Greek Aorist and Pluperfect 
Indicative, and also the Imperfect referring to past time. 

Remarg. (a.) It will be seen by the examples, that this 
construction usually implies, not merely that the condition of 
the protasis is not (or was not) fulfilled, but also that the 
action of the apodosis does not (or did not) take place: thus, 
ei rovro Expakev, éodn av, tf he had done this, he would have 

been saved, implies not merely that he did not do this, but also 
that he was not saved. The denial of the apodosis is not, how- 
ever, inferred as a necessary consequence from the denial of the 
protasis, which would often be an illogical inference; for (ix 
the example above) the person might have been saved in some 
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other way, even if he did not do the thing referred to. Indeed, 

where it is not implied that the action of the apodosis depends 

as a result upon that of the protasis as its condition, the action 

of the apodosis is not denied: this happens when the protasis 

expresses a concession, introduced by kai el, even if, although, 

or od el, not even if; as Kai ei robo émpagev, éowOy ay, even Of he 

had done this, he would have been saved, where it may be 

implied that he was saved. 

(b.) In this form of conditional sentence, therefore, the verb 

of the protasis always (and the verb of the apodosis generally) 

implies its opposite ; the Imperfect always implying a Present 
or Imperfect, the Aorist an Aorist, and the Pluperfect usually 
a Perfect or Pluperfect. Thus ei érpacce, when it means if he 
were doting, implies GAN’ ob mpdocer, but really he is not doing ; 
when it means if he had been doing, it implies dA)’ ovx éxpacce, 
but really he was not doing: et pi énpaker, if he had not done, 
implies dX pager, but really he did do: ci éwenoujer tovTo, if 

he had already done this, implies either dA’ od memoinxev, but 

really he has not done tt, or ddX’ ovd« émeroujxer, but really he had 
not done it, according to the context. This principle will 
show which tensé of the Indicative is to be used in any given 
case, in writing Greek. 

The Aorist, however, is very often used here, as elsewhere, 

where the Pluperfect would express the time intended more 
exactly (§ 19, N. 4); as in the sentence above quoted, ovdév 
dv Sv veri renolneev éxpakev, where the Perfect memoinxev shows 

that the Pluperfect might have been used for émpafev. 

Nore 1. In Homer, the Imperfect in this construction 
refers to past time, and is to be translated by our Pluperfect. 
E. g. 

"EvOa xe oryds Env Kal dunyava epya yévovro, ei pr dp’ o€d vénoe 
matip avdpav te Oeayv re, then there would have been, &c. Il. VIII, 
130. Ei yap éyo rade 78e’ evi peat mweveadivnow, ovk dv baekepuye 
Eruyds Udaros aima peeOpa, if I had known, &c. Id. 366. 

Nore 2. Sometimes dy is omitted in the apodosis, although 
the non-fulfilment of the condition is still implied. This merely 
gives a more emphatic expression, as when we say tt had been 
for i¢ would huve been. The dv can be omitted only when the 
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context shows conclusively that the construction is not that of 
§ 49,1. E.g. 

Nal pa Aia woxuvdpny pévrot, et td wodepntou ye dvros éfnra- 
rnOnv, yes, by Zeus, I were indeed ashamed, if I had been deceived, 
&c. Xen. An. VII, 6, 21. Kaddv Hv atta, ef odk éyerynOy 6 av- 
Opwros éxeivos, it had been good for that man, if he had not been born. 
Marttu. Evang. XXVI, 24. 

Compare Vere. Aen. XI, 115: Aequius huic Turnum fuerat se 
opponere morti, it had been more just, &c., where fuisset would have 
been the regular form. 

Norte 3. (a.) An apodosis without av, but implying the 
non-fulfilment of a condition, is often formed by an Infinitive 
depending on the Imperfect of a verb denoting necessity, obli- 
gation, propriety, possibility, or the like. This combination 
merely expresses in other words what might have been ex- 
pressed by the verb of ihe Infinitive in a past tense of the 
Indicative with av. Thus ec ve rotrov dudeiv means you ought 
to love him (or ought to have loved him), — implying, but you do 
not love him (or did not love him),—and is equivalent to 
rovrov dv édides, ef ra S€ovra emoies, You would love him (or 

would have loved him), if you did (or had done) what you 
ought. So cixés iv oe roiro wowjoae means you would properly 

have done this (but you did not), being equivalent to eixéras 
rour dv émoinoas. 

This construction occurs chiefly after the impersonal Imper- 
fects xpyv or éxpiy, ede, ébqv, evqv, mpoojkev, eixds fy, ipporrey 

(decebat), fv or injpyxev (tt was possible), and #v with nouns and 
adjectives expressing necessity, propriety, &c. So when jv is 
used with the verbal in -réov (equivalent to édec with the Infini- 
tive). When the Present Infinitive is used, the construction 
refers to present time or to, continued or repeated action in past 
time; when the Aorist Infinitive is used, it refers to a single or 

nomentary action in past time. E. g. 
El én’ Hyéas potvous eorparnddree 6 Hépons, xpqv adrév mavrev 

rav dddNeov dreyspevov ovrw iévat emt tiv jyerepny’ Kai dy edyAvv 
rao ds émt Skidas édatver, if the Persian were making his expedition 
against us alone, he ought, letting alone all others, to be marching 
directly into our country ; and then he would show that he t2as mareh- 
ing against Scythian. Hpr. IV, 118. Here xpay iévac means he 
would be marching into our country (like fev dv), of he were iloing what 

would be expected under such circumstances,— implying that this 
5 G 
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condition is not fultilled. (See below, Rem. 1.) "Expy Me ovp 
ral Sixacov Hv rovs rov arepavoy olopévous deiv AaBelv airovs dfious 

émuderkvuvar rovrov, py) eye KaKds A€yety’ émeidy O€ TOTO Tapev~ 
Tes ékeivo TrOLODITLV; K.-T. As, 1. @. those who think they ought to receive the 

crown would (if they did what is right and just) be showing that they 

deserve it themselves, and not be abusing me; but since now they fave 

neglected the former and do the latter, &c. Dem. Cor. Trier. 1228, 

28. El yap in’ dddvros roe eime TedevTHTEW pe, XPNY 57 oe qroveet 

ra movées* viv d€ im alypijs, if he had said that [ was to be killed by 

a tooth, then you would have to do as you now do. Hor. I, 39. . (See 

helow, Rem. 1.) "Edes pév rods Aéyovras Gmavras pyre mpos éyOpav 

wovetaOar Adyov pydeva pyre mpds xapuy, i. e. the speakers ought not 

to say a word out of regard either to enmity or to favor (and yet they 

d9 so). Dem. Chers. 90, 1. Idrepov atrny éxpiy ev tH Oerrahav 
kai Aohénav téfee cvykataktagbar Girinng tiv Tay “EAXjvey 
dpyiv; i. e. ought she to have helped Philip acquire his dominion over 
the Greeks (sc. as she would have done by your policy)? Drm. Cor. 
246,1. "Epé ef pev év ddrats Tioly jucpas HOikno€ Te ToUTav iBidrqy 
dvra, idia Kal Sikny mpoogfKev ato 61ddvat, i. e. he would properly 
have given satisfaction by a private suit (as if he had said zpoonkévras 
idia dicny dv éi8ov). Dem. Mid. 525, 3. Kal moAdois dd£0, ds oios 
Tv av ce caery ei HOEAOV avadioxew xpHpata, dueAjoat, i. c. where- 
as I might have saved you, if I had been willing to spend money, &c 
Prat. Crit. 44 C. Od yap évipy py mapaxpovebérrey ipov peivat 
Girne, for Philip could not have remained, unless you had been 
deceived (implying he did remain). Drm. F. L. 879, 2. (See § 52, 
1.) Kal padtota eixds Av byas tpoopag Gat avTa cai pi} padaxds, 
éSorep viv, Evppayxeiv. Tnuc. VI, 78. (The orator adds, ddA 
ot ipeis viv yd ma o¥6’ of dddot eri radta Spynobe.) Ei pev roivus 
aicypdv Tt €ucAXov epyaceaOat, Odvaroy avr’ avTod mpoatpeTéoy Fy 
(i. @. mpoatpeiobar eSer). XEN. Mem. II, 7, 10. So in Latin: Quem 
patris loco, si ulla in te pictas esset, colere debebas. Cre. Phil. I, 38. 

(6.) The Aorist and Imperfect of édpcitw (dpéAdo) are 
sometimes used with the Infinitive like ypjv, ge, &c.; as in II. 

I, 353, ripjy wép por dpeAAev ’Oddpmeos eyyvadiEar Zevs iwuBpe- 

perns’ viv & ode pe turOdv ricer, i. e. Zeus ought to have secured 
me honor; but now he has not honored me even a little. From 

this comes the common use of this form in expressions of a 
wish; as Sede Kipos (qv, would that Cyrus were living (lit 

Oyrus ought to be living). This is an apodosis, implying as a 
protasis ¢f dt were possible, or something similar. See § 83, 2. 

(c.) Similar to this is the occasional use of ¢Soudduny (with- 
out dy) to express what some one wishes were now true (but 
which ¢s not true). E. g. = 

‘"EBovdduny pev ov Kal tiv Sovdjy rai ras exxdyolas dpdda 
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Stocxetabat kai rods vépov, icxdecv, would that both the Senate 
and i.e assemblies were rightly managed, and that the laws were in 
force (implying the opposite of dpOds dioueiobar and ioyvew). 
This is analogous to dSpedev efvac, would that it were, and Ze eivat, 
it ought to be (but is not). AxEscuun. Cor. § 2. "EBovAduny pev 
otk épifery evOdde, would that I were not contending here (as J am). 
Arist. Ran. 866. See below, Rem. 2. 

(d.) Kw8vvedo is used with the Infinitive, as a periphrasis 
for the verb of the Infinitive with ad. E. g. 

‘H rdtis Extvddvevce waca StapOapavar, ef dvepos émeye- 
vero, the city was in danger of being utterly destroyed, if a wind had 
arisen. Tuuc. III, 74. Ei py e&epiyoper eis Aeddots, éxtvduvev- 
capev dwodécOat, if we had not escaped to Delphi, we were in 
danger of perishing (or there was danger that we should perish) 
Axrscuin. Cor. § 123. (If the meaning had been that there would 
have been danger, we should have had éxwéduveioapev av.) 

(e.) The Imperfect of péA\Aw with the Infinitive may express 
a past intention or expectation which was not realized, and so 
take the place of the verb of the Infinitive with a. E. g. 

7H pdda 84 "Ayapepvoves POiceaOat Kaxdv oirov fmeddov, el 
py... €ermes, 1. e. I should have perished like A. (lit. I was to have 
perished), if thou hadst not spoken. Od. XITI, 383. MéAXev pev 
more oikos 60 ddveids Kal duvpov éupevar: viv & érépws €Bddovro 
Oeoi. Od. I, 232. Ov cuorparedoeiy eueddov, they would not have 
joined him (in that case). Dem. F. L. 391, 11. So in Latin: 
Hoe facturi erant, nisi venisset, they were to have done this, had he 
not come. 

So épnv in Od. IV, 171: nai pu epynv edOdvra pirgnoepev eEoyov 
Drop, ei vaw vdorov edSoxev (Zevs), i.e. I intended to love him (and 
should have done so) had Zeus granted us a return. 

Remark 1. It will be seen that in the construction of Note 3 a 
protasis is implied with the apodosis; ee. ce rovrov didjoa: being 
strictly equivalent to rodrov av épidnoas ei ra Séovra éemoinaas, you 
would have loved him. if you had done what you ought, or simply you 
should have loved him. (See § 52, 1.) This form therefore com- 
monly stands as an apodosis with no other protasis expressed; and 
even if another is added (as in the first example under a), the im- 
plied protasis always remains the prominent one. Especially, this 
implied protasis expresses the condition. the non-fulfilment of which 
prevents the action of the apodosis from taking place. The whole 
expression xpijv Tovro moveiv, &c. thus becomes the apodosis to the 
expressed protasis, if one is added. In the third example under a 
(Hpr. I, 39), the real apodosis may be you would then do from 
necessity what you now do (implying that now you do not do it from 
necessity); or we may perhaps explain ypyv better by Note 2. 

In this construction the Infinitive (of course madified by the lead- 
ing verb, as shown above) contains the main idea of the apodosis. 
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When the main idea is contained in the verb of necessity, &c., 80 
that the non-fulfilment of the condition of the protasis” affects this 

rather than the infinitive, we have xpijv dv, ge dv, mpoonxey ay, ey 
forming an ordinary apodosis (§ 49, 2). Thus «i ta d€ovra ovrot 

ovveBovrevaay, ovdev dv tpas viv eder Bovreverbat, if these men haa 

given the necessary advice, there would now be no need of your deliber. 

ating, implies but now there is need of your deliberating. Occeasion- 

ally both constructions can be used to express essentially ithe same 

apodosis: thus in Lys. in Erat. § 32, we find, xpijv dé ce, eimep joa 

xpnores, Tois péhrovew adixws dmobaveiobar pnvurny yeve aba, if 

you had been an honest man, you ought to have become an informer in 
behalf of those who were about to suffer death unjustly (implying but 
you did not do so, od éyévov pnvuTys) ; but in § 48, referring to the 
same thing, the orator says, etwep iv dvijp dyabds, €x pay &v mp@rov 
pév pi) rapavdpas apxewv, évevra tH Bovdg pyvuTiy yever Oat, KeT.r.y 
if he had been a good man, it would have been his duty, &c. (implying 
ov« éypiv). The latter construction, however, is very rare where 
the former would be admissible. 

The distinction between ée. ve rodroy pidetv and eeu dv ve TovTov 
drciv would be expressed in Latin by te oportebat hunc amare and 
te oporteret hune amare. 

Remark 2. The greatest difficulty in understanding the forms 
explained in Note 3 is caused by the defect in the English verb 
ought, which makes it impossible to translate them accurately. 
Thus we translate ov« Se. ce rovro moijoat (or movetv), non oportuit 
te hoc facere, you ought not to have done this, expressing the past 
time by the tense of the Infinitive, which we should express by the 
past tense of ought if there were one. (You oughted not to do this 
would represent the Greek and Latin idiom. The vulgar ex- 
pression you had n’t ought comes very near it.) 

A further trouble appears when such phrases as ovk get oe Tovro 
movciy refer to present time, meaning you ought not to be doing this 
(as you are). ‘The Imperfect here refers to present time, as it does 
in the ordinary construction of § 49,2. The Latin has the same 
idiom, non oportebat te hoc facere. But in English, owing to the 
defect in the verb ought, we are obliged to use the simple present; 
so that we cannot distinguish in translation between Ze ce dideir, 
oportebat te amare, and dct oe @udeiv, oportet te amare, — both be- 
ing expressed by you ought to love, although the former implies but 
you do not love, while the latter implies no condition. 

It needs perhaps to be added, that the tenses of the infinitive here 
express no time of themselves, but are used in the ordinary con- 
structions of § 15, 1, and § 23, 1. The equivalent Latin forms 
(facere representing both moeiy and motjoat) will make this clear. 

Remark 3. It must not be understood that the Imperfects expay 
es, &c. with the Intnitive are always used in the construction of 
Note 8. Thus ger d€ pévetv, in Dem. F. L, 879, 14, means simply 
but he was obliged to remain (and did remain). 
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Nore 4. (a.) In Tl, XSUI, 526 xé is usei with a secondary 
tense of the Indicative in protasis, apparently adding nothing to the 
sense. (See § 50, 2. N. 2, d.) 

Ei dé «’ ru mpetepw yé vero Spdpos dpdorépoow, 
T@ xév puv mapéAago’ 00d’ dudiyptoroy €Onxev. 

(.) When dy stands in the protasis with a secondary tense of the 
Indicative in Attic Greek, the expression is so obviously an apodosis 
at the same time, as to present no difficulty. “Av can never coa- 
lesce with ef to form ¢dy in these sentences, as it always belongs ts 
the verb. E. g. 

Ei roivuy roiro ioyupdv jv dv rovr@ Texpnptov, Kdpot yeverOo rexpyi- 
ptov, k.T.d., if then this would have been a strong proof for him (sc. had 
he had it to bring forward), so let it be also a proof for me, &c. Dem. 
Timoth. 1201,19. (This sentence properly belongs to the class of 
§ 49, 1; for the protasis really is if it is true that this would have been 
a proof, to which the apodosis in the Imperative corresponds.) In 
Dem. Cor. 260, 2, cat ris obx dv dméxreive pe Stxaiws, et Te Tay bmap- 
dvrav TH mode Kah@v Ady@ pdvov KaTacxivew ewTEXELpNa’ av;— 

if we retain the final dy (which is strongly supported by Mss. autho- 
rity), we must translate ef émexeipno’ dv if it is true that I would 
(under any circumstances) have undertaken, &c., and not simply if J 
had undertaken (ei émexeipyoa). See § 50, 2, Note 2, a; and § 
63, 2. 
Nore 5. In some cases the Aorist is found in the apodosis refer- 

ring to present time, after a protasis in the Imperfect; it always 
denotes, however, a tary or sudden occurrence, or some other 
idea which the Imperfect would not express so well. E. g. 

Ei pév ody ob pe jpdras te tov viv dy, efmov ay, K.T.d.. if then 
you were asking me any one of the questions before us, I should (at 
once) say, &c. Puat. Euthyph. 12 D. Ei éme@vpers rairns (rH 
copias), kai éyd ce eriyyavov dveporay, x.T.d., Ti dv por ame- 
kpiva; if you desired this kind of wisdom, and I happened to be asking 
you, §c., what should you reply? [PLat.] Theag. 123 B. See also 
Pat. Prot. 318 A; Gorg. 447 D; Symp. 199 D. 

Nore 6. (a.) In a very few passages in Homer we find the Op- 
tative with xé in the apodosis referring to the past, where we should 
expect a secondary tense of the Indicative. E. g. 

Kai vb ev év0’ dmddotro dvak dvdpav Aiveias, ef pi) dp’ d£0 vénoe 
Atés Ouydtnp "Adpodirn, Aeneas would have perished, had not Aphrodite 

ickly perceived him. I. V, 811. Kai vi kev ev dwddorto”Apns 
ae modépo.o, ef pu) "HepiBola ‘Eppéa cEnyyetdev. Il. V, 388. (In 

both these cases dra@Aero would be the regular form, in Homeric as 

well as in Attic Greek.) So Il. XVII, 70, &6a xe Péporis used 
for @v0a « ehepev, he would have carried. So Il. V, 85, Tudeidny 3 
oi dv yvoins morépoor perein, you would not have known to which 

army he belonged: for the dependent Optative, see § 34, 3, Note. 
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(b.) The Imperfect Indicative is aot used in Homer in the con- 

struction of § 49, 2 referring to present time. (See Note 1.) Ina 

few cases where the Attic Greek would use that form, we find the 

present Optative in Homer. E. g. 

El pév ris rv Bvetpov Ayatdv Addos Eveome, eidds kev Gatper, 

kat seamnracaela as i. e. if any other one had told it, we 

should call it a falsehood, and should rather turn away from it. i. II, 

80. In I. XXIII, 274, we find the Optative in both protasis and 

apodosis, where the Attic Greek would use the Imperfect Indica- 

tive: ef viv émi Ado dOretorpen, FT dy eyo ra mpdra hasov 
kdisinvde Pepoipyy, i. e. if we were now contending in honor of 

another (than Patroclus), I should take the first prize and bear it to my 

tent. The present Optative in Homer is used also in its regular 

sense, referring to the Future (See § 50, 2.) The constructions 
included in this note seem to be arelic of an ancient use of the 
Optative in conditional sentences like that of the secondary tenses 
of the Latin Subjunctive. (See Appendix I.) For the similar 
Homeric use of the Present Optative in expressious of a wish, see 
§ 82, Rem. 2. 

B. Future Conditions. 

§ 30. 1. When a supposed future case is stated dis- 
tinctly and vividly (as in English, ¢f I shall go), the 
protasis takes the Subjunctive with éav, av (@), or my 
(Epic ev xe or al xe). 

The apodosis denotes what will be the result, if the 
condition of the Protasis shall be fulfilled. It therefore 
takes the Future Indicative, or some other future form, 
like the Imperative. H. g. 

"Edy tt AdBo, dd0w cot, if I (shall) receive anything, I will give it to 
you. *Edv rt dAdB7s, dds por, if you receive anything, give it to me. Ei b¢ 
kev ds €pEns kal ro wmelOwvrae Ayal, yyoon ered’ ds C yyepdvav 
xaxos Os Té vu Aawy, but if you shall do thus and the Achaeans obey 
you, you will then learn both which of the leaders and which of the 
soldiers is bad. Il. II, 864. (For ef xe see § 47, 2.) Ai « abrdv 
yvde mpeptéa mavr’ everovra, €oow pv xAaivdy Te yeTGva Te, etwara 
‘ahd. Od. XVII, 549. So af xe Saou, Il. I, 128. (See § 47, 1, 
Note.) Ei pev kev Mevédaov Ade£ardpos karamd hyn, adros red 
“Edevny €xéto@ kal ernpara mdvta, qpeis 8 ev vnecot vedpeda mor 
romopoow? et O€ x *AdeEavdpov kreivn EavOds Mevedaos, Todas Ered? 
‘Eddvyy kai xripara mdvr’ dwododvar. Il. HI, 281. Here eyéro, 
vedpeba (Subj. in exhortation), and dwododva: (Infin. for Impera- 
tive) are in the apodosis. At xa rijvos EXy Kepady rpdyor, alya ro 
Aap. Tunoc. I, 4. "Av d€ mis dvOcarirat, otv ipiv meipa- 
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odpeba xetporabat, if any one shall stand opposed to us, we will try 
to overcome him. Xen. An. VII, 8,11. *Av pi viv €6éA@pev exec 
mohepe arto, evOad icws dvayxacdnadpeda TovTo roeiv, if we 
shall not new be willing to fight him there, we shall perhaps be forced to 
do so here. Dem. Phil. I, 54, 20. Here viv refers to time immedi- 
ately following the present: if Dem. had meant if we are not now 
willing, he would have said ¢ pH viv éOéAopev (§ 49, 1). “Hv 
yap Tavita kadas 6pto dpe da, apewov Bouvdevadpe Ga kai wept Tov 
G@\dwv. Isoc. Pac. p. 162 D. § 18. *Hy dé rip cipnuny moinowpeda, 
kal Tovovrous pas alrols TapdaXwpev, pera TOAARS aodadeias THY 
moAw oiknoopev. Ib. p. 163 A. § 20. "Eady obv ins viv, wore Eves 
ico; XEN. Cyr. V, 38, 27. Kai yp@ avrois, cay déy rt, and use 
them, if there shall be any need. i V, 4, 30. *Hy pev mddepov 
aipnaode, pnxért Feete Sedpo dvev Strav, ef cadpoveire’ fy dé 
eipnyys Soxnre SetoOa, avev drrwv Frere’ ws b€ xados eke ra 
tyerepa, qv pila yévnaFe, uot pedAnoee. Tb. II, 2, 13. “Edy 
yap tice hav xuxdy meroinkos, 6uodAoy& adixeiv® eav pévroe pndev 
Galvopar xaxov merounxws unde Bovdndcis, od kai gd ad 6podroyn- 
wees pydev tn’ euod adixeicbar; Ib V, 5,13. (Here 6podroya must 
be understood as referring to the future, like éuodoyjoes. § 10, 1, 
N. 7.) ?Eav pi 9 of pirdcopa: Bagidevoaccy i of Baodys Pudro- 
codnoacty, ovx Egret kaxoy madda Tais médeowy, unless either the 
philesophers shall become kings or the kings philosophers, there is no 
escape from troubles for states. PLAT. Rep. V, 473 D. Aidao’ éxdw 
kreivecy éavrov, hy rade pevoOy dAéyov. Sopu. Phil. 1342. "Eav 
pH qpiv BeBonOnrdtes Gov, ov Set Huds adrois Bondciv, if they 
shall not have assisted us, there is no need of our assisting them. "Hy 
ge Tov Nourod ToT aPeXwpat xpovov, kakior’ dmoAoipny, i. e 
may I perish, if I ever take them away. Arist. Ran. 586. (See §34,1-) 

Remark 1. It will be seen that the apodosis in this construction 
may take any form of the verb that refers to the future,— the 
Future Indicative, the Imperative, the Subjunctive in exhortations 
and prohibitions, the Infinitive in any future sense, or the Optative 
m wishes. It may also contain a Present Indicative including a 
reference to the future (like yp or det) or a Present merely used 
emphatically for the Future, like éuodoya above quoted from XEN 
Cyr. V, 5. 18, or watAd eore from PLat. Rep. 473 D. 

Remark 2. The English (especially the colloquial language) 
seldom expresses the important distinction between this form of 
protasis and that of § 49, 1. Thus modern usage allows us to use 
the inexact expression if he wishes, not merely for ef BovAerar (if he 
now wishes), but alse for dav BovAnrat (if he shall wish). The sense, 
however, generally makes the distinction clear. 

Nore 1. The Future Indicative with « is very often used 

in the protasis in the same sense as the Subjunctive with édv, 

sometimes alternating with it in the same sentence. ‘This is 
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merely a more vivid form of expression than the Subjunctive, 

both corresponding to the English if J shall do this, &e. E.g. 

El yap ’AyAdedbs oios émt Tpdecot paxeirat, obde pirov6 eover 

moddkea TyAeiwva, if Achilles shall fight, &c. I. XX, 26. El de ov y 

és méhepov T@ARTEAL, FTE O dia pryjcew modepdv ‘ye, kal et x’ even 

pot mbna. Il. V, 350. El dé mpos rovrowe ere Tene uTHoet Top 

Biov ed, odtos éxeivos Tov ad CyTeis bABtos kexrrjo Oat afids €or. Hort. 

T, 832. (See Rem. 1.) El py cadéEers yAdooay, carat got Kaka. 
Eur. Aeg. Frag. 5. El 8é pj rode’ emedei£et, mas xpy Tavtn 7H 
mpokAjoet mpocexew tpas tov voov; Dem. Aph. I. 829, 28. Eid’ bpeis 

Go te yvaoerbe, 6 py yéevorro, Tiva oiecOe avTnv uxny Feu ; 

Dem. Aph. II, 842, 15. (Referring to the same thing, p. 834, 24, 
Demosthenes had said av yap droguyy pe otros, b wy yévorro, TH 
éraBerlav épdjow.) *Hy €6édwpev dnobvncke bmép trav dixaiwv, 
edvdoxincoper’ et 5€ PoBnadpeOa tors kivdivous, cis woAAAS Tapa- 
xas karagrycopey bas avrovs. Isoc. Archid. p. 138 A. § 107. 

This use of the Future must not be confounded with its less com- 
mon use in present conditions, § 49, 1, N. 8, where it is not equiva- 
lent to the Subjunctive. 

Nore 2. In the Homeric language the following peculiari- 
ties appear in this construction : — 

(a.) The Subjunctive with xe is sometimes used in the 
apodosis instead of the Future Indicative, thus making the 
apodosis correspond in form to the protasis. KE. g. 

Ei 8é xe pn Sonow, eyo d€ kev aditis EXKopat, and if he do not 
give her up, I will take her myself. Il. I, 324. (Compare I, 137.) 
This gives a form of sentence analogous to that in which the 
opens is used in both protasis and apodosis. See § 87, Note. 
(For the use of d¢ in apodosis, see below, § 57.) 

(0.) “Hy is the only contraction of ef a found in Homer. 
The most common Homeric form is, however, ef xe (sometimes 

ef 8¢ xe). Ei dy is rarely found, as Il. III, 288. 

(c.) Ei ke or ai xe is sometimes found even with the Future 

Indicative in Homer. E. g. 
Al kev dvev eudbev . . . . IMlov mehidnoerat, ov eGerdnoe 

éxnépoat, tora rovro. Il, XV, 213. 
For xé (and even dy) with the Future in apodosis, see § 37, 2. 

(d.) The simple ef (without dv or xe) is often used with the 
Subjunctive in Homer, apparently in the same sense as ef xe oF 
the Attic édv. E. g. 
ELS ad ms painos Ocdy evi otvomt mévra, TAnoopat év orpOecow 

Zyov radarevdéa Ovpdv. Od. V, 221. Ovdd8 médt Se Epxoua, ef my 
rov Te mepippawv Tnvehdmera eAGepev Ot pvvnoiv. Od. XIV, 872 
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Nore 3. (a.) The Homeric use of the simple ef with the 
Subjunctive continues in lyric poetry, and is found in the 
chorus of the Attic drama, and even in some passages of the 
ordinary dialogue. E. g. 

Ei yap Odvns nat redevrncas ddfjs. Sop. Aj. 496. AvordAauwa 
rap’ éyd, et cou crepy Oa. Sopu. O.C. 1442. El po’ éxddya 
x thade tis yijs, obdérore Bidcopa. ARIST. Eq. 698. Ei ris 63 
rdoxav héyov eodov dkovon. Pinp. Isth. IV, 16. 

(®.) In Attic prose, this construction is extremely rare, and its 
existence is denied by many high authorities; if we follow the Mss., 
however, we must admit it in a few passages, as Tuuc. VI, 21: Ov 
vauTixis oTparias povoy Sei, GANG Kal meCov moddv Evpdeiv, dAdas re 
kai ef Everdccy ai ores HonOcioa. (Here only a few of the 
worst Mss. read #v for ei.) 

Note 4. For the change from the Subjunctive to the Optative 
after secondary tenses in indirect discourse, see § 74, 1. 

2. When a supposed future case is stated less dis- 
tinetly and vividly than it would be stated by the Sub- 
junctive (as in English, ¢f I should go), the protasis 
takes the Optative with et. 

The apodosis here denotes what would be the result if 
the condition of the protasis should be fulfilled, and 
takes the Optative with av. E. g. 

Ei @\Oot, waver dv ido, if he should go, he would see all. Eio 
viras €Oéhou pidcew xy dorTd re Oupd, TH Kev Tis Keivav ye Kal 
é€xAeAdGorto ydpowo, if she should be willing thus to love yu, &e 
Od. IH, 223, "H xev ynOnoae Lpiapos Upidpowd re maides, dddoe 
re Tomes peya kev KexapolaTo Oup@, ci apa Trade TdvTa TUOOLaTO 
papvapevouv. Tl. I, 255. (See § 47, 2.) "AAN ef poi te wi Povo, 7d 
kev mohv xépdiov ein. Dl. VII, 28. Eins opntis odk av, ed mpdo- 
cots xadds. AESCH. Prom. 979. Ei 8S€ tis tovs xparodvtas Tov 
manOovs em’ dperny mpotpée peter, auorepos dv dvncere. Isoc. 
ad Nicocl. p. 16 C. § 8. Ei ris ray cot ovvdvrov éemapdein moreiv 
& ob ruyydvets evAoyav, Tas ovK dv aOMwraros ein; Isoc. Busir. p. 
230 C. § 47. Ovdd€ yap dv Mndoxds pe 6 Bacidedls Ematvoin, et 
é€eXavvotpe rovs evepyeras. XEN. An. VII, 7,11. Ei py Suvardv 
tr’ abirav cin codjvat, dwoxteivatp’ dy éuavrév. Dem. Eubul. 
1820, 25. O¢8 et mdvres EXOorev Iepoa, mAnOe ye ody bmepBa- 
Aoiped’ dv rovs modeuiovs. Kun. Cyr. Il, 1, 8. Ov wordy dv 
ddoyia ein, et PoBoiro tov Odvaroy 6 roovros; PLAT. Phaed. 68 
B. Oikos & adrés, ef pOoyyiv AdBor, cahéorar dv AéLerev 
Auscu. Ag. 37, Ils ovv otk dv olxrpdérara ndvrov eyo mem ov Oat, 

a* 
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einy, et ene bndicatyro elva Eévov; how then should I not have 

suffered (lit. be in the condition of having suffered) the most pitiable of 

all things, if they should vote me a foreigner? Dem. Eubul. 1312, 17 

(See § 18, 1, and examples of the Perfect Optative there quoted.) 

Remark. (a.) This form of the conditional sentence must be 

especially distinguished from that of § 49, 2; the more so, as we often 

translate both ei dv and fv dv by the same English expression, & 

would be; although the latter implies that the supposition ot the 

protasis is a false one, while the former implies no opinion of the 
speaker as to the truth of the supposition. 

(b.) On the other hand, the distinction beween this form and that 
of § 50, 1 is less marked, and it is often of slight importance which 
of the two is used in a particular case. Thus it is often nearly in- 
different in English whether we say if we shall go (or if we go), it 
will be well, or if we should go, it would be well; in Greek, the former 
is cay €\Owpev, cards e€et, and the latter is ef A@omer, Kados av 
éyo. (See § 48,1, B, Rem. 2.) In writing Greek, this distinction 
can generally be made, by first observing the form of the apodosis 
in English; if that is expressed by would, it should be translated by 
the Greek Optative with dy; if it is expressed by will, it should be 
translated by the Future Indicative. (Other forms of the apodosis, 
as the Imperative, will present no difficulty.) The form to be used 
in the protasis will then appear from the rules for dependence of 
Moods (§ 32 and § 34); the Optative will require another Optative 
with ¢/ in the dependent protasis (i. e. the form of § 50, 2, ef €A duc- 
pev, xadas dy éxor); while the future Indicative or any other 
primary form will require a Subjunctive with éav, or a Future Indi- 
cative with ei (i. e. the form of § 50,1, day €XOwpev, xadras eet, 
or ef €Xevo ope Oa, kadas eet). 

In indirect discourse we often find an Optative in protasis, which 
merely represents the same tense of the Subjunctive or Indicative 
in the direct discourse. See § 69,1; § 74, 1; and § 77. 

Note 1. Cases of the omission of dy in an apodosis of this class 
are rare; they occur chiefly in Homer, less frequently in the Attic 
poets (even then chiefly in questions, and after such expressions as 
ovk é06’ dws), and seldom or never in Attic prose where the text 
is beyond suspicion on other grounds. E. g. 2 

‘O 5€ xeppddiov AdBe xerpi Tudeidns, péya Epyov, & ov dvo y avdpe 
péporev, which two men could not lift (uf they should try). Il. V, 
308. (See § 52, 2.) Téav, Zed, dSdvacw ris dvdpav trepBagia xata- 
axot; SopH. Ant. 605. "AA béprodpov avdpss ppdvnpa tis 
Aéyor; AxscH. Choeph. 594. “Eor’ obv dmws “AAknotis és yipas 
poror; Eur. Ale. 52. Ove &o6 émas A€Eatpe ra Wevdy Kadd. 
Axscu. Ag. 620. Od« gorw drm peifova poipav veipaip’ } coi. 
AgscuH. Prom. 292. Ids oty rdé’, as etwoe tis, e&nudpraves; i. & 
as one might say. Eur. Andy. 929, "Qowep ciao tis rémos, as one 
would say ronos. (?) Arist. Av. 180. 
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_Nors 2. (a.) The adverb dy is sometimes used with the Opta- 
tive in the protasi:, but only when the protasis is itself at the same 
time an apodosis, with another protasis expressed or implied. This 
is, of course, no exception to the general rule (§ 39); and it is to be 
noticed that the dv in this case always belongs strictly to the verb, 
and never joins the ei to form édv. EK. g. 

Ovrat wavredds, obd ef wy Totjoatr’ dv roiTo, evxarapporntdy 
eutwy, it is not wholly to be despised, even if you would not do this (if 
an opportunity should occur). Dem. Phil. I, 44, 30. Kal éya, etmep 
Ddr@ t@ dvOparrav wetOoipny &y, Kai coi weiOopat, if 1 would trust 
any other man (if he shoul! give me his word), I trust you. PLat. 
Prot. 329 B. Ei ye pydé SutAov dxpary Se€aiped’ dv, mas ov 
a£iov avrov ye puddkacbat rowirov yevécba; if we would not take 
even a slave who was intemperate (sc. if one should be offered), &c. 
Xen. Mem. I, 5,3. (Such conditional sentences as the three pre- 
seding belong properly under § 49, 1. Compare the last example 
under § 54, Rem.) See § 49, 2, N. 4, d. 

So occasionally in Homer; as Il. V, 273, ei rovrw ke Ad Botpev, 
Gpoizeda xe Kdéos eoOddv, if we could (in any case) obtain these, we 
should gain great glory; and I. I, 60, Ei xev Oavardv ye puyorpev, if 
we would escape death (where ei Odvarov puyousev would mean if we 
should ever escape death). 

(4.) Commonly, however, when 7 xe occurs in Homer, xé belongs 
to the ei, and no force of an apodosis is perceptible. Here, as in 
final clauses (§ 44, 1, N. 3, a), the xé adds nothing to the sense that 
can be expressed in English. E. g. 

Tlas dv ey déoupe per adavdroiss Ocoiow, et Kev “Apys olxorro 
xpéos xai Seopov ddvéas. Od. VIII, 352. Tay xev row xapioairo 
matip dmepeiow dmowa, et Kev cue Cody memvdotr emi vyvoly 
"Aya. LU. VI, 49. 

ut if the xé is separated from the ei (except by pév, dé, ré, ydp, 
&c.), or if the sense shows clearly that it belongs to the verb, it is 
the sign of an apodosis, as in the Homeric examples under (a). 
See § 49, 2, N. 4, a. 

Nore 3. It follows from § 26, that the Future Optative cannot 
be used in protasis or apodosis, except in indirect discourse to rep- 
resent a Future Indicative of the direct discourse. 

Nore 4. For a rare Homeric use of the Optative for the Imper- 
fect or Aorist Indicative, see § 49, 2, N. 6. 

II. Present and Past General Suppositions. 

§ i. A present or past supposition is said to be 
general, when the protasis refers indefinitely to any one 
of a series or class of acts, and not to a definite act or 
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a definite series of acts. The apodosis must express a 

customary or repeated action or a general truth. ore 
Here the protasis takes the Subjunctive with €ap 

after primary tenses, and the Optative with « after 
secondary tenses. The apodosis may take the Present 
or Imperfect Indicative, or any other form which im- 
plies repetition. E. g. ; 
"Hy more Sacpds ixn rat, oot Td yepas word peiCov (sc. éoriv), va 

ever a division comes, your prize is always much greater. U. I, 166. 
*Hy éyyis @XOn Odvaros, oddeis Bovderar Ovqcxery, if (or when) death 
comes near, no one is (ever) willing to die. Eur. Ale. 671. "Amas 
Aéeyos, dv day ra mpdypara, paraudv re aiverat cai xevdy, all speech, 
if deeds are wanting, appears mere emptiness and vanity. Dem. Ol. 
IT, 21, 20. Avaredet pucdv, odk Av Tis Te avrov GOuKH, GAN édv Twe 
Umontrevan Bedriova éavrod eivat, he continues to hate, not if any 
one wrongs him, but if he ever suspects that any one is better than him- 
self. Xun. Cyr. V, 4, 35. EvddaBoi ras duaBodas, xdv wevdeis dary, 
beware of slanders, even when they are false. Isoc. Demon. p. 5 
C. § 17. 

Ei S€ twas OopvBoupévovs aia Ootro, 7d airioy TovTov oKoray 
KaracBevvivat Thy Tapayny émeiparo, whenever he saw any making a 
disturbance, he always tried, &c. KEN. Cyr. V, 3, 55. Od« daedel- 
wero ért abrod, ef pn tt dvayxaiov ein, he never left him, unless there 
was some’ necessity for it. XEN. Mem. IV, 2,40. Eiris dvretmo., 
evdds redvnxer, if any one refused, he was immediately put to death. 
-Tuoc. VIL, 66. "Hy rois pev dpOadpois emixodpnpya ris xudvos, et tts 
pédav te exov mpd trav dpbarudv mopedvoiro, trav b€ moddv el Tis 
kevoiro. Xun. An. IV. 5,13. ’AAN ef me wp Pépotper, Orpuvev 
pépew. Eur. Ale. 755, "Emesdy S€ eiSov abrév rdytota, ovAdaBdvres 
dyovow ayrixpus ds daokrevoivres, obmep Kat Tovs GAXous dnéogarrov, 
ei twa AnoTHY  KakoUpyov TUANABorev, i. e. where they had been 
in the habit of killing any others whom they took. Lys. Agor. p. 
137, § 78. 

The Qptative in these examples, referring to past time, must 
be especially distinguished from the Optative in ordinary protasis 
(§ 50, 2), referring to the future. Ei and édv in this construction are 
almost equivalent to ére or érav (which are the more common ex- 
pressions), and the protasis has precisely the same construction as 
the relative sentences of § 62. 

The Present and Aorist Subjunctive and Optative here do not 
differ except as explained in Remark before § 12. 

Remark. The gnomic Aorist, and the other gnomic and 
iterative tenses of § 80, can be used in the apodosis of these 
general propositions. The gnomic Aorist, as usual, is cone 
sidered a primary tense (§ 32,2). E. g. 
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*Hy ohadrdory, dvrednicarres Dra emAHpovav Thy xpeiar, 
if they fail, they aiways supply the deficiency, &e. Tuuc. 1, 70. *Hy 
bé tis rovray re wapaBaivn, Cypiav avrois éméOecar, they 
(always) wnpose a penalty upon every one who transgresses. XEN, 
Cyr. I, 2, 2. Et rwes tdordv my rods oerépovs émtxparodvras, 
dveOdponoapy av, whenever any saw ther friends in any way 
victorious, they would be encouraged (i. e. they were encouraged in all 
such cases). Tuuc. VII, 71. (See § 30, 2, and Xun. Mem. IV, 6, 
13, there quoted.) 

Notes 1. The Optative in this construction is not found in 
Homer, although it is very common in the equivalent relative sen- 
tences (§ 62). 

_ NoTE 2. Here, as in ordinary protasis, the poets sometimes use 
the simple ei with the Subjunctive instead of dav. (See § 50, 1, N. 
3.) E.g. 

Eisrep ydp Te xoAov ye kai adripap kataméwn, 
*AANa ye Kal perdmodey exer Kérov, Opa Tedeooy. Il. I, 81. 

Ei 8¢ huvyn pev kipa rammrcyéos Oavaro.o, 
Nexnoas 8’ alxpis dyAady etxos €X7, 

Hadvres puy ripaow spas véow 75€é wadatol, 
TloAAd be tepmva madav Epxerat eis Aidnv. Tyrt. XI, 35, 

"AAN’ avdpa, ket tis 7 Gods, Td pavOdvew 
TIdAN aicxpoy ovdey kai 7d py reivew dyav. Sopu. Ant. 710. 

Norte 3. The Indicative is sometimes found in the place 
of the Subjunctive or Optative in a general protasis of this 
kind. Here the speaker merely refers to one of the many 
cases in which the event may occur, as if it were the only 
case, — that is, he states the supposition as if it were particular, 
und not general. E. g. 

Ei ris S00 f Kal mA€ous tis juepas Aoyilerat, pdrads eorw, if 
any one counts upon two or even more days, he is a fool. Sora. Trach. 
944. "Edevdépws modirevoper, od d¢ dpyns Tov méAas, ei Kad’ ASovqy Te 
8pG, exovres, i. e. not (having a habit of) being angry with our neigh- 
bor, if he acts in any case as he pleases. Tuuc. II, 37. (Here the 
Indicative 3pa is used as if some particular act of some one neighbor, 
and not any act of any neighbor, were in the speaker’s mind.) Ez 
ris Te emnpwra, amexpivorro, if any one asked anything, they replied (ta 
all such). Tuc. VII, 10. "Epives odk ef ris xaxds mdoyov npuve- 
To, GAN’ et tis edepyerovpevos dxdptoros paivotto. KEN. Ages. 
XI, 3. (Here, without any apparent reason, the writer changes 
from the Indicative to the Optative.) See § 62. N. 1. se 

This use of the Indicative is exceptional in Greek, but it is the 
regular construction in Latin and English. See § 48, If Rem, 2. 
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Ellipsis and Substitution in Protasis or Apodosis. 

§ 52. 1. Very often the protasis is not expressed 

in its regular form with «& or éay, but is either implied 

in something that precedes or follows, or expressed in 

a participle, a preposition with its case, an adverb like 

oUTws, or some other part of the sentence. 
When a participle takes the place of a protasis, it is 

always in the same tense in which the finite verb which 

it represents would itself have stood after « or eav, in 
the Indicative, Subjunctive, or Optative. (See § 109, 
6.) The Present participle stands for both Present and 
Imperfect, and the Perfect for both Perfect and Pluper- 
fect. (See § 16,2; §18,38,Rem.) E.g. 

Odre doOiovor mrelw 4 SUvavra hepew, Stappayeter yap av’ ob7’ 
dpquévvevrar Aci i} SUvavra, pepe, dmomviyetey yap dy, they do 
not eat more than they can bear, for (if they should) they would burst, 
&c. Xen. Cyr. VII, 2, 21. adroit dv émopevOnaav yz of dddor' Ta 
& bmotiyia odk jv GdAn # radrn éxBnva, they would have gone them- 
selves where the others went; but the animals could not go otherwise 
than as they did. Ken. An. IV, 2,10. So# yap dv AwBynoaco, 
Il. I, 232. 

Totro motodyres ed mpdovow (i. e. cov Torauer), of they shall do 
this (habitually), they will prosper. Tovro moijoavtes ed mpdtovow 
(i. . dav motnoaccy), if they shall (once) do this, they will prosper. 
Tovro motouvres ed dv mparrovey (i.e. et moroter), if they should do 
this (habitually), they would prosper. Toiro moucavres ed dv mpdrrovev 
(i. @. ef mornoacer), if they should (once) do this, they would prosper. 
Tovro rosodvres ev dv éxparrov (i.e. et emotouy), if they were doing 
this (or if they had been doing this), they would be in prosperity. Todro 
moijaavres ev dv éxparrov (i. @. ef €moinaav), if they had done this, 
they would be in prosperity. 

lds dara Stkns ovans 6 Leds odk drédwdev Tov rarép’ abrov Shoas; 
i. e. how is it that Zeus has not been destroyed, if Justice exists? ARIST, 
Nub. 904. (Here Sikys otons represents ei Sixy eoriv.) "AAN eloope- 
oa Sdpous mapacreiyovres (i. @. eav mapacreiywper), but we 
shall know, if we shall enter the house. Sopu. Ant. 1255. 30 dé eAVa@v 
ceiver rdxa (i. @. dav KAvns), but you will soon know, if you listen. 
Arist. Av. 1375. So py padav, unless I learn, for dv py) pido, 
Nub. 792. Kai xev roir’ eéXoyn Aids ye Suddvt0s dpéoOa, and 
this I should like to obtain, if Zeus would only give it. Od. I, 390. 
(Here Auds diddvros = ef Zeds di8oin.) Toaird rav yuvacki cvvvaion 
Exous (i. &. ei cuvvaiors), such things would you suffer, of you should 
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live with women. Axscu. Sept. 195. O38 dy crompoaye tiv ayy 
6p&v ateixovoay dorois (i.e. ef dpgut). SopH. Ant. 185. ’A@nvatav 
d€_7d aité todTo waddvray, Simdaciay dv riv Sivapw cixdlerdat 
(aipat), but if the Athenians should ever suffer this (waOévrov = el 
msHoree): I think it would be inferred that their power was twice as 
great. Tuuc. I, 10. (Here nothing but the context shows that 
naGévrewy does not represent ei éradov, if they had ever suffered.) 
Mappav 3 av airnaavros fkdv co: dépwv dv aprov, and if you ever 
asked for something to eat, I used to come bringing you bread. ARIST. 
Nub. 1383. (Here airyoavros represents ef airjoesas in a general 
supposition, § 51. For fxov dy see § 30, 2, and § 42,38.) Tp 
yevérOa imiorncer dv tis deovoas (i. &. ef #eovcev), before it hap- 
pened, any one would have disbelieved such a thing, if he had heard it. 
Tuuc. VII, 28. Ov yap dv perameiOew tyas éCn-e ph rovavrns 
otans ths imapxovons vrodiWeas, for he would not be seeking to 
change your minds, if such were not the prevailing opinion (i. e. et yh 
ro.avrn Av). Drm. Cor. 304, 1. My xarnyopnoavros Aicyivov 
pndev e£w rhs ypapas ov8" dv eyd Adyor obdéva erotovpyy Erepov (i. e. 
el py Karnydpyoev). Ib. 236, 28. Ta aira av empake wal mpaorn 
axotoa (i.e. ef mpworn edaxev), it (the soul) would have done the 

same, even if it had had the first choice bythe lot. PLat. Rep. X, 620 D 
So Tuuc. VII, 13, 1. 

To-pev em’ éxeiv@ wodddks dv dieAvOnoay, if it had depended on 
him, they often would have been disbanded. Isoc. Pan. p. 70 B. § 142. 
Acd ye bpas abrovs wddat dv drodaderte, if it had depended on your- 
selves, you would long ago have been ruined. Dem. Cor. 242,10. (So 
xa’ ids.) dda yap av évena ye Pn diopdranv ededaxer dixny, 
for, if decrees were of any avail, he would long ago have suffered 
punishment. Dem. Ol. III, 32,16. (Here the protasis is implied in 
évexa Wypicpdrov.) Otro yap ovKérs Tod Aowwod mdoxomev dv 
xakés, for in that case we should no longer suffer. Dem. Phil. I, 44, 
12. So ds odrw meptyevduevos av, XEN. An. I, 1, 10. Ov6’ dy 
Scxaias és xaxov mécoipi tt. SOPH. Ant. 240. 

In these cases the form of the apodosis will generally show what 
form of protasis is implied. When the apodosis is itself expressed 
by an Infinitive or Participle (§ 53), as in Tuc. I, 10, the form of 
the protasis is shown only by the general sense of the passage. 

Remark. The Future participle is not used in protasis to rep- 
resent the Future Indicative, as it would denote time future rela- 
tively to the time of the apodosis (§ 28), which the Future Indica- 
tive In protasis does not do. The Present and Aorist participles, 
representing the Present and Aorist Subjunctive, express future 
conditions, thus making the Future participle poe eens _ The 
Aorist participle in protasis can always represent an Aorist Subjune 
tive in the sense explained § 20, N. 1. 

Note 1. An ellipsis.of the verb of the protasis takes p'ace 
in the Homeric e 8 dye, for ef dé Bovdct, dye, and in such ex- 

pressions as ef yi 8d rodro, had it not been for this. E. g. 
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El 8 dye, row xehadf xaravevooua. Ul. T, 524. Et & aye ui 

reipnoat, va yrowor Kai olde, but if you wish, come now, try tt. I. I, 

302. Kai ef pa dud Tov mpuramy, éverecer ay, and, had tt not been for 

the Prytanis, he would have been thrown in. Puat. Gorg. 516 E. 

(Compare did ye tas, Dem. Cor. 242, 10, quoted § 52, 1.) Ov yap 

ds ef pi did Aaxedaspoviovs, ot’ ds ef pi Updevov odx imedéLavro, 

od ds ef pi Ov “Hyhourmoy, 008 as ef wr Sia 76 Kat 7d, éoaOnoay ay 

of Dexeis, ody obra rére dmnyyerdev, for he did not then report that, if 

it had not been for the Lacedaemonians, —or if they had not refused 

to receive Proxenus, —or if it had not been for Hegesippus,—-or if it 

had not been for this and that,—the Phocians would have been saved. 

Dem. F, L. 364,12. So ef ph xpeudoas, had I not done it by hanging 
up, &c. Arist. Nub. 229. So in alternatives: see Note 2. (Ct 
§ 53, Note 1.) 

Nore 2. In alternatives, ei 3€ py, otherwise, regularly intro- 
duces the latter clause, even when the former clause is negative. 
Ei dé py is much more common than éav dé py, even when éay 
pév with the Subjunctive precedes. E. g. 

Ilpés ratra py Tin’ ef dé py, cavrdv mor’ airtdcet, therefore do 
not beat me; but if you do, you will have yourself to blame for it. 
Anist. Nub. 1433. Iddepoy ov« elwy morety' cf b€ pi, Kal adrol 
dvaycacOnoecOar epacay idrous woreicOa ots ov Bovdovrat, they said 
that otherwise (ei dé pr) they should be obliged, &c. Tuuc. I, 28. 
Eimov (Ilavoavia) tou knpuxos py NetrecOar- €i dé py, Wodrepor ait@ 
Zrapridras mpoayopeverw, they ordered him not to be left behind by the 
herald: and if he should be (ei 8€ pn), (they told him) that the Spartans 
declared war against him. Id. I, 131. "Edy pév re bpiv dona déyew 
GAnOes, Evvoporoynoare* ef 5é wy, wavTi Ady@ dvtiteivere. PLAT. 
Phaed. 91 C. Soin Dem. Phil. IU, p. 129, 14, éav ev metonre, .-. 
ef Be pu), Ke Ted. 

2. The protasis is often altogether suppressed, leaving 
. . cA . . . LA 

only an Optative with av or an Indicative with av as an 
apodosis. Here some indefinite or general protasis is 
always implied; as if he pleased, if he could, if an 
opportunity should offer, if it were necessary, if it were 
true, if we should consider, if what is natural should 
happen, &c. E. g. 

"lows dv obv Tis émiTipnoere Tols elpnucvors, perhaps some one 
might (if he pleased) find fault with what has been said. Isoc. Areop. 
p. 146 E. § 36. 16 odk dv Baorhijas ava ordp’ Eywv dyopedtors, 
therefore you should not take kings upon-your tongue and talk (i. e 
you would not, if you should do as you ought). I. Il, 250. otro ofr 
Av obros €xor Aéyew oO dycis metaOeinre, neither would he be 
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able to say this (if he should try), nor would you believe it. Dem. 
Andr. 598, 20. ‘Hdéws 8 Ay zyay’ époipny Aenrivqy, bul I would 
gladly ask Leptines (if an opportunity should offer). Id. Lept. 496, & 
AcEdtw ds of Oerradol viv ok dv edevOepor yévouvro dopevor, let 
him show that they would not now gladly become free (if they could). 
Id. O]. IT, 20, 18. Baoidera oixodopeiv ipxero, ds dv ixava drroudaye- 
oat etn, so that it might be strong enough io fight from (if it should be 
necessary). Xen. Cyr. IL, 1, 1. 

Od yap uv de dv eroreire, for there was nothing that you could 
have done (if you had tried), Dum. Cor. 240, 15. Totwy 8 dv Zpyav 
7 mover} kwovvev dn éarnaav; and from what acts, &c., would they 
have shrunk (i. e. if they had been required) ? Isoc. Pan. p. 57 C, 
§ 83. TloANod yap dv Hv afta, for they would be worth much (if that 
were true). Puat. Rep. Il, 874 D. So Bovdoiuny ad (velim), I 
could wish (in a certain future case) ; ¢BovAsuny dv (vellem), I should 
now wish (on a certain condition, not fulfilled). 

Norz. The Optative with dv, used in this way, often has 
the force of a mild command or exhortation, and sometimes’ 

a sense approaching that of the Future Indicative. E. g. 
Aéyots dv, you may speak (lit. you could speak, if you should desire 

it), implying ef BovAoww. Sv pev kopiCors dv ceavroy ¥ Oéders, you 
may take yourself off whither you please. Sopa. Antig. 444. (This 
is merely a milder expression than kduice.) KAvous dv #8n, boiBe 
mpoorarnpte, i. e. hear now. Id. El. 637. Xwpois dv etow. Id. 
Phil. 674. So Antig. 1339. [oi ovv, epyv eyo, rpamoiped’ av 
ert; in what other direction then, said I, shall we turn (lit. should we 
turn, if we should wish)? Pua. Euthyd. 290 A. Ovdk dv pedeinny. 
rod Opdvov, I will not give up the throne. Arist. Ran. 830. 

Remark. In such examples as Hor. I, 2, ‘EAAjvav tivds ace 
dprdca Eipomnv: einaav 8 &v obrou Kpares, there is no excep- 
tional use of the Optative with av referring to the past; but the 
meaning is these would prove to be Cretans (if we should examine the 
case). So airat d€ ove dv woAdai einaay, these would not prove (on 
investigation) to have been many. Tuuc. I, 9. 

§ 3. The apodosis may be expressed by an Infini- 
tive or Participle, where the construction of the sentence 
requires it; eavh tense of the Infinitive or Participle 
representing its own tenses of the Indicative or Optative. 
(The Present includes also the Imperfect, and the Per- 
fect also the Pluperfect.) 

If a finite verb in the apodosis would have taken a», 
that particle is joined with the Infinitive or Participle. 
The Present Infiuitive or Participle with av represents 

PG 
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either an Imperfect Indicative with av, or a Present 

Optative with av; the Perfect, either a Pluperfect Indic- 

ative or a Perfect Optative; and the Aorist, either an 

Aorist Indicative or an Aorist Optative. (See § 41.) 

The context must decide in each case, whether an In- 

finitive or Participle with av represents the Indicative 

or the Optative. E. g. 
‘Hyodpat, ef robro motcire, mavra kahas EX ELY, I believe that, if you 

are doing this, all is well. ‘Hyotpat, éav tovro moujre, mavra Kados 
féeuv, I believe that, if you (shall) do this, all will be well. “Hyodpat, 
el rodro movoire, mavra kadds dv éxeuv, I believe that, if you should 
do this, all would be well, “Hyvtpat, et rovro énoujaare, mavra Kadas 
dv éxeuv, I believe that, if you had done this, all would (now) be well. 
Oida ipas, éav rovTo moujre, eb mpadkovras, I know that, if you do 
this, you will prosper. Zkéupara tov padios dmoxrwvivrwy Kal dva- 
Biwokopévav ¥ dy, ei oioi te Roa, considerations for those who 
readily put men to death, and who would bring them to life again too, if 
they could. Puat. Crit. 48 C. (AvaBiwokopévav av = dveBiwoxovro 
dv.) See the examples of each tense of the Infinitive and Participle 
with dy, under § 41 and § 73, 

Ilas yap oleabe Svaxepas dxoverv ’Odvvbious, ef ris Te Néyot Kara 
@iNimmov Kar’ exeivous tovs xpévovs; how unwillingly do you think 
they heard it, if any one said anything against Philip in those times? 
Dem. Phil. Il, 70, 25. (Here dove represents the Imperfect 
i#fxovov, § 15, 3.) For an example of the Perfect Infinitive with a», 
representing the Pluperfect, see § 41, 2. 

Note 1. The apodosis is sometimes omitted for effect, 
when some such expression as 7 7s well can be supplied, or 
some other apodosis at once occurs to the reader. E. g. 

"AAN ef prev Sdoovar yepas peydOvpos "Axatol, Apoavres Kata Ovpov, 
bras dvrdkiov Zorar,—ei Sé xe py Swwow, eyo dé Kev avTds EAwpat. 
ll. I. 185. (Here we must understand ed é£eu, it will be well, or 
something similar, after gorat.) Et mep yap x éOédnowy ’OAvpmos 
do repomnris €& eSeav orupediéar*—6 yap word déprarés eat. Il. 
I, 580. (Here we must understand he can do it after the protasis. 
The following ydp refers to this suppressed apodosis.) Ei pev eyw 
tas ixavas diddoxw otous Set mpds ddAndous eivar *—ei dS€ pj, kai mapa 
Ta mpoyeyernpevay pavOdavere. XEN. Cyr. VII, 7, 23. Compare 
Agscu. Prom. 835, 

Nore 2. Very often the apodosis is not directly expressed 
by the verb on which the protasis depends, but is merely ¢m- 
plied in the context. Here the form of the protasis is deter- 
mined hy the implied apodosis. In such sentences e or édy 
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may generally be translated by supposing that, or in case that. 
E. g. 

Todvea viv ra o& youvad’ ixdvopat, at «x é€O¢€An a Oa Keivov Avypor 
BreOpov evioretv, therefore [am now come to your knees, in case you 
shall be willing to tell me of his sad death (i. e. that you may tell me, in 
case you shall be willing). Od. IIT, 92. See Od. I, 94. (Here ixdvo- 
pa: does not contain the apodosis to ai x’ ¢6éAna0a, which is rather 
implied in what follows.) Tév viv piv prncaca mapéfeo kai AaBe 
ouwvav, at kev wrws €O€AQ OLY emi Tpdcoow dpnéat, grasp his knees, 

an case he shall be willing to assist the Trojans (i. e. that you may causé 
him to assist them, if he shall be willing). Tl. 1, 408. So ai xév ras 
Botrera: (often explained as an indirect question), Il. I, 66. Od«ooy 
ére €Adeimerat TO jy Teigwper ipas os xp nuas adeiva; ix not 
this then still left to us,—in ca-e we shall persuade you thal you must 
let us go (sc. to have you do this)? i. e. to have you let us go, if we 
shall persuade you that you must? Piart. Rep. I, 327 C. *Axovgoy cai 
€uov, cay gor ravta Soxp, hear me also, in case the same shall please 
you, i. e. that then you may assent to it. Ib. Il. 858 B. “Ere xat viv 
apas mowwvvrat, ei Tis EemtkynpuKeverat Teépoas, even to this day 
they invoke curses, if there is any one who sends heralds to the Persians. 
Isoc. Pan. p. 73 D. § 157. ‘Ikéras mpos o€ Seip adiypeda, et Twa 
modw Ppagetas Hui edepov, we are come hither as suppliants to you, 
in case you should tell us of some fleecy city (implying thinking that we 
might go and live in such a city, if you should tell us of one). ARIST. 
Av. 120. Of & @kreipov, eb dN@ootvro, and others pitied them, 
in case they should be captured (i. e. thinking what they would suffer 
tf they should be captured). Xen. An. 1.4.7. Ipods ryv awédw, ef 
émtBonbotev, exwpour, they marched towards the city, in case they 
(the citizens) should rush out (i. e. that they might meet them, if they 
should rush out). Tauc. VI, 100. O28 jv row rodguou mépas odd 
dradday} Pidinme, et 4.) OnBaiovs Kal Cerradovs éxOpots mounaere 
tj mode, i. e. Philip saw that he could neither end nor escape the war, 
unless he should make the Thebans and Thessalians hostile to the city. 
Tem. Cor. 276, 1. See Soru. O. C.1770; Prat. Rep. IV, 434 A. 

In the examples from Homer and Plato the protasis belongs under 
§ 50, 1, the implied apodosis referring to the future; in the example 
from Isocrates the protasis belongs under § 49, 1; in that from 
Aristophanes, under § 50, 2, the implied apodosis being .in the 
Optative with dy or some equivalent form; whilein the next three 
the protasis has been changed (on the principle of indirect discourse) 
from ¢i éAwoovra, dav émPBonbdow, and ay py moinow of the direct 
discourse, on account of the past tense of the leading verb. Fora 
further explanation of this construction, and other examples, see 
§ 77, 1.¢. See also § 71, N. 1, and the examples, which are to be 
explained on the principle of this note. 

Nortz 3. Sometimes the adverb dv'stands alone to represent the 
apodosis, when the verb to which it belongs can be easily supplied 
from the context. In like manner ei alone may represent the pro 
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tasis. “the expression Somep dv ef (sometimes written as one word, 
aomepavei, fics) includes both cases. See § 42, 8, N. 2, with the 
examples. 

"OQomep with the participle (§ 109, N. 9) generally belongs to an 

apodosis understood. So in such expressions as wa7ep €t Aéyots, as 

(tt would be) if you should say. 

Nore 4. When adi e? is used for ef py, unless, there is an 
ellipsis of an apodosis after mAnv. E. g. 

O’de ra dvdpara oidv Te udrdv cideva, mAHY et Tis kapodor ards 
tuyydver dv, it is not possible to know even their names, except (it is 
possible) in case one happens to be a comedian. Piat. Apol. 18 C, 

Remark. Expressions of a wish like ef yap yévorro, O that it 
might be, and ei yap éyévero, O that it had been, are protases with the 
apodosis suppressed. See Rem. at the end of Sect. VL 

Mixed Constructions. — Irregularities in Protasis or 
Apodosis. 

§ 54. The regular forms of protasis and apodosis ex- 
plained above (§§ 49, 50, 51) include by far the greater num- 
ber of the examples found in the classic authors. Many cases 
remain, however, in which the protasis and apodosis do not 
belong to the same form. These admit of various explana- 
tions : — 

1. (a.) When an Indicative in the protasis (in either of the 
constructions of § 49, 1 or 2) is followed by an Optative with 
a in the apodosis, the latter properly belongs to an implied 
protasis in the Optative (on the principle of § 52, 2). Thus, in 
the sentence ef raita obras Zyet, ob« dv dixalos KoddCorro, af this 

is so, he would not justly be punished, codd¢ovro av belongs to a 
protasis in the Optative, if justice should be done, implied in 
dixaiws; while the protasis ei... . yer belongs as a condition 
to the expressed apodosis with its implied protasis, The sense 
therefore is, if this ts so, (the result ts that) he would not be 
punished if justice should be done. The same principle applies 
to a primary tense of the Indicative in protasis, followed by a 
secondary tense with da» in apodosis. 

This is sometimes the meaning, when a Subjunctive or 
Future Indicative (§ 50, 1) is in the protasis, with an Optative 
with dy in the apodosis. (See the last two examples.) E. g 
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Ei 8€ ris GOasdrwv ye kat’ ovpavod ein Aovdas, ovk dv eywye 
Meoiow éemovpaviogs payoipny, but if thou art one of the immortals 
come from heaven, I would not fight against the Gods of heaven. Il. 
VI, 128. (Here the principal protasis to payoiyny dy is implied, if 1 
should have my choice.) Todd} yap dv eiSaipovia ein wept rovs véovs, 
ei eis pév pdvos avtovs SiadOeciper, o§ 8 dro SPedrovory, for 
there would (naturally) be great happiness, &c. PLat. Apol. 25 B. 
"Qor’ ef pot Kat peows nyovpevot pGAXov érépwv mpogeivat a’ra modepeiv 
émetaOnre, ovx dy cixdtws viv Tou ye adtkciv airiav Pepoiuny, if 
you were persuaded to make war by thinking, &c., I should not now 
justly be charged with injustice. Tuuc. I, 60. (Here a protasis 
to hepoiuny dv is implied in eixdrws.) Ei yap otro dpdas adméarn- 
cay, tpeis dv ob xpeov dpxotre, for if these had a right to secede, 
it would follow that your dominion is unjust. Id. HI, 40. Ei viv ye 
Suorvyodpeyv, was tavavti dv mpdrrovres od coloiped” av; if 
now we are unfortunate, how should we not be safe if we should do the 
opposite? Arist. Ran. 1449. (Here mparrovres =e mpdtroupev is 
the principal protasis to which the optative refers.) Ei rotr’ éme- 
xelpovv héyew, ove 200 Boris ove dv eixdras émeTipnoece pot, if 
J were undertaking to say this (§ 49, 2), every one would censure me 
with reason (i. e. ei Ta eixéra moijoetev). Dem. Cor. 296, 24. (Here 
many Mss., and Dion. Hal. p. 1054, read émeripyoe, the ordinary 
apodosis.) Ei pydéva rév GAdov inmevew elacav, ovx av dikaios 
épyilo.rGe avrois. Lys. Alcib. II, § 8. 

Kairos rére rov “Yaepetdny, eimep ddnOq pov viv Katnyopel, uaddov 
dp eixdras  révd ESioxer, and yet, if hers now making true charges 
against me, he would then have prosecuted Hypereides with much more 
reason than this man. Dem. Cor. 302, 24. (Here édiwxer dv refers 
chiefly to the implied protasis, if he had done what was more reason- 
able.) Such examples seldom occur. 

OvSe yap dv woAdai yepupar Satv, Zxotpev adv Srou huydvres 
qpeis cobGpev. Ken. An. I, 4,19. (Here the implied protasis is 
if we should wish to escape.) See An. V, 1, 9. 

Hpotpiov ei worhoovrat, tis pev yas BrAdwrocey ay re pépos, 
od pévros ixavdv ye orate Kadvey Hyas, K.T.r., if they shall build a 
fort, they might (under favorable circumstances) injure some part of 
our land; but it will not be sufficient to prevent us, &. Tuc. I, 142. 

(2.) A Subjunctive or Future Indicative in the protasis 
sometimes depends on an Optative with dv in the apodosis, 

when no other protasis can readily be supplied. This expresses 

the protasis more vividly than the regular Optative. (See 

§ 50, 2, Rem. 8, and § 34,1, 6.) It must be remembered also 

that the Optative with av is sometimes merely a softened ex- 

pression for the Future Indicative (§ 52, Note). E. g. 

"Eady rotro mownow, xards dveyxor, if I do this, it would be well, 

(Here the irregularity is the same in English as in Greek: the regu- 
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lar form in both would be either éay rodro woujow, cards Eber, if I a 
this, it will be well; or ef robro romjoait, Kadds av Exot, fl should do 

this, it would be well.) Kai obras dv dewdrara mavrov madover, el 

obrot éudynpor kar’ ékeivwr Trav dvdpav Tols TptdKovra YErnoovrTas 

Lys. Agor. p. 139, 6.§ 94. (Here we should expect ei syévowro.) 
Tév dromordrav pévr dv ein, ei, ad viv dvoiav dpdtoKaveov Spas éxha- 
Rei, raira Suondels wy mpd£er. Dem. OL. I, 16, 25. “Hy ov pans 
pot Tov dStkov Tovrov Adyov, ox dv dmoduiny ovd dv dBordv ovderi, 
if you shall learn this for me, I will not (or I would not) pay even an 
obol to any one. Arist. Nub. 116. (This and many other examples 
might be explained equally well on either principle, a or b.) 

2. (a.) An Optative in the protasis sometimes depends 
upon a primary tense of the Indicative or an Imperative in the 
apodosis. This arises from the slight distinction between the 
Subjunctive and Optative in protasis, as éav €yy and ef you, for 
which the Latin has but one form, s¢ habeat. (See § 48, I, B, 

Rem. 2.) In fact, the irregularity in ei rotro yévotro, mdvra 
kadés €&et, is precisely the same as in the English ¢f this should 
happen, all will be well, where the more regular apodosis would 
be all would be well, as in Greek, mdvra «ahas dv gy. EE. g. 

"ANN ef ris wor dvip Gy Emorro Kat GdXaos, paddov Gadzwpy kal 
Oapoudedrepov gorat. Il. X, 222. Ei OéNotpe y cxomeiv ras pucecs 
ras trav avOparwv, evpyaopev, k.t-A. Isoc. ad Nicocl. p. 23 D. 
§45. Elms rdde trapaBaivot, evayys €otw. AESCHIN. Cor. § 110. 
In such cases the Optative is a less animated form of expression than 
the regular Subjunctive. 

(6.) The Optative sometimes stands in the protasis, when 
the apodosis contains a primary tense of a verb denoting 
necessity, obligation, propriety, possibility, &c., with an Infinitive, 

the two forming an expression that is nearly equivalent in 
sense to an Optative with dy. E. g. 

El yap elnoay db0 twés evavrion vdpor, od« ducorépors Eve Syrov 
vndicac@at, for if there should be two laws opposed to each other, 
you could not surely vote for both. Dem. Timocr. 711, 8. (See § 63, 
4, b.) This is analogous to the use of the Imperfect of the same 
verbs, explained in § 49, 2, Note 3. There, for example, évqy aira 
eGeiv, he could have gone, is nearly equivalent to #\dev av, and here 
veut aire eddeiv, he could go, is nearly equivalent to Z\Got dv. 

3. A few irregular constructions remain, which can be ex- 
plained only as cases of anacoluthon, in which the speaker 
adapts his apodosis to a form of protasis different from that 
which he has actually used. E. g. 
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"Ey pev dy, ef Exotpt, ds TdxtoTa Sala emotovpiny mace Teép- 
oas. Ken. Cyr. II, 1,9. (Here eroudpyy dv is used as if ef efyov, 
if I were able, had preceded. We should expect socoipny av, which 
is found in one Ms.) Ei pév yap eis yuvatka owppoveorépav Eidos 
peOeciper, duckrens av jv ddvos. Eur. Orest. 1132, (Here we 
should expect ei7.)’ 

Remark. The same apodosis, in either the Indicative or Opta- 
tive, may take one protasis in the Indicative referring to present or 
past time, and another in the Optative referring to a supposed future 
case. E. og. 

"Ey obv Seva dy einy eipyacpévos, ef, dre pev pe of dpyovres frar- 
Tov, Tore pev Ewevov, Tou S€ Geov rarrovros, Aimoupe tHy Taku, LT 
should therefore (prove to) have behaved outrageously, if when the state 
authorities stationed me I stood my ground, but if now when God sta- 
tions me I should desert my post. Pat. Apol. 28 E. (Here the 
combination of the two acts is the future condition on which the 
apodosis depends.) "Emevyouat waar rovrois, ef dandy mpos tpas 
eimotpe kat elmov kal tér’ edOds ev TH Shpe, edrvylay poe Sovvar, 
i. e. of I should speak the truth and did speak it then, &. Drm. Cor. 
274, 28. Eide par gore pyre fy pyr av eimeiv Ey ou pndets pydero 
kal Thyepoy, Ti Tov GUuBovAov expyy moreiv; but if there neither is nor 
was (any such thing), and if no man yet even at this day could possibly 
tell of any, what ought the statesman to have done (which was not 
done)? Ib. 291, 28. (See § 50, 2, N. 2, and § 49, 2, N. 3.) 

§ 43. 1. Two or more protases, not co-ordinate, may be- 
long to one apodosis. E. g. 

Kal yap ay ofrdés re wd On, raxéws tpeis Erepov Sidummov roinoere, 
dynep ott mpoaéexnte Tois mpaypace Tov voov. Dem. Phil. I, 43, 
12. Eid jyev véoe dis kai yépovres, ei tis ZEnudprave, Simrov 
Biov Aaydvres eEwpOovped dv. Kur. Suppl. 1084. Ei ris oe dveé- 

~ ae = ° > a ss a s 4 

potro Touro, Ti cart oxnMA; ci a’T@ eimes Ste oTpoyyvAdrns, et cos 
elmey dep eyo, eines Snmou dy Gru oxnpa Tt. Prat. Men. 74 B. 

2. It sometimes happens, that the apodosis is itself in a 
dependent sentence (as in a final clause), which determines its 
mood without reference to the preceding rules. In this case, 
if the leading verb is in a secondary tense, so that the apodosis 
takes the Optative, the protasis also takes the Optative by the 
general rule (§ 31, 1), even if it would otherwise have the 

Subjunctive. E. g. 
Taira 8 elrev, ty ef pév al viv mpogdoknoatpe adrav épeiv, 

droAoyoupevos epi airav StarpiBotpe, ef O€ mapadrinotpe, vov 
airés eimor, and he said this, in order that, if on the one hand I 
should still expect him to tell it, I should waste time about it in my de- 
fence; but if on the other hand I should omit it. he might now /ell u 
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himself, Dem. Aph. I, 830, 8. (If a primary tense stood for etmev, we 
should have, e. g. radra Aéyet, ty’ dav péev mpogdSoKna@ auto epey, 

dcarpiBa, édv dé rapadina, viv eimy-) 

Remarx. For the forms assumed by such sentences when con- 

structed on the principle of indirect discourse, see § 77, 1. 

§ 56. After many verbs expressing wonder, delight, 

contentment, indignation, disappointment, and similar 

ideas, a protasis with «4 may be used where a causal 

sentence would seem more natural. Such verbs are 

especially Oavpato, aicxvvopat, ayaTaw, and a@yava- 

xreo. EL g. 

Caupdto 8 2ywye ef pydeis tudv pyr’ évOvpetrar pyr’ dpyiferat, 
épav, x.t.d., I wonder that no one of you is either concerned or angry, 
when he sees, &c. (lit. if no one is either concerned or angry, I wonder). 
Dem. Phil. I, 52,17. (See Rem. below.) “AAN’ éexeive Oavpatw, ef 
Aaxedatpoviors pév more dytnpare, vurt 8’ dxvetre é&cevar Kal péddere 
eloépew, but I wonder at this, that_you once opposed the Lacedaemo- 
nians, but now are unwilling, &c. Id. Ol. I, 25, 2. (The literal 
meaning is, if (it is true that) you once opposed, §c., then I wonder.) 
Ovx ayaa ef pry Sixny ESwxev, GAN ei wy Kal xpved arepdve ore- 
aveOncerat dyavakret, he is not content if he was not punished ; but 

uf he is not also to be crowned with a golden crown, he is indignant. 
AEscHIN. Cor. § 147. (Here the former protasis belongs under 
§ 49, 1, and the latter under § 49, 1, N. 3.) 

Kal ds dAn@as dyavakrd, ei obrwot & vod pi olds 7 eipt elzeiv, 
I am indignant that (or if’) I am not able, &. Piat. Lach. 194 A. 
Od 8} Oavpaordéy cori, ef orparevdpevos Kat srovav éxeivos abros 
tudy pedddvrov kal ydiouevav cal wuvOavopevey reptylyverat, it is 
no wonder that he gets the advantage of you, &e. Dem. Ol. II, 24, 23. 
Mnde pévror rovro petov SdEnre exewv, et of Kupetor mpdobev cov nyiv 
tarropevos viv dpeotyxacry, 1. v. do not be discontented, if (or that) the 
‘Cyraeans have now withdrawn. Xen. An. III, 2, 17. : 

These verbs may also be followed by dr: and a causal sentence, 
asin Prat. Theaet. 142 A, é@avpatov ore ody oids 7 9 evpetv. The 
construction with ef gives a milder or more polite form of expression, 
utting the object of the wonder, &c. into the form of a supposition, 

instead of stating it as a fact, as we should do in English. The forms 
of protasis quoted above belong under § 49, 1. For the form some- 
times assumed by these sentences on the principle of indirect dis 
course, see § 77, 1, c. 

REMARK. This construction must not be mistaken for that in 
which e? is used in the sense of whether, to introduce an indirect 
uestion; as, érbdero ei od mapeins, he asked whether you were present 
or this see § 68, 3, and § 70. 
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§ $7. The apodosis is sometimes introduced by the con- 
junction 8, as if the apodosis formed a sentence co-ordinate 
with the protasis, instead of being (as it is) the leading sen- 
tence. This is especially common in Homer and Herodotus, 
and rare in Attic prose. It occurs when the apodosis is to be 
emphatically opposed to the protasis. Instead of dé we some- 
times find dAAd or airdp. E. g. 

Ei 6€ xe py Sdwor, eyo Sé Kev aitds Edopat, but if they do not give 
tt up, then I will take it myself. Il. I, 187. *AdAd is found in IL I, 
82, quoted § 51, N. 2. Ei mep ydpr’ GAdou ye mepixrewopeba mavres 
vyuolv en’ ’Apyetwr, cot 8 od déos gor’ dwodcoba. Il, XII, 245. Ei? 
8¢ Gavdvrav wep katadnOovr’ civ ’Aidac, abrdap ¢ym Kai Kei pidov 
weprnocow éraipov. I. XXII, 389. El dpiv dors rovro pi Svvardv 
roimoa, tpees Se Ere kat viv ex Tov peoov uw eCecbe. Hot. VIL, 
22. ’AAN ef pnde rodTo Bovdrer daoxpivacbat, av-dé rovvredbev déye. 
Ken. Cyr. V, 5, 21. 

This 6¢ in apodosis cannot be expressed in English; as our ad- 
verbs then, yet, still, &c., necessarily fail to give the force of the Greek 
6¢, which is always a conjunction. : 

REMARK. Ae may be used in the same way tc introduce the 
sentence upon which a relative clause depends. vee Remark be- 
fore § 65. 

SECTION III. 

RELATIVE AND TEMPORAL SENTENCES. 

§ 38. 1. Relative sentences may be introduced not 
only by relative pronouns and pronominal adjectives, 
but also by relative adverbs of time, place, or manner. 
They include therefore all temporal clauses, except 
those introduced by piv and other particles meaning 
until, which are treated separately (§ 66 and § 67). 

2. Relative sentences may be divided into two 
classes : — 

First, those in which the antecedent of the relative is 

definite ; that is, in which the relative pronouns refer to 
definite persons or things, and the relative adverbs to 
definite points of time, place, &c. 

6 
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Secondly, those in which the antecedent is indefinite , 

that is, in which no such definite persons, things, times, 

or places are referred to. 
Both the definite and the indefinite antecedent may 

be either expressed or understood. HE. g. 

(Definite Antecedents). Tatra d éyw dpas, you see these things 
which I have; or & yo épGs. “Ore ¢Botdero HAGev, (once) when he 

wishzd, he came. 
(Indefinite Antecedents.) Ildvra 4 dv BatAwvra Lover, they 

will have everything which they may want; or & dv Bothavrar éovow, 
they will have whatever they may want. “Ore BovdAotto ipxero, when- 
ever he wished, he came. 

3. When the antecedent is indefinite, the negative 
particle of the relative clause is “7; when the ante- 
cedent is definite, ov is regularly used, unless the general 
construction requires “7, as in prohibitions, wishes, é&c. 
(See § 59, Note 1.) 

A. Relative with a Definite Antecedent. 

§ 59. When the relative refers to a definite ante- 
cedent, expressed or understood, it has no effect upon 
the mood of the following verb; and it therefore takes 
the Indicative, unless the general sense of the passage 
requires some other construction. LE. g. 

Aéyo & oida. Aéyw d ifeovoa. AéEo & dxyxoa. “Ehe€ay d iov- 
cay. Wdvra Aéyer ad yevnoera. Tpdoocovcw & BovAovrat (or os 
BovrAovra), they are doing what they please. (On the other hand, 
mpdocovow & dv Bovdwvrat (or ws dv BovdAwvra.,) they always do 
whatever they please; the antecedent being indefinite.) Aéyw a ov 
ayvoa, 1 am saying that of which I am not ignorant. 

*AAN’ dre Sn G ek roto Suwderdry yéver’ ads, kai rére dy mpds . 
Odvprov tcay Geol aiev édvres. Tl. 1, 493. Tis é00 6 XGpos Snr, ev 
@ BeBneapev. Sopu. O. C. 52. "Eas dori katpos, avridaBeobe 
tev mpayparay, i.e. now, while there is an opportunity, &e. Dem. Ol. 
I, 15, 6. (If the exhortation had been general, he might have said 
€ws dv 7 Katpds, (on all occasions) so long as there is an opportunity, 
§ 62.) ‘O d€ dvaBds, Ews pev Bdoiwa Hy, emi tov tno Hyev* emel dé 
&Bara iv, Karahimey rov tmmov gomevde weCH. Nun. An. II, 4, 49. 
So Il. I, 193, éws dpyawve. Otmep dé cai rdv droSatvdévreav ro md<éop 
rijs airias €£opev, obra kal Kad jovxiav m1 airdy mpoidauer, we 
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who are to bear the greater part of the blame, &e. Tuc. 2, 83. “OGev 
& obv pacra padnoea Oe rept adtay, évredOev tpas Kat éyd mpdrov 
rreipacoa dddoxev, Dem. Aph.I,814,4. (Here éevredéey reters to 
a particular point, at which he intends to begin.) Compare the 
first example under Note 1. *H 8) oly epy’, dre p éxOvdorjoa 
édioets “Hon, or’ dv p epeOnow dvedelous emeecoiv, surely there will 
be sad work, when you shall impel me, &c. Il. I, 518. (Here dre refers 
to some time conceived as definite by the speaker; whereas dr’ ds 
épeOnow, whenever she shall provoke me, is indefinite, and belongs 
under § 61, 3.) Nvé 8 gorar dre 8) orvyepis ydpos dvttBorAnoes 
ovAoperns eucber, THs Te Zevs OABov dmnuvpa. oat XVUI, 272. 

Nore 1. When the sense requires it, these clauses admit 
all the constructions allowed in independent sentences. E. g. 

“Ap€ouar 8 évredOev GOev kal dpeis paor dv pddorre kayo Tayior’ 
év 8:da€acue. Dem. Aph. I, 846, 15. (Here the relative 
clause contains an apodosis with dv, with a protasis ef dp£alyny im- 
plied. This must not be confounded with the use of the Optative 
without av, in the other class of relative sentences. See § 61, 4.) 
Nov 8€ rovro ovk éroinger, ev @ Tov Sypov eripnaoev ap, but he did 
not do this, in which he would have honored the people (if he had done 
it). Id. Mid. 536, 25. Eis xaddv ipiv “Avutos 6d¢ mapexabélero, @ 
petraddpev ras (ytnocews. Prat. Men. 89 E. (Subjunctive in 
an exhortation.) Odxouv dfvov rois rév Karnydpav Adyots mioTevoat 
padrov i tois épyots Kai TO xpdve, dv ipeis caeararoy Edeyyxov Tod 
aAnbois vopioare. Lys. de Bon. Arist. p. 157,§ 61. (Here the 
Imperative vopicare is used in a sort of exclamation after év, where 
ordinarily Sei vopioa: would be used.) *Av yap dwouyy pe obros, 6 
By yévotto, tHv éemwBediav opAjow. Dem, Aph. I, 834, 25. 
(Optative in awish.) "Eooerat jyap or dv ror déX@Aq "Iduos ipn, 
a day will come when sacred Ilium will fall. Il. VI, 448. (Here 
éd\oAy dv is used like a Future Indicative, § 87, Note; and the ante- 
cedent of dre is definite. If av belonged to dre, the clause would be 
a protasis, meaning when Ilium shall fall, a day will come.) 

Nore 2. The relative may be used to express a purpose (§ 65, 1), 
or in a causal sense (§ 65, 4). ‘The antecedent may then be either 
definite or indefinite. 

B. Relative with an Indefinite Antecedent. 

§60. 1. When the relative refers to an indefinite 
antecedent, expressed or understood, the action of its 
verb is not stated absolutely as a definite fact, but con- 
ditionally as a supposed case; and such a relative sen- 
tence has many of the essential qualities of a conditional 

sentence. 
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Thus, when we say 4 voyife: raiira Aéyet, he ts saying what he 

(actually) thinks, or & évduite rata Breyer, he was saying what he 

thought, the actions of vopife: and évduite are stated as actual 

facts, occurring at definite times; but when we say & dv vopity 

(raira) déyer, he (always) says whatever he thinks, or a vopitor 

(ratra) 2reyer, he (always) said whatever he happened to be think- 

ing, vouitn and vopifor do not state any such definite facts, but 

rather what some one may think (or may have thought) on any 

occasion on whick he is (or was) in the habit of speaking. So, 

when we say 4 vo.iter raira dééet, he will say what he (now) 

thinks, vopite denotes a fact; but when we say 4 dy vopity defer, 

he will say whatever he happens to be (then) thinking, vopicy 
denotes merely a case supposed in the future. Again, — to 
take the case in which the distinction is most liable to be 
overlooked, — when we say & ov« oida od« olouat eideva, what 
I do not know, Ido not think that I know, ov« oida, as before, 

denotes a simple fact, and its object, d, has a definite antece- 

dent; but when Socrates says & pi oida ovde otopar ei8eva, the 
meaning is if there are any things which I do not know, Ido 
nent even think that Iknow them. In sentences like this, unless 

a negative is used (uy being the sign of an indefinite, od of a 

definite antecedent), it is often difficult to decide whether the 
antecedent is definite or indefinite: thus d@ ofSa otoua: eidévas 
may mean either what I (actually) know, I think that I know, 
or if there is anything which I know, I think that I know it. 

The analogy of these indefinite relative clauses to conditional 
sentences will be seen at once. The following examples will 
make this clearer :— 

"O rt Botrerat daca, I will give him whatever he (now) wishes. 
Ei ri Bovderar, doc, if he wishes anything, I will give it. (§ 49, 1.) 

“O tu éBovdrero axa av, I should have given him whatever he haa 
wished. °O rt pi éyévero ovx dv eimov, I should not have told what 
had not happened. Ei rt éBovdero, edaxa av, if he had wished any- 
thing, I should have given it. El re pi) éyévero, odx dv elmov, if anys 
thing had not happened, I should not have told it. (§ 49, 2.) 

"O tt dv BovrAnrat, daca, I will give him whatever he shall wish. 
oo vAnrat, daca, if he shall wish anything, I will give it. 

Me 
"0 rt BotAotro Soinv dv, I should give him whatever he migha 

wish, Ei re Bovdouro, doinv av, if he should wis? anything, I showlu 
give it. (§ 50, 2.) 
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“O rz dv BobAnrat dSi8eam, I (always) give him whatever he wishes, 
"O rt BovrAotro edidouy, I always gave him whatever he wished. "Wav 
tt Bovrnrat, didam, if he ever wishes anything, I (always) give it. 
Ei re Bovdorro, didour, if he ever wished anything, I (always) gave it. 
(§ 51.) 

2. The relative with an indefinite antecedent may 
therefore be called the conditional relative, and the 
clause in which it stands may be called the protasis 

. . > 27 

(like clauses with « or ¢av), and the antecedent clause 
may be called the apodosis. 

3. The particle av (Epic «é) is regularly joined with 
all relative words, when they are followed by the Sub- 
junctive. The particle here (as always in protasis) is 
joined to the relative, never to the verb. (See § 38, 1, 
and § 47, 2.) 

Note. With dre, édre, émei, and émeidy, av coalesces, forming 
Grav, émérav, éndv or émqv (Ionic émedv), and émedav. In Homer, 
where xé is generally used for dv, we have dre xe, &c. (like ef xe), 
where in Attic we have drav, &c. "Emnv, however, occurs often in 
Homer. 

Remark. The classification of common conditional sentences, 
iven in. § 48, applies equally to conditional relative sentences. 
he distinction between those containing general suppositions 

(§ 62) and the corresponding forms containing particular supposi- 
tions (§ 61, 1) is especially important. 

§$G1. We have four forms of the conditional rela- 
tive sentence which correspond to the four forms of 
ordinary protasis (§ 49, 1, 2, and § 50, 1, 2): — 

1. When the relative clause refers to a definite act 
in the present or the past, and no opinion of the speaker 
is implied as to the truth of the supposition, the verb 
is put in one of the present or past tenses of the In- 
dicative. (§ 49, 1.) 

The antecedent clause can have any form allowed in 
an apodosis (§ 49, 1, Note 1). EH. g. 

“A py ofda, obd€ viopar eidévat (like ef reva pi ofda). PLAT. Apol. 
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21D. (See above, § 60,1.) Xpyodov 5 re BotdrovTai, let then 
deal a te as they ifthe 2 @. et Te Bovdovrat). Arist. Nub. 489. 

"Eniorauat dpay 6 & Sei pe, cody dpay & ph mpémer, I know how to 
see anything which I ought to see, and not to see anything which I ought 
not. Kur. Ino br. 417. (‘A dei is nearly equivalent to et rwa bet, 
and & pt) mpéme: to et ra py mpémet.) ‘Tous mheiorous évBanep ETETOY 
éxdorous Oaypav* obs S€ yy eUptoKov, Kevordduov avrois emoingay, 
i.e. they raised a cenotaph for any of them whom they did not find 
(like et rwas yy evpioxov). Ken. An. VI, 4,9. Tt ydps dots Sara- 
mpos dy pi avrdoxns €otiv, GAN det rav wAnoiov Se iTat, Kal ap 
Bavov pi Sivatat anodidvat, py AapBdavov dé Tov py diddvra BLoety 
od Soxei vot kai obros xademds Gidos eivar; (i. e. supposing a case, et 
Tis. ..- pi adrdpens ear, x.t-d.). Id. Mem. H, 6, 2. So #ris 
pydapod Evppayxet, Tuuc. I, 35. "A ms pi mpooeddxnoer, 
ovdé duddEacOa éyywpet, there is no opportunity to guard against 
what we did not expect (like et twa pi) mpooeddxnoe tis). ANTIPHON. 
p- 131, 86.§ 19. Els ra mdoia tovs te aoOevodvras éveBiBacay Kat 
Tv oKevay doa py aviyen iy exew (like ef ra rev oKevar py dvdyKn 
ay éxew), i.e. any of it which they did not need. Xen. An. V, 3, 1. 
*AvOpwrous diepOerpev (4 Oddacoa) duce py ESivavro Pbjvat mpos 
Ta petéwpa avadpapovtes, i. e. if any were unable to escape soon enough 
to the high land, so many the sea destroyed. Tuuc. ILI, 89. Ois pev 
aipeois yeyévnrat Tada eEbrvxovot, TOAAH dvoa ToAEpAoaA: et 8 
avayxaiov Hv, k.7T.d., for any who have had the choice given them, while 
they ure prosperous in other respects, it is great folly to go to war (i. e. 
et Tiow aipeots yeyevnra). ‘Tuuc. Il, 61. Udvres iopev XaSpiay 
ovre TUmrovra ovO dpmdfovta Tov orépavoy ov’ dAws mpoordv6’ drat 
pa) TpogiKey att@, nor going anywhere at all where it was not law- 
ful for him (i. e. et moe py mpoojxev). Diem. Mid. 535,15. las obv of 
GyaOoi trois dyabois Pidou goovrat, ot pyre dwdvres moGetvor dAAnAaS 
pyre mapdvres xpeiav aire ~xovcr; (i. &. ef py... €xovor), Prat, 
Lys. 215 B.  Nuxgn 8 6 te waow tyiv wéAXEL ovvoicen (i. e. ef Tt 
ehder), may any plan prevail which will benefit you ull. Dem. Phil. 
, 55. 7, So Sopu. Ant. 375, ds rad” epdet. 

Nott. Care must be taken here (as in conditional sentences, 
§ 49, 1, Note 2), not to include under this’ class the general suppo- 
sitions of § 62, which require the Subjunctive or Optative. On the 
other hand, the examples falling under § 62, Note 1, in which the 
Indicative is allowed, might properly be placed here, as they state a 
ara ee for emphasis as if it were a particular one (§ 5* 

ote 3). Sve also § 61, 3, Note. 

2. When a relative clause, referring to the present or 
the past, implies that the condition which it expresses 
tg not or was not fulfilled (like a protasis of the form 
§ 49, 2), its verb is put in a secondary tense of the In 
dicative. 
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The ancecedent clause also contains a secondary tense 
of the Indicative, implying the non-fulfilment of a con- 

dition, which may be in an apodosis with av or a pro- 
tasis (§ 49, 2), or in an expression of a wish (§ 83). 
E. g. 

“A py €BovXero dovvat, ovx dv gdaxev, he would not have given 
what he had not wished to give Gi. 6. ef twa py €BovXero Sovvat, ov dv 

Eoxev).- Odre yap dv avrol érexerpodpey mparrew & ph Aaiord- 
peda, ovre Trois ciddows ewerperoper, dv fpxopev, GAdo Te mpdrre h 
4 tt mparrovres Opbas EpeAov mpdéev* rovro 8 hv dv, oF émortn- 
py eixov, for (if that were so) we should not be undertaking (as we 
are) to do things which we did not understand, nor should we permit 
any others whom we were ruling to do anything else than what they 
were likely to do properly; and _ this would be whatever they had knowl- 
edge of. Puat. Charm. 171 E. (Here @ py qmordpeba et twa 
py) ymordpeda, if there were any things which we did not know,— dv 
Poxopev = et rive pxouev. — 6 te €peAAov = ei te Eyeddov, — and of 
emornuny etxov = et Twos etxov. It is implied that none of the cases 
here supposed ever actually arose, as the whole passage refers to an 
unfulfilled condition expressed in the preceding sentence.) Ei dé 
otkos etyov exagrot Tas dikas, TovTous dv ammAAvaap oiriwes piror pade- 
ora Raay ’AOqvaiay TO diye, if each had their trials at home, they 
~would ruin any who were especially friendly, &c. Ken. Rep. Athen. 
1,16. (Here ofrives Aoav, = ei tives Roav, forms a second protasis to 
the apodosis drwdAvecav dv. See § 55, 1.) 

Ei £évos ériyxavov dv, Evveyryvaoxere Syrov av pot, el év exeivy TH 
avi) te kal TO Tpdm@ Eheyor ev oiomep ereOpappunr, if I happened 
to be a foreigner, you would surely pardon me, if I were (now) address- 
ing you in both the language and the manner in which I had been 
brought up. Puar. Apol. 17 D. ‘Qs 8) éyay Sedov pdkapds vi rev 
Eppevar vids avepos, dv kredtecow €ois emt ynpas érerpev, O that I 
were the son of some fortunate man, whom old age had found upon his 
own estate (i. e. if old age had found any such man, would that I had 
been his son). Od. I, 217. 

So when the relative sentence depends on an indicative in a final 
clause (§ 44, 3); as in Dem. Arist. 635, 15: raird ye Symov mpoajke 
ypaya, va br wore ToUpyov én pax On, Tote Ta ek TAY Yopwy Umpxe 
Sixaia, he ought to have written it in this way, in order that any one by 
whom the deed had been done might have his rights according to the 
laws. (This implies that the law was not so written, so that the 
case supposed in ér@ éempaxOn never arose.) 

Remark. All examples of this form fall equally well under the 
general rule for assimilation, § 64, 2. 

3. When the relative clause refers distinctly and viv- 
tdly to the future (like a protasis of the form § 50, 1), 
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and the verb of the antecedent clause, also refers to 

the future, the relative is joined with a» (or me) and 
followed by the Subjunctive. E. g. 

Téov fy « ebéXope idqv moujoop’ deorw (like ef xé twa €0e 
Aw), ‘bhomanene? of ives I mia wish I shall make my wife. i. IX, 

397. "Ex yap ’Opéarao riots éaaerat Arpeidao, éamor av 4 Bnon Te 
kal fis iveiperac ains, i. e. vengeance will come from Orestes, when 
he shall grow up, &c. (like édv wore 48yon). Od. 1, 40. Tére 8 aire 
paxnoerat, ommdre kev pay Oupos evi arnbecow dvoyn Kal Oeds Spon. 
Th. TX, 702. ’arr dye, as iy eyov eiro, meop:Oa mavres, let us 
obey as I may direct, 1. e. if I give any direction (édv mas eta), let us 
obey it. Tl. II, 139. ‘Hyeis adr’ dddyous re Pidas kai ynma Téxva 
d£opev év vnecow, éemiy mrodieOpov EXwpev, when we shall have taken 
the city. Tl. IV. 238. So edr dv ainroow, Il. I, 242. Ovdxody, drav 
8) py cOéva, wenavooua, therefore, when’ I shall have no more 
strength, I will cease. Sopn. Ant. 91. Taira, émeday epi Tov yevous 
cima, épa, I will speak of this, when I shall have spoken about my 
birth. Dem. Eubul. 1303, 25. (See § 20, Note 1.) ’Enesdav dia- 
wpakopae & dSéoua, Eo. KEN. An. II, 3, 29. Tiva otecGe atriy 
puxny Lew, drav éue 18 n ty matpdav amearepnpevov; what feelings 
do you think she will have, when (or if at any time) she shall see me, 
&c.? Drm. Aph. II, 842,16. Tovrwy dé "A@nvaiovs dypi deiv eivas 
mevrakoclovs, €& is dv Twos vyiy HrtKkias KaA@s Exe SoKH, from whatever 
age it shall seem qood to you to take them (i. e. if from any particular 
age, &c.) Id. Phil. I, 45, 27. Tév mpaypdrwyv rods BovAevopevous 
(nyciodat ae ta & dy éxeivois So0KH tavta mparryra, in order that 
whatever shall seem good to them shall be done. Ib. 51, 19. O8 poe 
poBov pédadpov ednis éumareiv, €ws dy aly mip ep’ €orias épijs Atyt- 
o60s, so long as he shall kindle fire, &c. Arscu. Agam. 1435. 

Nots. The Future Indicative is rarely, if ever, used in condi- 
tional relative clauses, as in common protasis (§ 50, 1, Note 1), in 
the place of the Subjunctive ; as it would generally be ambiguous, 
appearing as if the antecedent were definite. "Ogos BovAjgorrat, 
Tuuc. I, 22, is perhaps to be explained in this way. See Xen. 
Cyr. I, 5,13. In such examples as @ yy tis airés mapéorat, un- 
less he was to be present himself, the Future is used as it is in the 
form of protasis explained § 49, 1, N. 3. 

4, When the relative clause refers to the future less 
distinctly and vividly (like a protasis of the form § 50, 
2), and the antecedent clause contains an Optative re- 
ferring to the future, the relative is followed by the 
Optative (without av). 

The Optative in the antecedent clause may be in an 
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apodosis with av or a protasis (§ 50, 2), in an expres- 
sion of a wish (§ 82), or ina final clause. E. g. 

Mada kev Opacuxdpdios ein, bs rére ynOqoerev Dav mévov odd 
dxdyotro (i. & ef ris ynOnoete, pdda Kev Opacuedpdios ein), any one 
who should then rejoice would be very stout-hearted. Tl. XIII, 3438 
So Il. VI, 329 and 521; XIV, 247: Arist. Nub. 1250. Od« dv od» 
Operas avdpa, Batis €G€oe re Kal Svvatro gov dmepvKe Tovs 
éntxetpoovtas ddixeiy oe; would you not support any man who shoula 
be both willing and able, &c.? Ken. Mem. I, 9, 2. Mewar éyor dv 
érére Bovd otro, when he is hungry, he would eat whenever he might 
wish (like et wore Bovdarto). Ib. II, 1, 18. So Mem. I, 5,4; I, 7, 
3; IV, 2, 20. Tas ody av eideins mepi rovrov rod mpdyparos, of mav- 
tdmacw ametpos eins; how then could you know about that thing of 
which you had no experience at all? Pusat. Men. 92 C. Ap’ ap 
fyoio taita od etvat, & oor e£ein kat drodécba Kal dodvat Kai Oioat 
6r@ Bovroto Geav; Id. Euthyd. 302 A. Ti dv radeiv (8vvarro), 6 
py xal i’ airod wd O01; what could he suffer, unless he should suffer 
wt also from himself? (i. e. ef pi) wafor). PLat. Lys. 214 E. *0 dé 
“i dyan@n, ov dy prdoi (i. €. et Te pu) dyaren, odd’ dv Gidoi Todo). 
b. 215 B. "Oow d€ mpecBurepos yiyvouro, paddov det aomd{orro 

ay (xpnpara), the older he should grow, the more he would always cling 
oil (1. @. et re mpeoBurepos yiyvorro, Téa@ paddov domd{orro ay). 
Prat. Rep. VIII, 549 B. So III, 412 D; VIII, 557 B. Snooper 
pndérore pndev dv peilov pndé édXarrov yevécOat, éws ioov ein aitd 
éavt@, so long as it should remain equal to itself. Prat. Theaet. 
155 A. So Bovdoipuny ke, ... 6 pi etn, Od. XI, 489. : 

Ei d€ BovAoro trav didrwv tid mporpéepacbar daére amodnpotns 
emipedciobar Tav cay, Ti dv motoins; XEN. Mem. II, 3,12. Eixdras 
ay kal rapa Gedy mpaktixarepos ein, Gotis py Omdre év dmdpas etn Tére 
koakevot, GAd’ Ore Ta Aplora MpatToe Tore padiora TaY Hedy 
pepvero. Id. Cyr. I, 6,3. ‘Qs dméXotro kai Gddos, 6 ris Toward 
ye péCot, O that any other man might likewise perish who should do 
the like (i. e. ef ris rotadra péCor). Od. I, 47. *Eylyvaoke div rovs 
tnnpéras TovTo doxely, os mavTa vouiCouey mpémew avrois mparrew doa 
6 dpyov mpoardrrot. XEN. Cyr. LI, I, 31. 

Remarx. All these examples fall also under the general rule for 
assimilation, § 64, 1. 

§ 62. A conditional relative sentence (like a pro- 
tasis, § 51) may express a general supposition. This 
happens when the verb of the antecedent clause denotes 
a customary or repeated action or a general truth, whila 
the relative clause refers indefinitely to any one of a 
series or class of acts, and not to a definite act or a 
definite series of acts. 
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q . 

Here the Subjunctive with ds av, drav, &e. is used 

after primary tenses, and the Optative (without av) 

after secondary tenses. KH. g. 
"ExOpas ydp por Keivos Suds Aidao muAnow, 8s x’ Erepov pev ned On 

evi hpeciv, dAdo 8é ei-ry, for thal man (i. e. any man) is hated by me 
like the very gates of “ades, who conceals one thing in his mind and 
speaks another. Il. IX, 312. Nevecodpat ye pév obey xhaiew ds xe 
Odvyoe Bpordy cai motpov éviamn, I am never at all indignant at 
weeping for any mortal who may die, &c. Od. IV, 195. Kai yap ovp- 
payety rovros eOéhovow anavres, ols dv 6paGot maperkevacpevors, jor 
all men ure (always) willing to be allies to those whom they see prepared. 
Dem. Phil. I, 42,1. Katwep rév dvOparav, ev @ pev dv ToAcpact, 
tov mrapdvra (modepov) del peytorov Kpivdvrer, although men always 
consider the present war the greatest, so long as they are engaged in it. 
Tuve. I, 21. Wopevovrai re yap ai dyehar 7 dv adras ef Ovvacer of 
voueis, vépovrai te xwpia ep éroia dv airas bta@aty, anexovral te 
dy dv aitas dmweipyaot’ kal rois Kapmois é@ot Tos vopéas xpjobat 
ovtws draws av atroi BovAwvrar’ dvOpwmo O€ én’ ovdévas paddov 
ouvioravrat i énl rovrous obs dv ata Owvrat dpxew airav émyxetpodr~ 
tos. XEN. Cyr. I, 1, 2. Nopifw mpoordrov épyov etvat otov det, bs 
dv épay ros pidous eLaratopevous pi emerpemn, i. e. Such as one ougitt 
always to be, who, &c. Id. Hell. I, 3, 51. Karagdpdynors 8 (eyyi- 
yrerat), bs dy kat youn miote dy Tay evavtiov mpocxey, & Hpiv umdp- 
xe. Tuuc. II, 62. (Here the 6 refers to all that precedes, as a 
definite antecedent.) 

Od peév yap peifov Kdé€os dvépos, dpa «’ Enaoiv, 6 Tt mocatv TE 
séEn kai yepoiv. Od. VIII, 147. (“Opa x’ eqow, so long as he 
fee) (Geovs) mapatpwrac’ dvOpwrot Aucodpevor, Ste Kev Tis UTE P- 
Bnn cat dudpry. Il. IX, 500. "Huu yap dperns dwoaivuras 
evpvona Zets dvépos, ctr dy piv Kata Sovdioy quap €Anow. Od. 
AVII, 322, didder S€ kos mpoonuaiver, edt’ dv péAAn peydda kana 
4 woth Over EveoOa. Hor. VI, 27. evyovor ydp tox xot Opaceis, 
Srav médas {On tov "Aidyv eicopooe rou Biov. .SopH. Ant. 580. 
*Hvik’ dy 8 olor yévavrar, dpdow od« dvacyerd. ARIST. Pac. 
1179. "Emewdav 3€ 4 éxbopa 9, Adpvaxas dyovow dpata.. Tuuc 
II, 34. "Emewdav 5 kpvipoor yf, dvip hpnpevos ind tis médcws, 
ds dv youn te Sox py akvveros etva, Reyer ex adrois Exauvov Tov 
mpénovra. Ibid. “Ews dv cw (nrat rd axdgos, téte xp1) mpoOvpous 
eivat* émeday b€ 7 OddatTa tmépoxn, pataos 7 oxovd)7. Dem 
Phil. III, 128, 22. So gor’ dv deicwouv, XEN. Mem. III, 5, 6 

Od riva yap TiecKov émxSovior dvOpamwy, ob Kaxdy oddé pev eoOdbv, 
3 ris oeas elaadixotro, i. e. they were never in the habit af honor- 
ing any one who came to them, Od. XXII, 414. Kal ods pev ior 
edrdkras kat ci idvras, mpoceAavvwy abrois tives Te elev Hpora, Kat 
énei wvOotTo emjvet. XEN. Cyr. V,3. 55, (Here Apdra and émyjves 
denote the habit of Cyrus.) Kai rois pev AOnvaiuis ndgero rd vavrixoy 
dard Tis Samdvys jy exewor Evpdéporev, adroi de, énére dwmooraiey, 
dmapdoxevor kai dietpar és tov wddepov Kadioravro, and the Athenian 
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navy continued to increase from the money which these contributed, and 
they, whenever they revolted, always found themselves unprepared and 
tuexperienced Sor war. Tuve. I, 99. 

Ent Moiptos Baordéos, dxas Thebes 6 morapos em’ dxrd myeas, 
Gpseoxe Atyunrey Thy evepOe Mépous, i, e. whenever the river rose. 
Hor. II, 13. Tuv &€ youv rav expopedpevor, éxws yivotro vvé, és 
rov Tiypw é&epdpeov, 1. e. they carried it away every night. Id. UO, 
150. Of de (Kapes), dxws Mivas déorro . émAnpovy oi ras véas. Id. 
J, 171. "Ened) b€ dvaryOein, eiojerpev mapd tov Swxpdrn, i. e, 
each morning, when the prison was opened, &c. Prat. Phaed. 59 D. 
Ore €w tov Sewod yévotvro, modAol avrov dmreheurrov, many (always) 
left him, when they were out of danger. Xen. An. II, 6,12. (If 
éyévovro had been used, the whole sentence would refer to a particu- 
lar case in which many left him.) 

Remark. The gnomic Aorist, and the other gnomie and 
iterative tenses of § 30, can be used in the antecedent clause of 

these general propositions. The gnomic Aorist, as usual, is a 
primary tense. (See § 82,2.) E.g. 

"Os xe Geois émimeiOnrat, pddta rT exdXvovy adrod, whoever "obeys 
the Gods, to him they are ready to listen. Il. I, 218. “Orav Tes donep 
otros iaxvon, } TPeTH mpopacrs Gravra dvexairioe kal OvéAu- 
wey. Dem. 1. Ul, 629; 27. ‘Omndre mpooBrewpere Tivas TOY ey Tuis 
tafeal, eimev av, @ ddpes, K.T-A, Le. he used to say, &e. XEN. 
Cyr. VII, 1, 10. (See § 30, 2.) Odr y @dore momore mpos Xap 
eiAdpny déyew, 8 OTL dv pt kal ovvoice memevopevos 3, l have never on 

other occasions preferred to say anything in order to please, unless I 
have been convinced that it would also be for your advantage. Dem. 
Phil. I, 54, 27. (Here eiAdunv is used in a sense approaching that 
of the ery Aorist, so as to be followed by a Subjunctive. See 
§ 30, 1 

Nore 1. The Indicative is sometimes used instead of the 
Subjunctive and Optative in relative sentences of this class. 
(See § 51, N. 3.) Here the speaker refers to one of the cases 
in which the event in question is liable to occur, as if it were 

the only case, instead of referring indefinitely to all possible 
cases alike (as when the Subjunctive or Optative is used). 
This use of the Indicative occurs especially after the indefinite 
relative gers; as the idea of indefiniteness, which is usually 
expressed by the Subjunctive or Optative, is here sufficiently 
expressed by the relative itself. E. g. 

E dp poe kelvos buds AlSao miAnow 
Ea ere etkov le Baler. Od. XIV, 156. 

<ompare this with the first example (I. IX, 312) under § 62 
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"Epol yap doris wacay ebOuvev modu 
Mj} Tay dpioray dmterar Bovdevpdtov, 
°AAN’ ek pdgou Tou yAoovav éykreioas EXEL, 
Kaxioros eivat viv Te Kat madat Soxet* 
Kai pei(ov’ doris dvti ths abrov marpas 
Sidov vopices, rovroy oiSapov ANéyw. Sopu. Ant. 178. 

(Here we might have had és dv... . . ij dwrnrat, ddd’... « - Exm, and 
és dy voulty, without any essential difference in meaning.) ; 

Olrwes mpis ras Evppopas yropy pev quota AvmovvTac, epye be 
paltuta dvtéxovaey, odtor Kai médcov Kal idiwrev kparioTot eto. 
Tuue. II, 64. So in the same chapter, doris AapBaver. “EOanrov 
roy airév tpémov érécous émeXdpBavev % oerparid, they con- 
tinued to bury in the same way as many as the army took up. XEN. 
An. VI, 5,6. (Here émAapSdvo. might have been used.) “Oars 
8 ddexveiro tév mupd Bagikéws mpds adrov, mavras amenéumero. 
Ib. I, 1, 5. "Owov 82 yids omdnos mdvu etn, adtis 8 €ddvaTo mapa- 
oxevdcarba, diaméprev exedeve Tors Pidrovs tmmots €uBddAdewv TovTov. 
Ib. I, 9, 27. (In the last two examples there is some Ms. authority 
for the more regular dguxvoire and dSvvarro.) See also An. I, 9, 13. 

All these examples fall under the first class of conditional relative 
sentences, § 61,1. Soin common protasis, § 51, N. 3. 

Nore 2. The Greek generally uses the Indicative in relative 
clauses depending on general negative sentences, where in Latin a 
Subjunctive is more common. E. g. 

Tlap’ éuoi b€ oddeis proOodopet, doris mi ixavds eorw toa movelv épol, 
ie. no one who is hot able (no one unless he is able), nemo qui non 
possit. XEN. Hell. VI, 1. 5. These sentences are regular protases, 
and belong under the rule of § 61, 1. (See Note 1.) 

Nore 3. (a.) In Homer, similes and comparisons are often 
expressed by the Subjunctive after as, ds re, ds dre, ds ds 
(seldom, és a», &c.), where we should expect the Present In- 

dicative, which sometimes occurs. Besides the singular use of 
the Subjunctive in these expressions, the omission of dy or xe is 
especially to be noticed. (See § 63,1.) E. g. 

‘Qs dé yur KAainae Pirov réow audurecovoa, 
"Os te és mpoabev médtos Nady Te TETHTLY, 
"Os ’Odvaocds éXeewoy in opvor Sdxpvoy eiBer, 

Ulysses wept as a wife weeps, &e. Od. VII, 523-531. 
€ a ee A z f > * Qs 8 br’ drapivds Bopéns Popénocy dxavOas 
"AH mediov, muxiwal b€ mpds ddAAnAnow ~xovTat, 
(os ti dp méhayos dvepor hépov évOa kai &vOa. Od. V, 828. 
Qs 8 dr’ dy dortpanry moos “Hons juedpoto, . .. 
“Os muxiv ev orndecow dycotevdyi(’ Ayapepyer. Tl. X, 5-9. 

O13, ds 7 dunriipes evavrion dAAHAOLTW Bypoy eAatvaa«y, dt 
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Tp&es kal "Ayatot em addAnAoor Oopdvres Syouv. Il. XI, 67-71. Sea 
also I. XU, 167-172. s : 

(6.) In many cases the Subjunctive or the Present Indica- 
tive is followed by the gnomic Aorist in the same simile, the 
Aorist being merely a more vivid form of expression than the 
others. (See § 30, 1, Notes 2 and 3.) E.g. 

‘Os & dre xamvis iay els odpaviy ebpiv ikntat 
*Aateos aidopévoio, Oeav S¢ é pijvis dvijxev, 
Idou 8 €OnKe mévov, toddoiar Se kde ePiKevy, 
*Qs ’Aytreds Tpwecat mévoy kai nde ¢Onxev. Il, XXT, 522, 

‘O & ev kovinat xapat mécer, alyerpos ds, 
“H par ev ciaueva edeos peyddowo mehuky 
Nein, drap Té of bot em’ axpotdtn mepvacive 
Thy pev @ dpparonnyds dynp adorn oidnpo 
"E€érap’, odpa truv kdun mepixadXdee Sidpe* 
‘H pév r dCopevy kettat Tmorapoio map’ byGas * 
Toiov dp’ "AvOepidny Stpocicroy e&evdprEev 
Alas dwoyevns. Il. IV, 482. 

§ 63. 1. (a.) In Homer, the relatives (like ei) often take 
the Subjunctive without dv or xé, the sense being apparently the 

saine as when dy is used. (§ 50,1, N. 2.) Eg. 

“Orri pan’ ov Snvaids, ds dbavdrowt paxnras. Il. V, 407. 
*AvOpwmous epopa, kai rivurat ds tus Guapty. Od. XIL, 214. 
Zebs 8 avtos véwer OABov Odvpmtos avOpwmoow, 
"EoOdois 7d€ kaxotow, Smas EOéAn GLY, éxdorm. Od. VI, 188. 
OU pay coi more icov éxw yepas, émmdr ’Axatot 
Tpoov éxmépoawa’ evvadpevor rrodieOpov. I. I, 143. 
Ou pev yap wore pyat kaxdv meivecOa orice, 
“Op dperiy mapé aot coi kai youvar’ dpa Hi] 

so long as the Gods shall supply valor, &e. Od. VIII, 132. 

(5.) The same omission of dy is not uncommon in the Attie 
poets; and even in prose a few exceptional cases occur, if we 
follow the Mss. (§ 50,1, N. 3). E. g. 

Tépovra 8 dpOotv pdadpov, ds véos mean. Sopu. O. C. 895. Tap 
5é mnpovav padiota humovs’ ai havea’ avdaipero. Id. O, T. 1231. 
Toiot yap pare dorea pare reixea Ff extiopeva,.... Kas ode dv einoap 
otro dyaya; Hpt. IV, 46. (See § 63, 4,4.) "Emydpuov dy jyiv 
od pév Bpaxeis dpeGae pi moddois xpijoOa, it being our national habit 
not to use many words where few suffice. Tuuc.1V,17. (Yet the 
sentence continues, mdeioar S€ ev @ dv xaipds 9, k.T-A.) See §66,4,N. 

2. The adverb dv is sometimes used with the Optative or 

Indicative in conditional relative clauses, when the relative 
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clause is itself an apodosis, with a protasis expressed or im- 

plied. In Homer «é with the Optative sometimes occurs where 
there is no apodosis, as in common protasis. (See § 50, 2, 
N. 2,a,).) E.g. 

EE by dv tis ed éyor StaBddXor, ek robrwy abrovs meiverOas 
(&pn), he said that they would form their opinion upon any slanders 
which any good speaker might (if he pleased) chance to utter. Tuuc. 
VI, 48. But in Od. Il, 54, ds xe... . doin d €Gédot, that he 
might give her to any one he pleased, § «’ é0ého does not differ from 
the ordinary @ e6ého.—= et tun éGédot. In Dem. Phil. I, 41, 3, ofov 
dv BodAorg Ge is merely a conjectural emendation for ofov dv Bov- 
AnoGe, which is a regular example illustrating § 62. "Ovrw’ dy 
ipeis ets rabryv thy Taki Kareotnoate, otros Tey icwy alrios Ay dv 
kax&v dowvmep Kal obtos, any one soever whom you might have. ap- 
pointed (if you had chosen) to this post would have been the cause of 
as great calamities as this man has been. Dem. F. L. 350, 3. (With- 
out the dy after dvrwa, this would have been a regular example 
under § 61, 2, dvrwa xateorioate being equivalent to ef riva GAXov 
kateatnoare, if you had appointed any one else (which you did not do). 
With the dy, it is itself an apodosis with a suppressed protasis; un- 
less we can suppose that the dy was used, like xé in the Homeric ex- 
ample, without affecting the sense. See § 49, 2, N. 4.) 

8. A conditional relative clause, like a common protasis, 
may depend upon an Infinitive or Participle (with or without 
dv), or upon a final clause. See the last three examples under 
§ 61,3. (Compare § 53; § 55, 2.) 

4. The conditional relative clause may have a form different 
from that of its apodosis. This happens under the same cir- 
cumstances as in common protasis. (See § 54.) 

(a.) An Indicative or Subjunctive in the relative clause may de- 
pend upon an Optative with dy in the apodosis, either when the 
expressed apodosis belongs to an implied protasis (§ 54, 1, @), or 
when the Optative with dy is considered a primary tense, from its 
resemblance in sense to the Future Indicative (54, 1,6). See also 
§ 34,1,0. E.g. 

Ovxovy kai rd bytaivew Kal 7d voceiv, drav dyabod rivos atria yi- 
yunrtat, ayabd dy ein, i. e. when they prove to be the causes of any good, 
they would be good things (if we should accept your doctrine). XEN. 
Mem. IV, 2. 32. So Mem. II, 2, 3; and Puar. Rep. Il, 379 B. 
"Ey S€ ravrqy pév thy elpjyny, ews dv eis AOnvaiav Neiman rat, obde- 
mor dy cupBovrevoaye moijoacda rH médet, J would never advise the 
city to make this peace, so long as a single Athenian shall be left. Dem. 
F. L. 345, 14. (Here gws Acimarte, so long as one should be left, 
would be more regular.) So Arist. Nub. 1151; Sopu. El. 697, 
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(b.) The Optative (without dy) in the relative clause occasionally 
depends upon a primary tense in the apodosis. Thig may arise from 
the slight distinction between the Subjunctive and Optative in such 
sentences (§ 54,2, @); as in Il. XIII, 317, aimd of éooeira: vias ét- 
mphoat, ore py avtds ye Kpoviav éuBador aiddpevov daddov vyneoor, it will 
be a hard task for him, unless the son of Kronos should hurl, &c. 
(More regularly, dre xe py ép Bary, unless he shall hurl, &c.) 

The Optative in the Relative clause sometimes depends on a 
verb of necessity, obligation, propriety, possibility, &c. with an Infini- 
tive, the two forming an expression that is nearly equivalent in scnse 
to an Optative with dy, which would be expected in their place 
(§ 54, 2,6). E.g. 

*ANN’ bv wodts OTHOELE, TOvdE Xp KAvEeLy, we should obey any one 
whom the state appoints (if the state should appoint any one, we ought 
to. obey him). Sopa. Ant. 666. (Xp xdvew is followed by the 
Optative from its resemblance in sense to Sicaiws dv KAvoe Tis.) 
*AAAG Tou pev adrov Aeyew 4 py capas cidein PeideoOar del, i. e. we 
ought to abstain, &e.; like @eidorro dv tus. XEN. Cyr. 1, 6,19. Obs 
6¢ moujoacGai tis Bow otro auvepyovs mpoOvpovs, ToUTOVs TavTdTacW 
Zuovye Ooxei dyabois Onparéov eiva. Ib. Il, 4. 10. (Here @nparéov 
eivar = Onpay deiv.) ‘Ymepopay ov duvarav tpav dvbpi os ¢i dein Kupious 
évras § Tt Bovdeobe aito xpyoba. Id. Hell. VII, 3, 7. 

5. The Indicative is generally used in Greek (as in Latin) 
in parenthetical relative clauses, like 6 rt wor cotiv, whatever tt 

ts (quidquid est), doris mor’ éariv (or éorar), &. E. g. 
Zevs, doris mor éartiv, et 763 ad’T@ Hidrov KekAnpévg, TodTd vy 

mpooevverw, Zeus, whoever he may be, &c. AxescH. Agam. 160. 
AovAevopev Geois, 6 re wor eiaiv Geoi. Kur. Orest. 418. 

The Subjunctive, however, sometimes occurs; in which case the 
expression belongs under § 62 or § 61, 3: asin AxscHIN. Tim. § 127, 
GX’ 6 mporaydpevos abray kat mapatvxay, doris dv 7, Adyov mapéxet. 
So Dem. Phil. I, 47, 24. 

Assimilation in Dependent Relative Clauses. 

§ G4, 1. When a conditional relative clause referring to 
the future depends on a Subjunctive or Optative referring to 
the future, it regularly takes by assimilation the same mood 
with its leading verb. Such a leading verb may be in pro- 
tasis or apodosis, in another conditional relative clause, in 
the expression of a wish (§ 82), or in a final clause. E. g. 

"Edy tives of dv SUvavrat Toure moat, Kaas Fer, if any who shall 
be able do this, it will be well. Ei rwes ot BUvatvro Toto Towler, 

ahas dy exo, if any who should be able should do this, it wauld 5a 
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well, El6e mdvres of Sivatvro Todro mowier, O that all who may be 
able would do this. (Here the principle of assimilation makes of 
dvvawro after an Optative preferable to of dv ddvwvrat, which would 
express the same idea.) So in Latin: Si absurde canat is qui se 
haberi ‘velit musicum, turpior sit.— Sic injurias fortunae quas ferre 
nequeas defugiendo relinquas. 

For examples see § 61, 3 and 4. 

2. When a conditional relative clause depends on a secondary 
tense of the Indicative implying the non-fulfilment of a condi- 
tion, it regularly takes a secondary tense of the Indicative by 
assimilation. The leading Indicative may be in protasis or 
apodosis (§ 49, 2), in another conditional relative clause 
(§ 61, 2), in an expression of a wish (§ 83), or in a final clause 
(§ 44, 3). E.g. 

Ei rives of €Svvavro rovro émpakay, kadras av éoxev, if any who had 
been able had done this, it would have been well. Ei@e mavtes ot €8%- 
vavro TovTo émpagay, O that all who had been able had done this. So 
in Latin: Nam si solos eos diceres miseros quibus moriendum esset, 
neminem tu quidem eorum qui viverent exciperes. 

Remark 1. It will be seen that this principle of assimilation 
accounts for the Indicative and Optative in a conditional relative 
sentence, which have been already explained by the analogy of the 
ordinary forms of protasis. (See § 61,2 and 4.) In fact, wherever 
this assimilation occurs, the relative clause stands as a protasis to its 
antecedent clause, although the latter may be itself a protasis to 
another apodosis. (See § 34.) Occasionally this principle is dis: 
regarded, so that a Subjunctive depends on an Optative. (See tke 
examples under § 34, 1, b, and § 63, 4, a.) 

Remark 2. The Indicative in the construction of § 61, 1, refer- 
ring simply to the present or past, cannot be affected by assimila- 
tion, as that would change its time. E. g. 

Mar’ eyol mapéotios yévorro, pyr’ ivov ppovar, ds rad’ Epden (i. © 
ei tis Tad’ Epdex). Sopu. Ant. 372, ; 

Nore 1. The principle of § 64 applies only to conditional rela 
tive clauses. If the relative refers to a definite antecedent, so that 
its verb denotes a fact and not a supposition, the principle of assimi- 
lation does not apply, and the Indicative (or any other construction 
required by the sense, § 59, N. 1) is used. E. g. 

: Ei ray moditay otoe viv TLoTEVOPEY, ToOUTOIs dmLoTHGApeEr, ots 
& ob xpopeOa, rovro xpyoaipecba, cwbeinuer dv. Arist. Ran. 
1446, Ei’ 7a6a Suvards dpav Scov mpdOupos ef, O that thou couldst 
do as much as thou art eager to do. Kur. Herael. 731. (If the Im- 
perfect had been used by assimilation, the meaning would be as 
much as thou wert (or mightest be) eager to do.) 
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Nore 2. Conditional relative clauses depending on a Sub- 
junctive or Optative in a general supposition (§ 51, § 62) 
are generally assimilated to the Subjunctive or Optative; but 
sometimes they take the Indicative on the principle of § 62, 
Note l. E. g. 

OU8", emeday Sv dv rpinrac Kipios yernrat, TH mpoddrn ovpBovrAw 
wept Trav owe ere xpyta. Dem. Cor. 241, 15. See Puar. Rep. 
VI, 508 C and D; Charm. 164 B. ‘O 6¢ rére pddiora ¢xatpev, éndre 
Taxtora TuxdrTas Gy Séorvto amoneumo. KEN. Ages. IX, 2. 

Airia péev ydp éotw, Srav Tis WAG xpyoduevos Adye pi) wapdcyyTat 
niorw av héyer, Edeyxos Sé, Grav Sv dv etmy tis Kat TdAnOes dpod 
dciEn. Dem. Androt. 600, 5. (Here dv Aéyer and dy adv eimy are 
nearly equivalent.) "ExdAes d€ kai ériva dmdre rivas idou Torovroy 
moujcavras 6 wdavras €BovdreTo moe. XEN. Cyr. I, 1, 30. (Here 
BovdAorro for éBovdero would have corresponded to Séowro in the 
second example quoted.) 

Remark. The conjunction 6¢ is occasionally used to intro- 
duce the clause on which a relative depends. Its force here is 
the same as in apodosis. (See § 57.) E.g. 

Oin wep PiAdav yeven, Toin 5é kai dvdpav. Il. VI, 146, *Enei re 6 
moAepos katéotn, 6 O€ Paiverat Kai ev ToUT@ mpoyvous Thy Sivauuv, and 
when the war broke out, (then) he appears, &c. ‘THuc. I, 65. Meéxpe 
pév ovy of ro&drat efyov re Ta BEAy adtois kal olot Te Hoav xpjaOar, of 
8é dvreixor, so long as their archers both had their arrows and were 
able to use them, they held out. Id. UI, 98. “Qomep of émXirat, otto 
8€ kai of meAragrait. XEN. Cyr. VII, 5,12. So daivorvra dé, Tuuc. 
I, 11; and éyiyvovro d¢, AEscuin. Cor. § 69. 

Relative Clauses expressing a Purpose, Result, &c. 

§ 65. 1. The relative is used with the Future In- 
dicative to denote a purpose or object. - Hi. g. 

IIpecBelav 8€ méurew, ris rad épet Kai mapéarat Tois mpa- 
ypacty, and to send an embassy to say these things, and to be present at 
the transaction. Dem. Ol. 1, 10,1. ypi 84 deiv nuas mpos Cerra 
Robs mpecBelay mépmewy, } Tovs pev OiSdfer ravra, robs d€ apo 
éuvei. Ib. Il, 21,10. "Edoke r@ Su rpidkovra avdpas éd€oGar, ot 
rots marplovs véuous Evyypawpovar, kal ods mohurevoouat. 
Xen. Hell. I, 3,2. Od yap Zore pou xpnpara. ondbev éxriaw, fort 
have no money to pay the fine with. Pua. Apol. 87 C, 
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The antecedent of the relative, in this case, may be either definite 
or indefinite; but the negative particle is regularly ya, as in final 
clauses (§ 43, N. 2). 

REMARK. "Ores as a relative is sometimes used in this construc- 
tion in a way which illustrates its use as a final particle. (See § 45, 
tem.) E. g. 

Tloice 5¢ odrw Sxws Tov ody evdenoer pndév, and act so that there 
shall be nothing wanting on your part; lit. act in that way by which, 
&e. Hor. VI, 18. Té otrws émicracba dvopdarwv dAdov mpootaret- 
ew mas €£ovet mavra ta emitndera, ... TOVTO Oavpaoror eaivero, 
i.e. in such a way that they shall have, &c. Xen. Cyr. I, 6,7. So 
Cyr. Il, 4, 31. 

Nore. 1. (a.) The Future Indicative is the only form regularly 
used in prose after the relative in this sense. It is retained even 
after secondary tenses, seldom being changed to the Future Opta- 
tive, which would here be expected by § 31, 2, and by the analogy 
of clauses with érws (§ 45). The Future Optative, however, is 
found in Sopn. O. T. 796, épevyov @v6a pnmor’ dwotpuny dveidy, — 
and probably in PLar. Rep. III, 416 C, dain dv ris deiv kal tas oikn- 
gets Kal THY GAAnY odsiay ToLadTyY aditois mapacKevdoacbar, Hris pHTE 
tovs pvAaxas ws dpiorous civat Tavaot avtovs, Kakoupyelv Te pi} 
é€mapot wept tovs addovus moXiras. 

(.) When, however, this Future is quoted indirectly after a past 
tense, or depends upon a clause expressing a past purpose (which 
is equivalent to standing in indirect discourse, § 26, N. 1), it is 
sometimes changed to the Future Optative, like any other Future 
Indicative. E. g. 

*Eoxdret Srws Evoiro a’td doris (avTd TE yypoTpopyaot kat 
teAeurngarvta Oarpoe avrov. Tsar. de. Menecl. Her. §10. Alpeévres 
ep @ te Evyypaya vdpous, kal’ ovorwas moAtredaorvro, having 
been chosen with the condition that they should compile the laws by which 
they were to govern. Xun. Hell. U, 3,11. (This is a sort of indirect 
eee of the sentence which appears in its direct form in Hell. 

, 8, 2, the example under § 65, 1.) 

Note 2. In Homer, the Future Indicative is sometimes used 

in this sense ; as in Od. XIV, 333, émapréas, of 34 pev mépou- 

otv. Sometimes the Optative with «é,as an apodosis, takes 
the place .of the Future ; as in Od. 1V, 167, dddox of xev addd- 

xoiev. The more common Epic construction is, however, the 
Subjunctive (generally with «é joined to the relative) after 
primary tenses, and the Optative (Present or Aorist, never 
Future), without «é, after secondary tenses. E. g. 

"Edkos 8 intip empdooerar, 73 emOycer 
Pappay’, d kev mavoyot ped\avdwy ddurder. Il, IV, 191. 
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*AAN’ dyere, KANTOds érpivouer, of Ke TdxLoTA 
"EX Oo" és kdoinv WyAniddew “Aysdjos. DU. IX, 165. 
“ExOore, kal Tiny dmorweper Av ru’ Zoxev, 
°H re kal éooopevoie per’ dOavaroot wéAnT ae. Il. TM, 459. 
“Ayyedov fxav, ds dyyeidere yuvai. Od. XV, 458. 
Tldrryvev & dvd mipyov ’Axatar, ef tev WSvrro 
€ a ew , eo 4 a a > ’ Hyepdvar, és tis of apyy érapnow dpdvar. I. XU, 332. 

Remark. It will be noticed that the earlier Greek here agrees 
with the Latin (in using the Subjunctive and Optative), while the 
Attic Greek differs from the Latin by using the more vivid Future 
Indicative. 

Note 3. (a.) The Attic Greek allows the Subjunctive in such 
phrases as Zyee 6 re img, he has sumething to say; where the irregu- 
larity seems to be caused by the analogy of the common expression 
ov« exer 614 (or ri) etm, equivalent to od« oider 6 Te etry, he knows 
ay what he shall say, which contains an indirect question (§ 71). 

- £e 
Totodrov Eos mapedocay, Sore ... éxarépous exew ef ols Pudore- 
er. that both may have things in which they may glory. Isoc. 

an. p. 49 C.§ 44. (Here there is no indirect question, for the 
meaning is not that they may know in what they are to glory. See 
note added to Felton’s Isocrates, p. 135.) Ovdev ért dtoicer ata, 
édv povov xn btm Staréynrat, if only he shall have some one to talk 
with. Prat. Symp. 194 D. Tots péAdovow Lew 6 tr elo Pepwoorv. 
XEN. Oecon. VIL 20. (Compare dmopeis 6 rt Xéyns and edmopeis 
6 vt X€yns in the same sentence, Piar. Ion. 535 B.) 

(b.) The Present or Aorist Optative very rarely occurs in Attic 
Greek after a past tense, but more frequently atter another Opta- 
tive. E. g. 

“Avdpa ovbe’ evrorov (épav), ox Sotis dpxéaetev, ovd dots 
végou Kapvovtt TuAAGBoutTO, i.e. when I saw no one there to assist 
me, &c. SOPH. Phil. 281. Tévpoy d€ aounray dv ody evpors ere (ntey 
dv, doris pia yevvaiov Adxot, i.e. a poet to speak a noble word. 
Arist. Ran. 96. (Yet in vs. 98 we have the regular doris PbéyEe- 
rat, depending on the same ovx dy edpos.) Soin Piat. Rep. UI, 
398 B, és pepotro kat A€yor, depending on xpdpyeba dv. TH qpe- 
répa Tore ovdey dv evdei~atto rocovroy odd rrounoesev, bp’ oF mea bév- 
res Twas ‘EhAnver exeiva mpoeia be, i. e. nothing so great, that you 
woull be persuaded by i to sacrifice any of the Greeks to him. Dem. 
Phi). I, 67, 20. 

Note 4. ‘Qs as a relative, in the sense of by which (with an 
antecedent like anything understood), is sometimes followed by an 
Optative with dy in apodosis, expressing a purpose or object. E. g. 

‘Os pev dv eimocre Sixaiovs Adyous kat Aéyovros Gddov cuveinres 
2 > - 

dpewov Siturrov mapeckevacbe, ds 3¢ kwAVGaLT’ avy éExeivoy mpare 
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rew radra é)’ dv dort viv, mavredas dpyas exere, i. e. as to means by 
which you could make just speeches, §c., you are better prepared than 
Philip ; but as to anything by which you could prevent him from doing 
what he is now about, you are wholly inactive. Dem. Phil. II, 66, 15. 
So at the end of the same oration, as 8 av éferagGein pador’ 
dkpiBads, py yevorro, i. e. may nothing come upon us by which the truth 
of what I say would be thoroughly tested. 

Nore 5. The relative with any tense of the Indicative, o1 
even with the Optative and dv, can be used to denote a result, 

where dore might have been expected. (§ 65, 3). This 
occurs chiefly after negatives, or interrogatives implying a 
negative. E. g. 

Tis otras einéyns éotiv tyadv, doris dyvoet roy éxeiOev modepov 
Setpo Féovra, av ee age i, e. who of you is so simple as not to 
know, &c.? Dem. Ol. I, 13, 16. (Here dare dyvociy might have 
been used.) Tis odr@ méppw ray moditiKay Hv mpaypdrav, doTis ovK 
eyyos nvayxdadn yevéoOa tay auydopoy; Isoc. Pan. p. 64 B. 
§ 113. Tis obrws padupds éoriv, doris ov peracyetv Bovhgnoeras 
tavtns THs orpareias; Ib. p. 79 D. $185. Ovdcis dv yévorro otras 
adapadvrivos, ds dv peiverey ev ry dixatooivy, no one would ever be- 
come so adamantine that he would remain firm in justice. PLat. Rep. 
II, 360 B. 

2. *E¢’ d or ed’ gre, on condition that, which is commonly 
followed by the Infinitive (§ 99), sometimes takes the Future 
Indicative. E. g. 

"Em rovr@ S€ imekiorapa tis dpyijs, ep’ dre bn’ odevds tyewy 
apfopac, f withdraw upon this condition, that I shall be ruled, &c. 
Hor. III, 83. Tovrow 8 dv wiovvos coy xatyyaye, én’ Ore oi andyo- 
vot aiTod ipopdyvTa tay Geav ecovrat. Hor. VIL, 153. Kai riv 
Bowwriav é€éhumov ’AOnvator macav, omovdds momnocdpevor ef @ Tovs 
dSpas kopcodvrat. Tuuc. I, 113. EuveBnoav ep’ gre éElaciy 
ék Tlekomovyngov tndomovda kal pndémote Cnt Bnoovras adtys. Id. 1 108 Ui PT vy] 7 

, 103. 
It will be noticed here (as in Note 1) that the Future Indicative 

generally remains unchanged even after a secondary tense. 

8. “More (sometimes os), so that, so as, is usually 
followed by the Infinitive. (See § 98.) But when the 
action of the verb expressing the result after wore is 
viewed chiefly as an independent fact, and not merely 
as a result, the Indicative can be used. 

The Infinitive is sometimes used even here, when the Indic- 
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ative would seem more natural; and it often makes quite as 

little difference which of the two is used, as it does in English 
whether we say some are so strange as not to be ashamed (otras 
droma date ovK aicyvvecba, Dem. F. L. 439, 29), or some are so 

strange that they are not ashamed (dore ovk aicxivovra). Here, 
although both expressions have the same general meaning, the 
former expresses the result merely as a result, while the latter 
expresses it also (and more distinctly) as an independent fact. 
E. g. 

Otras dyvopdvas éyere, Sore EAmiCere adra xypyora yevnoecOat, 
K.T.A. are you so senseless that you expect, &c. Dem. Ol. II, 25, 19. 
(Here Sore édmifew, so senseless as to expect, would merely make 
the fact of their expecting less prominent.) Odrws jpiv Soke mavrés 
aéia eivat, Sore wavtes TO katadumeiy avTa pddiora Hevyopev, 80 
that we all especially avoid, &e. XEN. Mem. II, 2,3. Ody fev’ Sco” 
oi "EdAnves e@pdvreCov. Id. An. II, 8, 25. Eis rovr’ dmAnorias 
HAOov, Bor’ ovx €Enpkemev avrois exew THy Kata yay apxiy, dddu 
kal thy Kata Oddarrav Svvap ovtws éemeOuvpynoay daPeiv, ote Tovs 
Guppdxovs Tors jpetepovs dbiaoracay. Isoc. Panath.. p. 254 A. 
§ 103. So after as, § 98, 2, N. 1: Ovre 64 Te Kew eyévero, ds Kat 
mavres of "EXAnves ‘Podamios totvoya é€£¢ adorn, i.e. so that all the 
Greeks came to know well the name of Rhodopis. Hor. Il, 135. 

Nore. As éore in this construction has no effect whatever upon 
the mood of the verb, it may be followed by any construction that 
would be allowed in an independent sentence. (See § 59, N. 1.) 
It may thus take an nee or Indicative in apodosis with dy, or 
even an Imperative. E. g. 
“Qor ovk dy airév yropicatp’ dv eicidav. Eur. Or. 379. 

Tladav péev avrédpwv, dor’, ei ppovav érpacaov, ov8 av &8 éyt- 
yvopny xaxds. Sopu. O. C. 271. Ovnras 8 ’Opéotns* bore pi) Niav 
oréve. Id. El. 1172. So with od yy and the Subjunctive (89, 1); 
ovras émtreOupnca dxovoat, date... 00 py cov dmwoker Pda. PLAT 
Phaedr. 227 D. 

4. The relative has sometimes a causal signification, being 
equivalent to ér, because, and a personal pronoun or demon- 
strative word. The verb is in the Indicative, as in ordinary 
causal sentences (§ 81,1). E. g. 

Oavpacréy roreis, bs Hpiv oddév 5iSws, you do a strange thing in 
giving us nothing (like ére ot oddév didws). KeN. Mem. Il, 7, 13. 
Adtas duabts eivat, bs... éxédXeve, having seemed to be unlearned, 
because he commanded, &c. Hor. I, 33. Tiyv pnrépa epaxdpiCor, ota 
réxvav €xtpnoe (like drt rolwy). Id. I, 31. Evdaipay epaivero, as 
d8eds kal yervalos érededra, i. e. because he died so fearlessly and 
nobly (&s being equivalent to drt obrws). Puat. Phaed. 58 E. 
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Tadatrwpos ef, @ pyre Geol warpdol ciot pyO’ iepa, i. e. since you 
have no ancestral Gods, &e. PLAT. Kuthyd. 302 B. (See Remark.) 
Tas dv opOds euod xarayryyockorre, @ TO mapdrav mpds TovTovi pndev 
ovpBdradv €arw; i. e. since I have no contract at all, &c. Dem. 
Apat. 903, 22. So Arist. Ran. 1459. 

Remark. The ordinary negative particle of a causal relative 
sentence is ov, as in the first example above. (See § 81.) Butifa 
conditional force is combined with the causal, zy can be used. ‘Thus 
in the last examples above, in which py is used, 6 py Geol low 
(besides its causal force) implies if, as it appears, you are without 
ancestral Gods; and @ yndév ear, tf, as it appears, I have no con- 
tract. ‘The same combination of a causal and a conditional force is 
seen in the Latin siquidem. 

Temporal Particles signifying Until and Before 
that. 

A. "Eos, "Eore, “Axpt, Méxpt, Eladke, "Oppa, Until. 

§ 66. 1. When @ws, éore, adypi, wéexpt, and ddpa, 
until, refer to a definite point of past time, at which the 
action of the verb actually took place, they take the 
Indicative. E. g. 

Nixov madi, €os érprOov els rorapdv, I swam on again, until I 
came to a river. Od. VII, 280, Mivet, dos €Oéppny’ adrdv dudiBaca 
ASE oivov. Eur. Ale. 758. Euveipov dmidvres, ore emi rais oxnvais 

eyévovro. XEN. Cyr. VII, 5, 6. (So An. III, 4, 49.) Kat radra 
énoiowy péxpt oxdros eyéveto. Id. An. IV, 2, 4. (So III, 4, 8.) 
e Ly cd a 2 t £ er a LA > =» Os weév Opyixas avdpas exgyero Tuddos vids, dppa duddex’ Eregvev. 
Il. X, 488. "Hpy’ iuev, dpp’ ddixovro xara orpardy, ff puv dvdyet. 
IL, XU, 329. “Heev, dpa péya oméos ixeto. Od. V, 57. 

Nore 1. “Ayps od and péypt of are used in the same sense as, 
dype and péypt. E. g. 

Tév d€ raira mpagdvrav Gy pt ob de 6 Adyos eypddern Ticigovos 
mpeaBuraros dy trav ddeAPv thy dpyiw efye. NEN. Hell. VI, 4, 37. 
Tods "EdAqvas direhvsaro Sovdeias, dor’ eAcvdépous elvar péx pt od 
mddw abrat avrovs katedovAmoavro. PLAT. Menex. 245 A. 

Nor 2. Herodotus uses és 6 or és ov, until, like Zws, with the 
Indicative. E. g. 

*Anedeixvucay maida marpds Exacrov édvra, és & daédetav drdoas 
airds. Hot. I, 143. Es od Aixns aveipe. I, 67. 

2. When these particles refer to the future, they are 
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joined with ay or «é and take the Subjunctive, if the 
leading verb is primary. (See § 61, 3.) But if such 
clauses depend upon an Optative in protasis or apodosis, 
or in a wish, they usually take the Optative (without 
av) by assimilation. (See § 61,4.) E.g. 

Maxnoopa: ave pever, ciws xe réAos moddpowo Ktxeiw, until I shall 
come to an end of thé war. I. III, 291. "Ews & dv ody mpos rod wapo~ 
tos éxpadns, ex edwida. SopH. O. T. 834. "Emioxes, gor’ dy xat 
Ta Aorra wmpogpabns, wait until you shall learn, &e. Axscu. Prom. 
697, Méxpt & dy eyo yea, ai arovdai pevdvrav, XEN. An. II, 3, 
24, *ANAG per’, dpa Ke Tor peAtdéa oivov eveixa, but wait, until L 
shall bring, &c. Il. VI, 258. So dcp’ av ricwow, Il. I, 509. 

Kal 76 pev dy éEadeigorer, rd S€ mddw éyypapotev, gas 6 re pddsora 
avOpanea On Oeopirky woingerav, until they should make, &c. 
Prat. Rep. VI, 501 C. Ei d€ wavy orovdalor ayeiv, ctmoup’ dy re 
mapa tais yuvakiv éorw, ws mapareivatpe Tovror,i. e. J would 
tell him this, until I put him to torture. Xun. Cyr. I, 3, 11. 

Note 1. It will be seen by the examples, that the clause after 
és and other particles signifying until sometimes implies a future 
purpose or object, the attainment of which is desired. hen such a 
sentence, implying a purpose or object which would have been 
originally expressed by a Subjunctive, depends upon a past tense, 
it generally takes the Optative (§ 31,1); but the Subjunctive also 
may be used, in order to retain the mood in which the purpose 
would have been originally conceived (as in final clauses, § 44, 2). 
For the general principle, see § 77. E. g. 

Srovdas éwornoavro, €ws dmayyeAOein ra dexGévra sis Aaxedai~ 
pova, they made a truce, (to continue) until what had been said should 
be announced at Sparta. XEN. Hell. II, 2, 20. (Here éws dv dmay- 
ycd6q might have been used; as in Tuc. I, 90, éxédcvev (rovs 
mpéaBets) emoxeiv, €ws ay rd retyos ixaviv aipwow.) See § 77,1, d. 

Norte 2. Homer uses eis 6 xe (or eiodxe), until, with the Sub- 
ajunctive, as Herodotus uses és 6 with the Indicative (§ 66, 1, N. 2); 

as pipvere, eis 6 ev dor péya Tpidpoto €Awper, Il. II. 332. Els 6 
xe may take the Optative, retaining xé; as in Il. XV, 70. 
Note 3. “Av is sometimes omitted after éws, &c. (including mpiv, 

§ 67, 1) when they take the Subjunctive, as in common protasis 
and in relative sentences (§ 50, 1, N. 8; § 63, 1); after pepe and 
mpiv this occurs even in Attic prose. Thus gor’ ey pédw, SOPH. 
Aj. 1183; péxpe wdods yérnra, Tuvc. J, 137: see Tuuc. IV, 16; 
AESCHIN. Cor. § 60. 

3. When the clause introduced by ws, &c., until, 
refers to a result which was not attained in past time in 
consequence of the non-fulfilment of a condition, it takes 
a secondary tense of the Indicative. (See § 63,2.) E.g. 
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‘Has dv rotr@ ert dieheydsuny, Ews adrG rv rod “Apdlovos dm é- 
Saxa prow dvri tis rod ZGov, L should gladly have continued to talk 
with him, until I had given him, &c. Prat. Gorg. 506 B. Odx dv 
eravduny, Gas dnemerpaOny ris copias ravtnoi. Id. Crat. 396 Cc 
"Emioxav dv, €ws of mdcioror Tay elwbérov younv dmepnvavto, 
«+. qovxlav dv For, i. e. I should have waited until most of the regu- 
lar speakers had declared their opinion, &c. Dem. Phil. 1,§1. (For 
dv here, see § 42, 3.) 

The leading verb must be an Indicative implying the non-fulfil- 
ment of a condition. 

° il * 
4, When the clause introduced by €ws, &c., until, de- 

pends upon a verb denoting a customary action or a 
general truth, and refers indefinitely to any one of a 

. . . ” . . 

series of occasions, it takes av and the Subjunctive after 
primary tenses, and the simple Optative after secondary 
tenses. (See § 62.) Eig. 

°A & dy dobvraxra 7, dvdyxn tutta del mpdypara mapéyetv, fws dv 
Xopav AaBn, they must always make trouble, until they are put in 
order. Xen. Cyr. IV, 5, 37. ‘Ondre dpa ein dpiorov, dvépevev adq 
tos gate eugdyorey re, os py Bovrdyuder. Ib. VIII, 1, 44. Tepr- 
euévopev ody éxdotore, ws dvorxOein 7d Seopwrnpiov, we waited 
every day, until the prison was opened. Puar. Phaed. 59 D. (This 
may mean until the prison should be opened ; § 66, 2, N 1.) 

Nore. “Av is sometimes omitted after gos, &c. and apiv, when 
they take the Subjunctive in this sense, as well as in the other con- 
struction (§ 66, 2, N. 3); as ev TO poveiv yap pndev AdoTos Bios, 
€ws 75 xaipew kai 7d AumeicOa pdbns, Sopu. Aj. 555. So édpa te- 
Aéoon, U. I, 82; and és of amoGuvwor, Hoy. LU, 31. 

Remark. When éos and éppa mean so long as, they are rela- 
tives, and are included under §§ 58-64. “Odpa in all its senses is 
confined to Epic and Lyric poetry. (See § 43, N. 1.) 

B. Upiv, Until, Before that. 

§ G7. Iplv, before, before that, until, besides taking the 
Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative, on the same principles 
with gs, &c. (§ 66), may also take the Infinitive (§ 106). 
The question of choice between the Infinitive and the finite 
moods generally depends on the nature of the leading clause. 

TIpiv regularly takes the Subjunctive and Optative (when 
they are allowed) only if the leading clause is negative or 
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interrogative with a negative implied; very seldom if that ia 
affirmative. It takes the Indicative after both negative and 
affirmative clauses, but chiefly after negatives. 

In Homer the Infinitive is the mood regularly used with 

mpiv, after both affirmative and negative clauses; in Attic 

Greek it is regularly used after affirmatives, and seldom after 
negatives. 

1. The Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative after 
mpiv follow the rules already given for éws, &c. (§ 66). 
E. g. 

(Indic. § 66, 1.) Ov« fy aréEnw ovdév, dddXa appaxey xpeia 
kareaKehdovro, mpiv y eyd ogiow ederEa Kpaces nriwy dxecpaTwy, 
until I showed them, &c. AgscH. Prom. 481. DdAw roto réuver 
ovk énavake, mp.... ELorddpyoe par ey dixy. PLart. Phaedr. 
266 A. Ovdk« jéiwoay vewrepdv te mureiv és avtov, mpiv ye 69 adrois 
dvip *Apyidvos pavuris ylyverat, until he becomes, &c. (Histor. 
Pres.) Tave. 1, 132. odda éwadev, piv yé of xpuoduaruka xodpa 
xaduwov Hadras Fveyxev. Pino. Ol. ALI, 92. ’Avodddrv&e mpiv 
é6pa. Eur. Mel. 1173. 

(Subj. and Opt. § 66,2.) O8 Kd oe yd Aéyo (cdSaipova), mpiv 
dv redevrngavta Kah@s Tov alava mvPwpat. Unt. 1, 32. Ovde 
AjEet, mplv dv } Kopéean Keap,}....€An Tis dpxdv. AESCH. Prom. 
165. Ov xpn pe evOévde anedOciv, mpiv dv 56 Siknv. XEN, AN. V, 
7,5. “AN obmdr’ éywy av, mpl tdorp’ dpOdv eros, peuopévar dv 
karapainv. Sorg. O. T. 505. So Turon. 126, mp meipndeins. 
So mpiv eehxvoeer, depending on a protasis («i py dvein), PLAT. 
Rep. VU, 515 E. “Odovo pyre, mply padorp’ ef kal mad yrouny 
peroicers. SopH. Phil. 961. (Lpiv after Opt. in wish.) ’Amnyédpeve 
pydéva Badrew, mpiv Kipos épaana bein Onpav, until Cyrus should’ 
be satisfied. Xen. Cyr. [, 4,14. (§ 66, 2, N. 1.) 

(indie. § 66,3.) "Eypiv obv tous adAous py mpdrepoy mepl Trav 
6podroyoupevey cupBovrcvew, mply wept tev dudioByroupévov pas 
€dldakéav, they ought not to have given advice, §c., until they had 
insiructed us, &c. Isoc. Paneg. p. 44 C. § 19. 

(Subj. and Opt. § 66, 4.) ‘Opda robs mpeaBurépovs od mpdabev 
amdvras yaotpos évexa, mplv dv dpaaty of apyovres. XEN. Cyr. I, 
2,8. Od yap mpdrepoy karnyopos mapa Tois dxovovow ioyver, mpiv dv 
6 hetyav dduvatnoy tas mpoepypevas airias dmodicacGa. AES- 
CHIN. F. L. § 2. OvdSapdbev adbieoay, mpiw mapadeter airois apr 
orop, before they had placed before them. Xen. An. IV, 5, 30. 

(Subj. without dv. § 66, 2, N.3.) Mi ordvate, mpiv pdOns. Sort. 
Phil. 917. So Od. X, 175; Hpr. I, 136; Pia. Phaed. 62 C. 

2. For wpiv with the Infinitive, see § 106. 
7 a 
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d with the Indicative, mpiv 

f the Subjunctive (with 

on Homeric construc 

e Infinitive (§ 106), 

Not 1. In Homer, apiv is not foun 

vy Gre taking its place; a few cases occur 0 

out dv) and the Optative; but the most oa 

tion, in sentences of all kinds, is that with t 

mee re. 3 dpapvi lv ¥ Ore By we ods 
Hyped cpt lonadee oavides 8 po Os, Be On. ead 

vids dd peyapovo KdAdcooer, i. e. before the lume ps 

43. Soll. ie 588; XII, 437. 72 Pidror, ov yap reo Kat A ae axvu- 

uevol mep eis ’Aidao Bédpous, mplv popotpoy npap € 7 a Ao he A 175, 

Otte eden hevyew mplv TetpHyoart AxtAnos._ i. ’ El as IIpiv 

y ér dy with the Subjunctive is found in Od. I, 374, an y 477. 

Nore 2. Ipiy with the Infinitive after negative sentences is most 

common in Homer (Note 1), rare in the Attic poets, and again more 

frequent in Attic prose. (See Kriiger, Vol. I, p. 258.) For ex- 

amples see § 106. 
Examples of the Subjunctive or Optative with mpi» after affirma- 

tive sentences are very rare. One occurs in Iscc. Paneg. p. 44 A, 
§ 16; doris ody oterae Tots GAAous KowR Te mpdéerv *yabdv, mpiv dv 
tous mpoeoraras airay StakAdén, Alay amas exer. 

Norte 3. Ipiv i, mpérepov # (priusquam), and mpdodev 7 may be 
used in the same constructions as mpiv. Ipiv 7 is especially common 
in Herodotus. E. g. 

Ov yap 8) mporepoy dravéotn, mp 7 aopeas bmoxerpious érotn- 
caro. Hot. VI, 45. So Tuuc. VI, 61. "Adscéer dvamerOopevos 
mpl i} arpexews expady. Hor. VII, 10. Evyero pndepiav of cuvru- 
xinv rodrny yeverda, } piv mace Katacrpeacba Thy Ebpamny, 
mMpotepov i) emt réppaor toicr exeivns yevnrac. Id. , 54 
Ilpdrepov 7 with Indic., Prat. Phaedr. 232 E. Upéadev 4 od 
é€paivou, tovr exnpvyén. Sopu. O. T. 736. *Amexpivaro drt mpo- 
abev dy dmodvoey 9} Ta 6aha mapadoinaar, that they would die 
before they would give up their arms. N. An. I, 1, 10, (See 

8 66, 2. 
. For a cea of the Infinitive after all these expressions, see 
§ 106. Even dorepov q is found with the Infinitive, 

Note 4. Upi or amply # is very often preceded by apérepor, 
mpdéaGey, mdpos, or another mpiv (used as an adverb), in the leading 
clause. E. g. 

Ob mpdrepov mpis qpas tov médepov cEépyvay, mplyv evdurcar 
KT A EN. An. HI, 1, 16. Od roivuy dmoxpivodpat mpd ean, 
api dv rvOwpa. Prat. Euthyd. 295 C. Kai od tw p60 Gey éotncar, 
mpiv ij mpés tois meCois rév “Acovpiov éyévovro. XEN. Cyr. I, 4, 23. 

For examples with the Infinitive, see § 106. 

Norte 5, When mzpiv appears to be followed by a primary tense 
of the Indicative, it is an adverb qualifying the Pah at zo 
Ty 8 eyd ob Adow* wpiv pu Kal yipas Zreiouv, i, @ 

shall old aye come upon her. Il. I, 29. oe eae 
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SECTION IV. 

Inpimect DiscoursE, INCLUDING INDIRECT QUOTATIONS 
AND QUESTIONS. 

§68. 1. The words or thouglits of any person may 
be quoted either directly or indirectly. 
A direct quotation is one which gives the exact words 

of the original speaker or writer. 
An indirect quotation is one in which the words of 

the original speaker conform to the construction :of 
the sentence in which they are quoted. Thus the ex- 
pression TavTa Bovropar may be quoted either directly, 
as deve Tis “ TavTa Bovrouat,” or indirectly, as reyes THs 

ore TavTa BovdAeTae or Neyer Tus tadta Bovrecbat, some 

one says that he wishes for these. 

2. Indirect quotations may be introduced by é7¢ or 
ws (negatively dre od, ws ov) or by the Infinitive, as in 
the example given above; sometimes also by the Parti- 
ciple (§ 78, 2). 

8. Indirect questions follow the same rules as indirect 
quotations, in regard to their moods and tenses. (Kor 
examples see § 70.) 

Norse. The term indirect discourse must be understood to 
apply to all clauses which express indirectly the words or 
thoughts of any person (those of the speaker himself as well 
as those of another), after verbs which imply thought or the 
expression of thought (verba sentiendt et declarandi), and even 
after such expressions as d7\¢dv éorw, cages éorw, &C. 

The term may be further applied to any single dependent 
clause in any sentence, which indirectly expresses the thought 
of any other person than the speaker (or past thoughts of the 
speaker himself), even when the preceding clauses are not in 
indirect discourse. (See § 77.) 
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General Principles of Indirect Discourse. 

Remark. The following are the general principles of in- 

direct discourse, the application of which to particular cases is 

shown in §§ 70 —77. 

§69. 1. In indirect quotations after dre or ws and 

in indirect questions, after primary tenses, each verb 

retains both the mood and the tense of the direct  dis- 

course, no change being made except (when necessary) 

in the person of the verb. 

After secondary tenses, each primary tense of the 
Indicative and each Subjunctive of the direct discourse 
may be either changed to the same tense of the Opta- 
tive or retained in its original mood and tense. The 
Imperfect and Pluperfect, having no tenses in the Opta- 
tive, are regularly retained in the Indicative. (See, 
however, § 70, Note 1, 6.) The Aorist Indicative re- 
mains unchanged when it belongs to a dependent clause 
of the direct discourse (§ 74, 2); but it may be changed 
to the Optative, like the primary tenses, when it be- 
longs to the leading clause (§ 70, 2). The Indicative 
with av belongs under § 69, 2. 

2. All secondary tenses of the Indicative implying 
non-fulfilment of a condition (§ 49, 2), and all Opta- 
tives (with or without av), are retained without change 
in either mood or tense, after both primary and second- 
ary tenses. 

3. When, however, the verb on which the quotation 
depends is followed by the Infinitive or Participle, the 
leading verb of the quotation is changed to the corre- 
sponding tense of the Infinitive or Participle, after both 
primary and secondary tenses (av being retained when 
there is one), and the dependent verbs follow the pre- 
ceding rules. (See § 78.) 
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4, The adverb av is never joined with a verb in in- 
direct discourse, unless it stood also in the direct form: 
on the other hand, av is never omitted with a verb in 
indirect discourse, if it was used in the direct form. 
When av is joined to a relative word or particle before 
a Subjunctive in the direct discourse, it is regularly 
dropped when the Subjunctive is changed to the 
Optative in indirect discourse. (See, however, § 74, 1, 
N. 2.) 

5. The indirect discourse regularly retains the same 
negative particle which would be used in the direct 
form. But the Infinitive and Participle occasionally 
take m7 in indirect quotation, where ov would be used 
in direct discourse. See examples under § 73. 

Simple Sentences in Indirect Quotations after 6rt or a¢ 
and in Indirect Questions. 

§ '70. When the direct discourse is a simple sentence, 
the verb of which stands in any tense of the Indicative 
(without av), the principle of § 69, 1, gives the follow- 
ing rules for indirect quotations after drs or os and 
for indirect questions : — 

1. After primary tenses the verb stands in the In- 
dicative, in the tense used in the direct discourse. 
E. g. ; 

Aéyet Ort ypadec, he says that he is writing; héyet ére Eypager, 
he says that he was writing ; héye rt yeypadev, he suys that he has 
written; héyet Ste eyeypager, he says that he had wrilten; eye 
Ore Ey paper, he says that he wrole; eye tt ypawer, he says that 
he shall write. : 

Aéyet yap as ovdev doriy addixwrepoy pyuns- AESCHIN. Timarch, 
§€ 125. Od-yap dy rodrd y' eto, as EXadev. Id. F. L. § 151 (160). 
ké 8 fore, Gre wAciorov Stadépet Hayy «ai oveopartia. Ib. § 145 
(153). AAA’ evvoeiv xpi roto per, yuvaiy’ dre EPupev. SOPH. 
Apt. 61, Kal rav0’ as dAyda A€vo, kai bre ovre E550 7 Whos 
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dract meious 7 éyévovTo Tay wrapéevev, pdprupas bpiv mrakbo 

pat, I will bring witnesses to eee A &c. Dem. Eubul. 1308, 2. 

*Epwra ti Bovdovra, he asks what they want ; epora ri worn 7 a0~ 

atv, he asks what they will do, "Epwravres ei Apotai eloty, asking 

whether they are pirates. Tuuc. I, 5. EvBois: ov 3 ¢Bdaorev, 

ovk éyw Aéyew. Sopu. Trach. 401. Ei €upmovnoers kat &u eo- 
yaoes oxdne. Id. Ant. 41. So Eur. Alc. 784 

Remark. It is to be noticed that indirect questions after primary 

tenses take the Indicative in Greek, and not the Subjunctive as in 

Latin. Thus, nescio quis sit, J know not who he is, in Greek is simply 

dyvoa tis éotiv. This does not apply to indirect questions which 
would require the Subjunctive in the direct form (§ 71). 

2. After secondary tenses the verb may be either 
changed to the Optative or retained in the Indicative. 
The Optative is the more common form. In both 
Indicative and Optative, the tense used in the direct 
discourse must be retained. E. g. 

“Ende£ev drt ypagoe (or 6m ypader), he said that he was writing ; 
i. e. he said ypapw. “EdeEev Ore yeypapas etn (or dm yéypa- 
ev), he said thet he had written; 1. e. he said yéypapa. “Edegev ore 
yeawpoe (or dre ypdwer), he said that he should write; i. e. he said 
ypayo. “Edegev ori ypawecey (or dre éypaer), he said that he had 
writen; i. e. he said éypayya. 

(Optative.) "EvémAnoe ppovijparos tots "Apxddas, Acyov as po- 
vows ev avrois marpis IleAkomovvnaos ein, mAciorov d€ rev “EMAnuixas 
idov 74 Apxadixdv cin, Kai capara eyxpatéorara €xot. XEN. Hell. 
VU, 1, 238. (He said povos pev ipiv....éore, wreiorov dé... 
€ort, kai odpara.... éyec: these Indicatives might have been used 
in the place of ety, eij7, and gyou.) “Edeye d€ 6 Medomidas Ste 
*Apyeton kal ’Apkddes pdyn jrtypévoe etev ind Aaxedaipoviov. 
Ib. VII, 1, 35. (He said grrnvrac, which might have been 
retained.) So Hor. I, 83. ‘Ymemdy rddda Gre avros rakei 
mpd&ot, dxero, having hinted that he would himself attend to the 
affairs there. Tuuc. 1, 90. (He said raxei mpdéo, and apates 
might have been used for mpdgot. Cf. droxpwapevor ore wé ppov- 
atv, from the same chapter, quoted below.) For the Future Op- 
tative in general, see § 26. ‘O d€ eiwev drt Cootvro. XEN. Cyr. 
VII, 2, 19. (He said éoovrat.) “Ede~ay Sri méppece aas 6 
"Ivdav Bacrdeds, keXebwv epwrav e& Srov 6 mddepos ein, t rey said 
that the king of the Indians had sent them, commanding them to ask 
on what account there was war. Ib. Il, 4, 7. (They said @ Tepe 
Wev jpas, and the question to be asked was éx« rivos €aoriv 6 mode 
pos;) “Edeyoy dre oirdrod’ obros 6 morapas StaBards yé voto meth 
ef pi) Tore, they said that this river had never bee (€yevera) fordable 
eacept then. Id. An. 1, 4,18. TepixAqjs mponydpeve rois ’AGnvaias, drs 
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*ApxiSap.os pep of Edvos ein, od pévtor emi KakG ye Ths wédews yé- 
votto, ks snnounced that A. was his friend, but that he had not been 
made his “iend to the injury of the state. Tuuc. II,13. (He said £évos 
poi €arir, od perro... éyéveto.) So Hpt. I, 25. "Eyvacay orn 
kevds 6 oBos cin. KEN. An. II, 2, 21. UpoiSdvres drs Enouro 6 
moAsuos, ¢Bovdovto THy LAdraiav mpoxaradaBe. Tuuc. IL. 2. *Ezes- 
popny atr@ dexviva, drt olorro pev eivar aopds, ein 8 ov. Piat. 
Apol. 21 C. 

(Indicative.) “Edeyov éru éAmifovery oé Kai THY mod eeu 
pot xdpwv, they said that they hoped, &c. Isoc. Phil. p. 87 A. § 23. 
(They said éAviCoper, which might have been changed to éAmi¢otev.) 
"Hee 8° dyyéAXwv tis Os rovs mpurdvers Ss "EXdreia kareidnarac, 
some one had come with the report that Elatea had been taken. Drm. 
Cor. 284, 21. (Here the Perf. Opt. might have been used.) Ae- 
vols Aéyous éréApa mepl euod deyew, os eyo Td mpaypy’ eit TorTo 
Sedpaxas. Id. Mid. 548,17. Airvardpevos ydp pe & kai Aéyeuw dv 
Gxvnoee Tes, Tov maTépa os dwéKtova éyw Tov epavrod, K.T.A. Id. 
Andr, 593,14. avepas eimev Ort) pev wos oOhav TeTeixtoral 
45, he said that their city had already ‘been fortified. Tauc. I, 91. 
*Amoxpwadpevot oti wéeprpovgey mpéaBets, evOds amndrdag~av. Id. I, 
90. (Cf. dre apd£or, quoted above from the same chapter.) 
"Hideoay dre Tols dmeveykdvras oikéeras €£aityoopev. DEM. Onet. 
I, 870,11. (Eéaeryooey might have been used.) *EroApa déyerv 
&s tmép dav éxOpovs ep’ éaurdv ciAxuvae kal viv év Tos éoxdTos 
éorit xwdvvos. Id. Andr. 611, 10. 

(Indirect Questions.) "Hpwrngey abrév ri rovoin (or ri rotet), 
he asked him what he was doing; 1. e. he asked ti woveis; "Hpwrnocev 
airov Ti wemounkas ety (or ti wemoinker), he asked him what he 
had done; i.e. he asked ri wemoinxas; Hpwrnoev airov ti mouno oe 
(or ri wotnoer), he asked him what he should do; i. e. he asked ri 
woinoets; "Hpetncev adrov ti moinoetev (or ri éemoinaey), he 
asked him what he had done; i. e. he asked ri émoinoas ; 

"Hpero, et tis epod etn coparepos, he asked whether any one was 
wiser than I. Puat. Apol. 21 A. (The direct question was gor: 
tis copmrepos;) “O te d€ mwotnaosr ov dteonpyve, but he did not 
indicate what he would do. Xen. An. II, 1, 23. (The direct question 
was ti moujow;) ‘“Emeupmta, tiva Sevrepov per’ exeivov tdor, he 
asked whom he had seen who came next to him. Hpt.I, 31. (The 
direct question was tiva cides;) Elpero xdOev AdBot rov maida, he 
asked whence he had received the boy. Id. 1,116. "Hparwy adrov «i 
dvamAeurecev, I asked him whether he had set sail. Dem. Polycl. 
1223, 20. (The direct question was dvémAevoas ;) 

*Hadpouv ti more Xéyee, I was uncertain what he meant. Pua. 
Apol. 21 B. (Here Aeyor might have been used.) "EBovdevovd? 
avira tiv’ airov karadeipovory, they were considering the question, 
whom they should leave here. Dum. F. L. 378, 23. "Eparavrav rivdv 
ha ri dwéOavev, mapayyédew exédevev, K.T-A. KEN. Hell. UH, 1, 4. 

Remark 1. After secondary tenses the Indicative aud 
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Optative are equally classic; the Optative being used when 

the writer wishes to incerporate the quotation enti7ely into his 

own sentence, and the Indicative, when he wishes to quote it 

in the original words as far as the construction of his own 
sentence allows. The Indicative here, like the Subjunctive in 
final and object clauses after secondary tenses (§ 44, 2), is 
merely a more vivid form of expression than the Optative. 
We even find both moods in the same sentence, sometimes 
when one verb is to be especially emphasized, and sometimes 
when there is no apparent reason for the change. E. g. 

Odros éXeyor Srt Kipos pev réOvnkev, ’Aptaios be mehevyos ev 
oc crabud ein, kai Aéyou, x.7-A. XEN. An. TI, 1, 3. (Here 
reOvnxey contains the most important part of the message.) “Ex é¢ 
rourov émuvOavero 8n aitav kal éméanv ddov Sindacayv, cai 
oixoito 4 x#pa. Id. Cyr. IV, 4, 4. "ErdApa déyerv, os xpea TE 
mapmodda €xTeTLKEY Uiép énov kal @s TOAAG Tov epav AdBorev. DEM. 
Aph. I, 828, 26. (See Rem. 2.) "Oporoe Foav Oavydew doe wore 
TpéWwovrat oi "EdAnves kal ri ev op €xovev. XEN. An. III, 5, 13. 

Remark 2. The Perfect and Future were less familiar forms 
than the other tenses of the Optative; so that they were frequently 
retained in the Indicative after secondary tenses, even when the 
Present or the Aorist was changed to the Optative. (See the last 
two examples under Rem. 1.) In indirect questions the Aorist In- 
dicative was generally retained, for a reason explained in § 21, 2, 
N. 1. Some writers, like Thucydides, preferred the moods aad 
_ of the direct form, in all indirect discourse. (See § 44, 2, 
em.) e 

Note 1. (a.) An Imperfect or Pluperfect of the direct 
discourse is regularly retained in the Indicative, after both 
primary and secondary tenses, for want of an Imperfect or 
Pluperfect Optative. E. g. 
"Heev dyyedos Aéywv Ste Tpinpers Feove mepTreovaas, he came 

saying that he had heard, &c.; 1. e. he said #xovov. XEN, An. I, 2, 
21, "Axovoas dé Zevopay edrcyev dre dpOds yreayro kat adrd rd 
épyov a’rois paptupoin, he said that they had accused him rightly, 
and that the fact itself bore witness to them ; i. e. he said épOas yria 
oe xaitd epyov tyiv paprupet. Ib. III, 3,12. Etye yap Ney. 
kai Ott pdvor tav “EAAnvey Bacthet cvvepdxovro ev IIAaratais, cat 
rt Vorepov otderore OTPaTEVaatyTo eni Bacidéa (he sad pévor 
cuvepaxdpeda,... kai... ovderore €otparevodpeda). XEN. 
Hell. VIL, 1, 34. Totrwv éxacroy npduny, Ovnropa pev xai Tipoxparny, 
el rwes elev pdprupes dv évavtiov tiv mpoir’ dredocay, adrov 3° “Ado- 
Boy, et ties maphaav or amehduBavev, I asked each of these men, — 
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Onetor and Timocrates, whether there were any witnesses before whom 
they had paid the dowry ; and Aphobus, whether there had been any 
present when he received it. Dum. Onet. J, 860,10. (The two 
Questions were eat pdprupés tives ; and wapiaody Twes ;) 

(®.) In a few cases the Present Optative is used after 
secoadary tenses to represent the Imperfect Indicative. The 
Present may thus supply the want of an Imperfect Optative, 
as the Present Infinitive and Participle supply the want of 
Imperfects (§ 15, 3 and § 16, 2). This can be done only 
when the context makes it perfectly clear that the Optative 
represents an Imperfect, and not a Present. E. g. 

Tév Tipaydpay dréxrewav, Karnyopodvtos Tod Aéovros ds odre oveKy- 
roby €0€dou éautd, perd te UeAomidov mdvra Bovdevotro. KEN. 
Hell. VII, 1, 38. (The words of Leon were ore cucknvoiv #Oedr€ 
pot, pera re led. wmdvra €Bovudevero.) Ta mempaypeva dinyourto, 
Gre adrot pév eri Trois ToAEulois WA OLE DV, THY O€ avaipeow TOV vavayav 
mooaragarev avdpdow ixavois. Ib. I, 7,5. (The direct discourse 
was avrol ev émdéopev, tiv dé dvaipeow mpocerdkapev.) Kai poe 
mdvres amexpivavro xa’ éxacroy, Grt ovdeis paptus mapein, Kopi- 
Gouro d€ AauBaver Kal’ érocovody déorro “AdoBos map’ abtay, they 
replied, that no witness had been present, and that Aphobus had received 
the money from them, taking it in such sums as he happened to want. 
Dem. Onet. I, 869, 12. (The direct discourse was ovdels pdprus 
mapipy, éxopilero dé apPdvav kal’ drocovoby déoro. Tapein con- 
tains the answer to the question ef tives mapjoay in the preceding 
sentence, which is quoted as the last example under a. The Im- 
perfect in the question prevents the Optatives used in the reply 
from being ambiguous.) So Piart. Rep. IV, 439 E. 

Nore 2. In indirect discourse after secondary tenses, each 

tense of the Indicative or Optative is to be translated by dts 
own past tense, to suit the English idiom. Thus eizev dr 
ypdpoe (or ypdger) is he said that he was writing ; eimev ors 
yeypapas ein (or yéypader) is he said that he had written. 

In a few cases the Greek uses the same idiom as the Eng- 
lish, and allows the Imperfect or Pluperfect to stand irregu- 
larly with dr or és after a secondary tense, where regularly 
the Present or Perfect (Optative or Indicative) would be re- 
quired. In such cases the context must make it clear that 
the tense represented is not an Imperfect or Pluperfect (Note 
l,a). E.g. 

Ev woAdj dmopia jRoav of "EXAnves, Evvoovpevor pev Ore emt rats 
Bacihéws Ovpais Foav, KUKrA@ dé avrois... méders ToNeusn Soar 

7 
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dyopdy 8€ oddeis tre wapéfew Zpedrev, ametxoy Be Tis ‘EAAdBos 
ov peiov 4 pipia orddia,....mpoddedaxecav 8€ udrods kal 9 
BdpBapo, pdvor 8€ caraderetppévor Foayv ovde inméa ovdeva 
ovppayor exovres. KEN. An. III, 1,2. (In all these cases the direct 
discourse would be in the Present or Perfect Indicative.) Aéyerar 
8 abrér yrava ef’ S Ex dpe, it is said that he knew for what he was 
coming. Tuuc. I, 134. (Here yepoly or yapet would be the regular 
form.) Ata rov yxOrtivdv dvOpwzoy, be nuas Suedver’, eEamarav Kas 
Aéyav ds prradyvaos vy Kat tay Sduw@ mpHros xaretrot, 1. e. saying 
grradfvads eipe kai trav Sduo mpdtros ckaretmov. ARIST. Vesp. 
283. (Here eiyi is changed to jv, and not to eiq: xaretrov could 
have been changed only to xareizot.) 

In these examples the principle usually observed in indirect dis- 
course, — that the tenses employed in the quotation denote relative 
not absolute time (§ 9),—is given up, and the Imperfect and Plu- 
perfect denote absolute time, as in causal sentences (§ 81,1). See 
§ 81, 2, Rem. 

Note 38. (a.) An indirect quotation, with its verb in the Opta- 
tive after ér or as, is sometimes followed by an independent svn- 
tence with an Optative, which continues the quotation as if it were 
itself dependent on the ére or as. Such sentences are generally 
introduced by ydp.  E. g. 

"Heovoy 8 éywyé tivav as ovdé Tovs Ampévas Kal Tas dyopas Err 
Sdooev ad’td kaprodcbat* Ta yap Kowd Ta Gerrada@y amd TovTwv Séot 
Storxetv, for (as they said) they must administer, &c. Dem. Ol. I, 15, 
22. "Amexpivavro ait@ ért advvara odiow ein moreiy & mpoxadetrat 
divev ’AOnvaiwv' raises yap opav kal yuvaixes wap exeivors cinoay. 
Tuuc. II, 72. "Edeyov Gre mavrés ata éyor ZevOns* xetpov yap 
ein, wt. A. XEN. An. VII, 3, 13. 

(b.) Such independent sentences with the Optative are sometimes 
found even when no Optative precedes, in which case the context 
em contains some allusion to another's thought or expression. 
2. 

‘Ymécxero tov dvdp *Axouois tévde dnrdoew dyav* otortc pep 
pariod’ éxovotov AaBdv, ef iy O€dror 6’, rikovra, i. e. he thought (us he 
said), &c. Soran. Phil. 617. "AAG yap oddev Tt paddov Hv dOdvarov, 
GAG kal adrd 1d eis avOpdrov capa edbciv dpy} Hv avr dd€Opov, 
Gonep vécos: kat tadaurapoupévn te dy Totrov tov Biov Con, Kai 
TedeuTaad ye év TO Kadoupevw Oavdto dm@oAXAVotTo, and (according 
to the theory) it lives in misery, &c., and finally perishes in what is 
called death. Puat. Phaed. 95 D. (Plato is here merely stating 
the views of others. For the Imperfects in the first sentence, see 
§ 11, Note 6.) 

§ 71. When a question in the direct form would be 
expressed by an interrogative Subjunctive (§ 88), indirect 
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questions after primary tenses retain the Subjunctive ; 
after secoudary tenses the Subjunctive may be cither 
changed to the same tense of the Optative or retained 
in its original form. HE. g. 

TIpbs dpddrepa dropa, tavtny G bras exda Kat Tarr’ Srdbev 
8covxna, Lam at a loss on both questions, how I shall give her a dowry 
(ads ravtyv éxda;), and whence I shall pay other expenses (wdbev 
rid\\a Stotxa;). Dem. Aph. I, 834, 18. BovAevouat drws oe 
awodSpa, Lam trying to think how I shall escape you (ads oe dodpa ;). 
Xen. Cyr. I, 4,138. Ove eyo ri Xéya, I know not what I shall say. 
Dem. Phil. III, 124, 24. So in Latin, non habeo quid dicam. In 
Axscn. Prom. 470, ave eyo odquop’ bre... dwahdAayo may be 
explained on this principle as interrogative; or by § 65, 1, N. 3, as 
a relative clause. Ov yap 6) d¢ dweipiay ye od dyes exew 6 re 
elans, for itis not surely through inexperience that you will declare 
that you know not what to say (i. e. ri cimw;). Dem. F. L. 378, 4. 
So 6786 and ois 56. Xen. An.I, 7,7. Ta dé éxm@para ove oid" 
ei Xpucdvra tour 56,1 do not know whether I shall give them, &c. 
Id. Cyr. VIIT, 4, 16. 

"Ev O€ of Hrop.... pepynprEer, } 6 ye... Tots wey dvaornaetev, 
6.0 ’Arpeldnv évapiCor, ne xdNov Wavaeteyv, epnTvaere Te Oupdr 
1. J, 191. (The direct questions were rods pev dvagtinaw, Arpet- 
dnv 8 evapiCa;—ie ravow, épytiaw te;) KAnpous maddov, 
Unmédrepos 87 mpdobev adein xadxeov eyyxos, i. €. they shook the lots, to 
decide which should first throw his spear, the question being mérepos 
mpdabev api; Il. II, 317. "Eanpovro, et mapadotey KopwwOios ray 
moAw, they asked whether they should give up their city, the question 
being wapaddpev rv widkw; Tauc. I, 25. "EBovAevovto ef ta 
oxevopdpa evraida dyouvro 4 dmiotev ent Td atparénedov. KEN. 
An. I1,10,17. (So An. I, 10,5.) *Hadpes 61 xpyoatto to mpd- 
part, he was at a loss how to act in the matier, i. e. rt xpnoopat; 
d. Hell. VII, 4, 39. Od" yap etyopev.... draws Spdvres Kadds 
wpdaéatpev, for we could not see. how we should fare well, if we did 
u. Sopu. Ant. 272. 

"Amopéovras 5é Bacihéos 6 Te xXpHonTat TH trapedvre mpyypart, 
EmidArys HAGE of es Adyous. Hor. VII, 213. "Hadpnoe per omore- 
woe Staxevduvevaoy xopyoas. THuc. I, 63. Of WAaraiijs ¢Bov- 
ce ire KaTaKavoacty aonep Exovow, etre Te dAdo XPT Or- 
rat, whether they should burn them as they were, or deal with them in 
some other way. Id. Il, 4. "Awopnoavres dan xaboppicavrar, és 
Iparqy ray visor éxdevoay. Id. IV, 13. 

Remark 1. The context must decide whether the Optative in 
indirect questions represents a Subjunctive (§ 7.) or an Indicative 
(§ 70, 2). The distinction is especially important when the Aorist 
Optative is used (§ 21, 2, N.1). See also § 74, 2, N. 1. 

Remark 2. When the leading verb is in the Optative with dy, 
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the Optative may be used in indirect questions of this class. See 
examples in § 34, 3. 

Nore 1. The particle commonly used in the sense of whether in 
indirect questions is ef, which can introduce a Subjunctive, as well 
as an Indicative or Optative. (See Xen. Cyr. VIII, 4, 16, quoted 
above.) "Edy cannot mean whether; and when this introduces a 
clause resembling an indirect question, the expression is really a 
protasis, with an apodosis suppressed or implied (§ 53, N. 2). E.g. 

Ei 8¢ cot pi} Soxei, oxeyar Cav rdde vor paGrdov dpéakny’ pyput yap 
éy® To vépipov Sixatov eivar. XEN. Mem. IV, 4, 12. (The meaning 
here is, but if that does not please you, examine, in case this shall suit 
you better (that then you may adopt it) ; and not, look to see whether this 
suits you better. It éav apéoxy is an indirect question, it can represent 
no form of direct question which includes the dv. Even dpéoxy 
alone could not be explained as an interrogative Subjunctive, by 
§ 88.) ’Eayv dpéoxn in the passage just quoted is similar to éay 
evderEapeda in Piat. Rep. y. 455 B: BovAet obv dedpeba tov ra 
Totavra dvriAéyovros dxoAovOjcat Hyiv, €dv mos nyeis exeivo ev det- 
Eapmeda, Sri ovdev éorww emiryndevpa iStov; shall we then ask the one 
who makes such objections to follow us, in case we can in any way show 
him that, &e.? See Xen. An. II, 1, 8; and Arist. Nub. 535. 
(Such sentences belong under § 53, N. 2. See also § 77, 1, ¢.) 

Note 2. Ei xe with the Subjunctive in Homer sometimes forms 
an indirect question, representing the Epic Subjunctive with xe in 
the direct question. (See § 87, Note.) E. g. 

Mévere dpa isnt al «x tpuw brépaxn xeipa Kpoviov; are you 
waiting that you may see whether the son of Kronos will hold his hand 
to protect you? Il. 1V, 249. (The direct question would be tzep- 
xn ke xeipa;) Here the xé always belongs to the verb, so that this 
Epic construction is no authority for the supposed Attic use of édy 
and the Subjunctive in the same sense. See Note 1. 

§ 72. When the verb of the direct discourse stands 
with av in the Indicative or Optative (forming an apo- 
dosis), the same mood and tense are retained in indi- 

. . ¢ € Cees . . 
rect quotations with ore and ws and in indirect questions, 

after both primary and secondary tenses. (See § 69, 2.) 
E. g. 

Aéyet rt rovro dy eyévero, he says that this would have happened: 
edeyev Gre rovro av éyevero, he said that this would have happened. 
Aéyee (or Oo) 6rt obros dixaiws dv Odvor, he says (or said) that 
this man would justly be put to death. 

(Gepioroxhijs) drexpivaro, Ste or Av avros Sepiguos dv dropacrds 
eyévero obt eéxeivos ’AOnvaios, he replied that he should not have 
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recame famons himself if he had been a Seriphian, nor would the other 
Jf he had beex an Athenian, Puart. Rep. I, 330 A. *Evvocire, ors 
§rrov dy ordots ein évds dpyovros i} moAA@v. XEN. An. VI, 1, 29. 
Amexpivato, ort mpécbev dv amoOdvorey i) Ta Orda wWapadoingay. 
". If, 1, 10. (The direct discourse was mpoodev dv dmoddvor- 
wer.) TapedOadv tis derkdtw, ds of Oerradoi viv ok dv ehevOepar 
yévouvto aopevos Dem. Ol. II, 20, 18. Ov8 eidévar pyat ri dr 

. vody iniv xapioatto. Id. F. L. 356,13. Ov« exw tis av yevot 
yav. AxSCH. Prom. 905. So 907. “Hporwy ei Soiev &y rovras 
ra mioTd. XEN. An. IV, 8, 7. 

Notre. The same rule applies when a aes tense of the 
pee in apodosis with dy omitted (§ 49, 2, N. 2) is quoted. 

. Be 
(“Evdeyev) ott... . xpeirrov fy adt@ Tore dmobaveiv, he said that it 

were better for him to die at once. Ls. X, p. 117, § 25. (The direct 
discourse was apeitrop 7} v pot.) 

§ 73. 1. When the Infinitive is used in the indirect 
quotation of a simple sentence, which had its verb in 
the Indicative (with or without av) or the Optative 
(with av), the verb is changed in the quotation to the 
same tense of the Infinitive, after both primary and 
secondary ténses. If ay was used in the direct dis- 
course, it must be retained with the Infinitive. 

The Present and Perfect Infinitive here represent the 
Imperfect and Pluperfect (as well as the Present and 
Perfect) Indicative. (§$ 15,3; § 18,3, Rem.) HE. g. 
noi ypadhew, he says that he is writing; én ypaerv, he said that 

he was writing; dice. ypadew, he will say that he is (then) writing. 
{The direct discourse is here ypaga.) yoi (hn) ypddew ay, ef 
tduvaro, he says (or said) that he should now be writing, if he were 
able. (He says Zypagov dy.) Syoi (pn) ypdpew ay, ef Svvacro, 
he says (or said) that he should write, if he should (ever) be able. (He 
says ypadotpe dp.) 
noi ypaya, he says that he wrote; hn ypaypat, he said that he had 

written ; poe ypdypat, he will say that he wrote. (He says éypawa. 
See § 28, 2.) nat (pn) yparpar dv, ed eduvyOn, he says (or said) 
that he should have written, of he had been able. (He says ¢ypawpa 
di.) Bnot (en) ypaya dv, ef duvndein, he says (or said) that he 
should write, if he should (ever) be able. (He says ypdyatpe ap.) 
noi (pyoer) yeypapévar, he says (or will say) that he has writien ; 

pn yeypaevat, he said that he had written. (He says yéypada.) 
For the Perfect with dv, see below. 

Gyoi (pyoer) ypdyeuw, he says (or will say) that he will write ; épy 
ypawew, he said that he would write. (He says yodyo.) 
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(Present.) "Appacreiv mpopaciterat, he pretends that hes sick, 
*ELapocey dppwareiv rovrovi, he took his oath that this man was 
sick. Dem. F. L. 379, 15 and 17. Ov« py _abrds GAN’ éxetvon 
otparnyeiv, he said that not he himself, but Nicias, was generat; 
i, e. he said, odx ey atrés dAN éxeivos oT patyyet- Tuuc. IV, 28. 
Tivas mor’ edxas trodapBaver’ etxeaOat tov Pidimmov or éomevoev; 
what prayers do you suppose Philip made, &c.? Dem. F. L. 381, 10. 
(Etyeo$a here represents y#yero: for other examples of the Im- 
perfect, see § 15, 3.) Oluae yap dv odk dxapioras por éxetv, for I 
think it would not be a thankless labor ; i. e. od« dv Zxou. KEN. An. 
Il, 3,18. Ofeo6e yap rov marépa....ovx dv pudarrety kai TH 
Tiny Aap Bdvery rav morovpevav Edrev, do you think that he would 
not have taken care and have received the pay, &c.? i. e. od« dv 
épddarrey xai éXdpBavev; Dem. Timoth. 1194, 20. (See 
€ 41, 1. 
Tene Karacyxeiv drat rovrous, he says that he detained them. 

Tous 8 aixpadorous 00d’ evOupndjvat yor AvcacOa, but he says 
that he did not even think of ransoming the prisoners. Dem. F. L. 353, 
14 and 18. (He says xaréoyov, and ovd’ évebupnOnv.) “O Kipos 
Aéyerae yevea Oat KapBicew, Cyrus is said to have been the son of 
Cambyses. Kun. Cyr. I, 2, 1. Tods “A@nvaious fAmitev tows av 
émeEeAOetv Kai tHv yay ovk dv mepirdetv tpnOqvat, he hoped that 
the Athenians would perhaps march out, and not allow their land to 
be laid waste; i. e. tows dv émeEENOorey kal ovx dv weptidorev. 
Tuuc. Il, 20. ’Amjecay vopicavres py dv ere ixavol yevéo Oat 
koddoa tov retxiopdv. Id. VI, 102. (Here ovx dv yevoipeba would 
be the direct form. (See §69,5.) SoI,139. Odx dv pyeiod’ adrav 
kav émiSpapeiv, do you not believe that (in that cuse) he would 
have run thither? i.e. odx av éméSpapyev; Dem. Aph. I, 831, 12. 
(See § 41, 3.) 

(Perfect.) nov abrés airios yeyevijc Oat, he says, airios ye y€- 
vnpat. Dem. F. L. 352, 26. Eixatov 9 Sidxovra oixeoOat ij Kara~ 
Andpuevdy te TpoeAnAakévac. KEN. An. IJ, 10, 16. (Their 
thought was 7 dioxwv olyerat, i}... mpoeAndakev. See § 10, 
N.4.) "Epy ypnyal eave rods OnBaious émixeknpvyx évat, he said 
that the Thebans had offered a reward for him. Drm. F. L. 347, 26. 
For examples of the Perfect Infinitive with dv, representing the 
Pluperfect Indicative and the Perfect Optative, see § 41, 2. 

(Future.) "EmayyéAdNerat ra dixata mounaesy, he promises to 
do what is right. Dum. F. L. 356, 10. So I. 1,161. "Edn évrds 
qpepav eixoow 4} dEevv Aaxedatpovious Cavras }} adrod dwoKreveiy, 
he said that within twenty days he would either bring them alive or kill 
them where they were. Tuuc. IV, 28. (Cleon said } d&o...4 
admoxrevd.) Tatra (pyoi) mempake Oar duoiv } rpidv nuepav, 
he says that this will have been accomplished within two or three days. 
Dem. F. L. 364,18. (See § 29, Note 6.) For the rare Future In- 
finitive with dv, see § 41, 4. 

_ Remark. For the meaning of each tense of the Infinitive in 
indirect discourse, see § 15, 2; § 18, 8; § 23,2; and § 27. It will 
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bo seen that these tenses (especially the Aorist) in this use differ 
essentially from the same tenses in other constructions; it is there- 
fore important to ascertain in each case to which class the Infinitive 
celongs. This must be decided by the context; but in general it 
may be stated that an Infinitive stands in indirect discourse, when 
it depends upon a verb implying thought or the expression of thought, 
and when also the thought, as originally conceived, would have been 
expressed by some tense of the Indicative (with or without dv) or of 
the Optative (with dv), which can be transferred without change of 
tense to the Infinitive. (See § 15, 2, N. 1, which applies only to 
the Infinitive without dv.) Thus déye abrév édOciv means I say that 
de came; but BovdAerat édOcivy means he wishes to come, where édOeciv 
3 merely an ordinary Infinitive, belonging under § 23,1. In the. 
former case €Adciv represents 7AGev, but in the latter case it repre- 
sents no form of the Aorist Indicative or Optative, and is therefore 
not in indirect discourse. So with the Infinitive after all verbs of 
commanding, advising, wishing, and others enumerated in § 92, 1. 

2. When the Participle with the sense of the Infini- 
tive (§ 113) is used in the indirect quotation of a 
simple sentence, it follows the rules already given for 
the Infinitive (§ 73, 1), in regard to its tense and the 
use of av. E. g. 

*Ayyé\Arer Tovrous épyopévous, he announces that they are com- 
ing; ifyyeiAe rovrous épxyopévous, he announced that they were 
coming. (The announcement is ofro: @pyovrar.) "AyyeAdre 
tovrovs €hOdvras, he announces that they came; ifyyeide Tovrous 
€dX\Odvras, he announced that they had come. (The announcement 
is {AOov.) "AyyéAde Tovrous €AnAVOdras, he announces that they 
are come; iyyehe ToUTOus EAnAVOdras, he announced that they were 
come. (The announcement is €AnAvOactv.) *Ayyedder (iyyetde) 
todro yevnadpevov, he announces (or announced) that this is (or 
was) about to happen. (He announces roiro yevnoerat.) 

Tois re yap émxetpypacw édpwv ov katopOodvres xaltovs orpa- 
tiotras dx Oopévous tH pov7, they saw that they were not succeeding, 
and that the soldiers were distressed ; i. e. they saw, ob karopOotpev 
«at of orpari@vat dx Oovrar. Tuuc. VII, 47. “Eppévopev ois apo- 
hoynoapey Sixaicis odacLv; do we abide by what we acknowledged to 
$e just (i. e. Sixad éorw) ? Prat. Crit. 50 A. Tdv6’ évexa éavrod 
wotay efeAndeyxrat, he has been proved to be doing everything for his 
awn interest. Dem. Ol. I], 20, 12. Aird Kipov orparevovra 
mpatos fyyeAa, I first announced to him that Cyrus was marching 
against him. Xen. An. II, 3,19. See Soru.O. T. 395. 

*Emiotdpevot kai tov BapBapov aitoy wepi atta ta melo oha- 
A€vra, kal mpos adrovs Tovs "AOnvaiovs woANa Huas dn Tots Guap- 
rypacw aitey paddov rH ad twav tywpia Te prycyevnMevous.: 
Tuvc. I, 69. (The direct discourse would be 6 BdpBapos ... 
eddy, kai jpeis . . . wepyeyevnpeda.) So in the same chapter, 
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roy MnSov abrol topev éx meupdray yis émt riv Hedondvynaov eh O dura, 
i.e. 6 Mijdos HAGev. Od yap Fdecav aitov re Ovnkdra, Jor they did 
not know that he was dead (i. e. réOvneev). KEN. An. I, 10, 16. 
"EncderEa ovdey ddndes amnyyeAxdra dAha PevaxicavG’ ipas, J have 
shown that he has reported nothing that is true, and that he deceived 
you. (Perf. and Aor.) Dem. F. L. 396, 30. 

Ei ed pdew kat ri ovppaytay po yevnoopervny, if I were sure that 
I should obtain an alliance also (i. e. cuppayia pot yernoerat). Ib. 353, 
25. So Xen. Hell. IV, 7, 3. ‘O08 dvropeihov duBdvrepos, cidas ov« 
és xdptv GAN’ és dpetAnua TH dperny dmodw@oarv, knowing that he shall 
return the benefit, &&. Tuuc. II, 40. Tvdvtes ots’ droxodvcew duva- 
Tol Ovres, El T anopovwbOncovra Tis EvuBdoews, kevSvvEevToVTEsy 
movovvrat ouodoyiay. Id. III, 28. (The direct discourse would be 
ote Suvarol oper, et 7 dmopovabnodpeba, Kvduvevooper.) 

EG 8 tof pydcv ay pe rovrav émixetpnoavra ce meibew, et 
Suvacreiay pdvoy ij wAvvTov éwpwv e& aitav yeyvnadpevov. Isoc. 
Phil. p.109 B. §133. (Here uydev dv émyeipyoavra represents ovdev 
dv éwexeipynoa, § 69, 5; and yeynoduevoy represents yevnoerat.) 
Skorovpevos ody edproxor ovdapyas dv ddhws rodTo Stam pakdpmevos, 
I found that I could accomplish this (S:ampagaipny dy) in no other way. 
Id. Antid. p. 311 C. § 7. 
"Oras dé ye To’s modepious Sivaracbe Kakds movetv, odK olgOa pav-= 

Odvovras tas modAds Kaxoupyias, do you not know that you learned, 
&c. Xen. Cyr. I, 6, 28. (Here the Optative dvvaicde, as well as 
the whole context, shows that pavdvovras represents éwavOdvere, 
§ 16, 2.) Mépsynpat d€ éywye kat mais dv Kpiria rGde Evydvra oe, I 
remember that you were with this Critias. Puat. Charm. 156 A. 
(Suvévra represents £uvjoda.) See § 16, 2, and the examples. 

Indirect Quotation of Compound Sentences. 

§ 74. When a compound sentence is to be indi- 
rectly quoted, its leading verb is expressed according to 
the rules given for simple sentences (§§ 70-73). 

1. If the quotation depends on a primary tense, all 
the dependent verbs of the original sentence retain the 
moods and tenses of the direct discourse. 

If the quotation depends on a secondary tense, all 
dependent verbs of the original sentence which in the 
direct discourse stood in the Present, Perfect, or Future 
Indicative, or in any tense of the Subjunctive, may (at 
the pleasure of the writer) either be changed to the 
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same tenses of the Optative, or retain both the moods 
and tenses of the direct discourse. The Optative is 
the more common form. E. g. ‘ 

(After pr'wary tenses.) *Av & tpueisAeynre, mornoery (pyal) 
8 pyr’ alcxvuny pyr’ adogiav ait Peper. Dem. F. L. 354, 8. (Here 
no change is made, except from mojoes to rojcew.) Nopilo yap, 
av ovr’ dxpiBas padOnre, padrdov pas TovTos pey dmtaoTHaerv 
épot 6€ BonOnoerv. Id. Onet. I, 870, 27. "Edy exeivo eidapev, 
ért Gvavra 60a momor NATicapey Twa mpdéew Urep nuav Kal’ yuav 
edpyra,... kav py viv €Oehwpev exet Todepeiv ado, evdad iows 
dvaykagOnodpeda rovro moe, x. rd. Ad. Phil. I, 54,18. Opo- 
Aéyw Ort, Omdtep avamroKkpivytar, eEedeyxOnoera. PLat. Kuthyd. 
275 E. See Dem. Mid. 536, 1, where two such conditional sen- 
tences depend on ef mprdydov yévorro. (See § 34, 3.) 

‘Opd col roirwy Sejauy, Grav éewmtOvenons didrlav mpds Twas 
movetoOar. XEN. Mem. II, 6, 29. Tlapdderypa cadés xaraorncare, b1 
. adiorqrat, Oavdta Cypimodpevov. Tuvuc. Il, 40. See 

73, 2. 

(Opt. after secondary tenses.) Kime drt dvdpa dyou dv elpkar Séou 
he said that he was bringing a man whom it was necessary to confine , 
i.e. he said dvdpa dyw bv eip€a Sci. XEN. Hell. V, 4,8. "Ame 
kpivato ért pavOdvorev of pavOdvovres & ovk emiaTralyTo, i. e. he 
replied, pav@avovot & obk emiorayrar. PLAT. Euthyd. 276 E. (Here 
a has a definite antecedent, § 59, and is not conditional; it takes the 
Optative only because it is in indirect discourse. So with dy in the 
preceding example.) ’Aynoidaos @Aeyev dri, ei BaBepa mem paxas 
etn, Sixatos ein Cyprovcba, i. e. he said ci BraBepa wempaye, 
Sixaiws éore Cyrovcda. XEN. Hell. V, 2,32. So An. VI, 6, 25. 

Ei dé rwa Hevyovra Anorro, mponydspever Sri Os wodenla x pH 
co.ro. Id. Cyr. IL. 1, 3. (This is a quotation ef a conrlitiona 
sentence belonging under § 50, 1, N. 1; ef rwa Anyrouat, ... ypnoo 
pa.) Tvdvres O¢ . .. drt, ef SHoorev evOuvas, Ktvcurer‘oote! 
GroAéo Oat, répmovow Kat Sidackovow Tovs OnBaious as, ci un TTpa-~ 
revaotev, ktvOuvevaotery of Apxades mad Aakxovioa. Id. Heli 
VII, 4, 34. (See § 32, 2.) “Hidee yap dre, ef payns more dxoor, &v 
TovTwy ait mapuordras Anmréov ein. Id. Cm VIU, 1, 10. 
(The direct discourse was ei rs denoet, . . . AnnTéov eoriv.) 

*Edoyifovro as, ei py paxXowvro, dwoornaotvro ai mepiorxide? 
movers. Id. Hell. VI, 4, 6. (Edy py paxopeba, drootnoortas.) 
Xpnyal’ imoyveiro Sooty, el Tou mpayyaros airi@yro cue. Dem, 
Mid. 548, 20. (Ae, day airacbe.) “Hyciro yap dway mounoesr 
airév, et tis dpyvpioy Ocdoin. Lys. in Kvat. p.121,§14. Evfavro 
cwornpia Ovaery, évda mparoy eis pidiav yqv adixowvro. XEN. An. 
V,1,1. (The dependent clause is tound in the direct discourse in IIE. 
2,9: Soxei por ebacda TG Oe rovT@ Bice cwrnpia dnov dv mparaw 
eis pidiay yy ddixa@peda.) Tovro émpaypartevero vopifwy, doa tis 
né\ews 7 poAd Bot, mdvta Taira BeBaiws €Eerv. Dem. Cor. 234, 5 
("O0" dy mpodaBo, BeBaiws é&wo.) “HAmiov ixd réy waidwy, émed) 

K 
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redcurnoetay rav Blov, rapnoegdar. Lys. Agor. p. 133, § 45. 
(Emeiddv redevrpcoper, rapnodueba.) Kévev edidackev &s olTw pev 
wowovvre maga a’r@ ai modes Gidiae EqoLvTo, el 8€ SovAotebae 
Bovddpevos tbavepds Eoorro, édeyey ds pia éxdotn woAda mpdypara 
icav) etn mapexerv, kat xivdvvos ein py kat of "EAAnves, ef Taira 
alcOotvro, cvoraiev. XEN. Hell. IV, 8, 2. 

“Er. bé yeyvoone Epacav POovodvras pév adrots, et re opiow 
dyabov yiyvouro, épydopévous 5, et Tis cuppopa mpoominror, 
they said they knew that they were envious if any good came to 
them, but pleased if any calamity befell them. Tb. V, 2,2. (@O@oveire 
per, edy Te qpiv ayabov yiyyyrat, epndeade 0, édv ris ouppopa 
mpoomimty. See§ 51.) Tay airiay, i mpddnros hv em’ exeivous 
FEovea, et te wdOoe Xapidnpos. Dem. Aristoc. 624, 20. 
(HEet, édv re wdOy Xapidnpos.) See § 78, 2. 

(Subj. and Indic. after secondary tenses.) “EXeyov Ort dxpa ré 
éoriv evdov Kai of wodépsot moddol, of malovaty Tors Evdov dv- 
Opadrous, then said that there was a height, &c. Ken. An. V, 2, 17. 
(Here eiev and maiovey might have been used.) 

"Eddxet pot ratty meipacbar owbjvat, evOvpouperp Sri, éav pev 
Ad@@, cwOnoopat, «tA. Lys. Erat. p. 121,§ 15. (Here e 
Adbouut, cwOnoolyny might have been used.) Gdoxwv re, hy cwOH 
oixade, kaTd ye To avr@ Suvarov BiadAdEecy ‘AOnvaiovs Kai Aake- 
Satpovious, dwémdevoev. KEN. Hell. I, 6, 7. (He said fv cwbd, 
which might have been changed to ei cwOein.) ‘Yréoyovto abrois, 
fv emt ToriSaay twoev A@nvaior, és ty ’Artixny eoBadretv. THUC. 
I, 58. (*Hy twow, éoBadrodpev.) So 'Tuuc.I, 137. Kat odx épacav 
iévat, édv pn tis adtois xpnuata 515g... ‘O & tnécxero dvbpi Exdor@ 
Sooerv meévre pvas, emav eis BaBvAGva FKe@ot, Kat Tov piobov 
évredi, wexpt dv katragrnaoy Tovs EAAqvas els “Iwviay mad. XEN. 
An. IJ, 4,12 and 13. "Edn ypijvar,... ot dv eheyxOacr dia8ar- 
Aovres Tov ‘EAAHvav, os mpoddras bvTas TinwpynOnvat. ho. Il, 5, 27. 

Ei 6€ py, Kai avrot épacay airay rovs avdpas dmoKrTevetv ods 
€xovor (ovtas. THuc. U5. ("Eyovev might have been used.) Ka- 
Tacxioesy Tas mvAas Epacar, ei pr) Exdvtes dvoiEovaoty. XEN. An. 
VII, 1,16. (Ei wy dvoi€ouey might have been used.) Adrois roravTn 
8d£a mapecoryxet, ws, el ev mpdtepov em GAAnv wédw tacev, exeivors 
kat ’A@nvaios wodkcpnaoovagey: ei 8 evOade mparov apifEovrar, 
ovdévas GAdovs TOApHaoetv, K.T.A. Lys. Or. Pea. p. 192, § 22. 
(Todro) mpddnrov qv éodpevov, et py dpeis KarAdoeTE, % was 
already manifest that this would be so, unless you should prevent it (i. e. 
eorat, ef py kwhicere). AESCHIN. Cor. § 90. (Kodvoore might be 
used ; and kwAvcaire, representing éay pi) koAvo7yTe, is found in one 
Ms. and many editions.) See § 73, 2. 

Nots 1. The dependent verbs in indirect discourse may 
be changed to the Optative, even when the leading verb re- 
tains the Indicative; and sometimes (though rarely) a de- 
pendent verb retains the Subjunctive or Indicative, when the 
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leadiiig verb is changed to the Optative. This often gives 
rise to a great variety of constructions in the same sentence. 
E. g. 

Andooas drt Eropol efor payecba, ef tis €E€pxotto. XEN, 
Cyr. IV, 1,1. (“Erowpot eiow, cay tis ée&épynrar.) Avoavdpos eizre 
Ort mapaandvdous tpas Zxor, xat dre ov wept wodirelas ipiv orate 
GAAG rept cornplas, ei pry Toujoad’ & Onpapevns keXevor. Lys. in 
Erat. p. 127, § 74. ("Eyo, cal ob... éorat, eav ph moon’ d ©. 
kehever. There is no need of the emendations moujoer’ and KeAevet.) 
*Eddxet OyAov eva Grt aipnoovrar adrov, ct mis emewynpilor 
Xen. An. VI, 1,25. Ovd« nyvder EXBovAiSns Sri, ef Adyos a0d007- 
votTo, kat mapayévotvTd por wavres of Snpdrar, kal 9 ios 
Sixaias 50c€in, ovdapot yevnoovras of pera TovTOU auvETTHKOTES. 
Dem. Eubul. 1303, 22. (Ei diodo6ncerat, kai cay mapayévorrat, Kat 
ios 8069, ovBapod yernoovra.) ‘Aynoidaos yvods Ort, ei per pnde- 
Tépm TVAAHWoLTO, piaddy ovderepos hucet Tois “EAAnowW, dyopay 
8 ovdérepos wmapéEer, émdtepos 7 dv kpatnon, otros éxOpds 
éorac’ ct S€ TH Eréepp TUAAHWotTO, ovTds ye Pidos ~aotTo, 
«7A. Ken. Ages. I, 31. 
“Edeyov Ore cixéra Soxotey Aéyew Barrel, kal Yeorev irynudvas 

eyovres, of aurovs, cav omovdai yévwavrar, a£ovor evoev E£over 
ra émirmdeca. KeN. An. II, 8, 6. "Exnpora, woia ein rev dpéwy 
6mddev of Xaddaioe xarabdovres Anifovrar, Id. Cyr. I, 2. 1. 
Tovrots mpotAcyor, drt elpwvevooto Kal mavra paddov monocots h 
dmoxptvoio, et tis tice épwra. Prat. Rep. 1, 337 A. (Epora 
in the direct discourse would belong under § 51, N. 3, the Futures 
denoting a habit.) “EdeEas Gre péyorov ein padeiv onus dei ééep- 
yaleoOa exacta’ ef dé py, ovde THs emtpedeias &pnoba phar ovdev 
yeas ei py tis emioraito & bet Kal os bet woreiv. KEN. Oecon. 

12. 5 
In Dem. Cor. 276, 23, we have both the constructions of § 74, 1 

in the same sentence: ef ev rovro.Ta&v éxeivov cuppdyav eionyoitd 
tis, UméWeoOat ro mpaypa évdule mavras, dv 8 ’AOnvaios 7 6 TovTO 
moar, evmédpos Anaoerv. (Here ei elonyoiro represents day eion- 
yijrat, corresponding to éav 7.) 

Nore 2. According to the general rule (§ 69, 4), all relatives 
and particles which take dv pee the Subjunctive lose the av when 
such Subjunctives are changed to the Optative in indirect discourse 
after secondary tenses. In a few cases, however, the dy is irregu- 
larly retained, even after the verb has been changed to the Opta- 
tive. This must not be confounded with dy belonging to the 
Optative itself, making an apodosis. E. g. 

Ovk éo8 doris ody HyeiTo Tay cidérav Sikyny pe AnYreoOat wap’ ad- 
vav, ewerdav rdyiora avyp eivat Soxtpacdeinv. Dem. Onet. I, 
865, 24. (The direct discourse was éreiddv S8oxipaod7, and the 
regular indirect form would be either émetd} doxipacbeiny or émeiday 
Soxizacd6. Here the verb is changed, while the original particle 
érecddy ic retained.) See also § 77, 1, Note 3. 
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2. The Imperfect and Pluperfect remain in the In- 
dicative unchanged, even after secondary tenses, in the 
dependent (as well as in the leading) clauses of indirect 
discourse, from the want of those tenses in the Optative. 
(§ 70, 2, Note 1, a.) 

The Aorist Indicative also regularly remains un- 
changed after secondary tenses, when it stood in a 
dependent clause of the direct discourse; not being 
changed to the Aorist Optative (as it may be when it 
stood in the leading clause, § 70,2). EH. g. 

"EmoreiAa 5¢ opiow atrois robs épdpovs (epacay) elmetv, os bv 
pev mpdobev émoiovy peudowro avrois, that they sent them to say that 
they blamed them for what they had done before; i. e. &v mpoodev 
émotetre peuhdopcba tpiv. XEN. Hell. IU, 2, 6. : 

(Aorist tha) "Himicov rods Stxedovs ravtn, ods petémep Wav, 
aravrncecOat, they hoped that the Sikels whom they had sent for 
would meet them here. Tuuc. VI, 80. ’Avrédeyov. .. héyovres py 
dnnyyékOa ww tas onovdds, br eoéme pray Ttovs émAiras. Id. v, 
49. (§ 69,5.) "Edeyov as Revopar olyorto ds SevOnv oixyowy Kai & 
tmréaxeto ad’t@ amodnouevos. XEN. An. VII, 7, 55. “Exacrov 
Hpopnv, et tives elev pdptupes Gv evavtiov tiv mpoik amwédocar. 
Dem. Onet. I, 869, 9. 

Nore 1. The Aorist Indicative is not changed to the Aorist 
Optative in the case just mentioned, as the latter tense in such de- 
pendent clauses generally represents the Aorist Subjunctive of the 
direct discourse, so that confusion might arise. Thus épy d evpoe 
Sdcewv means he said that he would give whatever he might find (a 
evpor representing d dv ep); but if a edpo could also represent 
a cépoy, it might also mean he said that he would give what he 
actually had found. In the leading clause the ambiguity is confined 
to indirect questions; and in these the Aorist Indicative is generally 
retained for the same reason. (See § 70, 2, Rem. 2.) 
When no ambiguity can arise from the change of an Aorist In- 

dicative to the Optative, this tense may follow the general principle 
(§ 69, 1), even in dependent clauses of a quotation. This occurs 
chiefly in causal sentences after dri, &c., because (§ 81, 2), in which 
the Subjunctive can never be used. E. g. 

Elxe yap Néyew os Aaxedaipdvior did TodTO moAepHoetay adrois, OTs 
ovk eOeXnaoarey per’ Aynairdov eAOev em adtov ovdé Ovoa éd- 
cwecapy adrov ev AVA. XEN. Hell. VII, 1.34. (The direct discourse 
was éemoheunoay nyiv, dre ov Ochi caper... ovde Ovaa eldca 
prev.) “Annynoacéai (pucr) ws dvooiwrarov peév ein cipyarpévos 6 Te 
rod ddedheot dmord por TH Kepadiy, copararoy b€ OTe Tods Hrddkous 
xutapeOioas KaTahuaete Tod ddeAeod xpepdpevoy roy vexvy Hbr 
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TT, 121. (Here drt xaradicese represents Sr: xarédvoa, because I 
took down ; ére drordzot- (80 the Mss.) may also be understood in a 
causal sense, since he had cut off. Madvig, however, reads érc in 
both clauses.) See also § 77, 1, e, and examples. 

Norte 2._ The Imperfect or Pluperfect sometimes stands irregu- 
larly in a dependent (as well as in the leading) clause, after a 
secondary tense, to represent a Present or Perfect Indicative, which 
would regularly be retained or changed to the Present or Perfect 
Optative. Such clauses really abandon the construction of indirect 
discourse. (See § 70, 2, N. 2; § 77,1,N.2.) Evg. 

“EXeyov ov kadds Tv “EAAdSa édevbepoiv adrian, ef dvdpas b1ép Oer~ 
Pev ovre xeipas avratpopévovs ore moAepious. THuc. III, 32. (ob 
kad ehevOepois, cd StaOeipers.) Ore yap rois Oeois pn kadas 
exew, el rais peyddais Ovoiats paAdov #} Tais pixpais €xarpov. XEN. 
Mem. I, 3, 3. (Ei yaipovow.) Kai én eivar wap’ éautg Soov pi) Fv 
dyyopévov. Dem. Olymp. 1172, 1. (“Ooov py eatev dvnrapévov.) 
“A pev ciAn ges ris médews droddcew (Hyovpnv), I thought that he 
would give back what he had taken from the city; i.e. d eiAnpey 
drodoce. Id. F. L. 388, 17. 

§ 75. When a dependent clause of the original sen- 
tence contains a secondary tense of the Indicative im- 
plying the non-fulfilment of a condition, the same mood 
and tense are retained in the indirect discourse, after 
both primary and secondary tenses. H. g. 

"Edécet, ef py Eh Oacav EvddaBérres rovs dvdpas, mpodobjvar dv thy 
rok. Tauc. VI, 61. (If épéacay had been changed to the Opta- 
tive, the construction would have become that of § 76.) OtecOe rév 
marepa, et py Tipodéov Rv Ta EvAa kai €den Oy obros adrod .. . mapa- 
oxeiv Td vaiAoy, eaoat av ore, K.T-A., GAN’ ovK dv uddrrew kai Thy 
Tiynny AapBavew, cos exopioato ra éavtov. Dem. Timoth. 1194, 
13. Tovrav ef rt jy adnbes, olec 6 ovx av airiv AaBeiv; Id. Aph. I, 
831, 5. ‘H8dws dv tyav mvéoiuny, rir’ dv more yvduny mepi nov 
elyere, ef py ewmeTpinpdpxyoa adda mew Oy dpny. Id. Polycl. 
1227, 2. 

§ 76. An Optative in a dependent clause of the 
original sentence (as in the leading clause) is retained 
without change of mood or tense in all indirect dis- 
course. HE. g. 

Eimev Ort Oar dv eis Adyous, ef dunpovs Xa Bor. KEN. Hell. TIL, 
a” 4 ol my , 

1, 20. “Hrrov dy dia rovro ruyyadvety (Soxet por), et Te Se ova Oe map 
don y ” 5 4 ay 

avrav. Kew. An. VI, 1, 26. “Edeyer drt ovx dv more mpooiro, émet - ; i 
Grak pidos airris éyévero, ods ei ert pév peiouvs yévorvro ert Be xd- 
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kov mpdéecav. Tb. 1, 9,10. Acwdy dv re wabeiy cavrév HAnces, ef 
nwidorv’ obra. Ta mempaypeva co. Dem. F. L. 416, 11. 

Remark. Sentences which belong under § 76 are often trans- 
lated like those which in the direct discourse were expressed by a 
Future and a dependent Subjunctive, and which belong under § 74, 
1. Thus @reyev Srv 2AGor dy, ef rodro yévorro (or éheyev edGeiv Gy, et 
rovro yévorro), as well as €heyev dru eAevoorto, ei TovTo yevorto (or 
Zreyov édeicecbau, ei rovTo yévorro), may be translated he said that he 
would come if this should happen; although in the first two sentences 
the direct discourse was Z\doups av, ef rodro yévorro, I would come if 
this should happen; and in the last two, éAevoopat, dav Touro yernras, 
T will come if this shall happen. 

Single Dependent Clauses in Indirect Discourse. 

§'7%. The principles which apply to dependent 
clauses of indircct discourse (§ 74, 1 and 2) apply also 
to any dependent clause in a sentence of any kind (even 
when what precedes is not in indirect discourse), if such 
a clause expresses indirectly the thought of any other 
person than the speaker, or even a former thought of 
the speaker himself. 

After primary tenses this never affects the construc- 
tion; but after secondary tenses such a clause may 
either take the Optative, in the tense in which the 
thought would have been originally conceived, or retain 
both the mood and the tense of the direct discourse. 
Here, as in § 74, 2, the Imperfect, Pluperfect, and 
Aorist Indicative are retained unchanged. 

1. This applies especially (a) to clauses depending on the 
Infinitive which follows verbs of commanding, advising, wish- 
ing, &e.; these verbs implying thought or the expression of 
thought, although the Infinitive after them is not in indirect 
discourse. (See § 73, 1, Rem.) It applies also (0) to the 
Optative (though not to the Indicative) in causal sentences in 
which the speaker states the cause as one assigned by others 
(81, 2) ;— (e) to clauses containing a protasis with the apodo- 
sia implied in the context (§ 53, Note 2), or with the apodoe 
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sis expressed in a verb like davpdfw, &c. (§ 56) ;— (d) to 

temporal sentences expressing a past intention or expectation, 
especially those introduced by éws and apiv, until, after past 
tenses (§ 66, 2, Note 1);—and sometimes (e) even to ordi- 
nary relative sentences, which would otherwise take the In- 

dicative. E. g. 
(a.) ’EBotXovro édOeiv, ei rotro yévorro, they wished to go, if this 

should happen. (Here éav roiro yévnrat might be used, as the 
form in which the wish would originally be conceived.) Taddeav 8é 
kat TwBpvav éxéhevoey 6 te SdvatvTo AaPdrras peradidxew* Kab 
dots etxe Tas émopevas dyéAas, eime TOUT@ Kal Gua mpdéBata ToAAG 
eavvery, dn av adrov ruvOdvyrat dvra, as emopayein. KEN. Cyr. 
VU, 3, 7. (Here 6 7 dStvawro represents 6 re dv Suvyade in the 
direct command, while émy dv muvOdavnrar represents Sry dy muvOdvy.) 
*EBovAovro yap apiow, ef twa AdBovev, imdpyew dvri tov evdov, jv 
apa rbxaot tives eCwypnpevo. THuc. U5. (*Hy AaBapev, and jv 
tvx@or.) O88 ddrAot OnBain, obs Met wapayevécGat, ei re py wpo- 
xopoin Trois eceAnAvOdow, emeBonOovv. Ibid. (Edy re py mpo- 

xp.) ind ~~ A =. t A A | i e. Ipocimoy avrois pi vavpaxeiv Kopiv6iots, fv pay emt Képxupav md é- 
wot kat péAAwouv droBaivew. Id. 1, 45. ("Hy py mdenre kat 
pédAnre.) Kal mapyyyeday ened) Secmvngerav ouverkevacpevovs 
mdvras avanaveoOat, Kal emecOar nvix’ av Tis wmapayyéAAn. XEN. 
An. III, 5,18. (Emeday deerynonre, and vik’ dv ris mapayyéAdg.) 
Tlept avrav kpipa mépwet, Kehevov... wy aeivar mpiv dy adrot madiy 
copeoOaouv. Tuuc. I, 91. (piv xopscdciev might have been 
used.) Kat modAdkis trois "A@nvaiots mapyver, iv dpa more Kata yi 
Biacddct, xaraBavras és avtov rais vavot mpos Gravras avbiorac dat. 
Id. I, 91. (Ei Bracdciey might have been used.) ’Héiouv avrous 
Hyevdvas oper yevéoOat kal Tlavoavig pi) émirpémeny, Av wov Bidtyrar. 
Id. I, 95. (Ei mov Pidtorro might have been used.) “Aguxvoiy- 
rar @s SiTdAKny, Bovdrdpevor weicat adrov, el Svvarvro, otparevous 
émt tv Woridaav. Id. Il, 67. "Erowpos qv drorivew, ei katayvotey 
airov. Isoc. Trapez. 361 E.§ 16. (This example might be placed 
also under ¢.) Eimov pndeva trav dmicbev xiveicba, mpi av 6 mpdobev , 
nyatac, I commanded that no one, &c. Xen. Cyr. IL, 2, 8. 

LlapnyyéAdero yap adrois déxa pev obs Onpapévns awéderEe xeipo- 
Toviga, deca S€ ods of Popo Kehevovev. Lys. in Erat. p. 127, 
§ 76. (Obs dréderée, and ovs dv keAcvwow. See § 74, 2.) "ExéAevoe 
pe Thy emoroAyy hy éypawa oixade Sovvar, the letter which I had 
written. Xen. Cyr. I, 2, 9. (Hy ypayayze would mean whatever 
letter I might write, representing jy av ypayys.) So dev 7A Gov, 
Tuvc. VI, 27. 

(b.) "ExdiCov bre orparnyos dv otk éemeEdyor, they abused him 
because he did not lead them out (as they said). Tuuc. Ul, 21. 

See other examples under § 81, 2. See also § 81, 2, Rem. 
(c.) “Quetepov, ci dXaootwvro, they pitied them, in case they 
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should be captured: the idea in full is, they pitied them, thinking of 
what would befall them if they should be captured. Xen. An. I, 4, 7. 
(Ei dd@oovrae might have been used.) Asddvros 8 air@ maproAda 
Sapa TiOpadvorov, ef dwéX Oot, dmexpivaro, offering him many gifts, if 
he would go away. Id. Ages. IV, 6. (‘Eav dwéd6y might have been 
used.) vAaxus cupmréuret, Oras puddtroev adrov, kat et TOY dypiov 
tt pavein Onpiav, and (to be ready) in case any wild beasts shoula 
appear ; his drought being eav re havg. Id. Cyr. I, 4, 7. See 
other examples of the Optative under § 53, N. 2. 
*Hy d¢ ris etary  eminghlon kiweiv ra ypnuata raira és AdXo Th, 

Odvarov (npiav éméOevro, they set death as the penalty, if any one should 
move, or put to vole a motion, to divert this money to any other purpose. 
Tuue. II, 24. (Ei etwas } emupndpiceev might have been used.) 
Tadra, jv ere vavpaxeiv of AOnvaior ToApnowot, mapecKevatorro, i. e. 
they made their other preparations, (to be ready) in case the Athenians 
should dare, &c. Id. VII, 59. (Their thought was, we will be ready, 
in case they shall dare, jv roApnowor.) So qv iwow, IV, 42. Od rd 
-Aoumdv Cpedrov Eerv, ef py vavkpatynaovary, they were not likely 
to have them (provisions) for the future (as they thought), unless they 
should hold the sea. Id. VII, 60. See Lys. Agor. p. 131, § 15. 

*EGaupate 8 ef ris dperny emayyeddopevos dpyipiov mpdarroiro, 
he wondered that any demanded money, &c. XEN. Mem. I, 2, 7. 
(But in J, 1, 13, we find ¢@avpale & ef py havepiv avrois éoruv, he 
wondered that it was not plain.) “Exatpov dyamav el tis €d oor, I re- 
Joiced, being content if any one would let it pass. Pia. Rep. V, 450 
A. Ovd« noxvvOn ef rovovTo Kakdy emdyet Te, he was not ashamed 
that he was bringing such a calamity on any one. Drm. Mid. 548, 24. 
TG dé pndev eavtd ouveddre Sewvdy cloner, ef movnpav epyav 66 Ee xor- 
vavety TO ciwrjoat, it seemed hard, if he was to appear to be impli- 
cated, &c.; he thought, dSewdy earw, ef défo (§ 49,1, N. 3). Id. 
F. L. 351,18. (Here 86£0 might have been used, like édoe above.) 
So Arscuin. Cor.§ 10. Kal eye tov Ednvéy euaxdpioa, ei os adnbas 
€ yeu Tavryy THy Texyny Kal oUTws eupedtas StSadaxer, [ congratuiated 
him, if he really had this art (as he thought). Piat. Apol. 20 B 
(Here ¢yor and d&ddoxor might have been used.) 

(d.) Smovdas enouncavro, gas amayyeNOein ta dexOévra eis 
Aakedaipova, they made a truce, (to continue) until what had been said 
should be announced at Sparta; i. e. ews dv dmayyeX OH, which 
might have been retained. Xen. Hell. II, 2, 20. *Qpce 8 emt 
kpaervav Bopénv, mpd dé xipar’ éakev, ws 6 ye Patyeror idnpéerporoe 
poyein, until Ulysses should be among the Phaeacians ; i. ©. éws dv 
peyy. Od. V, 885. So elws Oeppaivoiro, Od. IX, 376. ’Amnydpeve 
pdéva Baddew, mplv Kipos ¢umdno Gein Onpav, until Cyrus should 
be satisfied. Xun. Cyr. I, 4, 14. (His words were mpiv dv ép- 
mAnoOj.) Oi b€ pevovres eoracay, émmére mUpyos "Axatdv arog éred- 
dav Tpoav déppnaere kat dpéerav modeuow, i. e. they stood wait 
ing for the time when, &c. Il IV, 385. (Here érérav dpyjon, &e. 
might be used.) So Il. HW, 794. Wpodxivncav 16 oridos, as mavao- 
pevous rod Siwypod, emel apas idorev mpooppnoavras, when they 
should see them, &c, Xun. Cyr. I, 4, 21. 
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Qi yap 8 odeas diet b beds ris drotxins, mplv 8) adwikavrar és 
airiv AcBiny. Hpt. IV, 156. (CAmixowro might be used.) Of 
S€ Kopivérar ob mpoedvpnbnoav Evpmdreiv, mpl ra “IoOua, a tore Hy, 
éteoptadrwaoiv. Tuue. VIII, 9. 

(e.) Kai gree ofpa idéoda, 6 tre pa of yauBpoio mapa Ipotroo 
dépotro, he asked to see the token, which (he said) he was bringing 
from Proetus, i. e. he said gépoua. Il. VI, 177. Karnydpeov rav 
Alyuntéav ra weTmoinkovey mpoddrres THY ‘EAAdba, 1. e. they accused 
them for what (as they said) they had done. Hp. VI, 49. Sora 
memovOas ein, 1, 44. Kadei rov Adiov, pynuny madady omeppdtev 
éyova’, ip’ dv Odvoe peév adres, thy b€ Tikrovoay imo, by which 
Cas she ie he had perished himself, and had left her the mother, &c. 
Soru. O. T. 1245. (If the relative clause contained merely the 
idea of the speaker, ¢@ave and Aue would be used. Here no am- 
Piguity can arise from the use of the Aorist Optative. “See § 74, 2, 
1) ; 
Notes 1. Causal sentences are usually constructed without re- 

ference to this principle. See § 81, with Rem. 

Note 2. The Imperfect and Pluperfect occasionally represent 
the Present and Perfect Indicative in this construction, as in § 74, 2, 
af 2. Such clauses are simply not included in the indirect discourse. 

je g- 

‘Eroipos jy, el pev Tovray re etpyaaro, Sixny dovvat, el 8 drodv- 
Ocin, dpyew, he was ready, if he had done any of these things, to be 
punished ; but if he should be acquitted, to hold his command. Tuuc. 
VI, 29. (Eipyaoro represents eipyacpat, while ef dmodvéein repre- 
sents éav amo\v0@.) 

Note 8. “Ay is occasionally retained with relatives and temporal 
particles in sentences of this kind, even when the Subjunctive to 
which they belonged has been changed to the Optative. See § 74, 
1, Note 2. E. g. 

Tovs 8€ AapBdvovras ris durdias pucbdy avdpamodiards éavtay dire- 
kdAct, did TO avaykaioy avrois eivar Suartéyeobar wap dv dv Ad Bovey 
tov paddy, because they were obliged (as he said) to converse with those 
from whom they received the pay. XEN. Mem. I, 2,6. (Here dy dv 
AdBouev represents Gv dv AdBwou.) Kai por rad’ jv mpdppyta, ... 7d 
@dppaxoy rovro odlew eye, ws dv dprixpioroy adppdcatpi Tov. 
Sopu. Trach. 687. (See Schneidewin’s note.) ’H&iovv adtovs pa- 
oriyow roy éxdobevra, €ws dv tadyOn Sdéerev adrois déyew. Isoc. 
Trap. 361 D. § 15. Xaipes égns dv kai ove droxpivato, éws dv ra an’ 
exeivns Spunbevra oxéevato, you would not answer, until you should 
have examined, &c. Prat. Phaed.101 D. (The direct thought of 
the person addressed would be, gas dv oxéyropat.) See § 34, 1. 

It is doubtful whether édy was ever used with the Optative in this 
way 

2. Upon this principle (§ 77) final and object clauses with 
8 
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iva, Sras, pq, &e., after secondary tenses, admit the double con- 
struction of indirect discourse. This appears in the frequent 
use of the Subjunctive or the Future Indicative instead of 
the Optative in these sentences, after secondary tenses, when 
either of these is the form in which the purpose would have 
been originally conceived. Thus we may say either 7\Ge» tva 
Wor or Ardev a t8y, he came that he might see; the latter 

being allowed because the person referred to would himself 
have said gpyona iva ido. See § 44, 2, § 45, and § 46, with 
the examples. 

Norz. The principles of § 74 and § 77 apply to clauses which 
depend upon final and object clauses, as these too are considered as 
standing in indirect discourse. E. g. 

"ENObrres és Aaxedaipova (expaccor) Oras ETotpadoaLvTo TYLbe- 
play, iv dep. Truc. I, 58. (Here ei Séoe might have been used. 
See § 55, 2) "EpoBeiro yap pu) of en opas, 6 énére oapas 
dxovgetay, ovxert apadocuy. Id. 1,91. (Here émérav deovcaou 
is changed to onére dxovoeray, macs apoow i is retained by §. 77, 
2.) Meya 76 déos ¢ éyévero pa mapandéovres oi TleAorovvycrot, ei Kal ds 
py Sievoodvro peverv, mopbacw tas médes, the fear was great lest 
the Peloponnesians as they sailed by, even if under the circumstances 
they had not been thinking of remaining, might destroy the cities. Id. 
Ill, 33. (Here d:evuodyro is retained by § 74, 2.) 

“Omrws and”O in Indirect Quotations. 

§78. 1. Ina few cases d7ras is used i in indirect quo- 
tations where we should expect #s or 674. This occurs 
chiefly in poetry. E. g. 

Tovr’ aird Hi} poe ppde’, énas ovx et xaxds. Sopp. O. T. 548. 
"Avak, ép@ pev ovx 6mws taxous Uo Svomvous ikavo. Id. Ant. 223. 
So Ant. 685: émws ov py Aéyers. "Avatetmov bkws por apeiva earl 
radta ovTw motedpeva. Hor. 1,37, So MI, 115. So émws mavra 
eniorapa, Prat. Kuthyd. 296 EE. 

2. In a few passages in Homer we find 6 (the neuter 
of 6s) used for or. E. g. 

Tryvdoxwy 6 of adros tmelpeye xe as "Amddhav, knowing that Apollo 
himself held over him his hands, Il. V, 433, EG vv at Hpeis iSpev 6 6 
Tot abévos ovx éemekrov. Il. vid. 32, Aevaoere yap TO ye mavres, 
6 pou yepas épxerat addp, that my prize gues elsewhere. Il. I, 120. 
So Od. » 295. 
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Nore. ‘O@ovvexa and ovvexa in the tragedians, and odvexa in Ho- 
mer, are sometimes used like dre or as, that; as dyyehde 6Oovvexca 
réOunx ’Opéearns, Sopu. El. 47; tc6t roiro, obvexa "EAAnvés eoper, 
Id. Phil. 232. See Sopu. El. 1478, Trach. 934 (otvexa with Opt.) ; 
and Il. XJ, 21; Odyss. V, 216; XIII, 309. 

“Ort before Direct Quotations. 

§ 7. Even direct quotations are sometimes introduced by 
6r¢, without further change in the construction. “Ov. thus 
used cannot be expressed in English. E. g. 

“O Se drexpivaro Ste “OdS' ef yevolynv, & Kipe, vot y’ dv more ert 
Sofa.” XEN. An. I, 6, 8. "Amexpivaro dre “OQ déomora, ot {iy 
«7 A.” Id. Cyr. VII, 3, 8. Etre & dre “Eis xatpov yreis,” ebn, 
“Ores tis Sikns dkovons.” Ib. III, 1, 8. *H dpodper mpds adrods, dre 
“Hoixes yap Huds 7 modts, kat ovk dpGas thy Sixny expe,” — ravta fj 
ri épodpev; Piat. Crit. 50 B. So Phaed. 60 A. See also Hpr 
Il, 115. 

SECTION V. 

CausaL SENTENCES. 

§ 80. Causal sentences express the cause or reason 
of something stated in the leading sentence. They 
may be introduced by ore, Side or Svorep, obvexa or 
dOovvexa, and ws, because; or by émet, éresdy, ore, 
bore, evte, and sometimes omov, since, seeing that. 
Remark. “Ore and os in this causal sense must not be con- 

founded with drt and as, that, in indirect quotations; and érei, 
éretdn, dre, and éwore must not be confounded with the same parti- 
cles in temporal sentences. 

§ 81. 1. Causal sentences regularly take the In- 
dicative, after both primary and secondary tenses; past 
sauses being expressed by the past tenses of the Indica- 
tive. The negative particle is ov. E. g. 

Kidero yap Aavady, drt pa Ovgoxovras Sparo. I. 1,56. Xadpe 
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vos, br’ dpurrov ’Ayady obdév Ereoas. I. I, 244. AnpoBépos Baor- 

Reds, eel odriSavoiow dvdaoers. Il. I, 231. Mi 6 ovrws khenre 

véq, eel od mapedevoear ovde pe Teicels. i. I, 132. | Novooy 
dva orparév dpoe kaxiy, ddéxovro 5é Aaoi, ovvexa Tov Xpvogy nT i bye 

dpyrijpaArpeidns. Il. 1,11. Kai rpujpys 8¢ rou 7 ceoaypevy dvbparav 

dia ri GAXO HoBepsv Core H Sri raxd met; Sta Th 5é GAXo adurrot adAge 

ows edolv of eumdéovres fj Sidte ev Traber KAO NYT at; Xen. Occ. VI, 

8. Of epol Pidor otras exovres pepi eyod duarehovary, ov ba 7d a 

ewe, dAAG dedmep Kal adrol dv olovrat PeArioror yiyver bau. Id. em. 
IV,8, 7. (See § 42, 2, Note.) Ilpds raira kpumte pndev, os 6 mavé 
épav cat dvr’ dxotav mdvt’ dvanriaaet xpdvos, 1. e. since time 
develops all things. SopH. Hippon. Fr. 280. Méya 3€ 7d épod rpa- 

jivat, met kai rois Onplois mdOos Tus eyyiyveTat Tav auvTpiper. 
en. Mem. II, 3, 4. "Or’ ody rapawvota’ oddév és mAEov TOL, ixéris 

adiypa. Sop. O. T. 918. ‘Omdre otv wodis pév ras idias Evpopas 
ola re heoew, els d€ Exaoros Tas éxeivns dduvvatos (sc. eaTi), Tas ov 
Xp) mavras dpivew airy; Tuuc. II, 60. “Ore roivy rov8 otras 
€xX et, mpoonne mpodvpas eOédewv dkovev Tav Bovropevav cupPBovdcvew. 
Dem. Ol. I, 9, 3. For edre, since, see Sop. Aj. 715, O. C. 84; for 
Sov, see Hpt. I, 68. 

2. When, however, it is implied that the cause is as- 
signed by some other person than the speaker, the prin- 
ciple of indirect discourse ($77, 1) applies to causal 
sentences. 

This has no effect upon the form after primary tenses ; 
but after secondary tenses it allows the verb to stand in 
the Optative, in the tense originally used by the person 
who assigned the cause. HE. g. 

Tov Tlepuxdéa éxdxiCov, bre orparnyos dv ovk ewmeEd yor, they abused 
Pericles, because being general he did not lead them out. 'Tavuc. II, 
21. (This states the reason assigned by the Athenians for reproach- 
ing Pericles: if Thucydides had wished to assign the cause merely 
on his own authority, he would have used drt ovx éwegiyev.) Tots 
auvévras eOdxet toreiv dnéxerOat Tay dvocioy, émeimep yyy oatvTo 
pndev dy mote dy mparrovey Oeods diadabeiv, Ken. Mem. I, 4, 19. 
(See § 74, 2,.N. 1.) OloOa émawécavra abrév (“Opnpov) rv ’Ayapé- 
pvova, as Bacidets ein dyabds, because (as he said) he was a good 
king. Id. Symp. IV, 6. So as etpyxor, because (as he said) he 
had found, Hor. I, 44. , . } 

Remark. We should suppose that in causal sentences of the 

second class (§ 81, 2) the mood and tense by which the cause would 
have been originally stated might also be retained, as in ordina; 
indirect discourse; so that in the first example above (Tuve. I. 21 
ors ovx éEweEdyes might also be used, in the same sense as Sry ocx 
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émeédyot. This, however, seems to have been avoided, to pre- 
vent the ambiguity which would arise from the three forms, émefjyev, 
éreEdyot, and émefdyet. It will be remembered that the first form, 
which is the regular one in causal sentences of the first class (§ 81, 1), 
is allowed only by exception in indirect quotations (§ 70, 2, N. 2); 
for in indirect discourse the tenses of the Indicative regularly de- 
note time present, past, or future relatively to the leading verb; while 
in causal sentences (as in most other constructions) they regularly 
denote time absolutely present, past, or future. (See § 9.) 

Nore 1. The Optative in causal sentences appears to have been 
used only after dri, ws, and éwei. It is not found in Homer. 

Nore 2. If a cause is to be expressed by an apodosis in which 
the Indicative or Optative with dy is required, those forms can of 
course follow the causal particles. E. g. 

A€opat ov cov mapapeivat Hpiv’ &s éyd od Av évds Fdvov axov- 
cape i cov, I beg you then to remain with us ; as there is not one whom 
I should hear more gladly than you. Piat. Prot. 335 D. Nov & 
éred)) ovK eOéhets Kal epot tis doxoXia earl Kal ovK dv olds T ein coe 
mapapeivat droreivovre paxpovs Aoyous —éAOeiv ydp moi pe Sei— eis’ 
émel kai ratT av tows ok dndds cov Feovoy. Ib. 335 C, 

Nore 3. For relative causal sentences, see § 65, 4. For the 
causal use of the Participle, see § 109, 4. ; 

SECTION VI.° 

EXPRESSION OF A WISH. 

Remark. The Greek has one form to express a wish re- 
ferring to a future object, and another to express one referring 
to a present or past object which (it is implied) 7s not or was 
not attained. To the former class belong such wishes as O 
that-he may come ! —O that this may happen ! — Utinam veniat ; 
to the latter, such as O that this had happened! —O that this 
were true /— Utinam hoe factum esset, — Utinam hoc verum 

esset, 

§ 82. If the wish refers to the future, the Optative is 
used after the particles of wishing ¢0e or «i yap (nega 
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tively, Oc yy, yap un, or simply M1), 0 that, O #, 

would that ( O that not, &c.). Ei@e and « yap may, how- 
ever, be omitted; and thus the Optative often stands 

alone to express a wish. 
The Present Optative refers to a continued or re- 

peated action or state in the future; the Aorist (which 

is the most common) refers to a momentary or single 
act in the future. E. g. 

At yap éuot rooafv8e beol Sivaywv mapabeiev, O that the Gods 
would clothe me with so much strength! Od. II, 205. At@ ovrws, 
Kipae, pidov Adi warpi yevoro, mayest thou become in like manner 
a friend to father Zeus. Od. XIV, 440. ‘Ypiv pév Geot Sotev ’Odup- 
mia Oopar’ éyovtes éxmépoat Uputporo modu, ed 8° oixad’ ixéoOat, may 
the Gods grant you, &c. Il. 1,18. My pay dowovdi ye xal dxews 
drokolpny. L. XXII, 304. To pev viv raira mpnooots tdrep ep 
xepol Exes, may you for the present continue to do what you now have 
tn hand. Hpt. VI, 5. ©now mpuravei’, } pneére C nv eyo, or may 
I no longer live. Arist. Nub. 1255. Nex@n & 6 te maow ipiv 
perder cvvoicerv, and may that opinion prevail, &e. Dem. Phil. I, 
55,6. Te@vainy, re por pyxérs raira pedo. Mimnerm. I, 2. 
Tidovotov 8€ vopiCotpe tov copdv. Puat. Phaedr. 279 C. °Q zai, 
yévoto marpos ev’ruyecrepos. SOPH. Aj. 550. Ovrtw vixnoatpir 
é€y® kal vopeloipny codes, on this condition may I gain the prize 
(in this case) and be (always) considered wise. Arist. Nub. 520. 
(See Note 4.) Ei@’, 3 Adore, Hidos jpiv yévoro. XEN. Hell. IV, 
1, 38. El yap yevoipny, rexvov, dvti cov vexpéds. Eur. Hippol. 
1410. Huvevéyxor- pev radra as Bovddueba. Tuuc. VI, 20. 
Aurés det émortnoe: kal diavra, dv éyo Bovkwpat.—’AdAG Bovdrn- 
Oeins, may you only be willing! Prat. Euthyd. 296 D. So elev, 
be it so, — well. 

Mykér Eretr’ “Odvane xdpy dpoow éemein, pnd’ ere Tyrepdxoro 
maTnp KeKAnméevos etny, then may the head of Ulysses no longer 
remain on his shouiders, and no longer may I be called the Sather of 
Telemachus. Il. I, 259. (See Rem. 1.) 

From its use in wishes the Optative Mood (fyxAtoes ederixg) 
received its name. 

Remark 1. The Future Optative was not used in wishes in 
classic Greek. The Perfect was probably not used except in the 
signification of the Present (§ 17, N. 8), as in the last example. If 
such a phrase as ei@e vevixjxoe were used, it would mean O that it 
may prove (hereafler) that he has been victorious! See § 18, 1. 

_ Remark 2, In Homer we occasionally find the Present Optative 
in a wish referring to pen time, where later writers would have 
used the Imperfect Indicative. E. g. 
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Ei i yap eyay ovTw ye Avs mais aiyidy 010 
Einy jpara mdyra, re koe 8é pe mérva “Hon, 
Troipny & os Tier” *ABnvain kat "Anddiop, 
‘Qs viv nuépyn Wde Kaxdv péper "Apyelovow, 

O that I were the son of Zeus, and that Hera were my mother, and that 
I were honored as Athene and A pollo | are honored, &e. I. XIU, 825, 
(Here réxo is nearly equivalent to parnp ein: cf. d rexovoa, O mother. 
quoted under § 83, 1. ) 

*Q yépov, et6", & ds Oupods evi oTnbecot pioow | 
“Qs rot youvad! fmouro, Bin b€ rou umedos €fn* 
*AAAG oe Yipes, relpes Gpoitov * os Bperev tls 
"Avdpav GAXos exe, ov dé Kovporéepotce pereivat. 

The idea i is, O that thy knees equalled thy heart in strength, &c. Il. 
IV, 313. At the end we have the more regular form, dpedév tis 
ardor zxewv, would that some other man had it (yipas). § 83, 2, N. 1. 

EW as pBoorpe, Bin 6 pot fpmedos ein 
T@ Ke ray’ durhoeve paxns kopvbatodos ” Exrap, 

O that I were again so young, &c. Ii. VII, 157. See VI, 133. 
For a similar exceptional use in Homer of the Present Optative 

in protasis, see § 49, 2, N. 6 (0). The optatives in the examples 
quoted above may perhaps be explained as referring to the future, 
and translated, O that J might be, &c. 

Note 1. In the poets, especially Homer, the Optative without 
ede or ef ydp sometimes expresses a concession or permission; and 
sometimes an exhortation, in a sense approaching that of the Impera- 
tive. E. g. 

Adris ’Apyeinv “EXémmv Mevédaos & dyotro, Menelaus may take back 
Argive Helen. Il. IV, 19. TeOvains, & Upoir’, 4 xdxrave BeAde~ 
popdrrny, either die, or kill Bellerophontes. Il. VI, 164. "AAA tes 
Aodiov Kkadéaere, let some one call Dolios. Od. IV, 735. So. 
Aescu. Prom. 1049 and 1051. 

Note 2. The poets sometimes use the simple ei (without -6e or 
yap) with the Optative in wishes. E. g. 

*AAN’ ef Tis Kai rovade perorxdpevos ckadeoecev. Il. X, 111. 
Ei po yévorro pbdyyos ev Bpaxioow. Eur. Hee. 836. 

Nore 3. The poets, especially Homer, sometimes use 6s before 
the Optative in wishes. This és cannot be expressed in English ; 
and it is not to be translated so (as if it were written és), or con- 
founded with otras usedas in Note 4. E. g. 

‘Qs dmoXotro Kal GAXos, Oris ToLtaiTd béCot, O that any other also 
may perish, &c. Od. 1,47. See Od. Xx 201. ‘Qs 6 rade wopady 
Braur’, ef por Oemis rad’ aidav. Sopu. E]. 126. 

Norz 4. Odras, thus, on this condition, may be prefixed to the 
Optative in protestations, where a wish is expressed upon some cons 
dition ; which conditicn is usually added in another clause. E. g. 
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Obras dvacbe rovrav, pi mepldnré pe, may you enjoy these on this 
condition, — do not neglect me. Dem. Aph. I, 842, 9- 

Note 5. The Optative in wishes belonging under this head never 
takes the particle dy. Ifa wish is expressed in the form of an ordi- 
nary apodosis, as més dv ddoluny, how gladly I would perish (i. e. if 
I could), it does not belong here, but under § 52, 2. 

§ 83. 1. If the wish refers to the present or the 
past, and it is implied that its object 2s not or was not 
attained, the secondary tenses of the Indicative are 
used. The particles of wishing here cannot be omitted. 

The distinction between the Imperfect and Aorist In- 
dicative is the same as in protasis (§ 49, 2) ; the Imper- 
fect referring to present time or to a continued or 
repeated action in past time, and the Aorist to a mo- 
mentary or single action in past time. E. g. 

Eide rodro éroier, would that he were now doing this, or would 
that he had been doing this; eiOe roiro émoinaeyv, would that he had 
done this; cide hv ddAnOés, would that it were true; cide py eyéverto, 
would that it had not happened. 

Ei? ecixes, @& rexovca, Bedriovs gpevas, would that thou, O 
mother, hadst a better understanding. Eur. El. 1061. Ei yap rocav- 
th divapw efxov, would that I had so great power. Id. Alc. 1072. 
Eide cot, & Tepixres, tore cuveyevdpnyv. XEN. Mem. I, 2, 46. 
"Io, py yas émi &evas Oaveiv 2x py Ces, O that thou hadst not chosen ta 
die in a foreign land. Soru. 3. C. 1713. 

Remark. The Indicative cannot be used in wishes without e7Ge 
or ef ydp, asit would occasion ambiguity ; this cannot arise in the 
case of the Optative, which is not regularly used in independent 
sentences without dv, except in wishes. The last example quoted 
above shows that the Indicative with yn alone can be used in nega. 
tive wishes. (This passage is often emended; see, however, Her- 
mann’s note on the passage, and on Eur. Iph. Aul. 575.) 

2. The Aorist @perov and sometimes the Imperfect 
@pedrov of ofeido, debeo, may be used with the In- 
finitive in wishes of this class, with the same meaning 
as the secondary tenses of the Indicative. The Present 
Infinitive is used when the wish refers to the present or 
to continued or repeated past action, and the Aorist 
(varely the Perfect) when it refers to the past. 
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EY 

'Nedov or apeddov may be preceded by the particles 
. . w > 

of wishing, ee, e& yap, or 7 (not ov). EK. g. 
"Odere roiTo woreiv, would that he were (now) doing this (lit. he 

ought to be doing it), or would that he had (habitually) done this 
(lit. he ought to have done this). "Qpedre roiro mothaar, would that 
he had done this. 

"Ov dpedov cpirdryy wep Cxov ev SHpact poipav vaieryv, of & dv- 
Spes odor €upevat ot tér drovro, O that I were living with even a 
third part, §c., and that those men were safe who then perished. Od. 
IV, 97. My dpedov vixay rogd’ én ddr, O that I had not been 
victorious in such a contest. Od. XI, 548. See Il. XVIII, 86, a? 
Sheres ov pev ave vaiery, Undrers S€ Ountyy dyayéoOar. Tip 
BHeNr ev vneot kataxTapev "Aptewms io, O that Artemis had slain 
her, &c. Il, XTX, 59. "ONEaOat Spherov 775’ huepa, O that I had 
perished on that day. Sopa, O. T. 1157. Ei6’ Ged’ "Apyois py 
Stamrdabat oxados Kédxor és aiay xvavéeas SupwAnyddas. Eur. 
Med. 1. Ei yap Sedov oiol re efvar of woAAol Ta peyiora Kaka 
eLepydtecOar, O that the multitude were able, &c. Puat. Crit. 44 D 
My mor’ Spedov Auwety riy Sxipov, O that I never had left Scyros 
Sora. Phil. 969. Ai@’ dua mavres "Exropos OPéedeET dvti Oons emi 
ynvot repac Gat, would that ye all had been slain instead of Hector. 
Il. XXIV, 253. "Avdpds exer’ Shedrov dyeivovos civat dkorris, 
bs 737 vépeciv re Kai aioyea TAN’ avOpdmav, O that I were the wife of 
a better man, who knew, &c. Il. VI, 350. (For 75n, see § 64, 2.) 

For the origin of this construction, see § 49, 2, N. 3 (0) and (c). 

Note 1. The secondary tenses of the Indicative are not used in 
Homer to express wishes; Sedov with the Infinitive being gener- 
ally used when it is implied that the wish is not or was not fulfilled. 
(See § 82, Rem. 2.) The latter construction is used chiefly by the 
poets. e 

Nortz 2. Neither the secondary tenses of the Indicative nor the 
form with Sedov in wishes can (like the Optative) be preceded by 
the simple ei (without -0e or ydp). 

‘Os, used as in § 82, N. 3, often precedes dpeAov, &c. in Homer, 
and rarely in the Attic poets. E. g. 

“Hyudes ex wokéuou; os Spedes aitd6’ dd€oOat. Il, IT, 428, 
‘Os Sper ‘Edevys awd Pidov drccba. Od. XIV, 68. 
‘Os mply diddEa y’ Shedes peaos Siappayjvat, ARIST. Ran. 955. 

‘ 

Remark. Expressions of a wish with the Optative or In- 
dative after cide, et yép, &c. were originally protases with the 

apodosis suppressed. Thus, ei ydp yévorro, O that it may happen 

(lit. of tt would only happen), implies an apodosis like ebrvyys av 
8* L 
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ev, I should be fortunate, or I should rejoice ; et yap eyévero, O 

that it had happened, implies one like edruxys av w of it had 
only happened, I should have been fortunate). It will be seen 
that the use of the moods and tenses is precisely the same as 
in the corresponding classes of protasis (§ 50, 2; § 49, 2). The 
analogy with the Latin is the same as in protasis:— ¢ yap 
Touro movoin (Or mroioetev), O si hoc faciat, O that he may do this ; 

el yap robro émoiet, O si hoc faceret, O that he were doing this ; 

ei yap todro éroincev, O si hoe fecisset, O that he had done this ; 

ei yap py éyévero, utinam ne factum esset, O that it had not hap- 
pened. 

The form with ddpeAov and the Infinitive, on the other hand, 
is an apodosis with a protasis implied... See § 49, 2, N. 3, 3. 

SECTION VII. 

IMPERATIVE AND SUBJUNCTIVE IN ComMANDS, EXHORTa 
TIONS, AND PROHIBITIONS. 

.§ 84. The Imperative is used to express a com: 
mand, an exhortation, or an entreaty. E. g. 

Aéye, speak thou. edye, begone! *ENOéra, let him come. Xat- 
gore let them rejoice. “EpyeaOov kdtoinv Tndniddea *AyAjos. 

- I, 322. Zed, Zed, Ocwpds ravde mpaypdrov- yevod. AESCH. 
Choeph. 246, 

Nore 1. The Imperative is often emphasized by dye (or 
dyere), pepe, or 161, come. These words may be in the sin- 
gular when the Imperative is in the plural, and in the second 
person when the Imperative is in the third. E. g. 

El’ dye pot kai révde, itov réxos, dors 68’ eoriv. Tl. ITI, 192. 
"AN dye pipvere mdvres, evavnwides "Ayatol. Il. II, 331. Baer’ TOe, 
ovAe dvetpe, Bods emt vias ’Ayatdv. Il. Il, 8. “Aye 8) deovoare. 
Xun. Apol. § 14. “Ayere deumvncare. XEN. Hell, »1,18. @ép’ 
eixé 8 pot. Sopu. Ant. 534. épe b4 pot réde etmé. PLA. Crat 
885 B. "16s 8) A€Eov Huiv mpadrov rovro. Xn. Men. I, 3, 3. 
"160 vey wapioracdov. Arist. Ran, 1878. "16 vey ABaveordy deips 
tes kat woo Odrw. Ib. 871. 
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REMARK. épe is not used in this way in Homer. 

Nore 2. The poets sometimes use the second person of the Im- 
perative with mas in hasty commands. E. g. 

“Axove was, hear, every one! Arist. Thesm. 372. Xdpet dedpo 
mwas tanpérns* ré€eve, waite’ opevddyny ris pow ddra. Id. Av. 1187. 
“Aye 5) cloma was dnp. Id. Ran. 1125. 

Norte 3. The Imperative is sometimes used in relative 
clauses depending on an interrogative (usually ofca), where 
we should expect the relative clause to be completed by de 
with an Infinitive, and the Imperative to stand by itself. E. g. 

"ANN cia & Spacov; TH oer Oéve tiv mérpav, but do you know 
what to do? strike the rock with your leg! Arist. Av. 54. (We 
should expect here oio6’ 4 det Spaca; Spacov: x.r.d., do you know 
sohat to do? if so, do it: viz. strike the rock, &c.) Otc’ 6 po cip- 
mpafov, do you know what you must do for me? tf so, do it. Eur. 
Heracl. 451. Otodd vuv d por yeveo Oa; Seopa trois E€voroe mpdoes, 
do you know what must be done for me (a dei por yevéobar) ? let it be 
done then (yevéoOw), viz. put chains on the strangers. Id. Iph. Taur. 
1208. Oic6’ &s moinacov; Sopu. O. T. 543. (Compare Eur. 
Cycl. 131, ofa6’ ody & Spdaess; dost thou know what thou art to do?) 

Notse 4. The Imperative sometimes denotes a mere concession, 
and sometimes a supposition (where something is supposed to be 
true for argument’s sake). E. g. 

Tlkovres re yap kar’ oikov: éav & day rovrwv rd yalpev, TaN’ 
ey karvou oxias ovk dy mpiaipny. Sopu. Ant. 1168. Tpocermdra 
riva dudixas 8 te Apyar kal 6 idiorns, suppose that both the ruler and 
the private man address, &c. Xun. Hier. VIII, 3. 

§ 85. The first person of the Subjunctive (usually 
in the plural) is used in exhortations, supplying the 
want of a first person to the Imperative. “Aye 
(ayere) or Pépe, come, often precedes. EH. g. 
“Touer, let us go. “ISwpev, let us see. Oixadé mep ody vyvol ved- 
ela, révde 8 éSpev, let us sail homeward with our ships, and leave 
im. Tl. II, 236. "AXN’ ef Soxet, mA€@pev, dppdacdw raxvs. SoPH. 

Phil. 526. ’Enioyerov, pddopev. Ib. 539. Emioyes, €uBddro- 
pev eis Gov Aéyov. Eur. El. 962. TapGpmev te ovv aomep 
Kipos xedever, doxdpév te dv Sv pddsora duvyodpeba xaréxyew a 
bei, mapéxapév re hyas adrovs, x.r-A. Ken. Cyr. VIII, I, 5. 
"ANN dyed’, os dv eyav cima, wetOopeda mdvres, Il. U, 139. 
"AAN’ dye d} Kal var weddyeOa Oovpidos ddxis. I. IV, 418, Sépe 
8) diawepdvapev Adyous. Eur. Androm, 333. Acire pidor, roy 
eivoy épopeda. Od. VIL, 133. 
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Note 1. The first person singular of the Subjunctive, when it is 

used in this way, almost always takes dye (dyere) or pépe, unless 
some other Imperative precedes. E. g. 

"ANN dye d} ra xphpar dprOpnoe Kai dapat. Od. XI, 
215. AN dyed? ipiv rebxe eveixw OwpnxOnvat. Od. XX, 139. 
Gdmre pe Srte tayiora, mUAas “Aidao Twepnoe, bury me as 
quickly as possible; let me pass the gates of Hades. Ml. X XIU, 71. 
ép axotcw, come, let me hear. Hpt. I, 11. Siya, mvods pada* 
he pe mpbs ods Bédkw. Eur. Herc. F. 1059. "Emiaxer” avdyy roy 
tcabev éxpddw. Id. Hippol. 567. Aéye dj, i@0. Prat. Rep. V, 
157 C, 

Note 2. The second and third persons of the Subjunctive are 
not regularly used in affirmative exhortations, the Imperative being 
the regular form in these persons. (For the Aorist Subjunctive 
with 7) in prohibitions, see § 86.) 

In some cases the Optative in wishes, in the second and third 
persons, has almost the force of an exhortation. (§ 82, N. 1.) 

In a few exceptional cases, we find even the second person of the 
Subjunctive in exhortations, like the first person, but always accom- 
panied by dépe. E.g. 

Dep’, d réxvov, vival rd tis vacov paO7s. Sopu. Phil. 300. 

For the Future Indicative used elliptically in exhortations after 
Grws, see § 45, Note 7. 

Remark. The preceding rules apply only to affirmative exhort 
tions: these should be carefully distinguished from prohibitions with 
py (§ 86). The use of the Imperative in prohibitions is generally 
confined to the Present tense. 

§ 86. In prohibitions, in the second and third per- 
sons, the Present Imperative or the Aorist Subjunctive is 
used after #7 and its compounds. The former expresses 
a continued or repeated, the latter a single or momen- 
tary prohibition. 

In the first person (where the Imperative is wanting) 
the Present Subjunctive is allowed. E. g. 

Mi) moles rovro, do not do this (habitually); w} mothe D 
do not do this (single act). ‘EfaiSa Oe ee na iva tinie patted 
Ll. I, 363. Arpeidn, py wevde emorduevos cata eimeiv. Il, V, 
404. “Apyeiot, yn mo Te we Let e Bovpidos Gdxis. Il. IV, 234. Ele 
uot expouevp vnpeptéa, pnd emtxevaons. Od. XV, 263. “Hoy via 
oo madi éxos bdo, pnd éemixevde. Od. XVI, 168. Myxére viv 570 
al&r Acydpeda, pnd Ere Snpdv duBadrdrAwpeOa %pyov. Il, I, 435 
Ypeis 8¢ tH yp THdE pi Bapiy Kérov oxAWnode, pi Oupotdcbe 
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pnd deupriav re bEqre. AEscH. Eumen. 800. *Ov pyr’ dxveire, 
par adar eros xaxév. Sopu. O. C. 731. My OjoGe vopov pndéva, 
GAXa Tobs BAdwrovras tpas Avoare. Dem. Ol. III, 31, 11. (Here 
6éoe would not be allowed by § 86; although dvoare, in a mere 
exhortation, is regular, by § 84.) My xara rods vépous dexdonre’ 
py BonOnonre 7G wemovOdrs Sewd* py evopxeire. Id. Mid. 582, 
15. Mi} mpin, mat, ida. ARist. Nub. 613. Kai pndeis boda by 
pe Bovdr\coba Kadeiv. 1300. Phil. p. 101 A. § 93. Kal pndcis oléa Oo 
p’ dyvociv. Id. Paneg. p. 55 C. § 73. 

Note 1. (a.) With the exception of the first person (§ 86), the 
Present Subjunctive is not used in prohibitions. 

An elliptical use of the Subjunctive (sometimes the Present) after 
py or émas py, with a verb of fearing understood, must not be con- 
founded with this. (See § 46, N. 1) 

(b.) The second person of the Aorist Imperative is very seldom 
found in prohibitions; the ¢hird person is less rare. E. g. 

Myo 7) Bia ce pndapas vixnodr@. Sopn. Aj. 1334. Mnde cos 
pednoaro. AEscH. Prom. 332. So Prom. 1004. Kai pndelc 
tpav tpogdoKknadtw adddos. Puat. Apol. 17 C. 
My Petoov, & Zed, tis emovons éAnidos. ARisT. Thes. 870. 

_Note 2. The first person singular even of the Aorist Subjunc- 
tive in prohibitions is rare, and is found only in the poets. E. g. 

Mj Ge, yépov, KoiAnow ey mapa vyvot kcxeio. Il. I, 26. "Add 
fe & ye tHodE ys TopOpevooy as TaxioTa, pyd aitod Odva. SOPH. 
Tr. 801. 70 Seivor, py dy’ db1x7 0G. Id. O.C.174. (This may 
be explained also by § 46, N. 4.) 

SECTION VIII. 

SUBJUNCTIVE (LIKE Furvre INpIcaTIVE) IN INDEPENDENT 
Sentences. —InrerrogatTive Supsunctive.—Ov my 

WITH SUBJUNCTIVE AND Future INDICATIVE. 

§S%. In the Homeric language the Subjunctive is 
sometimes used in independent sentences, with the 
force of a weak Future Indicative. H. g. 

Od ydp m@ Toiovs idov dvépas, ovdé (Swpat, for I never yet saw, 
nor shall I (or can I) ever see such men. Il. 1, 262. ‘Ypiv év mavreo~ 
ge repiuxhura Sap’ dvopnve, I will enumerate the gifts, &c. I. IX, 
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121. Avaopa és Aldao, kal év vextecot haeiva, I will descend to 
Hades, and shine among the dead (said by the Sun). Od. XII, 383. 
(Here the Future dicopa: and the Subjunctive gacive hardly differ 
in their force.) Kai woré ris etm aev, and some one will perhaps 
say. Il. VI, 459. (In vs. 462, referring to the same thing, we have 
Gs wore tus épéet.) Ov éa6 obros dvnp, ovd gacerat, ovde yévn- 
rat, ds xev Threudye o@ viet xeipas eroice, Od. XVI, 437. Mvn- 
copa ovdé AdPwpae ’AmdAAwvos Exdroto, I will remember and will 
not forget the far-shooting Apollo. Hymn. in Apoll. 1. 

Remar. The Aorist is the tense usually found in this construc- 
tion. The first person singular is the most common, and instances 
of the second person are very rare. 

Norse. This Homeric Subjunctive, like the Future Indica- 
tive, is sometimes joined with dy or xe to form an apodosis. 
This enabled the earlier language to express an apodosis with 

a sense between that of the Optative with dv and that of the 
simple Future Indicative, which the Attic was unable to do. 
(See § 88,2.) E.g. 

Ei 8¢ xe py Sayow, ey dé xev adros EXwpat, but if he does not 
give her up, I will take her myseif. Il. I, 324. (Here @\opat xev has 
a shade of meaning between éXoiuny kev, I would take, and aipyoo- 
pat, J will take, which neither the Attic Greek nor the English can 
express.) Compare jv y’ ipiv oda elma, ore mpdrepds ye muOoipnny, 
Od. II, 43, with fv y’ fyiv oda etror, dre mpérepds ye miOo., II, 
31,— both referring to the same thing. See also II. ind 54; and 
VI, 448, the last example under § 59, N. 1. 

§ 88. The first person of the Subjunctive is used in 
questions of doubt, where the speaker asks himself or 
another what he is to do. The negative particle is «7. 
In Attic Greek this Subjunctive is often introduced by 
Bovre or BotrAEa be (poetic Oéreus or OereTe). EB. g. 

Eira rovro; shall I say this? or Bote eimw rovro; do you wish 
that I should say this? My todro mod pe v, shall we not do this? Ti 
tin; or ti BovdrAeoGe cimw; what.shall I say? or what do you want 
me to say? For the Future in such questions, see § 25, 1, cf 4, 

II} yap éya, pire TEKVOD, tw; Ted ddpad? Tk pat dvdpady of xpavanp 
"Iddxny kdra xotpavéovow +°H tds ons pyrpds tw Kai coio Sédpoto; 
whither shall I go? to whose house shall I come? &. Od. XV, 509. *H 
airds kevbw; pdobar dé pe Ouuds dvoye. Od. XXI, 194. 70 Zed. 
ri deEw; moi ppevdv EXOw, mateo; Sopu. O. C. 310. “Qpoe éya, 
ma 80; TacT®; ma kKéeAow; Eur. Hee. 1056. Tot TpadTwpal; 
mot mopevdd; Ib. 1099. Elmo mi rév elwbdrar, 3 déomora; 
Arist. Ran. 1. Tiva yap pdprupa pelo mapaoyopat; Dem 
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FLL. 416 7. My8’, édv re Qvdpar,...popat éxécov wurel; may 
I not ask, &c.? Mnd’ droxpivwpat ovv, dv tis pe épwra véos, cay 
(86; and may I not answer, &. Xen. Mem. I. 2,36. Micéwooo- 
ueOa ovv krovxa, } aités dveimw; PiLat. Rep. IX, 580 B. Me- 
Ovovra dvdpa tavy opodpa dcLecbe ouundryny, } amlwpev; will you 
receive him, or shall we go away? Id. Symp. 212 E. *Apa ph aia xvy- 
Odpev rov Mepody Baorhéa pipnoacba ; shall we then be ashamed 
to imitate the king of the Persians? Xen. Oecon. IV, 4. 

Tlod 8) Bovr€t xabiCopevoe dvayvapev; where wilt thou that we 
sit down and read? Puat. Phaedr. 228 E. (So 263 E.) Bovdeu 
obv émtokomapey dmov Ady rd Suvardv éurt; XEN. Mem. IU, 5, 1. 
BotAee AdBopase dra cal Oiyo ri cov; SopH. Phil. 761. Bov- 
AeoO erevonécwpev; Eur. Hec. 1042. O¢dhers peivwpey adrov 
kdvakovocapen yoov; Sopu. El. 81. Tico Oérers b77r eixdda; 
Id. O. T. 651. Oédrere Onpacapeba Mevbews Ayaviy pyrép ex 
Baxxevpatov, xapw 7 dvaxtt OGpev; Eur. Bacch. 719. So with 
keAevere: "AANA Os; clm@@ KEereveTE Kal oiK dpyteicbe; do you 
command me to speak, &c.? Dem. Phil. IIT, 123, 1. 

In Prat. Rep. II, 372 E, we find BovAecGe and a Subjunctive with 
ei in protasis: ef & ad Bovreabe kal prcypaivovoay rolw bewpy- 
Taper, ovdey droxwdve, i. e. if you will have us examine, &c. 

(§ 49, 1) 
Remark. In this construction there is an implied appeal to some 

person (sometimes to the speaker himself), so that Boudec or some 
similar word can always be understood, even if it is not expressed. 
Homeric examples in which this is not the case fall naturally under 
§ 87. 

In the later Greek the classic form @¢dere eimw; was developed 
into Oédere iva (or dws) ein; — from which comes the modern 
Greek ere va cima; or va cinw; will you have me speak? 

Nore 1. The third person of the Subjunctive is sometimes 
used in questions, but less frequently than the first. This 
happens chiefly when a speaker refers to himself by ris. Ex-~ 
amples of the second person are very rare. E. g. 

Ildrepov oé tis, Aloyivn, tis médews exOpov } cudv etvar HH; i. e 
shall we call you the city’s enemy, or mine? Dem. Cor. 268, 28. Eira 
rau?’ obra meta Oday imep airav oe moreiv, Kal Ta THs OS movN- 
plas épya ep’ éavrovs dvadéEwvrat; i.e. are these men to believe, 
&c.; and are they to assume, &c. Id. Androt. 613, 3. Ti ris etvac 
totro O67; Id. F. L. 369, 12. Ovyarep, mot ris foovridos €X On; SOPH. 
O. C. 170. Wot rus ody Piya: Id \j. 403. IdGev odp res ravrys 
apEnrat Baxns 5 Prat. Phil. 15 D. Was ms weiOntar; Il. I, 
150. (Ilas ovv er’ clans ére ovvéoradpa kaxois; Eur. Here. F. 
1417.) See Kriiger, Vol. I, § 54, 2; Notes 4 and 5. 

Note 2. The Subjunctive is often used in the question 
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ri wd0a@; what will become of me? or what harm will it do me. 

literally, what shall I undergo? E. g. 
“0 por dyad, re dOa; Ti vd po pheora yeryrar; Od. V, 465. So 

Tl. XI, 404. Ti wdOa; ci 8€ 8pa; ri 3€ ppoopa; Axscn. Sept. 
1057. Ti wdOo rdjpor; Id. Pers. 912; Arist. Plut. 603. Ti 
ndOo; ri dé pyoopa; otpot. Soru. Trach. 973. To pEédov, el XPM, 
meloopat’ ri yap dO; I shall suffer what is to come, if it must 
be; for what harm can it do me? Eur. Phoen. 895. (The differ- 
ence between this and the ordinary meaning of mdoyo is here seen.) 
‘Quoddynxa+ ti yap a0; Prat. Euthyd. 302 D. So in the 
plural, Hort. IV, 118; Ti yap rdOwpeyv py Bovdopévor tpéoy tipw- 
peew; 

§ 89. The double negative od uw is sometimes used 
with the Subjunctive and the Future Indicative in inde- 
pendent sentences, being equivalent to a strong single 
negative. The compounds of both ov and “7 can be 
used here as well as the simple forms. 

1. The Subjunctive (sometimes the Future Indica- 
tive) with od w may have the force of an emphatic 
Future with ov. Thus od pa} todo yévntat (sometimes 
ov py TodTO yevnoerat) means this surely will not hap- 
pen, being a little more emphatic than od rodro yevq~ 
cera. HK. g. 

(Aor. Subj.) Od py wiOnraz, he will not obey. Sopu. Phil. 103. 
Otre yap yiyverat obre yéyovey oddE ody wy yévnTat Gddroiov FOos, 
for there is not, nor has there been, nor will there ever be, &c. Puat. 
Rep. VI, 492 E. (Here otSé pa yévnra: is merely more emphatic 
than the ordinary ov yevjoerat.) Kai ravd’ deovoas ot te py ANPea 
édd@. AEscuH. Sept. 38. "AAN’ o aor’ ef euod ye py wadOns Téde. 
Sopn. El. 1029. Otra o ‘Ayaidy, oida, pn tis UBpion. Id. Aj. 
560. ’AAN’ od te py Pdyyre AaWnpd modi. Eur. El. 1039. Tav 
hv Kparnocwper, ov py tis juiv GAdos otparés avTiaTh Kote avOparav. 
Hort. VI, 53. Sol, 199. Od py oe cpu mpds dvrwa BovdAopa 
dduceoOa. Ken. Cyr. VII, 8,13. OF ye “Appémor od ph S€Emvras 
tovs modepiouvs. Ib. TIT, 2, 8. *Av pévroe xadcyeOa oixot, ovdéror’ 
odddy quiv od py yévntat tov Sedvrwy. Dem. Phil. I, 53, 4. So 
Phil. HI, 130, 11. 

(Pres. Sitbj.) Hy yap dmaé 800 i} rpidv jyepady dddv drdcyoper, 
overt pt, Suvnrat Bacireds pas karadaBeiw. XEN. An. II, 2, 12. 
So od py Sivavrat, Id. Hier. XI, 15. [pds raira xaxovpyer kai 
ovoparrer, et te Sdvagat: ovdev cov mapiepar’ GAN ob pH oids T a} sy 
but you will not be able, Puat. Rep. I, 341 B. 
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(Fut. Ind.) 08 coe ph pedeWopai more. Sorn. El. 1052. 
Tovs yap movnpovs od pn more Tornoere BeAtiovs. AESCHIN. Cor. 
§ 177. O¥ rou pnmore o x tav Edpdvwr, & yépov, dxovrd tis GEeu. 
Sopn. 0.C.176. So odk obv yy dAoumopnces, O. C.848; and Hp. 
III, 62. Ma rdv ’ArdAXw ov ph a” ey@ mepioypoudmed Gov’ (i. ©. 
meptoWopat dmeAOdvra). ARIsT. Ran. 508. Eimev ére  Sardpry 
cvdev pry xdxtov oixtetrat avrod dmofavivros, XEN. Hell. I, 6, 32. 
(See § 70, 2; and below, Note 1.) 

The Aorist Subjunctive is the most common form in this con- 
struction. 

_Nore 1. Ov pa with the Future Optative, representing a Future 
Indicative of the direct discourse, occurs in an indirect quotation 
after @s: Td 7 @AXa mdvr ebéomioev, kal raat Tpoias mépyap’ as ob 
fn mote wéepoocey, et py TOvde Gyowro. Sopu. Phil. 611. (The 
direct discourse was od pi more méepoere, cay pi TOvde dynobe.) In 
the last example under § 89, 1, the Future Indicative is retained in 
the same construction. The Future Infinitive can be used in the 
same way; as, Eime Teipecias ob pn more, cou THvde yay olkovyros, 
eb mpagetv wédw. Eur. Phoen. 1590. 

Od py with the Subjunctive occurs in a causal sentence after os, in 
Arist. Av. 461: Aéye Oappyoas* as tas amovdas od pi mpdrepov 
mapaBoper. ‘ 

Note 2. This construction is often explained by supposing an 
ellipsis of dewdy eorw or PdBos éoriv between the od and the py: 
this is based on such passages as XEN. Mem. II, 1, 25, od poBos py 
oe dyayw, there is no fear lest I may lead you, which with the PdBos 
omitted would be od pn oe dydyo. This theory, however, leaves the 
following construction (§ 89, 2) entirely unexplained ; and the sup- 
posed ellipsis fails to account for the meaning in many cases, as in 
the first example under § 89, 1. 

2. The second person of the Future Indicative (some- 
times the Subjunctive) with ov 7) may express a strong 
prohibition. Thus ov pi Aadjoes means you shall not 
prate (or do not prate), being more emphatic than m7 
Ache. EL g. 

Iloios Zevs; ov py Anpyjoers (Anphons): odd’ ore Zevs, i. e. stop 
your nonsense! Arist. Nub. 867. 7Q mai, ri Opocis; ov pi map’ 
bxyAp trade ynpvaer, do not (I beg you) speak out in this way before 
the people. Eur. Hippol. 213. °© 6uyarep, od pi pidov émi moddots 
épets. Eur. Supp. 1066. Ov py yuvarxdv decoy eicolcers 
Adyov, do not adopt the cowardly language of women. Kur. Andr. 
757. Od py cLeyepeis tov Unve Kdroyov KdKKLYno ELS KavaTTH- 
gets pordda dewnjyy vdcov, @ Téxvov, do not wake him. Sopu. Trach. 
978. Ti motets; ov py kataBnoes, don’t come down. Arist. Vesp 
397. 
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_ For the use of the future, see § 25,1. N. 5. For the Subjunctive 
in this construction, see below, Rem. 2. 

Nore 1. A prohibition thus begun by od py may be con- 
tinued by pydé with another Future (or Subjunctive). An 
affirmative command may be added by another Future or an 
Imperative, after adda or dE. g. 

OU pi Kadeis p’, dvOpad’, ixerevw, pnde katepets Tobvopa, do 
not call to me, I implore you, nor speak my name. Arist. Ran, 296. 
Ov ph mpocoicers xeipa nd’ det wémrov, do not bring your 
hand near me nor touch my garments. Kur. Hippol. 606. Ov py 
mpocolaers xeipa, Baxxetvoecs & idv, pnd’ eEopdpéer pwpiav 
Thy av épol, do not bring your hand near me; but go and rage, and 
do not wipe off your, folly on me. Id. Bacch. 343. 

Ov py AaAncets (AaAjons), GAN dkoNovOncecs poi, do not 
praie, but follow me. Arist, Nub. 505. Ov py Scatpiyrets, adda 
yevoes tis Ovpas, do not delay, but knock at the door. Id. Ran. 
462. Od pi prAvapHoets éxov, G Kavdia, GAN dpdpevos oicers 
wddw Ta orpdpara. Ib, 524. Ov py dvoperys Eoee ido, Tavoes 
6¢ Oupod kai maki orpewpers xdpa,...dé&ee dé Sapa cat mapar- 
thoes matpds, be not inimical to friends, but cease your rage, &c. 
Eur. Med. 1151. Od py okays pydé rornons amrep of tpvyodai- 
poves obrot, GAN’ eddnpet, do not scoff, nor do what these wretches 
do; but keep silence! Arist. Nub. 296. (Here the Imperative is 
ie chars like the Future with dAdd or 6¢ in the preceding ex- 
amples. 

The ihtase in the clauses with ddd or 6¢ will be explained by 
§ 25, 1, N. 5 (a); in the clauses with pydé it may be explained by 
§ 25, 1, N. 5 (b), or we may consider the construction a continua- 
tion of that with od pn, the pn being repeated without the ov. 

Note 2. In a few cases od with the Future is used interroga- 
tively expressing an exhortation, followed by another Future with 
pndé or kai wn expressing a prohibition. E. g. 

O8 oiy dveker, unde detiav dpet (s), keep silence (lit. will you not 
keep silence?) and do not become a coward. Sopu. Aj. 75. (Here 
perhaps we should punctuate od oty dvéfers pydé Setdiav dpet. 
See Rem. 1. But the first clause, although strictly interrogative, is 
really an exhortation, and was so considered in the construction of 
the following clause, where the Future is to be explained on the 
principle of § 25,1, N. 5 (6). Compare the examples under Note 
1.) Od @acoor oicets, pyS admiotioers epol, i, e. extend your 
hand, and do not distrust me. Id. Trach. 1183. Ov« ef ovr’ oikovs, 
a a Kpéav xara oréyas, kal pi To pndev Gdyos eis pey otcere. Id. 

» TL. 637. 

Remark 1. The examples under § 89, 2 and the notes are usu- 
ally printed as interrogative, in accordance with the doctrine of 
Elnsley, stated in his note to Eurip. Med. 1120 (1151) and in the 
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Quarterly Review for June, 1812. He explains od pi Aadqoets ; 
as meaning will you not stop prating ? lit. will you not not prate? and 
when a second clause in the Future with yyd¢ or ddda follows, he 
considers the interrogative force of od to extend also to this. But 
this explanation requires an entirely different theory to account for 
the construction of § 89, 1; whereas the rules given above consider 
the Subjunctive there a relic of the common Homeric Subjunctive 
(§ 87), and explain the Future in § 89, 2 by the principle stated in 
§ 25, 1, N. 5, — od py having the same force of astrong single negative 
in both constructions. As to the examples in N. 1, the last one (where 
the Imperative instead of the Future follows ad\Ad) seems to be de- 
cisive against the interrogative foree commonly ascribed to the 
Future in the others. The examples in N. 2 are the strongest sup- 
port of Elmsley’s theory, where the first clause is clearly interroga- 
tive, at least originally ; but the force of the question as an exhorta- 
tion seems to have guided the construction of the sentence, which 
is finished after the analogy of the examples in N. 1. The explana- 
tion given above (N. 2) is supported by Arscu. Sept. 250, ov otya; 
pndev rdvd épets Kara mrdAw, will you not keep silence? (ov city avé- 
fe. ;) say nothing of this kind through the city. 

We may explain the examples in N. 2 as interrogative, by con- 
sidering the first clause a question with od (implying an affirma- 
tive answer) equivalent to an exhortation, and the second a 
question with py (implying a negative answer) equivalent to 
a prohibition. Ov oty ‘dvéer. unde decdiav dpet; wll thus mean, 
will you not keep silence? and you will not become a coward, will 
you ? 

Remark 2. In modern editions of the classics the Subjunctive is 
not found in the construction of § 89, 2. But in many of the exam- 
ples quoted there and in the notes the first Aorist Subjunctive in 
-oys has been emended to the Future, against the authority of the 
Mss., in conformity to Dawes’s rule. (See § 45, N. 8, with foot 
note.) Thus, in the three examples from the Clouds, the Mss. have 
the Subjunctive; and in the last (vs. 296) ov py axons could 
not be changed to od py oxopecs, as the Future of cxorre is 
oxopoua. Elmsley’s emendation oxo peu is therefore adopted by 
most editors. But this seems too violent a change to allow in the 
text, merely to sustain an arbitrary rule, which at best has nothing 
but accident to rest on. If both constructions (§ 8¥, 1 and 2) are 
explained on the same principle, there is no longer any reason for 
objecting to the Subjunctive with od yy in prohibitions; and it 
seems most probable that both the Future and the Subjunctive were 
allowed in both constructions, but that the Subjunctive was more 
common in that of § 89, 1, and the Future in that of § 89, 2. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE INFINITIVE, 

§90. The Infinitive mood expresses the simple idea 
of the verb, without limitation of number or person. 
It has the force of a neuter verbal noun, and as such it 
may take the neuter of the article in all its cases. 

It has at the same time the attributes of a verb, so 
that (even when it takes the article) it may have a 
subject, object, and other adjuncts; and, further, it is 
qualified not by adjectives, but by adverbs. 

§ 914. The Infinitive may as nominative be the sub- 
ject of a finite verb, or as accusative be the subject of 
another Infinitive. The Infinitive is especially common 
as the subject of an impersonal verb, or of eo7. It may 
also be a predicate nominative, or it may stand in appo- 
sition with a substantive. 

Such Infinitives stand regularly without the article ; 
but if they are to be especially prominent as containing 
the leading- idea of the sentence, the article may be 
used. HE. g. 

SuvéByn aird €dOety, it happened to him to go. Odx evertt rovro 
motnaat. ‘Aduvardy dort rovTo motnaoat. “Efy péverv. Aci 
airdy péverv. Od pev ydp Tt kakdv Bactrevépen, for it is no bad 
thing to be a king. Od. I, 392. Eis oiwvds dpotos, duiverOat 
epi mdrpns. Il. XII, 243. “Aci yap 78a rois yépovow ed pabeiv, 
Auscu. Ag. 584. Todd yap pdov dxovras puddtrewy }KktTHoa~ 
o Oat navra népucev, Dem. OL UH, 25, 24. (Compare Ol. I, 16, 3: 
Aoxet 1d hudadéat tdyaba rod xtioacat xarerarepov elvat.) 
‘Hdd roddods eyOpods Exerv; Dem. F. L. 409, 25. Avxet oixo- 
vopouv dyadov eivat ed oixeiv tov éavrov olxov. Xen. Oecon. I, 
2. dyoi deiv rovro mornoat, he says that it is necessary to Jo this. 
(Here moujoat as accus. is the subject of dciv: for deiv, see § 92, 2. 
Td yv vat emorjuny ov KaBeiv éariv, to learn is to acquire knowl- 
edge. Puat. Theaet. 209 E, To dikny 8cSdvat mérepov maayers 
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ri dorw 4 movetv; Prat. Gorg.476D. (In the last two examples 
the subject Infinitive has the article to emphasize it, while the pre- 
dicate Infinitives stand alone.) Ovro: 930 éore rd 2xeuv xpipara 
oUTas os duapdy To dwmoBdaddetv. XEN. Cyr. VIII, 3, 42. (Com. 
pare the two examples above from Demosthenes.) Todré éort ré 
addixeiv, Td mréov Tav Adrwv (nreiv éxew. PLAT. Gorg. 483 C, 
"ANN’ otpat, viv pev émurxotet Tovrows 7o.kaTopOoov. Dem. Ol. II, 
23, 27. Td yap Oavarov Sedrévat oddev dddo eoriv i SoKeiv copay 
can gvra+ Soxeiv yap eldévar eoriv a ovx oidev. PLat. Apol. 
29 A. 

§ 92. The Infinitive without the article may be the 
object ofa verb. It stands generally as an object accu- 
sative, sometimes as an object genitive, and sometimes 
as an accusative of kindred signification. The classes 
of verbs after which the Infinitive is thus used must be 
learned by practice; but the Infinitive without a sub- 
ject follows in general the same classes of verbs in 
Greek as in English. The following, however, may be 
specially mentioned : — 

1. In general, any verb whose action directly implies 
another action or state as its object, if such action or 
state is to be expressed by a verb and not by a noun, 
takes the Infinitive. Such are verbs signifying to teach, 
to learn, to accustom, to desire, to ask, to advise, to entreat, 
to exhort, to command, to persuade, to urge, to propose, to 

compel, to need, to cause, to intend, to begin, to attempt, to 
permit, to decide, to dare, to prefer, to choose, to pretend ; 

those expressing fear, unwillingness, eagerness, cau 

tion, neglect, danger, postponement, forbidding, hindrance, 

escape, &c.; and all implying ability, fitness, desert, 
qualification, sufficiency, or their opposites. H. g. 

Avddoxovow airov Baddew, they teach him to shoot. “Epalov rovro 
motjoat, they learned to do this. Bovderat éAOciv. Tapawvodpev cor 
webecOat. BoBoipar pévey. Alpodvrar modepetv. “H modes kevdv- 
vevet StapOapivar. Avvarar amedOciv. "Exédevoev abrov mepipeivat 
pe. Adopat tudy cvyyvouny poe exew. Ele orparnyovs édéoGar, he 
proposed to choose generals. *Amayopevovaw airois pi TovTO T,oLRoat. 
(See below, § 95,2.) Ti xwAvoe: adrdv Badilew dmor Bovderat, what 
will prevent him from marching, §c.? ’A£@ NapBdvew. *Agcovras 
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Gavetv. Ob méue Sovrever, he is not born to be a slave. *AvaBdd- 
Aerat TovTa ToLetv, he postpones doing this. 

This use of the Infinitive is too common to need illustration by 
more particular examples. 

Remark 1. The Infinitive in this construction is generally equiv 
alent to the English Infinitive after the same class of verbs; and it 
refers to indefinite or to future time. (See § 15,1.) The Present 
and Aorist are the tenses usually found, with the distinction stated 
in the Remark before § 12: for the Perfect, see § 18, 3 (0); and for 
the occasional use of the Future Infinitive (or even the Infinitive 
with dy) after some of these verbs, see § 27, N. 2. 

Remark 2. Verbs of fearing and caution are included in the list 
given above, although they are generally followed by yf, lest, and 
the Subjunctive or Optative. (See §46.) The Infinitive, however, 
sometimes occurs; and, when it is used, it belongs regularly under 
the rule, § 92,1. (See § 46, N. 8, a and 6.) 

Verbs expressing danger take the Infinitive more frequently than 
py with the Subjunctive or Optative. (See § 46, N. 8, c.) 

Nortr 1. Some verbs which do not regularly take an In- 
finitive may be used in unusual significations, so as to allow an 
Infinitive by § 92,1. E. g. 

EuvéBnoav rois Wharatetor mapadodvat odas avrovs kal ra dmAay 
they made an agreement with the Plataeans to surrender, &c. Tuuc. 
II, 4. Ti 8 ay tis paddov morevoce rapaxatabéa Oat xpnpara; - 
to whom would any one sooner dare to commit money? XEN. Mem. 
IV, 4,17. ’OSupovra: oikdvde véea Oar, they mourn to go home. I. 
II, 290. *Emevpnyynoay Axatol aideio Oar iepya. Il. I, 22. 

Note 2. When a noun and a verb (especially éeri) to- 
gether form an expression equivalent to any of the verbs of 
§ 92, 1, they may take the Infinitive without the article. 
Some other expressions with a similar force take the samo 
construction. E. g. 

5 "Avayen éort mdvras dwehOetv. Kivdvvos fv airG madeiv rt. 
Oxvos cori pot rodro Torjoat. SdBos eoriv airg edOciv. “Apaka 
év abrais hv, koAvua ovea (Tas wUAas) mpoc Geivat, a wagon, which 
prevented them from shutting the gates. Tuuc. IV, 67. So émeyévero 
6€ adAots re GANOOL Kodvpara py advénOijvar, obstacles to their ine 
crease. Id. I, 16. (See § 95, 2, N. Tots orpari@racs Spur evé= 
mece éxtetyioat 7d xwpiov. Id. IV, 4. Od pdvris etul rapav9 
yvavat, Iam not enough of a prophet to decide, kc. Eur. Hippel. 
346. (Here the idea of ability is implied in pdvtis elul.) Td dodades 
kai péverv kal dred Oeiv al vies mapégovow. Tuuc. VI, 18. (See 
§ 93, 1.) “Exovra ridaceverOar piaw, capable by nature af 
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being tamed (= reduxéru riOaceverOar). PLAT. Politic. 264 A. Tis 
pnxaviy py obxyt mavra karavadwOjvat els To TeOvava; (i. e. re 
kodivet py ovxt mavra xaravadwOjva;) Puat. Phaed. 72 D. Aé- 
Sorxa py TOAAG Kal yadera els dvayxny EAOwpev morety, lest we may 
come to the necessity of doing. Dem. OL. I, 13, 25. “Opa dmévar, 
# is time to go away (like ypi dmevar, we must go away). Par. 
Apol, 42 A. “EAmidas éye: rovro motjoat (= éAmifer rovTo roi7- 
oat), he hopes to do this. But édais row édXetv, Tuue. Il, 56. 
Oi 6é avres atriot Oavetv, and the living are those who caused them 
to die. Sopu. Ant. 1173. We might also have atria: rod rovrous 
Oaveiv or airtot 7d TovTous Oaveiv. (See § 23, 1, N.3.) So in phrases 
like woAAod (or puxpod) dem woretv re, I want much (or little) af doing 
anything ; mapa paxpov 4AOov moeiv tt, they came within a litle of do- 
ing anything; where the idea of ability, inability, or sufficiency 
appears: so in Tuuc. VI, 70, Bpayd yap dméAumov Scaxdorae yeve- 
cba. So eyrodav rovre cory éhOciv (Korver rodrov éddeiv), it 
prevents him from going ; where rod ¢dOciv may be used. (See § 94, 
and § 95, 1 and 2.) 

The Infinitive depending on a noun is generally an adnominal 
genitive with the article rou. See § 94 and § 95, 1. 

Nore 3. Although the Infinitive depending on the verbs in- 
cluded in § 92, 1 regularly stands without the article, yet rd is some- 
times prefixed to give the Infinitive still more the character of a 
noun in the accusative. The Infinitive is sometimes placed for em- 
phasis apart from the main construction, like a synecdochical accu- 
sative. E. g. 

Kai ras 39 76 dpytxots eivat dvOpdamav madeves; XEN. Oecon. 
XI, 4. (So raideto rd me.) TS 8 ad Evvotcetiv rH8’ pod ris 
év youn divaito; i. e. as to living with her, what woman could do it? 
Sopu. Tr. 545. To Spav ov« nOednoav. Id. O. C. 442. 

Ovdeis p' dv meivevey 7d py ovx EAOeiv, no one could persuade me 
not togo. Arist. Ran. 68. (For py od, see § 95, 2, N. 1,6.) So 
Xen. Hell. V, 2, 36. So Oedfee rd py xretvat cvvevvay (like 
meices To py xretvar), AESCH. Prom. 865. Compare Sopa. Phil. 
1258, obdé roe off xeipt-weidouar 5 Spav, i.e. I do not trust your 
hand for action (like ob weiOopai oot raira, I do not trust you in 
this.) 

Nore 4. Other active verbs than those included in § 92, 1 may 
take the Infinitive like an ordinary noun, as an object accusative. 
Here, however, the Infinitive takes the article rd. E. g. 

TS reXeurqoae wdvrav } wenpwpern Karéxpwev, fate awarded 
death to all. Isoc. Demon. p. 11 C. § 43. 

Nore 5. A few of the verbs included in § 92, 1, which govern 
the genitive of a noun, allow also the genitive of the Infinitive with 
rod, as well as the simple Infinitive. (See § 95,1.) This applies 
chiefly to duedéw, émehéopat, and to the verbs of hindrance, &e im 
cluded in § 95,2. E. g. 
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’Avedqoas rod dpyitecba. Xen. Mem. Il, 3, 9. (But dpeAjoas 

Neyer, Prat. Phaed. 98D.) Most verbs of desiring and neglecting 

take only the simple Infinitive. "EmipeAéouas, which usually takes 

éras with the Future Indicative (§ 45), allows also the simple In- 
finitive (Tuuc. VI, 54), and the Infinitive with rod (XEN. Mem. 

IU, 3,11). See § 45, N. 6, a. 

Remarx. For the use of the Infinitive without ré after verbs as 
an accusative by synecdoche (usually found only after adjectives), 
see § 93, 2, Note 3. 

2. Another case in which the Infinitive appears as 
the object of a verb occurs in indirect discourse, after 
verbs implying thought or the expression of thought (verba 
sentiendi et declarandi) or equivalent expressions. Here 
each tense of the Infinitive, instead of referring indefi- 
nitely to the future (as in the former construction, § 92, 
1), represents the corresponding tense of the Indicative 
or Optative 

Remark. For this construction see § 73,1; where also exam- 
ples of the Infinitive with dy in indirect discourse are given. For 
the distinction between the Infinitive in this construction and the 
ordinary Infinitive (92, 1), see § 73,1, Remark. For the Infini- 
tive, not in indirect discourse, after some verbs which usually be- 
long to this class, see § 15, 2, Notes 2 and 3; see also § 23, 2, Notes 
2 and 3. 

Notre 1. Of the three common verbs signifying to say, pnt is 
peeianly followed only by the Infinitive in indirect discourse, efov 
only by érz or és and the Indicative or Optative, while A¢yo allows 
either construction. A singular exception in regard to eioy is 
found in Eur. Phoen. 1590, quoted § 89, 1, N. 1. (See § 15, 2, 

- 3.) 

Norte 2. After many verbs of this class in the passive both a 
personal and an impersonal construction are allowed: thus, we can 
say Aéyerar 6 Kipos yevéoOa, Cyrus is said to have been, or déyerat 
tov Kipov yevéobat, it is said that Cyrus was. Aoxéw in the meaning 
I seem (videor) usually has the personal construction, as in English; 
as obros Soxei etvat, he seems to be. When an Infinitive with dv fol- 
lows (§ 73, 1), it must be translated by an impersonal construction, 
to suit the English idiom: thus, doxei ts dv &yew must be translated 
at seems that some one would have, although zs is the subject of Soxei; 
‘a we cannot use would with our Infinitive, to ren ee Exew dw 
(See § 42, 2, Note.) 
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Note 3. (a@.) Whert an indirect quotation has been intro- 
duced by an Infinitive, a dependent relative or temporal clause 
in the quotation sometimes takes the Infinitive by assimilation, 
where we should expect an Indicative or Optative. The tem- 
poral particles as, dre, émei, éwe.dy, as well as the relative pro- 
nouns, are used in this construction. Herodotus also uses ei, 

af, and even dior, because, in the same way. E. g. 

Mera 8€, @s ad rave Oat, dea Sitnrba (Aéyovor), and afterwards, 
when it did not cease, they say that they sought for remedies. Hor. I, 
94. (Here we should expect as ovk émavero.) ‘Qs 0 dkotoae 
rovs mapdvtas, OdpuvBov yevéobar (paciv), they say that, when those 
present heard tt, there was a tumult. Dem. F. L. 402, 8. "Emesdy de 
yevéobat emi tH olkia TH “AydOwvos, (pn) dvewypévyy katadapBa- 
ve tiv Odpav. Pat. Symp. 174 D. See Rep. X, 614 B. Acyerat 
*"Adxuaion, Gre 87 GAaaOat avdrov, Tov "AmddAdw TavTHy THY yi 
xpjoa oixetv. THuc. I, 102. (See § 15,1, N. 2.) Kai doa ad per 
éxeivay Bovdhever Oat, ovderds vorepov yroun havavar (épacay). 
Id. I, 91. (Here ¢BovAevovro would be the common form.) ‘Hyov- 
pevns 87 ddndeias ob« dv more paipev adr xXopdy kaxav dkodovéqaoa, 
GAN bytes te kal Sixatov 400s, @ Kai gwppoovwny Ewmed Oat. PLAT. 
Rep. VI, 490 C. 

Ei yap by Setv mdvras repiOeivac Bdrm tée thy Bacrdninv, (épn) 
Sixatérepoy eivat Mndwv rem wepiBarelv rovre. Hpr. I, 129. (Here et 
80 or ei Set would be the ordinary expression.) So Hpr. III, 105 
and 108; doubttul, II, 64 and 172. See Kriiger’s note on I, 129. 
Tysav dé Sapious pn, Sedre rapaval of rév wawmoy Synpooin ind 
Zapiov. Hor. Il, 55. 

(6.) In some cases, particularly when the provisions of a law are 
uoted, a relative is used withthe Infinitive, even when no Infini- 

tive precedes. E. g. 

"Eden ef’ ols €Eeivae droxruvovat, he enacted on what conditions 
it is allowed to kill. Dem. Lept. 505,19. Kat da raira, dv tis dao- 
kreivy Tuva, THY Bovdny Sixalew eypawe, kal ovy dmep, av ANG, eivar, 
and he did not enact what should be done if he should be convicted. 
Dem. Aristocr. 629, 2. (Here efva: is the reading of the Cod. 3, 
amply defended by the preceding example, in which all editors 
allow é&eivat.) Aexa yap dvdpas mpoeidovro altro EvpBovrous, dvev 
dv pi} kipioy elvac dmdyew orpariay cx tis wédcos. Tuve. V, 63. 

§ 93. The Infinitive without the article may limit 
the meaning of certain adjectives and adverbs. 

1. Such are particularly adjectives denoting ability, 
fitness, desert, qualification, sufficiency, readiness, and 

9 M 
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their opposites; and, in general, those denoting the 

same relations as the verbs which govern the Infinitive 

($92,1). Eg. 
Awards moteiv, able to do. Aewbs réyerv, skilled in speaking. 

"Ais dort Taira AaPeiv, he deserves to receive this. *Avdgtos Bavpdce- 

o6a, unworthy to be admired, “A£tos tysaobar, worthy to be honored. 

Odx olds re Hv rodro ieiv, he was not able to see this. Ipd0vpos 

Aéyew, eager to speak, ‘Eroipos xivduvov tmopévery, ready to endure 

danger. 
Geuiorordéa, ikavdrarov elmeiv kai yvavat cai mpagar. Lys. 

Or. Fun. p. 194, § 42. ‘Tov & éemirpdetov raita wadeiv ey, the 
people said that he was a suitable person to suffer this. Dem. Phil. I, 
126, 19. Al yap evmpagiar dewai cvyxpuyae Ta Toradra dveiby. 
Td. Ol. II, 23, 29. Kupiav émoincay émipedecia Oat ris evragias, they 
gave it (the Areopagus) power to superintend good order. Isoc. Areop. 
p. 147 D. § 39. Binv 8€ ddvvaro: Hoav mpoopéperyv. Hvr. TL 
138. Madaxot kaprepeiv, too effeminate to endure. Puat. Rep. 
VIII, 556 B. Tamew) tpav 7 didvoia eykaprepeiv & éyvare, your 
minds are too dejected to persevere, &c. Tuc. II, 61. (In the last 
two examples padaxoi and ramewn govern the Infinitive by the idea 
of inability implied in them.) Xpnyara mopifery evropararoy yury. 
Arist. Eccles. 236. Soparepor d% cuppopds ras T&v méAas mavres 
Scacpeiv 4 Tvxas Tas oixobey. Eur. Alemen. Fr. 103. "Emorqywv 
Aéyerv te kat ocyav. Puar. Phaedr. 276 A. Tédda ecipnoes 
imovpyety dvras nuds ov kaxovs. ARIST. Pac. 430. 

For examples of nouns followed by the Infinitive, see § 92, 1, N. 2. 

Note 1. The use of the Infinitive after ofos in the sense of 
appropriate, likely, capable, and dcos in that of sufficient, with or 
without their antecedents, is to be referred to this head. (Ofds re, 
able, like duvarés, regularly takes the Infinitive.) E. g. 

Od yap fv Spa ofa 7d wediov dpderv, for it was not the proper season 
for irrigating the land. Xen. An. II, 3, 13. Toavras ofas xeywaves 
re oTéyety kai Oepovs ikavas efvac. PLAT. Rep. UI, 415 E. Toov~ 
tos olos meiGeoOat. Id. Crit. 46 B. Nepdpevor ra atrav éxacros 
doov amo (iy, cultivating their own land to an extent sufficient to ive 
upon it, THuc. I, 2. *EXeimero tis vuxras doov oxoraious SteAOeiv 
Td mediov, there was left enough of the night for crossing the plain 
in the dark, Xun. An. IV, 1, 5. “EdOace rocoirov dcov Maynre 
dveyvaxevat Td Whpiopa, it came so much in advance (of the other 
ship), that Paches had already read the decree. Tuuc. Ill, 49. (See 
§ 18, 3, 6.) Examples like the last strongly resemble those under 
§ 98, 1 in which Sore has rogoiros for its antecedent. 

Other pronominal adjectives (as roios, rowdcde, rniodros, ryAixos, 
roios) sometimes take an Infinitive in the same way. 

Notr 2. oD Certain impersonal verbs (like ¢veort, mpémet, 
spogonkes), which regularly take an Infinitive as their subject 
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(§ 91), are sometimes used in the Participle in a personal sense, in 
which case they may be followed by the Tafinitive, the Participle 
having the force of one of the adjectives of § 93,1. Thus ra évdvra 
eiveiy is equivalent to d éveors cimeiv, what it is permitted to say; Ta 
“poonxovra py Oivat is equivalent to d mpoonxer AnOqvat, what is proper 
to be said, as 1f mpoonxes were a personal verb, and as if we could say 
taira mpoanket, these things are becoming. E. g. 

Karidav 7d wAROos trav evéyvte@v eimeiv. Isoc. Phil. p. 104 D. 
§ 110. Tov Oedv caret ovdev mWpoanKorT ev yous TapuctaTety, 
she is calling on the God who ought not to be present at lamentations, 
Agscn. Agam. 1079. (IIpoonjxovra is used like adjectives meaning 
Jit, proper, as if we could say és ov mpoonxe: mapacrareiv.) bpa¢’, 
erel TpéTrav Epus mpd ravde Poveiv. Sopu. O. T. 9. So ra 
qe mapayyerOevra duekehOcivy (=a wapnyyédOn quiy SueEedOeiv). 
Prat. Tim. 90 E. 

(5.) In the same way certain adjectives, like 8ixacos, émexai- 
tos, émeTHOetos, éewido&os, may be used personally with the 
nfinitive; as Oixauds ¢ore todro moeiy, it is right for him to do this 
(equivalent to dixady ¢orw avroy rovro moeiv). KE. g. 

Gypl Kal WOAAG perldvav ext rovrwv dwpeay Sixatos elvar Tvy- 
Xdveuv, ie, that it is right for me to receive, &e. Dem. Cor. 243, 6. 
Eddcouy émitqdecoe eivarime€atpeOjvar, they seemed to be con- 
venient persons to be disposed of. Tuuc. VIII, 70. Ocparevecba 
émixaiptot, important persons to be taken care of. Xen. Cyr. VIII, 2, 
25. Tdde rou €& adréwy émido£a yevérOar, it isto be expected that 
this will result from it. Hot. I, 89. (Qoddoi éridofor twits rovroe 
meioecba, it is to be expected that many will suffer this same thing, 
Id. VI, 12, is an example of the Future Infinitive, § 27, N. 2. So 
in English, many are likely to suffer.) 

These examples resemble those under § 93, 2. 

Note 8. Rarely the Infinitive with ré is used after adjectives of 
this class. (Compare § 92,1, N.3.) E.g. 

Té mpootadatrapeiv oddels mpdbupos Hv. Tuuc. I, 53. 

2. Any adjective may take the Infinitive without the 
article as an accusative by synecdoche, showing in what 
respect the adjective is applicable to its noun; as Oéaya 
aicypov opav, a sight disgraceful to look upon. 

The Infinitive is here regularly active or middle, sel- 
dom passive, even when the latter would seem more 
natural ; as yaderrov movetv, hard to do, seldom yare- 

mov Totetc Oat, hard to be done. HE. g. 
Aloxndy yap rd8e y’ éort Kai éooopevoit wd eo Oat, i. e. disgrace: 
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ful for them to hear. Tl. II, 119. So Il. I, 107 and 589. _Tovs yep 

inép rovrav Adyous euot ev dvayxatordrous mpoetmEty Nyovpat, Upty 
8¢ ypnopwrdrovs dxotaat, i. e. most necessary for me to say, and 

most useful for you to hear. Drm. Mid. 522, 18. oBepds poo mo- 

Nepjoat, a terrible man to fight against. Id. Ol. II, 24,12. Oixia 

jdiorn évdcatraaGat, a house most pleasant to live in. XEN. Mem. 

Tl, 8, 8. Ta yaderdrara etpeiv, the things hardest to find: 7a 

paora évruyxavecy, the things easiest to obtain. Ib. I, 6, 9. Tlo\creia 

adem) cutqy, a form of government hard to live under: dvopos 8 

ae xarem} kai Bapurdrn Evvotxpaoat. PLAT. Politic. 302 B 

and E. Aédyos Suvaris karavojaar, u speech which itis possible to 
understand. Id. Phaed. 90 D. ‘O xpévos Bpaxis déias Sinyy- 
cac Oat, the time is too short for narrating it properly. Id. Menex. 
239 B. ‘H dds émerndeia mopevopevois Kal Kéeyetv Kal dkovety, 
convenient both for speaking and for hearing. Id. Symp. 173 B. 
Ildrepov 3¢ Aovaaa Oat Wuxpérepov (7d Ddwp) ; ts the water there 
colder for bathing? Ken. Mem. IU, 13, 3. 

(Passive.) Kuves aicypai épao@ae (instead of épav). XEN. 
Cyneg. II, 3. “Ere 3’ 6 Adyos GitamexOqpav pév, pyOjvac F ovx 
dovpdopos. Isoc. Antid. p. 70, § 115. 

Nore 1. The Infinitive may be used after adverbs which corre- 
spond to the adjectives just mentioned (§ 93, 2). E. g. 

las dy rots pev edvors kdddcora idety mooiro tiv efédaow, Tois 
82 dvopevéor PoBeparara, in a manner most delightful for the friendly 
to behold, and most terrible for the ill-disposed. Ken. Cyr. VII, 3, 5. 

Note 2. Certain nouns, which are equivalent in meaning to the 
neuter of any of the adjectives which take the Infinitive, may them- 
selves have the same construction. E,. g. 

Caipa idéa Oat, a wonderful thing to behold (like @avpacréy ide- 
oat). 

Note 3. (a.) In Homer verbs expressing excellence or fitness 
sometimes take the Infinitive (as an accusative by synecdoche), 
like the adjectives of § 93,2. E.g. 

"Exropos de yuvy, ds dpioreverke wayeoOar, this is the wife of 
Hector, who was the first in fighting. Il. VI, 460. ‘Opndtxinv éxéxaoro 
Bpridas yv@vat kai dvaiowa pvoncacdar. Od. I, 158. Ot wept 
pev Bovdny Aavady, wepi 8 eore payer Oar, ye who excel the Danai 
tn counsel and excel them in battle. Il. I, 258. (Here Bovdjy and 
paxeoOa are alike in the accusative by synecdoche after mepi... 
éaré.) 

(b.) Even in Attic Greek the Infinitive is sometimes used after 
verbs as a synecdochical accusative. The Infinitives dxoveww, dxovcat, 
in sound, and dpav, ideiv, in appearance, especially, are used in this 
way. E.g. : 

Aoxeis ody re diadepess abrots 8eiv xddxews; do you think thal 
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they differ at all in appearance from a brazier? Piat. Rep. VI, 495 
E. Compare ed UT Epos idéa Par, Tl. TT, 194. "Axotoac mayxddros 
exer, it w very fine in its sound. Dem. F. L. 355, 29. Ipdypara 
mapekovow (oi tro) emipéreo Oat, the horses will make trouble 
about tending. Xun. Cyr. IV, 5, 46. 

Norz 4. The Homeric use of éyoios, equal, like, with the In- 
finitive is to be referred to the same principle. E. g. 

Acuxdrepot xidvos, Oeiery 8 dvéporgey dpoiot, (horses) whiter than 
snow, and like the winds in swiftness. Tl. X, 437. Ov ydp ot ms 
époios émroméacOat moow jev. Il. XIV, 521. 

§94. The Infinitive as genitive, dative, or accusa- 
tive is very often governed by prepositions, or by adverbs 
used as prepositions. In this case it always takes the 
article Tov, 7@, or Te. E. g. 

Tots yap Adyous mepi rou Tipophoagbat Pitimmov 6pa yryvo- 
évous, for I see that the speeches are made about punishing Philip. 
eM. Ol. II], 28, 5. pd rod rovs épxovs dmodotvar, before tak- 

ing the oaths. Id. Cor. 234, 6. "Ex rov mpis xdpw Sypnyopetv 
eviovs. Id. Ol. III, 29, 18. Ipds 76 pndev ex ris mpeoBeias AaBeiv, 
besides receiving nothing for the embassy. Id. ¥. L. 412,21. ‘Ev To 
wonitny moreta Oat (Xapidypov), in making Charidemus a citizen. 
Id. Aristocr. 683, 22. "Evexa rod mhelw mothaat riy imdpxovcay 
otciav. Isoc. Demon. p. 6 A. § 19. "EOauydtero emi G evdipas 
(jv. Xen. Mem. IV, 8, 2. "Ouws dia ro E€vos efvat ovr Av olet 
adixnOnvat, on account of being a stranger. Ib. H, 1, 15. Udvrav 
Stahépav epaivero, xai eis Th rayd pavOdvery 4 dot Kal cis To KaAdS 
éxaora moveiv. Id. Cyr. I, 3, 1. 

§ 95. 1. The genitive and dative of the Infinitive, 
with the article, may stand in most of the constructions 
belonging to those cases; as in that of the adnominal 
genitive, the genitive after comparatives, the genitive 
after verbs and adjectives, the dative of manner, means, 
&c., the dative after such verbs as wtoTevw and after 
adjectives denoting resemblance, &c., and sometimes in 
that of the genitive of cause or motive. H. g. 

Tod meety emOupia, the desire to drink. Tuuc. VIL, 84. Tdévous 
b€ rod Civ Hddws pyepovas vopicere. KuN. Cyr. I, 5, 12. Eis 
edrida HAOov rou EXeiv (rHv modu), i, e. hope of taking the city. 
Tuc. II, 54. (See § 92, 1, N. 2.) Neos rd ovyay xpeirrdv éore 
tov AaXetvy MENAND. Monos. 387. Tapexader emipedcioOar rod 
ds ¢povpotarov eivar. XEN. Mem. I, 2, 55. So III, 3,11 See 
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§ 92,1,N.5. (Empedouac usually takes dros with the Future In- 
dicative, by § 45.) "Eméoyouev rot daxpuriv, we ceased to weep. 
Puat. Phaed. 117 E. (See below, § 95,2.) Kal yap dnGes rot 
katakovety rwds elow, for they are unused to obeying any one. 
Dem. Ol. I, 15, 28. 

Ovdert rdv mdvrav mréov Kexpdryke Pidimmos TO TpdTepos mpos 
rois mpdypaot ylyveoOae. Id. Chers. 92, 21. "AANa r@ Gavepis 
elvat ruoiros dy, by making it plain that he was such aman. XEN. 
Mem. I, 2, 3. Ov yap 89 7@ ye Koopios Cy désov morevew, to trust 
in an orderly life. Isoc. Antid. p. 315 A. § 24. “Ioov 6€ TO mpo- 
orévery. AuscH. Agam. 253. To Civ gore te evavriov, domep TO 
é€ypnyopévat rd xadevdew. PLAT. Phaed. 71 C. 

Mivas 76 Anorixdy xabyjper, Tod Tas mpooddous pAaAdov iévat avTa, 
tn order that greater revenues might come in. Tuuc. I, 4. 

Nore. It will be seen that the nominative and accusative of the 
Infinitive (except the accusative after prepositions) regularly stand 
without the article ; the genitive and dative regularly wih the article. 
The Infinitive after the verbs included in § 92, 1, however, gener- 
ally stands without the article, whatever case it represents; and 
further, whenever any word which might govern a genitive or da- 
tive of the Infinitive forms a part of an expression which is equiv- 
alent to any of the verbs of § 92, 1, the simple Infinitive may be 
used. (See § 92, 1, Note 2.) 

2. After verbs and expressions which denote hin- 
drance or freedom from anything, two constructions 
are allowed,—that of the simple Infinitive (§ 92, 
1), and that of the genitive of the Infinitive with Tov 

(§ 95, 1). 
Thus we can say (a) eipyes ce todro moseiv, and (0) etpye 

ge tod rovro roeiv (both with the same meaning), he pre- 

vents you from doing this. As the Infinitive after such verbs 
can take the negative py without affecting the sense, we have 

a third and a fourth form, still with the same meaning : — 
(c) elpyes oe py otro moeiv, and (d) eipya oe tod pu Tovro 

roceiv, he prevents you from doing this. For a fifth form with 
the same meaning, see § 95, 3. (For the negative py, see 
Note 1, a.) 

If the leading verb is itself negative (or interrogative with a 
negative implied), the double negative yy od is generally used 
instead of yy in the form (ec) with the simple Infinitive, but 
seldom (or never) in the form (d) with the genitive of the 
Infinitive ; as od« cipyer sve wh ab rovTo mow, he does not pres 
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ven’ you from doing this ; selaom (or never) rod pH od rovra 
roriv. See also § 95, 38. (For the double negative, see 
Note 1,4.) E. g. 

(a.) °Ent “OdtdvOou droxéurovaw, Sas eipywot robs éxeiOev Eme- 
BonOeciv. Tuuc. IJ, 62. Ei rotréd tis cipyes Spav dxvos, if any 
hesitation prevents you from doing this. PLat. Soph. 242 A. “AdAos 
6€ nas mopiCec Gat ra émirndeca Spxous {bn ratéxovras Has (poet). 
Xen. An. III, 1,20. Kaxdy d€ motov elpye toir’ €£erSévar; SOPH. 
O. T. 129. Evdontpetv eurodav chiow eiva. Prat. Euthyd. 
305 D. Tardds bépyros, dv Oaveiv eppvoduny. Eur. Ale. 11. Tov 
Pikinmov wapedOeiv ovk eduvavtro kodrtdoa. Dem. Pac. 62, 10. 
Thy ideav tis ys ovdev pe KwAVEL NEyetv. PLAT. Phaed. 108 E. 

(6.) Tod d¢ Spamwerevery decpois dweipyovo.; XEN. Mem. II, 
1, 16. Tod yap wevdduevory daiverbar kai Tov ovyyvopuys Twos 
Tuyxavety eurodav padtota avOpwros yiyvera. Id. Cyr. IU, 1, 9. 
Eimev Ott xodvoee (dv) rot Katetv emdvras. Id. An, I, 6, 2. 
*Ameoxouny Tov AaBety rou dixaiov- évexa. Dem. F. L. 410, 18. 

(c.) Eipye py BrXaordvery. Prat. Phaedr. 251 B. “°Oxep 
ésxe poy THY Tledomévyncov wopbeiv, which prevented him from 
ravaging the Peloponnesus. Tuuc. I, 73. Avexodvoe py Stag dei- 
pac. Id. IIL, 49. ‘Eneyévero xkodvpara py av&nOjvac. Id. I, 16, 
(§ 92, 1, N. 2.) Oynrots y’ éravoa py mpocdépKer Oat popow 
AgscH. Prom. 248. Tovudy gvAd£et o dvoua py waa XELY KaKas. 
Sopa. O. C. 667. 

Ov yap gore “ENAnot ovdepia exdvots wy ov Sdvras Adyov etvat 
govs Sovdovs. Hpt. VIII, 100. Wepmovar xnpuxa, tmodefduevor 
oxnoey tov Smapriytny wy eEcévac.... Ov duvarol avryy ioyew 
eiot "Apyeiot py odk e€cévae. Id. IX, 12. “Gore Eévov y' dv ovder’ 
bv0’", domep ov viv, bmextparoipny py od cuvekaa ery. SOPH. O. 
C. 565. Ti éumodar py ov xi UBpiCopevous dmoOaveiv; XEN. An. 
TH, 1,13. (Ti éuaodav here implies ovdev eumodav.) Tivos dv deco 
py ovxt mdpmay eidaivor civac; what would hinder you from being 
perfectly happy? Id. Hell. IV, 1, 36. So Arist. Ran. 695. 

(d.) Ilas yap doxds 800 dvépas é€ee rod py karadivat, i. e 
will keep two men from sinking. Xen. An. III, 5,11. °Ov ovdeis rw 
mpobeis Tod py mAgov éxeLv amerpanero. THuc. I, 76. Eid dp’ 
éumodav tt alte eyévero ToD py evOds Tére Sexdoaodar. Dem. 
Apatur. 900, 22. “Haioraro thy méAw puxpov drodurovoay TOU pH 
Tais éoxdras ovpdopais wepimecetv. Isoc. Antid. p. 73, § 122. 
*AmogoPovrres Gy eumoday yiyvowro Tod pi Gpav avrovs Td Gdov 
orpdrevpa. XEN. Cyr. IJ, 4, 23. Ei8dres 6re ev doadei elot rod 
pndéev wadeiv. Ib. II, 3,31. (See Tuuc. VI, 18, quoted § 92, 
1,N. 2.) Tod dq (kaxds) mdoyxe v avrot racay adecay ijyere, 
you were entirely free from fear of suffiring harm. Dum. F. L. 387, 
17. "Evovons ovdeyias er droorpopys Tod py Ta xpnuat’ Exe 
tpas, there being no longer any escape from the conclusion that you 
have taken bribes. Id. Timoc. 702, 26. 
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Remark. Tha last two examples show that yj can be joined 
with the genitive of the Infinitive, even after nouns implying hin- 
drance or freedom. In the two following the addition of yy is more 
peculiar : — 

‘H dmopia rob pH fovydtew, the inability to rest. Tuuc. Il, 49. 

‘H rod ju) Evprdeiv dmoria, the distrust of sailing with them; i. e. the 
unwillingness to sail, caused by distrust. Id. III, 75. 

Note 1. (a.) The use of p with the Infinitive in the 
forms ¢ and d is to be referred to the general principle, by 
which the Infinitive after all verbs expressing a negative idea 
(as those of denying, distrusting, concealing, forbidding, &c.) 
can always take the negative pr, to strengthen the negation 

implied in the leading verb. Thus we say dpveira: py ddnées 
eivat rovro, he denies that this ts true ; dmnyopeve pn déva toiro 

rove, he forbade any one to do this. This negative may, how- 
ever, be omitted without affecting the sense. 

(6.) An Infinitive which for any reason would regularly 
take pn (either affecting the Infinitive itself, as an ordinary 
negative, or strengthening a preceding negation, as in the case 
just mentioned) generally takes the double negative py ov, if 
the verb on which it depends is ttself negative. Thus the 
example given above, dpvetra pi ddnes eivar rodro, becomes, if 

we negative the leading verb, od« dpveira: py odK GAnOes ecivat 

todto, he does not deny that this ts true. So, when the original 

pn really negatives the Infinitive, as in Sixady dom pi tovrov 

dquévat, tt ts just not to acquit him, — if we negative the leading 
verb, we shall have od Sikady éore pH od rovrov dquevar, it ts 

not just not to acquit him. See Prat. Rep. IV, 427 E, as 
odx dordv cor bv pt od Bonbeiv Sixatocvry. This applies also to 

the Infinitive with ro (§ 95, 3). 

Mj) od is occasionally used before participles, and even before 
nouns, on the same principle, to express an exception to a statement 
containing a negative; asin PLat. Lys. 210 D, od« dpa éort an 
7 ippeie obdev py ovK avtipidodn, unless it loves in return. Here, 
if the negatives (otx and ovdév) were removed from the leading 
verb, we should have simply py dvrepidody (with the same meaning), 
which would be the ordinary form with the participle, even after a 
negative. So yi ov« édvres, unless they were. Hpt. VI, 9. Soin 
Dem. F. L. 879, 7, we find ai re médets moANal Kai yadreral AaBeiv, 
ui od xpdvq kai modtopxig, the cities were many and difficult (= nol 
easy) to capture, except by lon? siege. 
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REMARK. My ov is very rarely found where the leading verb 
iloes not at least imply a negative. In Xen. An. II, 3, 11, do7e 
naow aicxvvyny civat pt ov avomovddtew, so that all were ashamed 
not to join heartuy in the work, the double negative may be explained 
by the negative idea of wnzwillingness implied in aicxivyy. See also 
the last example under N. 1. 

Note 2. When the leading verb expressing hindrance, &c. is 
itself negative, the form c, pi ov with the Infinitive, is the most com- 
mon. The form a, the Infinitive alone, is allowed after negative 
(as well as affirmative) verbs, as in Dem. Pac. 62, 10, quoted above 
under a. The form 6, row with the Infinitive (without pn), is not 
used after negative verbs, according to Madvig. 

Even in the form c, we sometimes find the single negative py (for 
py ov), even when the leading verb is negative. E. g. 

Ov roddy xpdvov p’ eméoxov py pe vavoTodeiy tayv. Sopu. Phil. 
349. Ovdd pw’ Suparos dpoupay mapndOe, Tévde py AEvooEW oTddOY. 
Id. Trach. 226. (Mz ov here is a conjecture.) 

8. The Infinitive preceded by To Pr) is sometimes 

used after verbs and expressions denoting hindrance, 
and also after all expressions which even imply preven 
tion, omission, or denial. 

This Infinitive with ro is less closely connected than the 
simple Infinitive with the leading verb, and often denotes 
merely the result of the prevention or omission of anything: it 
may generally be explained as an accusative by synecdoche, or 
sometimes as an object accusative (as after verbs of denial). 
Here, as before (§ 95, 2), if the leading verb is itself negative, 

or interrogative with a negative implied, pq od is generally 
used instead of py. E. g. 

Tév mdeiorov Suidov eipyov TS hy Mpocktdrtas THY Grrr Ta eyyis 
tis mékews Kakovpyeiv, they prevented them from injuring, &c. 
Tuve. Il, 1. (This adds a fifth expression, eipyet oe Td xy) TOUTO 
moteiv, to the four already given (§ 95, 2) as equivalents of the 
English, he prevents you from doing this.) Té 8 py NenAatZoat 
thy wodw érxe rode. HDT. V, 101. oBos te Evyyenjs TO py ddr- 
ketv oxjoe. AESCH. Bum. 691. Odroi eloww povor ert quiv éumodav 
TO pq Hon eivat evOa mada comevdouer. KEN. An. IV, 8, 14. Ove 
dreaxdpny Td py odK emt roiro éhOetv. Puat. Rep. I, 354 B. 
Obx drécxovro ovS dnd Tay pitov rd py odx! mreoverrety abrav 
mewpaaGat. XEN. Cyr. I, 6, 32. Kiywva mapa tpeis ddeicav 
eadovs rd py Oavdre Cnprd@oat, i.e. they allowed Cimon by three 
votes to escape the punishment of death, Dem. Aristocr. 688, 27 

9% 
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Tpeis 82 pSvar jpor Sunveyxavy rd xy Oavdrov Tipjoat, and only 

three role patie goa ‘fran condenvang him to death (lit. made the 
difference as to condemning, &c.). Ib. 676,12. bdBos yap av6’ Urvov 
‘wapacrarei rd pt} BeBalos Bréhapa ovpBareiv Iavg, 1 e. stands 
by to prevent my closing my eues, &e. AuscH. Agam. 15. 

"Emel mpoOupeic6’, ok évavrimoopar Td py od yeywvety may dcov 
mpooxpytere. Id. Prom. 786. Ovdev yap adt@ rabr’ émapkecer TO pI 
ot mecety dtipws mrapar’ ovK dvacxerd, this will not suffice to pre- 
vent him from falling, &c. Ib. 918. Aetmet pév odd’ & mpdobev pdepev 
7d 4 od Bapiaro’ elvar, they lack nothing of being heavily griev- 
ous. Sopx. O. T. 1232. Myro., kaoryvirn, p’ drindoys TO py od 
Oaveiv re ov aol, rov Oavdvta & dyviaat, do not think me too mean 
to die with thee, &c. Id. Ant. 544. (Cf. Ant. 22, and Oed. Col. 49.) 
Airyy piv ov pucoivr exetuny tay médw 76 py od lag bag eivae 
ice: xevdaipova, i. e. not grudging the city its right to be great, &c. 
Arist. Av. 36. (Compare pionoev piv xvol kippa yevéo dat, I. 
XVII, 272) Ovdeis dvridéyes ro py ov A€EELv 6 Tt ExagTos Hyetrat 
mrelorov aéiw énicracbat, no one objects to saying, &c. Xen. Conv. 
IL, 3. Ov8 dpynats gorw advrois ro py tav’ imép Bidimmou 7 par 
rev, it is not even possible for them to deny that they did these things 
in the interest of Philip. Dem. F. L. 392,13. My mapys ro py ov 
Ppacat, do not omit to speak of it. Sopn. O. T. 283. Ovdeva 
dvvacGat kpimre TO py ov Hdéws dv Kai Gpav eo Olevv avdrav, that 
no one is able to prevent people from knowing that he would gladly 
even eat some of them raw. XEN. Hell. III, 3, 6. 

For pi ov, see § 95, 2, Note 1, (6.). 

Norte. The simple negative form 76 i is sometimes found even 
when the leading verb is negative, where regularly r6 4) od would 
be used. This 1s more common here than in the corresponding 
case, § 95, 2, Note 2. E. g. 

Ovk dv eoxdpny Td py dwoKARoae Tovpov GOd.0v Seuas. SOPH. 
O. T. 1387. Tis cod dmedeipOn TO en gor dxodovbeiv; XEN. 
Cyr. V, 1, 25. “Akos & oddev emnpxecay 7d 7) méAw pev Sowep ovv 
exe wadeciv. AmscH. Agam. 1170. Ov« dy gore pyyavi ovdepia Td 
py Keivov emtBovdederv eyot. Hot. I, 209. Kai van Spacat, 
kovK dmapvoupat To xy. SOPH. Ant. 443. See also Dem. F. L, 
392, 13, quoted above. 

REMARK. To pi and rod py can of course be used with the In- 
finitive as ordinary negatives. See examples, § 92, 1,N.3. So 
€mipedetrat Tov py Oixny dodvat. 

§ 96. The Infinitive with its subject, object, or other 
adjuncts (sometimes including dependent verbs) may 
be preceded by the article r¢, the whole sentence stand- 
ing as a single noun, either as the subject or object of a 
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verb, as the object of a preposition, or in apposition 
with a pronoun like toro. KE. g. 

Té peév yap wodda drok@deKéevat kata Tov méAELOV THS HueTepas 
dpedelas ay ris Bein Stxaiws: ro dé pyre madat TovTo wewovOévat 
mwednvevar ré Teva Hpiv ovppaytay Tovtwy avrippomoy, dv Bovdopeba 
prigins Tihs mp’ exeivwy edvoias evepyerny’ dv éywye Ocinv. Dem. OL 

| 12, 3. 

§ 97. The Infinitive without the article often ex- 
presses a purpose. H. g. 

Tpdwv avipa éxacrov (el) doipeba olvoyxoeverv, if we should 
choose every man of the Trojans to be our cup-bearer. Il. II, 127. So 
I. I, 338, 88s dyecv, and II, 107, 108. Ti e&Apeiov mayou BovAny 
encotncar émipedeiaGat ths evxoopias, i. e. for the purpose of 
guarding god order. Isoc. Areop. p. 147 B. § 37. Oi dpyovres, ovs 
dpeis etAcode Apxerv pou, the rulers, whom you chose to rule me. 
Prat. Apol. 28 EK. Aéka 6€ rév vedv mpotmepav és Tov peyay Atpéva 
wredoai Te kat kataokeyacba, kai knpvEact, K.T.A., 1. e. they sent 
them to sail and examine, and to proclaim, &c. Tuc. VI, 50. Tovs 
imméas mapeixovro Uedorovvnoias Evorpareverv. Id. Il, 12. 
EvveBnoav rots Udaraedot wapudoivat oas airovs kal ra dma, 
xpncacdae 6 tt dv Bovdwvrat, i. e. to do with them whatever they 
pleased. Id. II, 4. (For wapadotva: see § 92,1, N. 1.) El BovaAoi- 
peOd te éemirpewar i) waidas mardedoar, # xpnpara Seacaoat, 
KT. As, Uf we should wish to intrust to any one either children to instruct 
or money to keep, &c. KEN. Mem. I, 5, 2. Ai yuvaixes wretv pépou- 
aat, the women bringing them (something) to drink. Xen. Hell. VII, 
2,9. Tv wodw kat tiv axpav PudAdTTELY avtois wapédaxay, they 
delivered the city and the citadel to them to guard. Ib. IV, 4,15. “Os 
yap av ipas Xa0y, tovtov ddiere trois Oeois koXdferv. Dem. F. L. 
363, 25. 

‘H Ovpa 9 éuy dvéwero ciorévar TO Seopeve te euod. XEN. Hell. 
V, 1,14. Ovx efyov dpytpiov emioitiCea Oar, they had no money to 
buy provisions. Id. An. VII,1, 7. ’Aptorapy@ édore jyépav dmodho- 
ynoaéat, i. e. a day to defend himself in. Id. Hell. I, 7, 28. "Eyav- 
Tov got eupeAeray mapexewv ov mavy Sedoxra. PLAT. Phaedr. 228 E. 
Ois évevSatpovijaas re 6 Bios Guoiws cai dvtrehevTiaae Evvepe- 
tp7n. THue. II, 44. 

Here, as in § 93, 2, the Infinitive is generally active or middle, 
even where the passive would seem more natural; as kravect époi 
viv edoaay, they gave her to me to be killed. Eur. Troad. 874. 

Note 1. The Infinitive is thus used in prose chiefly after verbs 
signifying to choose or appoint, to give or take (the Infinitive denot 
ing the purpose for which anything is given or taken), and also 
after those signifying to send or bring. (See the examples.) With 
the last class the Future Participle is more common. A final elause 
after iva, &c. may aso be used in the same sense. 
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In poetry the same construction sometimes occurs after verbs of 

motion, like eiut. few, and Baivw; and also after eipl, @metpl, 

and mdpecpe (to be, to be at hand), expressed or understood. E. g 

"AMA tis ein elmeiv "Arpeldn "Ayapéuvor, more adv, but let 
some one go to tell Agamemnon. Od. XIV, 496. (See Passow, s.v. 
clu.) By d¢ O€euy, and he started to run. Il. Il, 182. Ov8é us 
Zorw dpiy cai Novydv dpivar, nor is there any one to keep off curse 
and ruin, Il. XXIV, 489. TloAAol 8 ad coi’ Ayal evatpépev or 
xe Suivnat, i. e. for you to slay whomsoever you can. Il. VI, 229. Ov 
yap én’ dvip olos *Oduaceds Eoxev, dphy amd otkov duivar. Od. Il, 
59. MavOdvetv yap feopev, for we are come to learn. Sopu. O 
C. 12. IWndeapos Se natracrégery, here is my hair for you to 
wreathe. Eur. Iph. Aul. 1478. 

Even in prose, the Infinitive occasionally occurs after eiyi in this 
sense, as in Pat. Phaedr. 229 A, éxet_wdéa xadiCeo Oat (sc. gory), 
there is grass to sit upon. See also Xen. An. II, 1,6, woAAai d€ kat 
medrat cai duagar joav Peper Oar epnpor, i. e. they were left to be 
carried away (for fuel). See the last examples under § 97. 

Nore 2. As Sore is seldom used in Homer in its sense of 
so as (§ 98, N. 3), the simple Infinitive may there express a 
result as well as a purpose. It thus follows many expressions 
which would not allow it in Attic Greek. E. g. 

Tis r dp owe Oedy epid. Evvénne pdxeo Oar; i. e. who brought 
them into conflict, so as to contend? I. 1,8. So 1,151; and édpitépe- 
vat, II, 214. "AX dre 89 Koidn vnds fxOero toict veer Oar, when 
now their ship was loaded, so as (to be ready) to start. Od. XV, 
457, XépmBa 8 dupimodos mpoydm eméxeve hépovoa,.... viyra- 
oat, i.e. for washing. Od. I, 138. , 

Note 3. In Homer and Herodotus we often find eivae intro- 
duced to denote a purpose, where in Attic Greek a simple noun, as 
a predicate accusative or nominative, connected directly with the 
leading verb, would be sufficient. E. g. 

OQwpyka, rév wore of Kiwipns Saxe Eewnuov eivat, i. e. which they 
gave him as a present (lit. to be a present). Tl. XI, 20. Ai@ov ef\ero 
xetpt maxeln, tov f° dvdpes mpdrepor Gécay Eupevat odpoy dpovpys, 
which they had placed (to be) as a boundary. Il. XXI, 405. Aaprios 
kataoTnoas ’Apraépvea Umapyxoy eivat Sapdiav. Hor. V, 25. 

So in the passive construction :—Tédwv dmedéxOn mdons ris trmov 
eitvae trmapxos. Hpt. VII, 154. 

Even in Attic prose this use of efva: sometimes occurs; asin Dem. 
Aph. TI, 852, 12, Munpovetovow dpebdvru toirov édevOepov eivas 
tore, they remember his having been then manumitted so as to be a Sree- 
man. So apinow adra dnudowa eivat, Taue. I, 13. 

Norr 4. The use of the Infinitive after tke comparative ani hh 
‘han, is to be referred to this principle. E,. g. 
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‘H dvOpomivy diois dobeveotépa } AaBetw rexvnv bv dv 7 daretposy 
human nature is too weak to acquire the art of those things of which tt 
has no experience. PLAT. Theaet. 149 C. Td yap véonpua peifor jf 
pépecy, i. e. too great to bear. Sopu. O. T. 1293. 

“Qore is sometimes expressed before this Infinitive; as in XEN. 
Hell. IV, 8, 23,”HioOovro airév ehdrrw éxovra Suvapw } Gore Tovs 
pirous dpedeiv. ; 

So, rarely, és in the sense of dare (§ 98, Note i); as in Cyr. VI, 
4, 17, Tas dowidas peifous éxovow f} os Tovety tt kat Spay. 

§98. 1. The Infinitive is used after wore, so that, 

e0 as, to express a result. EH. g. 
"Hy menadevpévos otras GoTe mavu pupa KexTnpevos mavy padios 

€x ety apxovrra, he had been educated so as very easily to have enough, 
although he possessed very little. Xun. Mem. I, 2, 1. ivae dé 6 
Kipos Aéyerat pidorypdtaros, Sorte wdvta pev mévoy avatrARvat, 
mavra O€ kivduvoyv bmopetivar. Id, Cyr.I, 2,1. *Amexpn yap av rois 
yroobciow eupeve, dote pndeulay jyiv eivas mpos rovrov Siapopav, 
so that we should have no difference with him. Derm. Aph. I, 813, 4. 
TloAXGs éAmidas eyo dpxovvras epeiv, Sore bpas pyr dwodrerpd7- 
vat Tay mpaypatav par dyvonjoat, x-t.A. Tb. 818, 20. Torodrov 
os jpiv mapedocay, ote... cvvedrGeiv és raitdv. Isoc. Pan. p. 
49 B. § 48. See Pan. § 45, rovotrdv éorw, date kal TovTO we ptet- 
AnPOat. T[eicopar yap od rogovrov odév Gore py ov Karas 
Oaveiv. Sopu. Ant. 97. 3b d€ cyoddles, Sore Oavpdlery epe. 
Eur. Hec. 730. Myn& 9 Bia ce pydapas wxnoatw toadvde puceiv 
dote thy dikyy mateiv. SOPH. Aj. 1335. Adyov kai Bovdevpatov 
xowavay av ce mooivro, Gore pyde ev ae AerAnOEevat Sy Bovdrdueba 
eidévat, so that not a single one of the things we wish to know should 
have escaped you. Xen. Cyr. VI, 1, 40. (See § 18, 3,5.) Avo- 
kodia kai pavia moAAd«ts eis THY Sidvotav eyrintvew ovTws Sore kak 
ras émtotnpas exBaddecv. Id. Mem. III, 12,6. *AmoAnpdevros, 
Sore py dv divacdat eravedbciv oixade. Dem. Chers. 98, 25. 
(For divacbat dv see N. 4.) 

See § 93, 1, Note 1, last example. 

Remark. When the result is to be stated as an inde- 
pendent fact, rather than merely as a result, the Indicative 

is used after dare. See § 65, 3. 
, 

2. The Infinitive after ®oTe sometimes denotes a con- 
dition, being equivalent to the Infinitive after é¢ © or 
ef @ Te; and sometimes it denotes a purpose, like a 
final cause. EH. g. 

Tlowotvrat épodryiavy mpos Tdxnra, Sore ’AOyva os €Eeivas Bov- 
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Aetoas eps rv MuriAnvalay, they make a treaty with Paches, to the 
effect that the Athenians shall be permitted, &c. Tuuc. III, 28. (See 
Tuuc. III, 114, évppaylay éxoujoavto émt roigde, Gore... pil 
otparevety.) "Edy adrois rav Noumav dpyew “EAAqvev, Sor 
abrovs imaxoverv Bacrdei, it being in their power to rule the rest of 
the Greeks, on ccndition that they should themselves serve the King. 
Dum. Phil. II, 68,12. Wav mowtow, Sore Sicny py dtddvac, they 
do everythiny, so that they: may not suffer punishment. Piat. Gorg. 
479 C. (Here tva yf witl the Subjunctive might have been used.) 
"EBoudkyOnoav Edevoiva é&i8idcacbat, Sore evar adicr xarapvyiy, 
ei Senoeve. XEN. Hell. Tl, 4, 8. Myyavat woddai ciow, Gore dta- 
Qedyecv Odvaroy, there are many devices for escaping death. PLat. 
Apol. 39 A. (See § 92, 1, N. 2.) 

Notz 1. ‘Qs is sometimes used with the Infinitive instead 
of Sore; generally, however, to express a result, seldom to 

express a purpose. E. g. 
‘Yydov dé ovrw 87 Te Aéyerat, &s Tas Kopupas adrod ody old re 

eivat idéaGat, and it (the mountain) is said to be so high, that it ts not 
possible to see its summits. Hpt. IV, 184. Navpaynoavres avrimada 
pev kal &s avrovs éxatepovs dEtody wkay, and so that each thought 
themselves the victors. Tuc. VII, 34. BracopueOa, &s mAcovexrouvres 
Sienv py Seddvat. Prat. Rep. II, 365 D. ‘O morapds tocovros rd 
Babos, os pndé ra Sopara Vrepéxetv Tov Badovs. KEN. An. III, 5, 
7. So Il, 3,10. épovrat coOava, &s dwé Tov morayov dpvcaa Gat. 
Id. Cyr. I, 2,8. "Ev 16 dogadet Sn eoorta, os pndev av ert Kaxdv 
maOetv. Ib, VII, 7, 27. (For waeiv av see N. 4.) 

Note 2. The Infinitive with Sore or ds is sometimes used where 
we should expect a simple Infinitive, either after the adjectives and 
adverbs included in § 93, or after the verbs and expressions which 
take the Infinitive of the object (§ 92, 1, and N. 2); and rarely 
gs those which regularly take an Infinitive as the subject (§ 91). 
Be 

IIdrepa maidés clot hpoviuarepn Sore padeiv ra ppatopera F 
avdpes; i. e. are they wiser than men in learning, &c.? Xen. Cyr. 
IV, 3, 11. *OALyot éopev ws eyxpateis elvar avtav. Tb. IV, 5, 15. 
(Cf. ddiyat dpuvecy, too few to make a defence. Tuuc. I, 50.) 
Wuxpdv (éo7: 16 Udap) Sore NovaagGar, the water is cold for 
bathing. Xen. Mem. III, 13, 3. (Cf AXovcaaGar Wuyxporepov, 
and Geppdrepov miety, in the same section.) Yygiodpevoe aprol 
mparo ote macy mpobupia dpuvery, having voted to defend them, 
&e. Truc. VI, 88. Eis dvdyxny xaOéorapev Gore civduvever. 
Isoc., Archid. p. 126 C. § 51. (See § 92,1, N.2) So dvvanw 
bore eyyeverOa, Prat. Rep. IV, 433 B. “EA@dvres mpds adrods 
relOovow Sore pera opav “Apye émexetpjoae. Tuuc. III, 102, 
(In the same chapter, meiee "Axapvavas Bon Oj cat Navmdkre.) 

Tldvi poe eyednoev Sore cidévac, tt concerned me very much to 
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know. Xen. Cyr. VI, 3, 19. *Addvarov ipiv Sore Wpwrayspov 
Tovde coparepdy twa €Aé€oOat. Puat. Prot. 338 C. So Xen. 
Men. I, 3, 6. 

Nore 3. In Homer Sore is generally used like Scmep, in the 
sense of as. It occurs with the Infinitive, in the sense of so as, only 
twice: Il. IX, 42; Od. XVII, 21. ‘Qs, so as, so that, is not found 
in Homer, who generally uses the simple Infinitive where later 
writers would insert dare or as. (See § 97, N. 2.) 

Note 4. The Infinitive after é0re may take the adverb dy to 
form an apodosis, whenever an Indicative or Optative, if used in 
al veal of the Infinitive, would have required an dv. (See § 65, 
3, Note.) The Infinitive with dy here, as in indirect quotations, fol 
lows the general rule stated in § 41. (See example in § 41, N. 4; 
and the last examples under § 98, 1 and § 98, 2, N. 1.) 

Note 5. It will be seen that the Present and Aorist are the 
tenses of the Infinitive regularly used after dare. For the perfect 
see § 18, 3, and Note; and for the Future, § 27, N. 2 (8). 

§99. The Infinitive is used after é¢’ 6 and é¢’ dre, 
on condition that, for the purpose of. H. g. 

Einey drt oneicacbat Bovrorro, ep @ pyre adtos tobs “EAAnvas 
aStxety pyre exeivous kalety Tas olkias, Aap Rdvery re TantTHdea 
6cov Soro. Ken. An. IV, 4,6. Tas av odros éOedor ra ddAdrpia 
dmoorepeiv ep @ kaxddokos eivat; Id. Ages. IV, 1. ’Adiepév oe, 
éxi rovr@ pevror, eh @re pyxere PtAogopeiv. Prat. Apol. 29 
C. Aipedévres ef ore Evyypayat vopous, kal overwas rodtred- 
cowro “XEN. Hell. II, 3,11. (For modrevoowro, see § 65,1, N. 
1.) "Ed’ dre BonOyoew. Axscutn. Cor. §114. See § 27, N. 2 (6). 

For the Future Indicative after éf’ 6 and éf’ dre, especially in 
Herodotus and Thucydides, see § 65, 2. 

§ 100. The Infinitive may stand absolutely in par- 
enthetical phrases, sometimes alone, but generally pre- 
ceded by os or dcov. E. g. 

TS AéAra éori kardppurév te Kat vewori, ds Méyo eiweiv, dva- 
rednvds, i. e. recently, so to speak. Wnt. I, 15. (This expression 
as Ady etmeiv is peculiar to Herodotus.) Kai ds cue ed pepmya- 
oat, ra 6 Epunvers pot emdeyduevos ra ypdupara ey, as J well re- 
member, &c. Id. TI, 125. ‘Qs pev vuv év éhaxiorm SnAGoat, nay 
elpyrar.... &s 8é év mhéou Adyp SyrAGoaL, de exer. Id. I, 25, 

Mera 82, ob woAAG Ady eiwetv, xpdvos dieu. Id. I, 61. Kal 

epyou, ds ros eimetv, } ovdevds mpoodéovrat fj Bpaxéos mdvv. Prat. 
org. 450 D. ‘Os 8 cuvréyos eimeiv, to speak concisely. XEN. 

Oec. XII, 19. ‘Qs 8€ ouveddvre ciweiv. Id. Mem. I, 8, .0 
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Xapos 8’ 88 ips, ds dweexdoat. Sopu. O. C.16. Kai ro Eiprav 

eimety. Tuuc. I, 138. (ee VI, 82, és rd dxpiBes elmeiv.) Qs 

txpdv peydr@ elxdaat. Id. 1V, 36. "Os y pot Xeno Oae Kpiry. 

UR. Alc. 801. ‘Qs mpos tyas eipjo dat, 1. e. between us. Pat. 

Rep. X, 595 B. 083° éyd eyo rovrous, ds ye Svaxdvouvs etvat 
réveos. Prat. Gorg. 517 B. "Ogoy yé pe ei3évar, at least as far as 
iknow. Id. Theaet. 145 A. : 

So ds euot Soxety or eyoi Sonetv, like ds eyot doxet, as tt seems 
to me; ddziyou deiv, to want little, i. e. almost. (See N. 1.) 

Remark. The force of és in this construction can hardly be ex- 
ressed in English, although it resembles that of os used for dare 

in § 98, 2, Note 1. That it is not a demonstrative, as might be sup- 
posed from the translation of as efmeiv, so to speak, is plain from such 
expressions as as cuvropws eimeiv, to speak concisely. 

Nore 1. In the phrase édlyou deity (lit. to want little), little 
short of, almost, dev is often omitted, so that the genitive 

dAéyou stands alone in the sense of almost. E. g. 
"OAL you ppoddos yeyévnuat, I am almost gone. Arist. Nub. 722. 

The full form is found at the beginning of Dem. Phil. III,—oa- 
Adv Adyav yeyvopévay driyou Setv Kab” éxdorny exxAnoiay, i. e. in 
almost every meeting. 

Norts 2. In the phrase éxdyv eZvat (sometimes 1d éxav 
elvac), willing or willingly, eivat appears to be superfluous: the 
phrase is used chiefly in negative sentences. Eivac appears 
superfluous also in such expressions as 76 viv elvat, at present, rd 

rrpepov eva, to-day, and ré én’ éxeivos etvat, as far as depends 
on them. E. g. 

‘Exay yap eivac ovdev pevooua, willingly I will tell no falsehood. 
Prat. Symp. 215 A. Ove dunv ye kar’ dpyas brs cod éxdvros elvat 
é£amarnOnoecba. Id. Gorg. 499 C. (CAvdyxn éyew) riy dyevderar 
kai 70 éxovras efvat pndapyy mpoadexecOa To Wevdos. Id. Rep. VI, 
485 C. "Amdxpn por rd viv eivat Trait’ eipnxéva. Isoc. Antid. p. 
119, § 270. To én’ éxeivors efvat dmwA@Aerre. XEN. Hell. 1, 5, 9. 
Td pev rhuepov elvat xpnoacba airy, to use it to-day. PLAT. Crat 
396 E. Kara rotro eivat, in this respect. Id. Prot. 317 A. 

Similar is the expression ryv mpatnv elvac (for rh 5 t 1 on Y mMparnr), & 
first, in Hor. I, 1538. So és mddaa eivac, considering their an- 
tquity. Tuue. I, 21. 

§ 101. The Infinitive is sometimes used in the 
sense of the Imperative, especially in Homer. E. g. 

Tae 
TS viv py wore Kal oo -yuvarxi mep fmos elvat* wy of piOov dravra Pain tht Lease i 

widavaoképen, dv’ ev eidgs, GAAa TO pev Padcbat, rd dé Kal Ke 
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kpuppévov eivar, now therefore be thou never indulgent to thy wife, ke, 
Od. XI, 441. So Il. I, 20, 582; II, 10: Hor. I, 82 (émuryéew pnde 
kadéew): AESCH. Prom. 712. 30 8€ ras midas dvoi~as UmekOeiv 
kaiémelyecOat, and do you, having opened the gates, rush out and 
press on, Tuuc. V, 9 

Remark. It will be noticed that, when the Infinitive stands 

for the Imperative, its subject is in the nominative, but in the 

four constructions that follow (§§ 102-105) its subject is in the 
accusative. 

§ 102. The Infinitive is sometimes used for the 
Optative in the expression of a wish referring to the 
future. This occurs chiefly in poetry. E. g. 

Zed wdrep, 4 Alavra Naxety  Tudcos vidv, Father Zeus, may the 
lot fall on Ajax or on the son of Tydeus. Il, VU, 179. ‘Eppa *yzo- 
aie, Tay yuvaika ray eudy odra p’ dwodda Oat tdy 7 éuavrou parepa, 
O that I could sell my wife and my mother at this rate! Arist. 
Acharn. 816. Geoi moAirat, py pe SovAcias ruxeiv. AESCH. Sept. 
253. 

§ 103. In laws, treaties, proclamations, and formal 
commands, the Infinitive is often used in the leading 

* . y , 

sentences, depending on some word like edoke or de- 
: , is 

Soxrat, be it enacted, or KedeveTas, it is commanded ; 
which may be either understood, or expressed in a pre- 
ceding sentence. HE. g. 

Tapias 8€ ray iepOv xpnydrov aipeto Oar pev ex tov peyioror 
tynudray: tiv d€ alpecw rovTwy Kai tiv Soxipaciay yiyver Oat 
kabanep 4 Tav aTpatnyay éyiyvero, and (be it enacted) that treasurers 
uf the sacred funds be chosen, &c. Puat. Leg. 759 E. So in most 
of the laws (genuine or spurious) standing as quotations in the text 
of the Orators, as in Dem. Aristocr. 627, 21: Acca leuv b€ ri év 
’Apeig may pévov kal Tpavpatos ex mpovotas, k.t-A. “Ern b€ eivas 
Tas omovdas mevrnxovra, and that the treaty shall continue fifty years. 
Tuuc. V, 18. *Axotere Negd* rots émhiras vuvpevi dvedouevous Bra 
da.évac wadw oixade. ARIST. Av. 448. 

§ 104. The Infinitive, with or without 70, is used 
in expressions of surprise or indignation. H. g. 

To d€ pnde xuvny oikobev EXOeiv eye tov xaxodaipor’ éxovra, but to 
think that I, wretched fellow, should have come from home without even 
my cap! Arist. Nub. 268. Totrov 8€ bBpiferv; dvamvetv d€; 

N 
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oy et ris && Civ, dyanay ge. Dem. Mid. 582, 2. Tis papias+ rd 
Aia vopifery, dvta ryAtkovrovi, what folly! to believe in Zeus, now 
you are so big! Arist. Nub. 819. 

Compare Vura. Aen. I, 37: Mene incepto desistere victam. 

§ 10. In narration the Infinitive often appears to 
stand for the Indicative. It depends, however, on some 
word like Aé€yeraz, it is said, expressed (or at least im- 
plied) in something that precedes. KE. g. 

*Amtxopévous 8¢ rods Poivixas es 5 TO”Apyos TovTo, Statider Oat 
rv oprov, and (they say) that the Phoenicians, when now they were 
come to this Argos, were setting out their cargo for sale. Hpr. I, 1. 
(Here diaridecOat is an Imperfect Infinitive, § 15, 3.) “’Adr’, d 
rai,” pdvat rov ’Aotudyny, “odk dyOopevor raira mepitravepeba.” 
see “ANG kal o€,” avat tov Kupoy, “6pa,” x.t-A.... Kal rov 
’Aotudyny écepécdat, “xai rim d) od TeKparpdpevos Aé€yes;” 
“Ore oe,” hdvat, “dpa,” «TA... Updos tavta dé rov *"Aorudyny 
elmetv, x.t.A...~ Kat rov Kipov elmeiv, «.t-A. XEN. Cyr. I, 3,5 
and 6. (Here all these Infinitives, and twelve others which follow, 
depend on A¢yerat in § 4.) Kai rdv keAedoat Sovvat, and he com- 
manded him to give it. Id. I, 3,9. So in Hpr. I, 24 the story of 
Arion and the dolphin is told in this construction, the Infinitives 
all depending on a single Adyouox at the beginning. See § 101, 
Remark, 

§ 106. IIpiv, before, before that, until, besides tak- 
ing the Indicative, Subjunctive, and Optative, like éws 
(§ 66), is also followed by the Infinitive. 

For the use of the finite moods after zpiv, see § 67. 

1. In Homer the Infinitive follows wpév after both 
affirmative and negative sentences. KE. g. 

Nate 5é ySaov mpiv ed Oeiv vias ’Axadv. Tl. XII, 172. “Ehén 
SpeEdpevos mpiv oitdaat, ovd dpdpuaprev. Il. XVI, 322. Shaw 
dé mpiv mep tpdpos eddrAaBe aidiya yvia, mply wédepdv 1” Ldecrv 
wohépoud Te péppepa Epya, before they saw the war, &c. Tl. VIII, 452. 
(See Note 4.)  evyer mpiv wep sperovy dorAdioOypevar dvdparr 
Il. XV, 588. "H «’ éri woAdol yatav ddak ef ov mply “Itov eloagi- 
kéoOat. Il. XXII, 17. “AdAd of airé Zevs ddécere Binv mply hyiy mapa 
guretoat. Od. IV, 668. Aid’ dherr’... dAdoG ddrA€aOar mpiv édGeiv. 
Od. XVIII, 402, Ob Anéw mpiv Todas ddqv eXdoar rohépouo. I. 
XIX, 423. Odd re Guys répmero mpiv wodeuou ordya Svpevat 
aipardevros. Il. XIX, 313. O05 dmodijyet mpv xpods dvdpc,s€oro 
BisAGeiv. Il, XX, 100. OF p daorpépers mpiv yard paxéoca- 
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vOas. Il, XX, 257. My dvrios torac’ cueto mpiv te kaxbv wabeen 
il. XX, 198. 

See § 67, Note 1. 

2. Writers later than Homer use the Infinitive after 
mpw chiefly when the leading sentence is affirmative. 
E. g. 

Lpiy dv rapeivar éxcivoy és tiv Arrixiy, tueus Kaipos ore mpo- 
BwOnoa és rv Bowwriay, before he comes into Altica, &. Hpt. VII, 
143. Olov eipev reaoapdxovta kai dxTd mapbevoior, mpl» pecov duap 
dei, Skvratov ydpov. Prnp. Pyth. IX, 196. piv viv ra mdeiov’ 
ioropety, ex tid edpas éEedOe, before seeking further, &c. Sopx. O. 
C. 36. *Amoméumovew ody airév mp dxotoat. Tuc. II,12. So 
I, 13, api éoBadeiv eis riy Arriny. "Adieoav ra BéAn wodd mplv 
éécxveiadar. Xen. Cyr. Ill, 3, 60. Opi pev ovv ¢xecdar ra 
dkpa cidev eSciobe eipnyns. Tb. ILI, 2, 12. ‘Hyets roivuy Meoonuyy 
elAoues mpiv Iépoas AaBetv tiv Baoteiav cal kparioae tis 
reipov, kal mply olkicOqvai twas Tov mTédAewv Tov “EAnvidav. 
Isoc. Archid. p. 121 A. § 26. Kai amply é pavas yeyovévat, ameé- 
Saxe. Pia. Prot. 320 A. "AmwAdpeod’ tip’, ei Kaxdv mpocoicopev 
véov maha@, mpiv rd €EnvrAnKévat, we are ruined then, if we shail 
add a new calamity to the former one, before we shall have exhausted 
that. Eur. Med. 79. (See § 18, 3.) 

Norse 1. The Infinitive after rpiv was probably not accompa. 
nied by dy. (See Kriiger’s note on Hor. I, 140.) 

Note 2. Ipiv with the Infinitive after negative sentences is rare 
in the Attic poets, but more frequent in the Attic prose. (See 
§ 67, Note 2.) E.g. 

Odk adv pedeciro, mpiv Kad’ ndovyy kXvVerv. SopH. Tr. 197. Up 
iSety 8’, oddels pavris ray peAdOvTwy, 6 Tt mpaget. Id. Aj. 1418. So 
Agscu. Sept. 1048, Agam. 1067; Arist. Av. 964, Kai 6 airé ob 
mp wdaxety, ddd ered) ev Th epye ecper, rors Evppdxous tovode 
mapexadeoare. Tauc. I, 68. Sol, 39; V,10; VII, 50. Ovde yap 
Tourer mpl padety ovdels qmictaro. XEN. Cyr. IV, 3,10. Adorn 9 
yurt, mpl pev as “AdoBov édGeiv, piav jpépav ovx éxnpevoev. DEM. 
Onet. I, 873, 10. 
Note 3. Ipiv #, mpérepov jf (priusquam), rpdabev J, and 

even dorepor 7, like mpiv, may be followed by the Infinitive. (See 
§ 67, Note 3.) E. g. 

Oi b€ Aiyirrion, mply pev } Vapupiriyov oféav Bacideioat, 
évduiCov éwutols mporovs yevéobar mdvrav dvOpomov. Hpt. II, 2. 
*Emt rovs wopréas mp drepov faigbéabat adrors evOds éExdpyoer, 
before they perceived them. Tuuc. VI, 58. SoI, 69. Upiv d€ dva- 
orivat, éreaw Vote pov éxarov ij avtovs oiki oat, Udupthoy wépyyav- 
oe és ZeAwouvta, i. e. a hundred years after their own settlement. Id. 

re 
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In Hpt. VI, 108 we find the Infinitive depending on pédve 7, the 
verb implying mpédrepov or mpiv:— p Oainre dv éEavdparodicbevres Ff 
ria mubécbat jpéwv, you would be reduced to slavery before any of us 
would hear of it. 

Nore 4. Upiv or xpiv # is very often preceded by mpérepov, 
mpoadev, mdpos, or another rpiv (used as an adverb), qualify- 
ing the leading verb. (See § 67, Note 4.) E.g. 

*Amobvnokover mpdrepov mpiy Sproat yiyverOat ofor joav. KEN. 
Cyr. V, 2,9. Kat dpocuy pi) wpiv és Baxaay Hfew mpiv fh Tov pode 
Spov rovrov avanepnveva. Hp. I, 165. Idpos & ovx éocerat GAdos, 
mpiv ye... vd metpnbjva. Il. V, 220. My wpiv rapdgéys, wpiv rod 
ev Oérbat, réxvov. KuR. Here. F. 605. 

Norte 5. Idpos, in the sense of zpiv, is used in Homer with 
the Infinitive, but never with the other moods. E. g. 

Téxva dypdrat eLeihovro mdpos mereqva yevéoOat. Od. XVI, 
218. Odd€ of Uavos wimrev emi BAehdpogs wapos Karadé fat drar 
ra. Od. XXIII, 309. 

Remark. The rules for the tenses of the Infinitive are 
given in Chapter Second. It will be seen from a comparison 
of these, that the Present and Aorist are the only tenses ordi- 
narily used in constructions in which the Infinitive in itself 
has no reference to time, that is,in all except indirect dis- 
course. In indirect discourse each tense has its own force, as 

in the Indicative; but in other constructions the Perfect is 

used only in the cases mentioned in § 18, 3, 6, and Note; and 

the Future only in the few cases mentioned in § 27, Note 2, a 
and &. (See § 27, Note 1.) 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE PARTICIPLE, 

§ 107. The Participle has three distinct uses: — 
first, it may express a simple attribute, like an ordinary 
adjective (§ 108); secondly, it may define the cireum- 
stances under which the action of the sentence takes 
place (§§ 109-111) ; thirdly, it. may form part of the 
predicate with certain verbs, often having a force re- 
sembling that of the Infinitive (§§ 112, 118). 

Remark. As the Infinitive may be considered as a verbal noun, 
so the Participle is always a verbal adjective; both alike retaining 
all the attributes of a verb which are consistent with their nature. 
See § 90. 

§ 108. 1. The Participle, like any other adjective, 
may qualify a noun. 

In such expressions it must often be translated by a 
finite verb and a relative, especially when the Participle 
is preceded by the article. HK. g. 

Tddis kddXes Btahé povea, a city excelling in beauty. *Avip xa- 
Ads wemacdevpéevos, a man who has been well educated. Oi mpé- 
oPets of wapa Piiinmov wephdéevres, the ambassadors who had been 
sent from Philip. “Avdpes of rovro moinovres, men who will do this, 

"Ev tH Meconvia more otan yi, in the lund which was once Mes- 
senia. aes § 16,2. Srparevovow emi ras Aid\ou vygous KaXoupévas, 
they sail against the so-called Aeolian islands, lit. the islands called 
those of Aeolus. Tauc. III, 88. Ai dpurra Soxotcar eiva picets, 
the natures athich seem to be best. Ken. Mem. IV, 1, 3. Ai apo rod 
ordparos vyes vavpaxyodaas. Tuuc. VII, 23. TéiyxaretAngdra 
kivduvoy tiv mkv. Dem. Cor. 301, 28, 

2. The Participle preceded by the article may be 
used substantively, like any other adjective. It is then 
equivalent to éxeivos 0s (he who) and a finite verb in 
the tense of the Participle. KE. g. 
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Ol kparodvres, the conquerors. Oi merevopévot, those who have beer 
convinced. Oirds éort 6 roiro wotnaas, this is the one who did it, 
Odrol elow of Suds mdvras ddtxqoovres, these are the men who will 
wrong you all, 

Tapa rois dpiaras Soxodaey elvat, among those who seem to be best. 
Xen. Mem. IV, 2,6. "Hv dé 6 pév rv yoopuny rabray elaady Teicav 
8p0s, and Peisander was the one who gave this opinion. Tuuc. VIL, 
68. Tots "Apkddwv oderépois odce Evppdyois mpocimov, they pro- 
claimed to those of the Arcadians who were their allies. Id. V, 64. 
Agexréov eyo hnue etvae (rovrwv) TO ig Lieut duvnocopevg, for 
one who is to be able to be discreet, XEN. Symp. IV, 26. 

Nore 1. When the Participle, in either of these construc- 
tions, refers to a purpose or intention, it is generally Future, 
rarely Present. E. g. 

Nopov Snpoota rov radra k@AvoovTa Tébewrat Tovrovi, they have 
publicly enacted this law, which is to prevent these things. Dum. Mid. 
530,10. Tav épyacopéevwy evdvtwy, there being men in the country 
to cultivate it. Xun. An. II, 4,22. (See §110,1.) ‘O nynad- 
prevos ovdels gorat there will be nobody who will lead us. Ib. II, 4, 5. 
TloAAods e£opuer rods éroinws suvaywvifopevous jpiv. Isoc. Pac. 
p. 186 D. § 139. 

See the more common use of the Future Participle to express a 
purpose, § 109, 5. 

Nore 2. Participles, like adjectives, are occasionally used 
substantively even without the article, in an indefinite sense; 
but generally only in the plural. E. g. 

"Emde SaSexa rpinpers Exov emt woddas vais KexTypEevous, he 
sailed with twelve triremes against men who had many ships. XEN. 
Hell. V, 1,19. “Orav roXcpovvrar mddts dd@, whenever a city of 
belligerents is taken. Id. Cyr. VII, 5, 73. Mera ravra adixvovyrai 
po. dmayyéAXovres Ore 6 matnp detrat, there come messengers 
announcing, &ce. Isoc. Trapez. p. 360 C. § 11. Eldes votv éyovra 
Avrotpevoy kal xaipovra ; did you ever see a man of sense (sv. twa) 
grieved and rejoicing? Piatt. Gorg. 498 A, 

Nore 3. In the poets, the Participle with the article sometimes 
becomes so completely a substantive, that it is followed by an ad- 
nominal genitive rather than by the case which its verbal force 
would require. A few expressions like of mpooyxovres, relatives, and 
7d gupéepoy or Ta cupdéporra, gain, advantage, are used in the s2me 
way even in prose. IK. g. 

‘O exetvou rexady, his father. Eur. El. 385. (We should expect 
6 éxeivoy texav.) Td puxpa cuppéporra ris modews, the small ads 
vantages of the state. Dem. Cor. 234, 26. Baoitéws t pooh ovr es 
rues. Tuc. I, 128. 
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Nore 4. (a.) In the poets and in Thucydides, the neuter singu- 
lar of the Present Participle with the article is sometimes used in 
the sense of an abstract verbal noun, where we should expect the 
Infinitive with the article. E. g. 

"Ev 7@ pi} pederavre d£vverwrepor Zoovrat, in the want of practice, 
&e. Tuuc. I, 142. (Here we should expect év 76 py pederav.) 
Tvarw 76 pev Se8td5s avtod rovs évavriovs paddov Head To de 
Oapaoiv.... ddecorepov écdpevov. Id. I, 36. (Here rd dedids, 
Jear, is used like 74 8ed:évar, and rd bapaody, courage, like 14 Oapceiv 
or 76 Odpoos.) Mera rod Spwpévov, with action. Id. V, 102. Kat 
o¢ y ciodéw: Td yap vooovy mobei oe Evpmapacrdtyy haPeiv. 
Sopu, Phil. 674. (rd voootv = 4 vécos.) Td yap mododpy éxacros 
Ana GéXwv ovk dv pebeiro, mpi kab’ ndovay khvew. Sopn. Trach. 

Compare the use of the neuter singular of an adjective for the 
corresponding abstract noun; as 76 xaddv, beauty, for rd Kdddos. 

(.) A similar construction sometimes occurs when a Participle 
and a noun are used instead of an Infinitive and a noun, where in 
English we generally use a finite verb. E. g. 

Mera 8€ SddAava oly dpevow EdraBe veueots peyddn Kpoicoy, i. & 
after Solon was gone. Hor. I, 34. Ty mddee otre moA€pov kakas 
cupBdvros ovte ordoews maToTe alrtos eycveTo, i. @. the cause of a 
disastrous result of any war (like rod mé\eudv twa Kakds cupPivat). 
Xen. Mem. I, 2, 63. So és 7éAcov xaradivra, I. I, 601. 

Remark. Such expressions as ré xparovv ris wédews, the ruling 
part of the state, rd do€alov ris Yoyns, &c. must not be confounded 
with the examples belonging under Notes 3 and 4. They are 
merely cases of the partitive genitive after a participle used asa 
noun. 

Nore 5. Some Present Participles are occasionally used like 
predicate adjectives after ciui or yiyvouat. Such are especially 8:a- 
épav, éxov (with an adverb), mpoonxev, mperav, déov, é&dv, and 
cuppépov. E. g. : 

Ti wor’ éoriv odros exeivov Stapépav; in what is this man different 
from that one? Puat. Gorg. 500 C. Suppépov fv rH modes, it was 
advantageous to the state. Dum. F. L. 364, 25, So after imdpyo in 
Demosthenes ; as roiro pev yap imdpyew dpas eiddras jyotpat, for I 
think you are aware of this, Cor. 257, 25. 

Note 6. The poets sometimes use a Present or Aorist Parti- 
ciple with eiyi as a periphrasis for the simple form of the verb In 
prose each part of such expressions has its ordinary meaning. E. g. 

“Av 9 OéXovca, wdvr epod Kopiterar, whatever she wants, she 
always obtains from me. Soru. O. T. 580. (Here 9 6ehoveais used 
for Oéd7.) Ovx eis ddeOpov; od cramnoas eoer; Ib. 1146. *H 
rovro ovx fort yeyvdpevoy wap’ qpiv; or is not this something that 
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happens among us? Piav. Phileb. 89 C. "Hy yap 6 Ocpuorokhijs 
BeBasrara 8) dicews icxyv Syrooas, kai... Gos Oavpdoar, 
Themistocles was one who manifested, &c. Tuuc. I, 138. 

For the use of the Perfect Participle in the same way, see § 17, 
Note 2. For the Aorist Participle with gy as a periphrasis for the 
Perfect Indicative, see below, § 112, Note 7. 

§ 109. The Participle is used to define the cireum- 
stances under which an action takes place. It may in 
this sense be connected with any substantive in the 
sentence, and agree with it in case. 

The relations expressed by the participle in this use 
are the following : — : 

1. Time, the various tenses of the Participle denoting 
various points of time, which are of course all referred 
to that of the leading verb. E. g. 

Tatra elrdy dager, when he had said this, he departed. *Amnvrnca 
Giiinng dwidvre, I met Philip as he was departing. Totro wemoin- 
kores dwekevoovrat. Taira émparre ot patny ay, he did these things 
while he was general. Taira mpdta otrparnyar, he will do these 
things when he is general. Tupavvetoas Sé ry tpia ‘Inmtas éxyopa 
indorovdos és Siyeov. THuc. VI. 59. 

2. Means. E. g. 
AntCopevoe Ceow, they live by plunder. Xen. Cyr. IL, 2, 25. 

Tovs “EAAnvas edidatav, bv trpdrov diotKodyres Tas av’tay marpidas 
kat mpos ods moe podvres peydAny dy Thy “EXAdda romoear. Isoc. 
Panath. p. 241 D. § 44. Ov yap addorpios ipiv ypopeéevotrs mapa- 
Selypaow GAN’ oikelors, evdaipoow eeore yever Oar, by using not foreign 
but domestic examples, &c. Dem. OL. I, 35,1. (So often ypapevos 
with the dative.) 

8. Manner, and similar relations, including manner 
of employment, &c. HE. g. 

TIpocttero paGddov ois vopors éppéevav dmobavety } mapavopav 
Civ, he preferred to die abiding by the laws, rather than to live disobey- 
ing them. Xun. Mem. IV, 4,4. ‘Apmwdoavras ra Orda qopeve- 
oat, to march having snatched up their arms (i.e. eagerly). Dem. Ol. 
III, 34, 8. Totro éroincev Aabayv, he did this secretly. (See below, 
N. 8.) "Amedqper tpinpapyx ar, he was absent on duty as trierarch. 

4. Cause or ground of action. KE. g. 
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Aéyo 8€ 1008 evexa, Bovddpmevos ddka coi dep enol, and I 
speak jor this reason, because I wish, &c. Puat. Phaed. 102 D. 
*Ametyovro Kepdav, aicypad vopiCorres eiva, because they believed 
them to be base. Xun. Mem. I, 2, 22. Ti yap dv Bovdapevos 
Gvdpes cool as ddnOas Seaméras dpeivovs airav pevyoer, with what 
object in view, &c. (4. e. wishing what)? Puat. Phaed. 63 A. (See 
below, Note 7.) 

For the Participle with és, used to express a cause assigned by 
another, see below, Note 4. 

5. Purpose, object, or intention, expressed by the Fu- 
ture Participle, rarely by the Present. E. g. 

"H\Ge Avodpevos Ovyarpa, he came to ransom his daughter. Tl. 
T. 13. Wapedndvda ovpBovrAcioar, I have risen to give my advice. 
Isoc. Archid. §1. ’ESovkedoavro méurew és Aakedaipova mpéoBets 
TavTad Te €povvras kai Avoavdpov airnaovras emt tas vais, in 
order to say this, and to ask for Lysander as admiral. Xun. Hell. I, 
1,6. "Ed eis médepov (4 matpis) dyn rpwOnodpevoy % dmoba- 
vovpevov, monreoy radra, even if it lead any one into war to be 
wounded or to perish. Puat. Crit. 51 B. 
“Eruxov yap ai pev (vies) emt Kapias oiydpevat,... meptayyéa- 

Aovoas Bondew, for some of the ships happened to be gone towards 
Caria, in order to give them notice to send aid. THuc. 1,116. So 
dpvipevot, Ul. 1,159. (The Present here seems to express an attend- 
ant circumstance, rather than a mere purpose.) 

6. Condition, the Participle standing for the protasis 
of a conditional sentence, and its tenses representing 
the various forms of protasis expressed by the Indica- 
tive, Subjunctive, or Optative (§ 52,1). EH. g. 

Olet ob” AAxnoti brép Adunrov drobaveiv dv, f Axtddéa Tarpdékho 
énamobaveiy, py olopevous dOdvarov prqpny dperas mépe éavraev 
€cecOat, do you think that Alcestis would have died for Admetus, §c., 
if they had not believed, &c. Puiat. Symp. 208 D. (Here jj olope- 
vous is equivalent to ef x @ovro.) Ov ydp dv aitois euedev jy ToUTO 
tmorapPBavovary, for it would not have concerned them, unless 
they had had this idea. Dem. Phil. II, 122, 21. (Here py vroAap- 
Bavovow is equivalent to ef py todro bmeAduBavov.) “Aotpwr dv 
€AGotu’ aidepos mpds dvroAds kai, yas évepbe, Suvatis dv Spacat rdde, 
if I should be able to do this (ei Suvards eiqv). Eur. Phoen. 504. 

See other examples under § 52, 1. 

7. Opposition, or limitation, where the Participle is 
often to be translated by although. KE. g. 

Néros 8é cai werameppbjvat Packwy bywd Tou watpds, Kai EAOwy 
10 
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els riv olkiay, elcedOeiv pev 08 hnow, Anpodartos § dxodcat ypappa- 
teiov dvayvyvdokovros, kai mpoerteAnAVOds Kal dravra 8umporo- 

ynpévos mpos tov marépa, and this man, although he admits tha: he 
was summoned, and although he did go to the house, yet denies that he 
went in, &c., although he had previously gone in and arranged every- 
thing with my father. Dem. Aph. II, 839, 29. "OAlya Suvdpevos 
mpoopay epi Tod pédXovros mOAAG émtxerpodpev mparresy, although we 
are able to foresee few things, &e. Xun. Cyr. II, 2, 15. 

The Participle in this sense is very often accompanied by xaimep 
and other particles. See below, Note 5. : 

8. Any attendant circumstance, the Participle being 
merely descriptive. KH. g. 

Kal rapadraBdvres tovs Botwrods éorpdrevoay ént Sdpradoy, and 
having taken the Boeotians with them, they marched against Pharsalus. 
Tuve. I, 111. Tapayyehrer 76 KAedpyo AaBovre Frew Soov Ay 
ait orparevpa. KuN. An. IJ, 2,1. "Epyera: Mavddvy tév Kipoy roy 
vidy €xovga, Mandane comes with her son Cyrus. 1d. Cyr. I, 3, 1. 
(See below, N. 8.) 

Nore 1. (a.) The adverbs rére, {Sy (rére 75), évrava, etra, 
éretra, and gvrws are often joined to the verb of the sentence in 
which the temporal Participle stands. E. g. 

*Exehevey avrov cvvdiaBavra émetta ovtws amradddrreoba, he com 
manded that, after he had joined them in crossing, he should then retire 
as he proposed. Xen. An. VIL, 1, 2. TWebopéver d€ rav Sapiov cat 
ayovroav tiv ZaykAnv, évOadra oi Zayxdaior €Bonbeov ary. Hpt. 

, 28. *Amwodvydy 8€ Ka. Tovrous, orparnyés oVTw@ "AOnvaiay 
aredéx6n, and having escaped these also, he was then chosen general 
of the Athenians, Id. VI, 104. 

(b.) Eira, éretra, and ovrws sometimes refer in the same way to a 
Participle expressing opposition or limitation; in which case they 
may be translated by nevertheless, after all. E. g. 

t=) 

Tlavrav 8 drommraréy éort, THAtKavTyY daveddvTas paprepiay 
otras olecOa Sev cixy muotevecOa map’ ipiv, that, although they 
have destroyed so important a piece of evidence, they after all think, 
&c. Dem. Aph. Il, 837, 10. Acwa pévr’ dv mdOos, ef ’AOnvace 
dgexdpevos, ob ris “EXAdSos wAclorn cotiv eEovaia rod déeyevr, 
émetta ov évravda rovrou pdvos dtrvyncais, tf, although you are come 
to Athens, you should after all be the only one to fail in obtaining this, 
Prat. Gorg. 461 E. 

(¢.) Ovdrws, did TodTo, and Sa radra sometimes refer in the same 
way to a Participle denoting a cause. E. g. 

Nopilwy dueivovas kat xpelrrovs mokdav BapBdpav ‘pas lvoe 
844 rodro mpoceAaBoy. XEN. An. I, 7, 3. , ce 
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Nors 2. The Adverbs dua, peraéu, edOis, abrixa, and éfaipynt 
are often connected (in position and in sense) with the temporal 
Participle, although grammatically they qualify the verb of the sen- 
tence. E. g. 

"Apa Tpoiy émeoxomeiro et Te Suvardy ein Tos modepious dabevecre- 
pous moet, as he advanced, he looked at the saine time to see whether tt 
was possible, &e XEN. Cyr. V, 2, 22. “Apa xarudaBdvres mpooexéard 
os as soon as they had overtaken them, they pressed hard upon them, 

pT. IX, 57. Neds petakt dpvocar émavcaro, pavryiw éumodiov 
yevouevov, Necho stopped while digging (the canal), &c. {d. II, 158. 
TloAAaxou 64 pe emeoye A€yovra peta€y, it often checked me while 
speaking. Puat. Apol. 40 B. "Emundv@ doxnoet evOUs véot dvres Td 
dvdpeiov perépyovrat, by toilsome discipline, even while they are still 
young, &c. Tuc. II, 39. Te de&d xépa ed Ods droBeByxdte of Ko- 
pivOcor éméxewro, the Corinthians pressed upon the right wing, as soon 
as it was disembarked. Id. IV, 43. *Ap&dpevos ed Ous xabiorapevov, 
beginning as soon as it (the war) broke out. Id. 1,1. Avdvucoy déyou- 
ou as avrixa yevdpevoy és Tov pypdy eveppdiparo Zevs, they say of 
Dionysus that, as soon ashe was born, Zeus sewed him into his thigh. 
Hor. I, 146. Thy puyiy dewpav éEaidhyns drobavdvros éExdorou, 
viewing the soul of each one the moment that he is dead. Piat. Gorg. 
523 E. . 

Note 3. (a.) “Are, ofov, or ofa, as, inasmuch as, are used 

to emphasize a Participle denoting the cause or ground of an 
action. Here the cause assigned is stated merely on the au- 
thority of the speaker or writer. (See N. 4.) E. g. 

‘O d€ Kipos, dre mais dy Kai hiddcados Kal Puddrimos, FOero TH 
oro\y, but Cyrus, inasmuch as he was a child, &e. Xen. Cyr. I, 8, 3. 
So dre AnpOevrav, THuc. VI, 85. Madara dé yaden&s mopevopevor, 
ota Oy ev vuxri re kai PoBo dmuovres, eis A’ydobeva adixvovvrat, 
inasmuch as they were departing by night, &e. Xen. Hell. VI, 4, 26. 

In Herodotus Sore is used in the same sense; as in I, 8, dare 
‘adra vopitwy, inasmuch as he believed this. See Tuuc. VII, 24. 

(5.) “Qomep with the Participle occasionally seems to have the 
same force as dre or olov ; as in Eur. Hippol. 1307, 6 8 éomep dv 
O.catos od« epéamero Aoyots, inasmuch as he was just, &e. 

For the common use of Somep with the Participle, see Note 9. 

Note 4. (a) ‘Qs may be prefixed to many of the Parti- 
uiples of § 109, especially those denoting a cause or a pur- 
pose. It shows that the Participle expresses the idea of the 
subject of the leading verb, or that of some other person promi- 
nently mentioned in the sentence ; without implying that it is 
also the idea of the speaker or writer. E. g. 
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Td» Lepixdéa ev airig elyov bs wmelcavra oa modepety kai Be 
éxeivoy tais Evpbopais mepememTaKares, they jound fault with 
Pericles, on the ground that he had persuaded them to engage in the 
war, and that through him they had met with the calamities. Tuuc. 
Tl. 59. (Here Thucydides himself is not responsible for the state- 
ments made by the Participles ; as he would be if as wer omitted.) 
See § 111. ’Ayavakrodow as peyddov twav dmeorepnuevn, they are 
indignant, because (as they allege) they have been deprived, &c. Piat. 
Rep. I, 329 A. Baowret xdpw icaui, @s Ov exeivov Tux otoat Tis 
avrovopias travrns, i. e. they thank him because (as they believe) they 
have obtained this independence through him. Isoc. Pan. p. 77 C. 
§175. Oi pev Sidkovres Tots cal’ abrods &s mdvras vix@vTes, vi 3 
dprdgovres ws 1dn mavres vek@vres, one side pursuing those opposed 
to thein, thinking that they were victorious over all; and the other side 
roceeding to plunder, thinking that they were all victorious. Ken. An. 

si 10, 4. Tv mpodpaow eroveiro os Toidas Bovddpevos exBareiv, 
he made his pretence, (apparenily) wishing to drive out the Pisidians, 
Ib. I, 2, 1. *Edeye Oappeiy &s kataotnoopévay tovrey eis Td 
déov, he said he took courage, on the ground that these matters were 
about to be setiled, &c. Tb. 1,.3, 8. (See § 110, 1, N.1.) ‘Qs yap 
elddta@v mept dv emeypbnoay dxovere, for you hear them as men who 
(as you believe) know about what they were sent for. Drm. F. L. 342, 
25. Of 'A@nvaios mapeoxevdlovro &s woke pnoovres, the Athenians 
prepared with the (avowed) intention of going to war. Tuue. Il, 7. 
ZvAAapBaver Kipov os dmokrevar, he seizes Cyrus with the (avowed) 
object of putting him to death. Xun. An. I, 1, 3. 

It is a common mistake to suppose that ds implies that the Parti- 
ciple does not express the idea of the speaker or writer. It implies 
nothing whatever on this point, which is determined (if at all) by the 
context. 

(b.) ‘Os may also be used before Participles with verbs of know- 
ing, &c., included in § 113. (See § 113, N. 10.) 

Note 5. (a.) The Participle expressing opposition or limitation 
is often strengthened by xaimep or xai (after a negative, by otd¢ or 
pd, with or without wep), kai radra, and that too. “Opes, neverthe- 
less, may be connected with the Participle (like dua, &c. N. 2), be- 
longing, however, grammatically to the leading verb. E. g. 

"Exropa kai pepadra paxns cxnoerOa dio. Il. UX, 655. *Exoe- 
kreipw d€ viv ductqvoy gumas, Kaimep dvra ducperA, although he is 
my enemy. SOPH. Aj. 122. Ove dv mpodvinr, obSé wep mpdgowy 
kaxés. Kur. Phoen. 1624. Tuvaii meidov, pndeé rddnén krdvov. 
Id. Hipp. Fr. 443. Tei@ov yuvaki, kaimep od orépywv spas. 
Axscu. Sept. 712. (Here dus qualifies meiéov; although, as usual, 
it is joined with the Participle for emphasis.) “Adicets dre avSpa 
npiv tov arovdatorarov SiapOeipers yedav avaneiOwv, kai TadTa ovTea 
mohéwov Svta TS yéeAort. XEN. Cyr. II, 2, 16. 

(2.) ta Homer, the two parts of xai..mep are generally sepa 

| 

| 
i 
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rated by the Partiziple, or by some emphatic word connected with 
it. Kai is here very often omitted, so that mvp stands alone in the 
sense of ali/.ouy. 

Both of these uses are found also in the Afcic poets. E. g. 
Top pev ewer’ clace, kai dyvipevds mep &1sipov, xeioGa. I. VIII, 

125. Kai xparepos wep édv, pevéra tpirdty évi poipy. Il. XV, 195. 
TérAabt, prep uy, Kat dvdoxeo xndopérn srep, py oe pidny wep 
éovoay év épbarpoiow Wwpar Oewvopernv: rore 8 ov te Suvngopae 
dyvipevos wep xpacopeiv. Il. I, 586, 

Kayd o° ixvovpa, kat yury wep oto’ Spos. Eur. Orest. 680. 
Tddov yap airy cai karackapas éyd, yury nep odca, rHd€ pnxavyngo- 
pa. Axscu. Sept. 1037. 

REMARK. Kairos was very seldom used like xatwep with the Par- 
ticiple, its only regular use being with finite verbs. E. g. 

Obdé: por eppedews 7rd Terrdxetov véwerat, kalrot copod mapa 
gpords cipnpevoy. Stmon. Fr. 5 (apud Prat. Prot. 839 C). 

Nore 6. The Participle dv is sometimes omitted after the parti- 
cles mentioned in the last three notes, leaving an adjective or a 
noun standing by itself. E. g. 

Adrovs eis tiv woderelay od mapadcEduca, Gre rupavvidos bpynrds 
(sc. évras). Puat. Rep, VII, 568 B. avré émerndevovow as dvay- 
kaiov GAN ody os dyabdy (se. dv), they practise it on the ground that it 
is necessary, and not on the ground that wis a good thing. Ib. Il, 358 
C. 7H pi ere Zeds, xalmep avdadns ppevar, forat tamewds. AESCH. 
Prom. 907. i 

Nore 7. (a.) The Participle with any of the meanings included 
in § 109 may stand in relative or interrogative clauses. Such ex- 
pressions can seklom be translated literally into English. E. g. 

Ti 8€ kat SeStdres opddpa otras emetyeobe ; what do you fear, 
that you are in such great haste? Xen. Hell. I, 7, 26. Ti av eimav 
a€ tis opbds mpoceimor; what could one call you, so as to give you the 
right name? Dem. Cor. 232, 20. Tay vopov ametpor yiyvovra: Kai 
TaY Adyar, ois bet Ypwpevov dudew Tois avOpazos, Which one musi 
use in his intercourse with men. Piat. Gorg. 484 D. 

(8.) Here belong ri padav; and ri wafav; both of which have 
the general force of wherefore? Ti paday roiro rovet ; however, 
usually signifies what put it into his head to do this? or with what idea 
does he do this? and ti waO dy rodro woet; wnat has happened to him 
that he does this? HK. g. 

Ti rotro paddy mpoocypaypev; with what idea did he add this to 
the law? Des, Lept. 495, 20. Ti wa@otcat, etnep Be poe y 
cial ddnOds, Ovnrais ci€aor yuvackiv; what has happened to them that 
they resemble mortal women? Arist. Nub. 340. 

These phrases may be used even in Jependent sentencss, ri be- 
coming 6 r:, and the whole phrase meaning because. E. g. 
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Ti dfids clue mabeiv 4 dmorioa, 3 re paday ev rH Big. ody fovxias 
Fyov; what do I deserve to suffer, &c. for not keeping quiet? i. e. for 
the idea which came into my head, in consequence of which I did not 
keep quiet. Puat. Apol. 836 B. So Piar. Euthyd. 283 KE, and 299 
A. (See Matthiae, § 567.) 

Nore 8. Certain Participles, when they agree with the subject 
of a verb, have almost the forve of adverbs. Such are adpxopevos, 
at first; reXevr dv, finally; cadena v, after an interval; pPépav, 
hastily; dvicas, quickly; Nadav, secrelly; xarateivas, ear- 
nestly ; €y av, continually ; pOdaas, quickly. (See Passow or Lid- 
dell and Scott, under dpya, &c.) 
"Exov, dyov, dépov, and A\aBdy may often be translated 

woth. (See example under § 109, 8.) 

Notre 9. *Qorep with the Participle generally belongs 
to an implied apodosis, to which the Participle forms the pro- 
tasis (§ 109, 6). Here écvep means simply as, and the Parti- 
ciple is translated with an 7f prefixed. (See § 53, N. 3.) 
E. g. : 

"“Qomep ion capas ei ddres, od« cbéder’ deovew, you are unwilling 
to hear, as if you already knew well (i. e. as you would be tf you 
knew). Isoc. Pac. p. 160 C.§ 9. (Here ciddres ei poate, § 52, 
1.) Amqvrov ddlyot mpds mwoddds pupiddas, Somep ev addorpias 
yinaie MéAXOovTeEs Kwduveve, as if they had been about to risk the 
ives of others (i. e. Somep daqvrwv dv, ei Zueddov). Id. Pan. p. 58 B. 
§ 86. So Ib. p. 78 C.§ 179, domep mpos rdv Aia ry ydpav veusd~ 
frevos, Add’ ov mpos Tors dvOpamous Tas cuvOnKas TWOLOUpEVOS, US 
(he would have done) if he had been dividing the country with Zeus, 
and not making a treaty. with men. 

That Sorep means simply as (not as if) is seen when a verb with 
ei follows; as in domep ei Aéyous, as if you should say. See also I. 
II, 780, icav, &s ef te mupl xoav maca veporro, i. € their march 
was as (it would be) if the whole land should be covered with fre, 

§ 110. 1. Ifa Participle, denoting any of the rela- 
tions included in § 109, belongs to a substantive which 
is not connected with the main construction of the sen- 
tence, both the substantive and the Participle are put 
in the genitive, called absolute. HE. g. 

Tair’ expixdy Kévavos orpatrnyodvros, these things were 
done when Conon was general. Isoc. Iivag. p. 200 C. § 56. *Agixero 
Seipo 75 mrotov, yudvT wy rev KehaddAnvar, dvtimpdrrovros tov 
Yov,...karamdeiv, the Cephallenians having determined to sail in, 
although this man opposed it. Dem. Zenoth. 886, 1, (For the tenses 
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of the Participles, see § 24.) ’A@nvaiay dé 16 aid rodro mab dvra@v, 
Simdaciay dv tiv Sivapww ecixdlecOar (ota), i. e. if the Athenians 
should ever suffer, &c. Tuuc. I, 10. (See § 52,1.) “OAns yap ris 
modews ETLTPETOMEYNS TH OTPATHY@, peydda Td Te Gyaba KaTOp- 
Oodvros adrod kal Ta kaka Stapaptdvovros eikds ylyverba. 
Xen. Mem. IU, 1, 3. 

Nott 1. The Participle in the genitive absolute may be accom- 
panied by all the particles mentioned in § 109, Notes 1-9, with the 
same force as in other constructions. It may also stand in the rela- 
tive and interrogative sentences of §109,N.7. E.g. . 

Kal adrod pera&d raira Xéyovros 6 Kiewias éruyxey dmroxpivape- 
vos, while he was saying this, &. Piat. Euthyd. 275 KE. "Ex 6€ 
rouTwy evOus éxnpytrov éfvevac mavtas OnBaiovs, @s Tv TUpavyav 
reOvemtav, because (as they said) the tyrants were dead. XEN. 
Hell. V, 4,9. (See § 109, N. 4.) ’Amehoynoaro rt odx os Tots 
“E\Anot Tohepnadvtav copay eta, that he said what he did, not 
because they intended to be at war with the Greeks. Id. An. V, 6, 3. 
So ds émiBovdevovros Turoaépvous rais wddeat, on the ground that T. 
was plotting; An. I, 1, 6. ‘Qs od mpocoigovros (Sc. euovd) Tas 
xéipas,.. . didacke, since (as you may feel sure) I will not lay hands 
on you, teach me. Id. Mem. II, 6, 32. Kiupos 6€ dmopinot éveixero, 
Gre xpdvou eyytvopéevov cuxvor, inasmuch as a long time intervened, 
Hort. I, 190. (See § 109, N. 3.) "Hv yap ddvvaros, Sore onwo- 
pévov tov pypod. Id. VI, 136. Of "ENAqves otrws jyyavdkryncay, 
Somep dans tis ‘Eddddos rwemopOnperns, as if the whole of Greece had 
been devastated (i. e. as they would have been, if it had been devas- 
tated). Isoc. Helen. p. 217 D. § 49. 

For the genitive absolute after os, in connection with verbs of 
knowing, &c., see § 113, Note 10. 

Nors 2. <A Participle sometimes.stands alone in the genitive ab- 
solute, when a noun or pronoun can easily be supplied from the 
context, or when some general word (like dv@porwy, rpaypdrar) is 
understood. E. g. 

Of dé wodgmor, wpooidvT av, Téas pev novxatov, but the enemy, as 
they (men before mentioned) came on, for a time kept quiet. XEN. 
An. V, 4,16. So éwayopuevwv adrovs, Touc. I, 8. Otrw 8 éydv- 
Trav, eikos, x.T.A., and things being so (sc. mpaypdrwy), &c. XEN. 
An. III, 2, 10. Ov« é€arroupevos, odk “Audixrvovixds Sikas éma- 
yovran, otk emayyedAopevar, ovdapds eyS mpodédoxa rhv eis 
tuas edvoray. Dem. Cor. 331, 30. (Here dvéparer is understood 
with émayorroy and émayyeAopéevev.) 

So when the Participle denotes a state of the weather; as Jovros 
ToAAG, when it was raining heavily. Xen. Hell. I, 1,16. (In such 
cases the Participle is masculine, Atés being understood. See Arist. 
Nub. 370, dovra; and Il. XII, 25, de 8 apa Zevs.) 

Nore 8. A passive Participle may stax 1 in the genitive absolute 
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with a clause introduced by dr. If the subject of such a clause ia 
plural, the Participle is itself sometimes plural, by a kind of attrac- 
tion. E. g. 

Sapds SyrAwOévros Gre ev rais vavol Trav “EAAjvev ra mpdypara 
éyévero, it having been clearly shown, that, &e. Tuuc. 1,74. InI, 
116 we find écayyedOévrav bri Poincar vijes en’ abrovs mhéov- 
ory, it having been an ced, that, &c. 

Norse 4. The Participle dv is rarely omitted, leaving a noun and 
an adjective alone in the genitive absolute. E. g. 

‘Qs éuod pons wéAas (sc. otons). Sopu. O. C. 83. 

Nots 5. The genitive absolute is regularly used only when a 
new subject is introduced into the sentence (§ 110, 1), and not 
when the Participle can be joined with any substantive already be- 
longing to the construction. Yet this rule is sometimes violated, in 
order to give greater prominence to a participial clause. E. g. 

AcaBeByxdros ion Tepexdéous, nyyeAOn adre drt Méyapa apéory= 
xe. Tuuc. I, 114. 

2. The Participles of impersonal verbs stand in the 
accusative absolute, in the neuter singular, when other 
participles would stand in the genitive absolute. Such 
are Scov, e£ov, wapov, mpoojKxov, wapéyov, méov, peta 

Hédov, Soxovy, S6£av, and the like; also passive Parti- 
ciples used impersonally (as tpoorayOév, eipnuévor) ; 
and such expressions as advvarov op, it being impossible, 
composed of an adjective and o. E. g. 

Ol 8 ob BonOnoartes, S€ov, vyeis dw_Oov; and did those who 
brought no aid when it was necessary escape safe and sound? Pua. 
Alcib. I, 115 B. ‘Amdas S€ Avwas €Edv (sc. Péperv), ovK oiow 
S:mdas. Eur. Iph. Taur. 688. Tapéyor de ris Acins mdons dpyew 
edmeréws, Gddo tt aipnoecde; Hot. V,49. Ev dé mapacysy, and 
when an opportunity offers. Tuuc, I, 120. Ob mpoojxov, im- 
properly. 1d. IV, 95. Suvddéav ro marpi cal rh unrpl, yaper ry 
Kuagdpov Ovyarépa. Xen. Cyr. VII, 5, 28. Eipnpeévov xrooy 
elvar 6 te Av 7d mAjOos tay Evppdyav Yndionra. Tuue. V, 30. So 
Sedoypévov, I, 125; yeypappévov, V, 56; and mpooretaypevov, PLAT. 
Leg. X, 902 D. Kai evdevde wddw, mpoaray Gév por ind rod djpov 
Mévova dyew els ‘ENAnorovrov, dyouny. Dem. Polycl. 1210, 5. 
TlapexeAevovrd te, ddvuvaroy ov év vuxtt @A re onxijva. Tuue. 
VU, 44. "Eywy’, &py 6 Kipos, olua, dua pev cvvayopevdvray NOV, 
dua dé kat aiaxpov by rd dvridéyew, x.T.A. XeN. Cyr. II, 2, 20. 
(The genitive "belongs under § 110, 1. See § 111) ’Avrumape- 

, oevdtero eppwpévas, as pdxns ert Se} aov, on the ground that there 
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would still he need of a batile. Tb. VI, 1, 26. (See Remark, below.) 
Oi 6€ rpidkovra, ws €Edv 4S abdrois rupavveiv Ades, mpocirov, K.T-A., 
i. e, thinking that it was now in their power, &c. Id. Hell. Il, 4,1. "A 
yap voeis Odrrew of, dméppytov monet (sc. dv), when it is forbidden 
to the city. Soru. Ant. 44, 

Remark. The accusative absolute may take the same particles 
as the genitive absolute (§ 110, 1, Note 1). It may also omit the 
Participle év. (See the last two examples, above.) 

Nore 1. Even the Participles of personal verbs sometimes stand 
with their nouns in the accusative absolute, in all genders and num- 
bers, if they are preceded by as (used as in § 109, Note 4), or by 
donep, as if. EH. g. 

Alo kai rods vicis of marépes dws Tav mompav avOparayv elpyovow, 
Os THY pey TAY xpnoTav Gpirtay doxnow ovaay Tis dpeTis, THY 
8¢ rév mommpav Katddvow (se. odgav). XEN. Mem. I, 2, 20. ®iAous 
xravrar as Bonday Sedpevor, rav § adekpav ducrovow, dowep ek 
mwodkttay pev yryvopnevous hidous, €& ddeApar b€ od yeyvopevous, 
as if friends were made from fellow-citizens, and were not made from 
brothers.” EST, 8,3. Meéyiorov otrw diaxciobat ras yropas tay, os 
€xaorov éxdvra mpobipws 6 tt dy béy wotyoorra. Dem. Sym. 182, 
3. (See § 113, N. 10, ¢.) 

Norr 2. The accusative absolute used personally without os or 
donep is very rare. It occurs chiefly with the neuter of Participles 
which are regularly impersonal. KE. g. 

IpogjKkov adr rod kdnpov pépos Soovrep euol. Isau. V, § 12. 
Tatra 8 yevdpeva, wevdea peydda Tols Aiyumtious karadapBavet. 
Hor. II, 66. "Hdn dudorépois ‘yey Soxoiv dvaywpeiv, kupwOev dé 
ovdév, vuxrds Te emvyevouerns, of pev Maxeddves ... €xapouy én olkov- 
Tuuce. IV, 125. Adéavra 8€ ravra kat wepavOédvra, Ta otpa- 
revpara anjAde. XEN. Hell. III, 2,19. AdEéav nyiv raira occurs 
in Piat. Prot. 314 C, where we may supply zroveiv. 

§ U2. As the Participle in the genitive (or accusative) 
absolute denotes the same relations (time, cause, &c.) as the 
Participle in its ordinary construction (§ 109), both may be 
used in the same sentence, and be connected by conjunctions. 
When several Participles denoting these relations occur in 
any sentence, those which belong to substantives already con- 
nected with the main construction: agree with those substan- 
tives in case, while those which refer to some new subject 
stand with that subject in the genitive absolute; any which 
are impersonal standing in the accusative absolute. E. g. 

Oi peév "EdAnves orpaévres maperxevatovro as tatty mpoarsvres # saan p a ™p 
10 ° 
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(sc. rod Bacidos) kal deEdpevor, they prepared themsclves with a 
view to his (the King’s) coming up and to receiving him. Xen, An. L 
10, 6. Tis yap épmopias otk ovans, ov8 émtpeyvovres ddeds 
dAAnAos,...vepdmevol te Ta éavTav,...adndov dy Smére THs 
éme Ody xat areixiorov dpa Svytw@v Gdros aatphoerat, Tes TE nal? 
jpepav dvayxalov tpopijs mavraxod dy yyoupevot emkparew, ob 
XaXrerds dmavioravro. Tuuc. I, 2. Kai mwavra diampaka pevos ev 
th éxxAnoia (KAéwv), kal pndecapévarn ’AOnvaiwy aiTg Tov mod», 
ray re év IvA@ orparnyav eva mpogeNdpevos, THY avaywyiy did 
rdxous énottro. Id. IV, 29. "AAKiPiddys trois TeAomovyycios taro- 
nros dv, kai dn’ abrav ddikopévns emorodgs Sor’ drokretvat, tiro- 
xopel mapa Ticoapepynv. Id. VIII, 45. 

See the examples collected by Kriiger, Vol. I, § 56, 14, 2; and 
his note to Tauc. IV, 5, 1. 

§ 112. The Participle may be joined with certain 
verbs to restrict their meaning to particular actions, 
in a sense which often resembles that of the Infinitive 
(§ 92,1). Such a Participle may agree in case with 
either the subject or the object of the verb. 

1. The Participle is thus used especially with verbs signi- 
fying to begin, to continue, to endure, to persevere, to cease (or 

cause to cease), to repent, to be weary of, to be pleased, dis- 

pleased, or ashamed, to represent (as in a poem), to find. 
Further, after verbs signifying to overlook or to allow (wepio- 

pdw, épopdw, with wepeidov and .émeiSov, sometimes «idov) the 
Participle is used in the sense of the object Infinitive, the Pres- 
ent and Aorist Participles differing merely as the same tenses 
of the Infinitive would differ in similar constructions (§ 15, 1; 
§ 23,1). See § 24, Note 2. E. g. 

(a.) “ApEopat Aéywv, Iwill begin to speak. Prat. Symp. 186 B. 
Tlatoa Ae youoa, cease speaking. Eur. Hippol. 706. (So daeireiv 
Adyav.) Ovx dveEoua (daa, I shall not endure to live. Ib. 855. 
TH pidrocogiay ratcoy raira Aé youcay, cause philosophy to stop 
saying this. Prat. Gorg. 482 A. Kal éyd rots épwrdos xaipw 
drokxpivépevos, I like to answer, &c. Id. Prot. 318 D. To pev 
pa xaipov voornoarrt, they rejoiced in his return, Od. XIX, 463. 
Ths Aiodidos xahemas epepev dmecrepnpeévos, he took it hardly 
that he was deprived of Aeolis. Xen. Hell. III, 2.13. Aicydvopas 
A€yov, Lam ashamed to say. (For aloxivopa dé -yerv, see below, 
N. 6.) 'Arokdpyo tpéxov, I am weary of running. Tobs ex ris vyoou 
Seopwras perepedovro dmodedaxdres, they repented of having given 
them up. Tuuc. V, 35. Temoinxe rods ev "AiSou rov del xpévor 
rip@povpeévous, he has represented those in Hades as suffering 
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punishment. Prat. Gorg. 525 E. ESpev 3° etptora Kpovidiy drep 
-Jpevov addrev, she found him sitting apart. IL. 1, 498. So I, 27. 

(5.) Mi} mepiidopev bBprabetoav tiv AaxeSaiyova kat kata- 
¢ povndecicay, let us not allow Lacedaemon to be insulted and despised. 
soc. Archid. 138 A. §,108. My w ideiv Oavdvd’ in’ doray, not tu 

see me killed. Hur. Orest. 746. TAjvai oe dpdoay, that thou shouldst 
take courage to do. Sopa. El. 948. See examples in § 24, N. 2. 

Remazx. In Herodotus mevpdouat is often used with the Parti- 
ciple in the same way; as ovx émespGro émidy 6 Kipos, Cyrus did 
not aitempt to approach, 1,77. So 1, 84; VI, 50. 

*Amodeixvups and mapackevdtw, in the meaning to render, may take 
the Participle as well as the Infinitive; as in Xen. Cyr. I, 6, 18, dua 
kal tdmirndeca pddiara €xovras dmodeiéew Kal ra odpara apota 
€xovras mapuckevace. So Arist. Plut. 210, BAémovr’ dro- 
Sei~w oe, I will make you see. See these two verbs in Liddell and 
Scott’s Lexicon. 

2. The Participle used with the following verbs contains 
the leading idea of the expression: draredAew, to continue, 
AavOdva, to escape the notice of, rvyxdva, to happen, Pbave, 
to anticipate, to get the start of, otxopas, to be gone, and Oapi- 
(, to be wont or to be frequent. 

So in poetry with xupéo, to happen; and in Herodotus 
with ovupminra, to happen, and with WOANGS Eipe, wOAAOS Zyxerpat, OF 

ravroios yiyvouat, to be urgent; and in Homer with 6% for ¢8y. 
E. g. 
Acarededar 76 pexpr eped alel edvres edevOepor, they still remain 

free. Hpt. VII, 111. “Oony citvoray €xov ey Statrede, as much 
good will as I continually bear. Dem. Cor. § 1. "Ehadev (avrqy) 
apOévra mavra cal karaprcyx Oevra, everything took fire and was 
consumed. before she knew wt. THuc. IV,183. (See § 24, Note 1.) 
Govea rod waidds €Xdvdave Boakar, he was unconsciously supporting 
the murderer of his son. Hpt. I, 44. (See Rem. below.) "Eruyov 
év Th dyopa ém\ira kabevdovres, soldiers happened to be sleeping 
in the market-place. Tauc. IV, 118. Kara Oedv ydp twa éruyov 
ckaOnpevos evravba, I happened to be sitting there. Piat. Euthyd. 
272 EK. O88 ovk €hOacay mvOdpevor tov médepor, kal... HKOV, 
they no sooner heard of the war than they came, &c. Isoc. Paneg. 58 
B. § 86. “E®Onaay ord of SxiOar rors Lepous emi rHv yépupav 
dmixdpevor, the Scythians came to the bridge much before the Per- 
sians. Hot. IV, 186. Adrol pOncovrast roiro Spacavres, they 
will be the first to do this for themselves. Piat. Rep. II,375 C. (See 
§ 24, N.1.) GOdvovcr én aira xatagpevyorres, they are the 
first to run to them Axscuin. Cor. § 248. Oiyerar pevyar, he has 
taken flight. "Ipee Bevwy dxero, he was gone on an emabads . REN, 
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Cyr. V,1,3. O8 m copsCdpevds ye Oduitev, he had not been used 

to being thus cared for. Od. VIL, 451. Od Gapifers kataBaiver 

eis ig Tleipava, you do not come down very often. Prat. Rep. I, 

828 C. 
Todrov olc@ el Civ xvpet; dost thou know whether he ts perchance 

living? Sorw. Phil, 444, HohAds fv Acoodpevos 6 Ecivos, the 

stranger entreated urgently, Hot. IX, 91. Tédwy d€ moddds eve- 
keito Aéywy Todde, and Gelon spoke urgenily as follows. Id. VU, 

158. Tére ravroior eyévovro Bidar Bed pevor THY Iuvev Nigar Tov 

mopor, they begged them in every way (lit. they took every form in 
begging them). Id. VII, 10. Suvewenrdxee Epis coioa, there had 
happened to be a quarrel. Id. I, 82. By pevyav, he took flight. I. 
JL, 665. (See § 97, N. 1.) 

REMARK. AavOdvo being an active verb, meaning to escape the 
notice of, must have an object expressed or understood. When no 
object is expressed, sometimes qdvras is understood, and sometimes 
a reflexive referring to the subject. Thus éAaGe todro mouoas may 
mean either he did this without any one’s knowing it (sc. wavras), or 
he did this unconsciously (sc. éavrév). 

Note 1. ’Apkéw, to be suffcient, and ixavés, 78iwv, xpeioowy, or 
Bedriov epi are sometimes used in a personal construction with the 
Participle (like d7Ads eiat, &c., § 113, N. 1), where we should ex- 
pect an impersonal construction with the Infinitive. E. g. 

’ApKéae Oviakovo’ éyd, it will be enough for me to die. Soru. 
Ant. 547. (We should expect dpxéoet pot Ovjoxev.) Kpeiooav 
yap }o6a pyxér’ dv i Cav ruprds. Id. O. T. 1368. ‘Hdious éceode 
dxovoavres. DEM. Aristoc, 641, 9. 

Note 2. As dvéxopat, to endure, may govern either the ac- 
cusative or the genitive, it may take a Participle in either case 
agreeing with the object. Thus we may say either dvéxerai twa 
Aéyorra, or dvexeral Twos Néyovros, he endures any one’s say- 
ing. 

Note 3. The phrase od« dv POdvors (or ovk dv POdvorre), you 
could not be too soon, is used with the Participle as an exhortation, 
meaning the sooner the better. The third person, od« dv Pdavor, 
is sometimes used, meaning, it might as well happen now as ever (jor 
it must happen). See Passow. 

Note 4, The Participle év is sometimes omitted in the construe- 
tions of §112. E.g 

Ei O¢ re ruyxdver dndés (sc. dv.) Prat. Gorg. 502 B. 

Note 5. AavOdvw is sometimes followed by 67: and a finite verb, 
as in Xen. Mem. III, 5, 24. When it is used impersrnally, it regu 
larly takes dr. 

Norte 6. Some verbs of this class are followed by the Infinitive 
as well as by the Participle; generally, however, with some differ 
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ence in meaning. Thus aicyvvopa: \éywv means I am ashamed to 
say (but do say); aloxvyouat A€yerv means I am ashamed to say 
(and therefore do not say). So dmoxapva rovro wordy, I am weary 
of doing this; but droxdpvea rovro moretv, I cease to do this through 
weariness. (See Passow, or Liddell and Scott, under these words ; 
and Passow under dpyopa.) See mepudeiy tiv yay thn Onvac, 
Tuvce. II, 20; and mepudetv adriy tun Oetoayv, II, 18; where it is 
difficult to detect any difference in meaning. See, however, Krii- 
ger’s note on I, 35. 

Notre 7. The Aorist (seldom the Perfect) Participle may be 
joined with the subject of éy«, forming a periphrastic Perfect. This 
3s especially common in Sophocles and Euripides. E. g. 

Tov pev rpotioas, tov 8 dripdaas exe. Sopu. Ant. 22. So 
Eur. Med, 33 and 90. Toda xpnuara exonev dvopmakdres. 
Xen. An. I, 3, 14. 

For a similar peripbrasis to express the Future Perfect, see § 29, 
Note 4; and § 108, Nae 6. 

Nore 8. The Participles BovXopevos, bear, Fddpevos, 

mpogdexopevos, and éAwopevos sometimes agree in case 
with a dative, which depends on e¢ipé or on a verb signifying to 
come or to happen; the whole forming a periphrasis for the 
verb of the Participle. E. g. 

"Eotw aire Bovdopeva, it is to him wishing it, i. e. he wishes tt. 
Kai rpoadexopéeve poe ra tis dpyis tpar és eye yeyevnrat, i. e. 
I have been expecting the manifestations of your anger towards me. 
Tuvce. Il, 60. 

§ 113. The Participle is used also with many verbs 
signifying to see, to perceive, to know, to hear or learn, to 
remember, to forget, to show, to appear, to prove, to ac- 

Knowledge, and with ayyéAXw, to announce. The Parti- 
ciple here resembles the Infinitive in indirect discourse 
(§ 92, 2), each tense representing the corresponding 
tense of the Indicative or Optative. 
The Participle may belong to either the sudject or the 

object of these verbs, and agree with it in case. H. g. 
Méprnpat *drév rodro wotnoavra, I remember that he did this; 

peprnpat tov-o mounaas, I remember that I did this. (In the first 
case éroincey is represented ; in the second, émoinca.) Oide rovrous 
ed mpaforras, he knows that they will prosper ; olde airis eb mpabav, 
he knows that he himself will prosper. Aci€w rovtor éxOpev byra, 1 
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shall prove that he is an enemy; 8e.xOjcerat obros txOpis Sv, he will 
be proved to be an enemy. 

For other examples see § 73, 2; where en oy of the Participle 
with dy after these verbs may be found. See also § 41. 

Nore 1. The Participle is used in the same way with 
BAros elwe and havepos cipr. Eg. 

Anrds 7 fv oldpevos, K.T.A., it was evideni that he thought, &c. 
Xen. An. II, 5, 27. (This is equivalent to d7hov jy dre olor. 
See § 112, N. 1.) See below, Note 7. ’Amixdpevot per havepoi 
cio €s”Oaow mort, it is evident that they came to the city Oasis. 
Hor. Ill, 26. So with gavepsy odo: as dav: waow éroinoay 
ovk idig moAkepovvres, they made it evident to all that they were nat 
Fighting for themselves. 1 YCURG. Leocr. p. 154, § 50. 

Notes 2. When any ot these verbs has for its object an accusa- 
tive of the reflexive pronoun referring to its subject, the Participle 
ugrees with the reflexive. Thus we may have dei~@ epavrov rovro 
memounxdra, I shall show that I have done this, for detEw rovro we- 
TOLNK@S. 

Note 38. Ifthe Participle of an cmpersonal verb is used in 
this construction, it must stand in the neuter singular (of 
course without a noun). The following example includes this 

and also the ordinary construction : — 

Tletpdoopa: Seiéar xai petov ris modews qyiv kal wernovOdra 
éuaurév ovxt mpoonxovra, I shall try to show not only that we have 
rights in the city, but also that I have suffered, &. Dem. Eubul. 1299 
4. (The direct discourse is péereare Tis mOAcws Hpiv, kai wEmovOa 
airos.) See § 111. 

Note 4. Some verbs which rey take the Infinitive in in- 
direct discourse (§ 92, 2) occasionally take the Participle. E. g. 

Népite av8pa dyabdv dwoxreiver, think that you are putting to 
death a good man. Xen. An. VI, 6, 24. 

Nore 5. The Participle dy may be omitted here, as well as after 
the verbs of § 112. 

Note 6. When ctvocdsa and cuyytyvocee are followed 

by a dative of the reflexive pronoun referring to the subject of 
the verb, the Participle can stand either in the dative agreeing 
with the reflexive, or in the nominative agreeing with the sub- 

ject ; as oivoda euaur@ Stenpeve@ (or ydixnpevos), Lam con- 

scious (to myself) that I have been wronged. 

Nore 7. The verbs included in § 113 may also be followed by 
a clause with dri, instead of the more regular Participle. When 
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BRAdy cory and davepdv éorw are used impersonally, they regularly 
take a clause with dri. (See § 112, N. 5.) 

Nore 8. Most of these verbs are also found with the Infinitive. 
(See Passow, or Liddell and Scott.) But ofa takes the Infinitive 
only when it means to know how. Thus oida rodro woreity means 
I know how to do this, but oida rodro moray means I know. that I am 
doing this. 

Note 9. Verbs signifying to remember or to know may be fol- 
lowed by ére (when) and the Indicative, if a particular occasion is 
referred to with emphasis. E. g. 

Ei yap peépyoat or eye cou dwexpwayuny, for if you remember (the 
time) when I answered you, &c. Puat. Men. 79 D. Oicd’ dre 
xpuvccos epavyn ov dmrots. Eur. Hee. 112. 

Note 10. (a.) ‘Qs is sometimes prefixed to the Participle in 
connection with the verbs of § 113. It implies that the Participle 
expresses the idea of the subject of the leading verb, or that of some 
other person prominently mentioned in the sentence. (See § 109, 
N. 4.) When this is also implied by the context (as it usually is in 
such sentences), the as merely adds emphasis to the expression. Thus 
to& Tavra ovtws éxovra means know that this is so; but ic6t os ratra 
odres éxovra means know that you may assume this to be so. Ti. g. 

‘Os pndev €td07’ toh pw’ Sv dnoropeis, understand (that you must 
look upon). me as knowing nothing of what you seek. Soru. Phil. 
253. ‘Qs pnkér dvra xeivov ev pact voet, think of him as no longer 
living. Ib. 415. ‘Qs rair’ éricra Spwper’, ob peAOVT ert, under- 
stand that you may assume these things to be going on, &c. Ib. 567. 
Qs py prordnowy icity euny ppeva, be assured that you will not 
buy me off from my determination. Sopu. Ant. 1063. Andois & ds 
Te on paver veoy, you show that you have something new in your mind 
to disclose. Ib. 242. Aides fv Kipos ws omevdav, it was evident (by 
the conduct of Cyrus) that Cyrus was in haste. Xen. An. I, 5, 9. 
Tlarépa tov ody dyyedav &s odk ér Bvra, (he comes) to announce that 
your father is no more. Sopu. O. T.956. (In vs. 959, the messenger 
himself says ev iO éxeivoy Oavdoipov BeBy Kora.) 

The force of as here can seldom be expressed in English. 

(0.) The Participle thus joined with és may stand with its sub- 
stantive in the genitive or accusative absolute. This sometimes 
happens even when the substantive would naturally be the object 
of the verb of knowing, &c., so that if the as were omitted, the ac- 
cusative would be used (as ina). E. g. 

‘Qs 8 exdvrwy ravd’ éenicracbai ce ypy, you must understand 
that this is so. Soru. Aj. 281. Here the genitive absolute has at 
first the appearance of a dependent clause; but os does not mean 
that, and the literal translation would be, this being so (as you may 
assume), you must understand it to be so. (See Schneidewin’s note 
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on the passage.) ‘Qs rolvwy 8yrav ravdd co pabeiy mipa, since this 
is so, you may learn it, i. e. you may learn that this is so. AuSCH. 
Prom. 760. | ‘Qs wodeuou dvros map bpav drayyed ; shall I an- 
nounce from you that there is war? lit. assuming that there ts war, 
shall I announce it from you? Xen. An. II, 1, 21. ‘Qs wdvv pos 
SoKxody,... ovras tabt, know that I think so very decidedly, lit. since 
(as you must understand) this seems good to me, be sure of it. Id. 
Mem. IV, 2, 30. 

(c.) We sometimer find the Participle with és even after verbs 
ne expressions which do not regularly take the Participle by § 113. 

je g- 

‘Os euod ody idvros San av kal tycis, ovrw Thy yradpny exere, be 
of this opinion, that I shall go, &. Xun. An.I, 3,6. So Tauc. VII, 
15. “‘Oravy &s weréperos ev ro Urve diavodvra, when in their sleep 
they fancy themselves flying PLAT. Theaet. 158 B. ‘Qs roivw By 
dxovoopévar, ovras diavocicbe, make up your minds then that we 
shall not hear, lit. since then (as you must know) we shall not hear, so 
make up your minds. PLai Rep. 1,327 C. ‘Qs orparnynoovra 
éue pydeis Aeyéra, let no one speak of me as likely to be the general. 
Xen. An. I, 3,15. Odrw oxorauev, os ray’ dv, ei réxot, kal Tourer 
kdkeivov ovpBdvrar, let us look at the case, assuming that both this 
and that might perhaps happen if chance should have it so. Dem. 
Aristoc. 638, 25. (Literally, sinee G we may assume) doth this and 
that might perhaps happen if it should chance t ): sc, la’ us look at it 
in this light.) For dy, see § 41, 3. 

Remark. The examples included in Nate 16 (6) ved (+) halcag 
properly under § 109, N. 4. (See also $110, 1, N.\; avd tho last 
example under § 110, 2, N. 1.) 
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CHAPTER VII. 

VERBAL ADJECTIVES IN -téos. 

§ 414. The verbal in -réos is used both in a per 
sonal and an impersonal construction. 

1. In the personal construction the verbal is always 
passive in sense; expressing necessity (like the Latin 
Participle in -dus) and agreeing with its subject in case. 
HK. g. 
"Qhernréa cor } wor ori, the city must be benefited by you. 

Xen. Mem, III, 6,3. “Addas (vais) ék rav Eupydyov peramep~ 
mréas eva (én), he said that others must be sent for. Tuuc. VI, 25. 
Ov yap mpo Tis aAnOeias Tent éos dvnp, GAN 6 Aeyw Ppytéov. PLAT. 
Rep. X, 595 C. So VIII, 561 C. dpdovres ds of of meptomrén 
éotl 7 ‘EXNGs droddAvpern. Hpt. VII, 168. 

Note. The substantive denoting the agent is here in the dative, 
as in the impersonal construction. 

2. In the impersonal construction (which is the most 
common) the verbal stands in the neuter of the nom- 
inative singular (sometimes plural) with éo7é expressed 
or understood, and is regularly active in sense. The 
expression is equivalent to det, ct is necessary, with the 
Infinitive active or middle of the verb from which the 
verbal is derived. 

Active verbals of this class may tuke an object in the 
same case which would follow their verbs. The agent 
is generally expressed by the dative, sometimes by the 
accusative. H. g. 

Tatra jyiv (or npas) moinréoy ori, we must do this, equivalent 
to raira jpas Set moujoa. (See Rem. 2.) Oiaréov rade, it is 
necessary to bear these things. Eur. Orest. 769. "AmaXNaxréov 
airov (Tov gdparos), kal avr_ tH Wuxh Ocatéov aira Ta mpdypara. 
Puat. Phaed. 66 E. (Aci dmadkXarrea Oat airod, kal tH Wuxj 
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OeGabat ra mpdypara.) npi d) Sixf BonOnréoy elvat trois mpd- 
ypaow ipiv, that you must give assistance in two ways. Dem. Ol. I, 14,6. 
Ti dv aizGé mounréov ein; what would he be obliged todo? Ken. 
Mem. I, 7, 2. "Ewndicavro mohepnréa etvac (==deiv rodepeiv), 
they voted that they must go to war. Tuvuc. I, 88. Tv xapar, && fs 
airois éppouevois modennréa qv. Id. VI, 50. Ovre prododo- 
pnréov ddrXovs # robs arpatevopevous, otre peOeKTE ov TaY Tpa- 
yhatav mheiooey 4 mevraxioyirios. Id. VIII, 65. (Here both the 
accusative and the dative of the agent are found.) See Rem. 2. 
‘Hyiv b¢ Evppaxot ayabol, obs 0b tapadoréa Tois AOnvaiocs éoriv, 
odd Sixats Kai Adyors Seaxpiréa py Ady@ kal (Huas) adrots Bra- 
WTOMEvOUS, GAAG TLwpNTEea ev Taye Kat mavTl THEver (= ods od 
Set as wapadodva, «.t-d.). Id. I, 86. "Iréov dv ein Oeavopevovs, 
it would be best for us to go and see her. Xen. Mem. III, 11,1. 
CHyas is understood.) Odtdevi tpdm@ papev Exdvras ddixnréov eivat. 
Prat. Crit.49 A. *Ardp od yuvatxev obdénor e068” Arrnréa tiv 
(= ov yuvaicav Sei Hrrac Gar), but we must never be beaten by women. 
Arist. Lys. 450. So Sopu. Ant. 678. 

Noter. A sentence sometimes begins with an impersonal verbal 
in -réoy and is continued with an infinitive, the latter depending on 
Sei implied in the verbal. E. g. 

Havrayod moinréov & dy xedevy 7 modus Kal 9 matpis, } meiOeuy 
avrnv. Piat. Crit. 51 B. 

Remark 1. The same impersonal construction is found in 
Latin, but very seldom with verbs which take an object accusa- 
tive; as Eundum est tibi (iréov éori oot), — Moriendum est omnibus, 
— Bello utendum est nobis (7 wodréuw xpnoréov eoriv jpiv), we must 
employ war. See Madvig’s Latin Grammar, § 421, @ and 6). 

Remark 2. The dative and the accusative of the agent are both 
allowed with the verbal in -réoy (or -réa) ; although in the equiva- 
lent construction of 8¢i with the Infinitive the accusative is the only 
form regularly used. Thus we can say rovro 7 iv motnreoy O1 TovTa 
pas moinréoy, but only rodro Hyas dei rosetv. 
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I. On THe RELATIONS OF THE GREEK OPTATIVE TO THE 

SUBJUNCTIVE AND THE INDICATIVE.* 

From the time of the Alexandrian grammarians a special mood 
called the Optative (Zy«Aiois evrixn) has been recognized in Greek 
as distinct from the Subjunctive (y«Acois vaoraxrixy). The an- 
cient classification has been called in question in later times, and 
many grammarians of high authority have adopted or favored a 
union of the Subjunctive and Optative in one mood, to be called 
the Subjunctive or Conjunctive, in which the Subjunctive (com- 
monly so called) is to supply the primary tenses, and the forms 
commonly assigned to the Drtative the secondary tense. Thus the 
Present Optative would be called an Imperfect Subjunctive; mao 
and zrovoi, for example, being supposed to bear the same relation 
to each other as faciam and facerem in Latin. 

This was first reduced to a systematic form by Kiihner, who, in- 
deed discards the common names Subjunctive and Optative (except 
as explanatory terms), and adopts the cumbrous expressions “ Con- 
junctive of the primary tenses” and “ Conjunctive of the secondary 
tenses.” Rost, m his Griechische Grammatik, § 118, says: “ The so- 
called Optative is nothing but a peculiar form of the Subjunctive, 
and stands to the Greek Subjunctive in the same relation as in 
other languages the Imperfect and Pluperfect Subjunctive to the 
Present and Perfect.” Tnonaldeon in his New Cratylus (p. 617, 2d 
ed.) says: “It has long been felt by scholars on syntactical grounds, 
that, considered in their relations to each other and to the other 
moods, they [the Subjunctive and Optative] must be regarded as 
differing in tense only.” Again (p. 618): “‘ These moods have no 
right to a separate classification.” Crosby, in his Grammar, § 591, 
says of this classification, that “it deserves the attention of the 
student, although it is questionable whether it is best to discard the 
old phraseology.” 

As the classification of Kiihner has been introduced into many 
elementary grammars, so that many boys are now taught to call the 
tenses commonly known as the Present and Perfect Optative by 
the strange names of Imperfect and Pluperfect Subjunctive, the 

* Reprinted, with a few changes, from the Proceedings of the American 
Academy of Arts and Sciences tor Jan. 8, 1861: Vol. V. pp. 96 - 102. 

. 
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questiun becomes not merely of theoretical, but eminently of prac- 
tical importance. In fact it meets every student, and more espe- 
cially every teacher of Greek grammar, the moment he reaches the 
paradigm of the regular verb. If it were merely a question of con. 
venience, therefore, it would be highly important to have it settled, 
for the sake of uniformity. 

The question What shall constitute a distinct mood in any lan- 
guage? must be settled to some extent arbitrarily. No precise rule 
will meet all cases; yet we may safely maintain that, when any 
series of verbal forms in which the chief tenses are represented ex- 
hibits a closer connection in form and use among its members than 
it bears as a whole to any corresponding series, it is entitled to the 
rank of an independent mood. That this is true of the Latin Sub- 
junctive is clear; and it is equally clear that the Imperfect and 
luperfect of that, mood have sufficiently strong bonds of connection 

with the Present and Perfect to prevent them from being marked 
off as a distinct mood, A merely superficial view of the relation of 
the Greek Subjunctive and Optative might lead us to the idea that 
the two combined would form a mood similar to the Latin Subjunc- 
tive, thus simplifying the Greek conjugation and introducing a new 
analogy with the Latin. But it is this fatal error of carrying the 
analogy between the Greek and Latin further than the connection 
of the two languages warrants, which has thrown this whole subject 
into confusion. When the Latin was looked upon as an offspring 
of the Greek, as the result of a union of the Aeolic dialect of Greece 
with barbarian languages in Italy, the presumption was decidedly in 
favor of such an analogy, and it would even have required strong 
proof to convince us of any radical difference in the modal systems 
of the two languages. But the more correct views now entertained 
of the origin of the Latin would rather lead us to believe that each 
language developed its syntax, and especially its modal system, in- 
dependently. The modal system of the parent language of the 
Indo-European group is of course hopelessly unknown; and yet the 
comparison of the Latin and Greek verb with the Sanskrit (as the 
oldest representative of the family) sometimes enables us to deter- 
mine special points in regard to the primitive forms with an ap- 
proach to certainty. Thus, to take the simplest case, when we find 
asti in Sanskrit meaning is, we may be sure that some similar form 
existed with that meaning in the parent language of the Sanskrit, 
the Greek, the Latin, the German, &c., from which éori, est, ist, &e. 
were derived. So when we find a Potential mood in Sanskrit, 
which pe striking analogies both to the Greek Optative and 
to the Latin Subjunctive, and furthermore find the analogy extend- 
ing even to the Gothic, we must conclude that the primitive lan- 
uage contained the elements which the Greek developed into its 
ptative, and the Latin into its Subjunctive. (See Bopp’s Ver 
pec Grammatik, II. pp. 257-959.) Again, the absence in 
ater Sanskrit of any form corresponding to the Greek Subjunctive 
might lead us to think that the Greek developed that mood by 
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itself; but in the Vedic dialect a few relics are found of a true Sub 
junctive, with a long connecting-vowel as its characteristic; for 
example, patdti, bearing the same relation to the Present Indicative 
paldti as BovAnrat to Bovdera. This seems to show that a similar 
mood existed in the parent language. If this testimony can be 
relied on, we must conclude, not only that the Latin and Greek 
derived the rudiments of their modal forms from a common ances- 
tor, but that they inherited them from a period anterior to the 
separation of the Indian branch from the Indo-European family. 
We should therefore expect to find that the elements are generally 
the same in the two languages, but that the development is essen- 
tially different; and that the refinements in signification, for which 
the Greek modal forms are especially conspicuous, have been for 
the most part developed by each language within itself. 

Let us now examine the forms themselves, to see how far a paral- 
lel can be drawn betweeen the Greek and Latin moods. In clauses 
expressing a purpose or object after iva, éras, &c., we certainly find 
the Subjunctive and Optative used like primary and secondary 
tenses of the same mood: thus where in Latin we have manet ut hoc 
facial, and manebat ut hoc faceret, we have péver iva rodro worn, and 
éuever iva rodro wovoin. But even in this case of strongest resem- 
blance there is no place for the Future Optative, which corresponds 
to the Future Indicative. Again, in clauses expressing general sup- 
positions after édy or ei, or after relatives or temporal particles, de- 
pending on verbs which denote general truths or repeated actions, 
a correlation of the Subjunctive and Optative is found, analogous 
to that of the two divisions of the Latin Subjunctive; for example, 
in éav rodro mo1h Gavpdtovow, and ei rodro motoin éOavpatov, which 
are sometimes represented in Latin by such forms as si hoc faciat 
mirantur, and si hoe faceret mirabantur, although generally the In- 
dicative is preferred. Here, however, the analogy ceases, if we 
except certain cases of indirect question hereafter to be noticed, 
and a Homeric construction in relative sentences expressing a 
purpose, which almost disappears from the more cultivated lan- 
guage, 

Let us turn now to the Optative in wishes; for here, if anywhere, 
we may look for the primary meaning of this mood. From this use 
it derives its name; and especially this is its only regular use in 
independent sentences, except in apodosis with av. Here some 
have been so far misled by the supposed analogy of the Latin, as to 
translate the Present Optative by the Latin Imperfect Subjunctive ; 
but a slight examination will show that the Present and Aorist Op- 
tative are here so far from being secondary tenses of the Subjunc- 
tive, that they are equivalent to the Present Subjunctive in Latin, 
and refer to the future, while the Greek Subjunctive cannot even 
regularly stand in such expressions. Thus ete ein is utinam sim, O 
that I may be; etbe yévorro, utinam fiat, O that it may happen ; whereaa 
ulinam esset and utinam factum esset correspond to eiOe jv and ide 
eyevero. 
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In ordinary protasis and apodosis the same relation is seen ‘Ths 
four Greek forms, dav rotf, cay motnon, el mocoin, and ef woun- 
cece, find in the Latin Subjunctive only one equivalent, si faciat. 
(For the first two the Latin generally preferred the Future or 
Future Perfect Indicative.) Here therefore the absurdity of classi- 
fying the last two as secondary forms of the first two, in conformity 
to a Latin analogy, is especially clear. What the Latin analogy 
would lead us to expect as secondary forms, the equivalents of si 
faceret and si fecisset, can be expressed in Greek only by the Indica- 
tive. In apodosis the Optative with dy is equivalent to the pri- 
mary, not to the secondary, tenses of the Latin Subjunctive; thus, 
rojo ay is equivalent to faciam (not to fecissem, which would be 
eroinga dv). Here likewise the Subjunctive cannot be used in 
Attic Greek: This analogy between the Optative and the primary 
tenses of the Latin Subjunctive might lead us even to the view that 
the latter ought rather to be called an Optative, for which view 
there are certainly much stronger reasons than for the opposite one 
which we are considering. 

An Homeric exception to the principles of the last two para- 
graphs (explained in § 49, 2, Note 6, and § 82, Remark 2 of the 
present work) has little or no weight in this discussion; for, al- 
though we find cxamples in which the Optative in conditional 
sentences and wishes is used like the secondary tenses of the Latin 
Subjunctive, the ordinary use of the Optative referring to the 
future in those constructions is perfectly well established in the 
Homeric language. It would be a mere gratuitous assumption to 
maintain that the éxceptions (like Il. V, 311 and 388) represent the 
pucieal idiom of the language. 

n indirect quotations and questions the Optative is used after 
past tenses, each tense of the Indicative or Subjunctive in the 
direct discourse being then changed to the corresponding tense of 
the Optative. Thus, eiey dre ad duvaito monocot, he said that he would 
do what he could, implies that the direct discourse was @ dv dive- 
pat ronow, I shall do what I may be able. Here the first Optative 
is the vorrelative of the Subjunctive; but it is quite as often the 
correlative of the Indicative, as when we say eimev drt d SUvatro 
movoin, he said that he was doing what he could, where the direct dis- 
course is @ Stvapat wad, Iam doing what Iam able. One tense 
of the Optative, the Future, can never represent a Subjunctive, as 
that mood has no corresponding tense; but it always represents a 
Future Indicative. Nothing more need be said to show the absurd- 
ity of calling this tense a secondary tense of the Subjunctive. The 
three remaining tenses of the Optative can with no more propriety 
be called secondary tenses of the Subjunctive than of the Indicative, 
for ea represent both on precisely the same principles. This ia 
especially obvious in regard to the Aorist, which has two distinct 
meanings in indirect questions, — one when it represents an Aorist 
Indicative, and another when it represents an Aorist Subjunctive, 
the direct form. Thus, qyvder ri woryoetey may mean either he 
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knew not what he had done, or he knew not what he should do; as the 
direct question may have been either ri émoinca; what did Ido? or 
ri momow ; (Aor. Subj.), what shall I do? Strangely enough, this 
very class of sentences is supposed to furnish the most striking 
analogy between the Latin Subjunctive and the Greek Subjunctive 
and Optative combined. Non habet quo se vertat and non habebat quo 
se verteret are indeed equivalent to ov« ¢yer dan tpdayrat and ovik 
elyov dn Tpdroro, but a single example like npdrwv airov ei dva- 
witevoerev, I asked him whether he had set sail (Drm. in Polyel. p. 
1223, 21), in which dvam\evoeev represents an Aorist Indicative 
(dvémdevcas ;) shows that the argument proves too much. Indirect 
uotations and questions therefore afford us no more proof that the 
ptative is a secondary form of the Subjunctive, than that it is a 

secondary form of the Indicative. 
Two tenses of the Indicative, the Imperfect and Pluperfect, have 

no corresponding tenses in the Optative, so that these are regularly 
retained in the Indicative in indirect discourse ; thus edmev Gru éud- 
ovro means he said that they had been fighting, i. e. he said éudyovro. 
x rare exception to the last principle shows conclusively the pro- 
pristy of the names commonly given to the tenses of the Optative. 

e want of a tense in the Optative to represent the Imperfect 
Indicative in examples like the last was naturally felt as a defect; 
and in the Infinitive and the Participle this want was supplied by 
using the Present in a new sense to represent the Imperfect, the 
pecules use being always denoted by something in the context, 
n a few instances we find the Present Optative used in the same 
way to supply the want of an Imperfect, the context making it clear 
that the tense is not used in its ordinary sense. Such an instance 
is found in Dem. Onet. I, 869, 12; dmexpivavro drt obdels pdprus 
mapein, kopicotro bé AapBdvev Ku’ dmocovoiv déoiro “AdoSos 
map avtav, they replied that no witness had been present, but that 
Aphobus had received the money from them, taking it in such sums us 
he happened to want. Here zapein represents mapiv, and kopiCorro 
represents éxoi¢ero, which would ordinarily be retained in such 
asentence. See § 70, 2, Note 1 (4) of the present work. If now the 
name of Imperfect be given to the Present Optative in its ordinar 
use, (when it represents a Present of the direct discourse, and is 
merely translated by an Imperfect to suit the English idiom,) what 
shall we call this true Imperfect Optative, which really repre- 
sents an Imperfect Indicative, and stands where an Imperfect Indic- 
ative is the regular form ? 
We see than that the Optative was used in the whole class of con- 

structions kr.own as oratio obliqua, or indirect discourse, as the corre- 
lative not merely of the Subjunctive, but also of the Indicative, and 
that it possessed the power of expressing in an oblique form every 
tense of both those moods in a manner of which the Latin presents 
hardly a trace. In fact, this use of the Greek Optative presents 
one of the most striking examples of the versatility and flexibility 
of the language, and of its wonderful adaptation to the expression 
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of the nicest shades of thought of which the human mind is capable. 

This single use of the mood seems sufficient in itself to prevent us 

from assigning to it the subordinate rank of a secondary form 

attached to the Subjunctive. 

TI. Ow toe Tie pENnotep BY THE TENSES OF THE IN- 
FINITIVE WHEN THEY ARE PRECEDED BY THE ARTICLE 
AND HAVE A SUBJECT EXPRESSED. 

Tue able and instructive treatise of Madvig on the two uses of 
the Aorist Infinitive in Greek (in his Bemerkungen iiber einige 
Puncte der griechischen Wortfiigungslehre, published as a supplement 
to his Syntax der griechischen Sprache) contains the earliest com- 
plete statement of the ordinary uses of that tense. The same prin- 
ciple, as far as it refers to indirect discourse, is clearly stated in 
Sophocles’s Greek Grammar (published in the same year, 1847). 
But with these exceptions, no distinct statement had been made, 
either in elementary grammars or in more elaborate treatises, of the 
simple principle which distinguishes the use of the Aorist Infinitive 
in BovAerar eAOeiv, he wishes to go, from that in dyolv edGeiv, he says 
that he went. According to Madvig, however, the use of the Aorist 
Infinitive as a past tense is not confined to indirect discourse, but 
extends also to cases in which the Infinitive “has a subject ex- 
pressed and at the same time is preceded by the article.” This 
principle was too hastily adopted, on Madvig’s high authority, in 
the first edition of the present work ; and, as there seemed no good 
ground for distinguishing the Aorist from the Present Infinitive in 
similar construction, the general principle was stated, that any tense 
of the Infinitive could retain its designation of time (as in indirect 
discourse) when it had at the same time the article and a subject. 
The same class of sentences which seemed to confirm Madvig’s view 
of the Aorist furnished also examples of the Present, and the use of 
this pense as an Imperfect made an exception here almost im- 
possible. 

A more careful review of all the examples quoted by Madvig, and 
of all that I have met with in reading since adopting his principle, 
has convinced me that the Aorist Infinitive here presents no pecu- 
larity, and that it differs from the Present only in the ordinary 
way, by referring to « single or momentary act rather than to a 
repeated or continued act. "The single example quoted by Madvig 
in his Syntax (§ 172) to support his principle is Dem. F. L. p 360, 
10, § 61: 7d pydepiav rdv méhewv GAGvae ToNopkig peyorrdy ore 
onueiov Tod did TovTous mevabevras abrovs radra madeiv, the fact 
that no one of the cities was taken by siege is the greatest proof that they 
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suffered these things, &c. In the later treatise he adds Tuvc. I, 
41, 73 80 Hyds WeXorovvncious abrois pi Bon Oyo a1,— XEN. Mem. 
I, 2, 1, Cyr. IL, 2, 3, IV, 5, 12, Dem. Chers. p. 105, 28; § 65,— 
and Arist. Nub. 268. It will be seen that all these examples can 
be explained by the ordinary principle of the Aorist Infinitive stated 
above; that is, the Infinitive is a mere verbal noun, designating no 
time of itself, and is referred to special time only by the context, 
which in these examples happens to refer it to the past. But when 
the Infinitive with rod expresses a purpose (where Madvig himself 
admits an exception), it is referred by the context or by the general 
meaning of the passage to the future: so in the following example 
from Dem. Cor. p. 236, 20, § 33, where on Madvig’s principle the 
Infinitive must refer to the past: jv ev péB@ pi, ei mpd Tod Tos 
Baxéas dmodéa Gat Whpicacbe BonOeiv, expvyor ra mpdypar’ airév, 
he was in fear lest, if before the Phocians should be destroyed you 
should vote to assist them, he might lose control of the business. 

Other cases in which the Aorist Infinitive might seem to retain 
its force as a past tense are satisfactorily explained by Madvig. 
On the whole, it would be difficult to establish an exception tothe 
eneral principle, that the Aorist Infinitive is a past tense only in 

Indirect discourse, when it represents an Aorist Indicative after 
verbs of saying, thinking, &c. 
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N.B. The figures refer to Pages. 

Absolute, Genitive, 222, 225, 282 ; Accusa- 
tive, 24, “2b. 

Antecedent, definite or indefinite, 121, 122, 
123 - 125. 

Aorist, Indicative, 24. Distinguished from 
Imperf., 7, 8, 94. Of verbs denoting a 
state or condition, 24. Used for Perf. 
or Pluperf., 25. Expressing a momen- 
tary action just taking place, 25. In 
epistles, 25. In Final clauses, 72. In 
Protasis and Apodosis (implying non- 
fulfilment of condition), 93-102; how 
distinguished from Imperf., 94, 96 (b); 
how from Pluperf., 96 (4). With av in 
Apod., 56, 93-96; rarely referring to 
present time, 101. Gnomic, 45 ; with moA- 
Ades or 75n, 465 in Hom. similes, 46; a 
primary tense, 49; see Aor. Inf. Itera- 
tive, w. av, 47 ; iterative forms in -cxov, 
-oxouny (w. av, in Hdt.), 47, 48. 

, in dependent moods, 25-36. How 
distinguished from Present, 8 (R.). Sce 
Oontents, Chap. Il.; and Subj., Opt., 
Imperat., and Infin. 

——-, Subjunctive, 26-28. As Fut. Perf., 
after érecdav, &c.,26. How distinguished 
from Perf. Subj., 28. With yj in pro- 
hibitions, 180. With od 7, 184. 

, Optative, 28-30. After ered}, &c., 
29. In indirect quotations and questions, 
29, 30; ambiguity of, in indirect ques- 
tions, 80. 

-———, Imperative, 30. Rarely used in 
prohibitions (for Aor. Subj.), 181. 

»——-, Infinitive, with indef. time, 30-32. 
After xpdw, Ocomigw, &c., 315 see Pres- 
ent. After airids eiut, 82. In indirect 
quotation, referring to the past, 82, 33. 
Used for the Future: after verbs of 
hoping, promising, &c., 82; after verbs 
of thinking, saying, &c.,33. After Aéyw 
and elmov, to command, 34. Primary 
or secondary teise, 53. In a gnomic 

sense, 46,47. With av in apodosis, 60, 
118, 114, 157 ; see "Av. 

, Participle, 34-36. With Aavdéve, 
$0dvw, &c , coinciding with the verb in 
time, 84; with mepropaw, &c., 35. With 
Spodroyew, 36. With éxw, as periphras- 
tic Per., 229. With écoua, as peripnr. 
Fut. Perf., 44. Primary or secondary 
tense, 54. As protasis, equiv. to Aor. 
Ind., Subj., or Opt., 110, 217. With a» 
in apodosis (never in protasia), 69, 113, 
114, 159 ; see "Av. 

Apodosis, defined, 87, 125; see Protasis. 
Assimilation in conditional Relative clauses, 

135, 136. 

Causal sentences, 171-173 ; see Contenta, 
Chap. IV, Sect. V. Introduced by Rela- 
tives, 141; negative particle in, 142. 
Expressed by Participles, 216 ; by Part 
W. ds, 219, 220. 

Caution, verbs of; see Fear. 
Conditional sentences, 110-121 ; see Con- 

tents, Chap. IV, Sect. II. Cond. Rela- 
tive sentences, 125 - 137. 

Danger, expressions of ; see Fear. 
Dative after Verbals in -réos, 233, 234. 
Dependence of moods and tenses, 48- 

54, 
Direct Quotations, distinguished from indi- 

rect, 147 3 introduced by 67, 171. 

Exhortations, Imperative in, 178. Subj. in, 
179. Opt. in (poet.), 175. Fut. Ind. in, 
W. Stws (8C. xdret), 78, 79. 

Fear, caution, and danger, expressiona 
of, 80-87. Followed by wy w. Subj. or 
Opt., 80, see Object clauses ; by «7 w. 
Fut. Ind. (seldom), 82; by ya w. Pres. 
and Past tenses of Indic., 83-86; by os 
or dmws w- Indic. (as in indir discourse), 
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85; by Fut. Inf., 85; by ei, whether, 
dws, how, &c.,85 ; by a causal sentence 
with é7:, 86; by Infin., 86, 87, 190. 

Final clauses (pure), after iva, as, ws, 
éppa, and 4%, 67 - 73 ; distinguished from 
object clauses, &c., 66, 67. Subj. and 
Opt. in, 67. Fut. Ind. in, 68. Subj. in, 
after secondary tenses, 70. Secondary 
tenses of Indic. in, 72. "Av or «é in: 
with Subj.. 69; w. Opt., 69, 70. 

Final an-l Object clauses w. o7ws and Grws 
py, after verbs of striving, effecting, &c., 
78-80. Fut. Ind. in, 73, 74. Subj. or 
Opt. in, 73, 74; Fut. Opt. 74, 39. “Omws 
ay wW. Subj. in, 76. Homeric construction 
in, 76,77. M7 (without dws) in, 77. ‘Os 
for érws in, 77. After verbs of exhort- 
ing, forbidding, &c , 77,78 ; rarely intro- 
duced by tva, 78; see tva. “Omws or 
éres wy W. Fut. Ind., by ellipsis of the 
leading verb, 78 (N. 7, a) 5 my alone in 
prohibitions, 79 (N. 7,b). Second Aor. 
Subj. Act. and Mid. preferred in, 79; 
Dawes’s Canon, 79, 80. See Object clauses 
after 7. 

Finite moods, 1. 
Future, Indicative, 86-38. In gnomic 

sense, 86. Expressing a general truth 
hereafter to be recognized, 36. Like mild 
imperative, 37. In prohibitions w. uy, 
37,79. In Final clauses, w. dws, dpa, 
Bj, 68. With dws or dws 7, after verbs 
of striving, effecting, &c. 73. With drws 
or émws 444, in exhortations and prohibi- 
tions (sc. cxd7et), 78. With 2%, after verbs 
of fearing, 82. In Protasis w. ei: ex- 
pressing a future condition, 103 ; expr. a 
present intention, &c., 93. In Rel. clauses 
expr. a purpose, 137. With ot wy, 184- 
187, With av; in Homer, 55; in Attic, 
66. Periphrastic form of, w. wéAdAw, 38. 

——, Optative, in indirect quotation, 38. 
After érws or dws 7H, 89-41, 73, 74. 

. Infinitive, 41-43. After verbs of 
saying, thinking, &c.,in indirect quota- 
tion, 41. For Pres. or Aor. Inf., after 
verbs of wishing, &c., after wore, and 
even in other constructions, 42. Regu- 
larly used after verbs of hoping, &c., 43. 
With ay (rarely), 60. Primary or second- 
ary tense, 53. 

» Participle, 43. Expressing a pur- 
pose, 217, 214. With av (rarely), 60. 
Primary or secondary tense, 58. 

Future Perfeot, Indicative, 43-45. Com- 
pound forms of: Perf. Part. w. éconat, 
44; rarely Aor. Part. w. écojai, 44, 215. 

ENGLISH INDEX. 

Often nearly = Fut., 44 In the depend 

ent moods, 44, 

General and particular suppositions, how 
distinguished, 88, 89. 

Genitive Absolute, 222, 225, 232. 
Gnomic Aorist and Perf. See Aor. and 

Perf. 

Hindrance, verbs implying, w. Infin., 198~ 
202. See Infinitive. 

Hoping, promising, &c., verbs of, w. Fut. 
Infin., 43; w. Pres. Infin., 14; w. Ao 
Inf., 32, 33. : 

Imperative, 2. Tenses of, see Present, Per- 
fect, &c. Not used w. adv, 57. Incom- 
mands, exhortations, &., 178; w. aye, 
épe, 1c, 178 5 second person w. was, 179. 
After ofc6’ 6, &c., 179. In prohibitions 
w. 7 (Present, rarely Aor.), 180, 181. 

Imperfect, 6-8. Distinguished from Aor., 
7,8, 24. Denoting attempted action, 7. 
In sense of Pluperf. (when Pres. = Perf.), 
7. Sometimes not distinguished from 
Aor., 7,8. Expressing past likelihood, 
intention, or danger, 7. Expressing a 
fact just recognized, 8. In Final clauses, 
72. In Protasis or Apodosis (implying 
non-fulfilment of condition), 93-102; 
how distinguished from Aor., 94, 96 (b) ; 
how from Pluperf., 96 (b) ; in Hom. usu- 
ally past, 96. With ay, in Apodosis, 56, 
93-96. Iterative, w. dv, 47; iterative 
forms in -cxov and -cxéunv (Ww. dv, in 
Hat.), 47, 48. How expressed in Infin. 
and Part, (Imperf. Inf. and Part.), 15, 
17. How expressed in Optative (Imperf. 
Opt.), 153. 

Indicative, 1. Tenses of, see Present, &c. 
Primary and secondary tenses of, 3, 49, 
50. With ay, see “Av. Fut., in Final 
and Object clauses after émws, &c. ; see 
Future. Secondary tenses of, in Final 
clauses, 72. Present and past tenses of, 
after uy, lest,83-85. Present and past 
tenses of, in Protasis, 92. Secondary 
tenses of, in both Protasis and Apodosis 
(av in Apod.), 93-102; see "Avy. Fut: 
in Protasis, 103; in Apodosis, 102. For 
Subj. in general suppositions, 109. After 
Relative w. definite antecedent, 122. In 
causal Rel sentences, 141. In condi 
tional Rel. sentences: present and past 
tenses, 125 ; secondary tenses (implying 
non-fulfilment of a condition), 126. For 
Subj. and Opt. in general suppositions 
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after Rel., 131. In Rel. sentences after a 
general negative, 132. Secondary tenses 
of, incond. Rel. sentences, by assimila- 
tion, 136. Future after Rel., expressing 
@ purpose, 187. Fut. after éf’ @ and 
é¢' gre, 140. After Gore, 140. After 
&ws, &c., until, 142; second. tenses, re- 
ferring to a result not attained, 143. 
After mpiv, 145 ; distinguished from In- 
fin., 144, 145, 210. In indirect quotation 
after Gr: and ws, and in indir. questions, 
149, 150; may be retained even after 
second. tenses, 151, 152; in depend- 
ent clauses of indir. quot., 160-165. In 
causal sentences, 171. Secondary tenses 
of, in wishes, 173, 176. Future after ov 
4, 185, 184 ; see Future. 

Indirect Questions, 147 ; see Contents,Chap. 
TV, Sect. IV. 
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&c., in pure Fin. clauses, 67. With dws 
and érws 47, after verbs of striving, &., 
(seldom), 73, 74. With w%, after verba 
of fearing, &c., 80. In Protasis w. «i, 
91: in particular suppositions, 105 ; in 
general suppos., 107, 108. In Apodosis 
w. av, 57, 105, see"Av: w. Protasis sup- 
pressed, 112; as mild command or ex- 
hortation, or resembling Fut. Ind., 113. 
In conditional Rel. sentences: in par- 
ticular suppositions, 128; in general 
suppos., 129; by assimilation, 135. In 
Rel. clauses expressing a purpose (Epic, 
rarely Attic),138. After éws, &€., until, 
142, 143 ; implying a purpose, 148, 166- 
168 (d). After mpiv, 145. In isdirect 
quotations and questions, 148 ; see Con- 
tents, Chap. IV, Sect. IV. In causal 
sentences, 172. In wishes, 173, 174; ex- 

Indirect Quotation, 147-171; see C 
Chap. IV, Sect: IV. Moods used in, see 
Iniicative, &c. Tenses used in, see Pres- 
ent, &c. ; and Contents, Chap. II. 

Infinitive, 2, 188-212. Tenses of, 212; 
see Present, &c., and Contents, Chap. II. 
With av, see “Av. After verbs of fearing, 
86, 87,190. In Apodosis, 113. In indi- 
rect quotations, 147,148, 157+159. After 
e@pedov in wishes, 176, 177. Fut. w. ov 
»%, in indir. quot., 185. See Contents, 
Chap. V. 

Interrogative Subj., 182-184. In indirect 
questions, 154. 

Iterative Imperfect and Aorist. 
perfect and Aorist. 

See Im- 

Moods, general view of, Chap. I. Use of, 
Chap. IV. Constructions enumerated, 65; 
see Indicative, &c. 

Narration, Infin. in, 210. 

Object clauses with 7 after Verbs of fear- 
ing, &c., 66, 80. Subj. and Opt. in, 80, 
My and wi ov in, 80, 67. How related to 
Final clauses, 66, 81. Fut. Ind. in, 82. 
"Ores 24 (= uy) in, 82. My ay w. Opt. 
(in Apod.) in, 82,83. My alone w. Subj., 
by ellipsis of the leading verb, 83. M7 
w. present and past tenses of Indic. in, 
83 - 85, foot-note f to 84. Other construc-~ 
tions allowed in, see Fear, caution, and 
danger. 

Dptative, 2,174. Tts relations to the Indic. 
aod Subjunctive., Appendix I. Tenses 
of, see Present, &c.; when primary and 
when secon zary, 50-53. With iva, dws, 

or exhortation, 175. 
Future, | 38-41; rarely w. ov yy, after ws 
in indirect quotation, 185. 

Participle, 8, 213-232. Tenses of, see 
Present, &c. With dv, see’Av. Condi- 
tional (as Protasis) representing Indic., 
Subj., or Opt., 217, 110. As Apodosis 
(with or without ay), 118. In indirect 
quotation, 159, 229. See Contents, Chap. 
VI. 

Particular and general suppositions, how 
distinguished, 88, 89. 

Perfect Indicative, 18,19. Why primary, 
18. Compound form of, 18. Of certain 
verhs, in sense of Present, 19. In epis 
ties, 19. Referring to the future for em- 
phasis (6AwAa), 19. Not used w. av, 56. 
Gnomic, 45 ; see Perf. Infin. 

- in dependent moods, relations of to 
Pres. of those moods, 19. Subj. and Opt., 
20. Imperat., 21: in mathematical lan- 
guage, 21; second person of (rare), 22, 
in sense of Present, 22. Infin., 22: w. 
e@pedov in wishes, 176, 177; primary or 
secondary tense, 63; w. av, 59; in a 
gnomio sense, 47 ; as Pluperf. Infin., 23 
(Rem.), 59. Partic., 23 ; primary or sec= 
ondary, 53. 

Pluperfect, 18,19. Compound form of, 18. 
Of certain verbs, in sense of Imperf., 19, 
Sometimes nearly = Aor. (Hom. and 
Hat.), 19. Expressing past certainty, 
&c.,19. In Final clauses, 72. In Pro- 
tasis and Apodosis, how distinguished 

from Imperf. and Aor., 96 (b). With av, 
in Apod., 56, 93, 94. How expressed iz 
Infin. and Partic., 23 (Rem.). 
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Present, Indicative, 4. Expressing a gen- 
eral truth, 4, 46; an attempted action, 5. 
With adverbs of past time (as waAax), 5. 

Of certain verbs, in sense of Perf., 5. of 

verbs signifying to hear, to learn, &e., 

6. Of elu, as Fut., sometimes as Pres., 

6. Expressing likelihood, intention, or 
danger, 6. Not used w. dv, 55. Historic, 
63 a secondary tense, 49. 

-——, in dependent moods, 8-17. How 
distinguished from the Aor., 8. See 
Contents, Chap. IL; and Subj., Opt., 
Imperat., and Infin. 

, Subjunctive, 9,10. In first person, 
in prohibitions w. 7}, 180; see Aor. Subj. 

With ov yy, 184. 
, Optative, 10-12, In indirect quo- 

tations and questions, 11; ambiguity in 
indirect questions, 12. 

., Imperative, 12. In prohibitions w. 
4,180. See Aor. Subj. 

, Infinitive, three uses of, 12. With 
indef. time, 12. After xpdw, Oeorigw, 
&c., 13. In indirect quotation, 18. For 
Fut., after verbs of hoping, &c., 14. Af- 
ter Aéyw and elrov, to command, 14. 
As Imperfect Infin., 15,16. With dy in 
Apodosis, 58, 1138, 157; see “Av. With 
dy, representing iteratzve Imperf., 60. 
Primary or secondary tense, 53. 

——, Participle, 16,17. As Imperf. Part., 
17. Primary or secondary, 63. As Pro- 
tasis (= Pres. Ind., Subj., or Opt.), 110, 
217. With av, in Apod. (never in Prot.), 
58, 113, 159; see’Ay. 

Prevention, verbs implying, w. Inf., 198- 
202. See Infinitive. 

Primary and Secondary tenses, 3, 48 — 54 ; 
see Tenses. 

Prohibitions, Subj. and Imperat. in, 180; 
Aor. Imperat. rare in, 181. Fut. Ind. in, 
W. Omws wy OF py (SC. oxdmeL), 78. See 

ob 17}. 
Promising, verbs of 5 see Hoping. 
Protasis and Apodosis, defined, 87. Moods 

and tenses in, see indic., Be. j Present, 
&e. 5 and Contents, Chap. IV., Sect. IT. 

Purpose, expressed by Final clause w. tva, 
&e., 67; by Relat. w. Fut. Ind., 137; 
by Rel. w. Subj. and Opt. in Hom. (rare- 
ly in Attic), 1885 by ews w. Subj. and 
Opt., 143, 167, 168 (d); by dare w. In- 
fin., 205; by Inf. alone, 203; by Fut. 
Part., 214, 217. 

Questions, of dowbt, w. first pera. of Subj. 
(sometimes w. ovAer or OéAers), 182; 
rarely w. third person of Subj., 183: see 

ENGLISH INDEX. 

Subjunctive. Indirect, 14% ; see Indirect 

quotation. 

Quotation, see Direct and Indirect. 

Relative and Temporal sentences, 121 - 146; 
see Contents, Chap. IV., Sect. III. Bela 
tive with Infinitive, 193. 

Secondary, see Tenses. 
Similes (Homeric): Gnomic Aor. in, 46, 
133 ; Subj. (without av) and Pres. Indic. 
in, 133. 

Subjunctive, 1. Its relations to the Opt., 
Appendix I. Tenses of ; see Pres., Perf., 
and Aor.; always primary, 50. With 
dy or Ké, see "Ay. With iva, dws, &c. 
in pure Final , 67: after dary 
tenses, 70. With dws and érws wy after 
verbs of striving, &c. (seldom), 73. 
With # after verbs of fearing, &c., 80. 
In Protasis w. éév (av, Hv), 90, 91; in 
particular suppositions, 102; in general 
suppos., 107, 108; w. ei (without av), see 
"Av. In Apodosis w. xé or av (Hom.), 57, 
182; see’Av. In conditional Relat. sen- 
tences: in particular suppositions, 127 5 
in general suppos., 129; by assimilation, 
135. In Homeric similes after ws, ws de, 

182. In Rel. causes expressing a purpose 
(Epic), 138. After gws, &c., until, 142, 
143 ; implying a purpose, 143, 167, 168 
(d). After piv, 145. In indirect ques- 
tions, representing Interrog. Subj., 154, 
155. In indir. quotations, repres. de 
pendent Subj., 148, 160; may be changed 
to Opt. or retained, after second. tenses, 
148, 160, 166. First person of, in exhor 
tations, 179; see aye, dépe. Aor. in pro- 
hibitions w. 44, 180; Pres. only in first 
person (rarely sing.), 180, 181. Inde 
pendent (like Fut. Ind.) in Hom., 181; 
w. dv or xé, 182. Interrog. (in questions 
of doubt), 182. With ov wy, as strong 

future, 184, 

Temporal sentences, see Relative. With 
ws, &c., until, 142-144. With mpiv, 
144-147, 210. 

Tenses, enumeration of, 8. Primary and 
secondary, 8, 48-54. Relative or abso- 
lute time denoted by, 3,4. Gnomic and 
iterative, 45-48. Use of, see Contents 
Chap. II. See also Present, &c. 

Verbal in -réos, 3; see Contents, Chap. VIL 

Wish, expression of, 173-177; see Con- 
tents, Chap. IV., Sect. VI. Ind and Opt. 
in, see Ind. and Opt. Latin and Greek 
expressions of, compared, 177. Infia in 
(poet.), 209. 
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N.B. The figures refer to Pages. 

Ayavaxtew ei, 120, 
"Ayamdw ei, 120. 
Aye or dyere w. Imperat., 178, 179, 180. 
"Adtxéw as Perf., 5. 
Aloxdvouac with Part. and Inf., 228. Ai- 

oxtvopas ei, 120. 
Airés eiut, w. Inf. (sometimes w. tod or 

76), 190, 191 ; w. Aor. Inf., 32. : 
"Axovety, akovaat, in sound, 196. 
‘AAickouat as Perf., 5. 
*AAAG or avrdp (like 5) in Apodosis, 121, 

137 (Rem.). 
Apa w. Partic., 219, 
“Av (@), Adv., two uses of, in Apodosis and 

in Protasis, 54. Not used w. Pres. and 
Perf. Indic., 55. With Fut. Ind.: in 
early poets, 55, 104; in Attic, 56. With 
secondary tenses of Ind. in Apodasis, 56, 
87, 90, 94, 127; omitted for emphasis, 96; 
regularly omitted in Apod. formed by 
Infin. and éxpjy, eer, &c., 97-100. With 
Imperf. and Aor. Ind. in iterative sense, 
47. With Subjunctive : in Protasis (éév, 
av, or fv), 56, 87, 102, 108; in conditional 
Rel. and Temporal clauses, 66, 125, 128, 
130, 143, 144, 145; often omitted in Hom. 
(rarely in Attic), 104, 105, 109, 133. In 
Final clauses after as Grws, Sppa: Ww. 
Subj., 68, 69; rarely w. Opt. 69, 70. 
Omitted from ééy, drav, ds av, &e., 
when the Subj. is changed to Opt. 
after past tenses, 149; rarely retained, 
163, 169. Seldom w. os and Subj. 
in Hom. similes, 132. Epic use of, w. 
Subj. in Apodosis, 57, 104, 182. With 
Optative, always forming Apodosis, 57, 
105, 128, see Optative ; never w. Fut. 
Opt., 57 ; rarely omitted, 100. With an 
Opt. in Protasis which is also an Apod., 
107, 183. Et xe w. Opt. in Hom., 107. 
Never used w. Imperat., 57. With Infin. 
and Part.: in Apodosis, 57 -61, 113, 157, 
159, 192, 232; never in Protasis, 62 ; use 

of each tense with, see Present, &c. With 
Inf. for iterative Imperf. and Aor. w. 
dv, 60. Position of, 61, 62. Repetition 
of, 62-64. Without a verb, 63. Tax’ 
av, perhaps, 64. 

"Av (a), contracted for, éév. Bee "Edy. 
"Avatpéw, to give an oracular response, 

see Xpdw. 
"Avexouat W. Part., 228. 

*Arroxduvw Ww. Part. and Inf., 228. 
"Apkéw w. Part., 228. 
"Ate, ate 5%, W. Part., 219. 
Adrixa w. Part., 219. 
“Axpt, see’Ews. "Axpt of, 142, 

BeAtiwy w. Part., 228. 
BovAe: or BovAcoGe w. Interrog. Subj., 182. 
Bovdopev poe Todd éorw, 229, 

Teyovévat, to be, 19. 

Aé, in Apodosis, 121. In di 1 
137. 

Acixvupe W. Part., 229. 
Aeuvdv eorey ei, 120. 
Airs eine W. Part., 230. 
AcateAéw W. Part., 227; see AavOdvarn 
AiSwpr, to offer, 5. Imperf. of, 7. 
Aixatos W. Inf., 195. 
Acérep, 171. 
Avért, 1715 w. Inf. (Hat.), 193. 

"Edy (ei dv), contracted dv (a) or jv, 56, 87, 
104; w. Subj., 102, 108. 

"EfovAduyy with Infinitive in Apodosis, 
without av, 98. 

"Eder, éxphv (xpiv), efqv, eviv moorjxev 
eixds Hv qpyorrev, Fv or brhpxer, with 
Infin. in Apodosis, without av, 97-100. 

Ei, if, 87, 92, 98, 105, 108 ; see "Av. Sup- 
posing that, 115, 168. After @davudga, 
&c., 120. With Inf. (Hdt.), 193. Bs 

y4p, or ei, in wishes, 173 - 177. 
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Ei, whether, 120, 147, 151; after verbs 
of fearing. 85. 

Ei ydp in wishes, see Ei. 
Ei & aye, 111. 
Ei 58 a in alternatives, 112. 
Eiée in wishes, 173-177. 
Eixds Hr in Apodosis, see "Ede. 
Elge te be going: as Future, 6; as Pres., 

6; w. Inf, 204. 
Elva, expressing a purpose, 204. 
Elrov, I commanded, w. Inf., 14, 34. 
Eis 6 (for ws) w. Indic. (Hdt.), 142. 
Eiodxe w. Subj. and Opt., 143 ; see” Ews. 
‘Exav elvat, 208. 
“Eveort, Partic. of, used personally w. Inf., 

194, 195. 
"Evi in Apodosis, see” Eset. 
"Efaidvys w. Part., 219. 
*Eéqv in Apodosis, see "Eéee. . 
"Evay or émyjv, see” OTar. 
*Eredv, Ionic for ém7jv. 
"Ered or émecdy (temporal) ; w. Aor. Indic. 

(not Pluperf.), 25; w. Aor. Opt., 29; w. 
Tnfin., 193. Causal, 171. 

"Erecddv, w. Aor. Subj. as Fut. Perf., 26. 
See ’Orav. 

"Enidokos w. Inf. 195. 
‘Emucatpos W. Inf., 195. 
"Empedéouar (emeuddouat), W. Srws and 

Fut. Ind., 73; w. Inf., or Inf. w. rod, 
192. 

"Emcryjdetos W. Inf., 195. 
‘Enctpérw w. Part., 226. 
"Eore, until, see”Ews. 
Ev6us w. Part., 219. 
Evptoxw w. Part., 226. 
“Eoyy, in Homer, 99. 
"Ed¢’ & or é¢’ Ore, w. Fut. Ind., 140; w Inf., 

207. 
"Expjv in Apodosis, See "Ede. 
"Exo w. Aor. or Perf. Part. as periphrastic 

Perf., 229. 
"Ews, éore, dxpt, méxpt, elodke, Spa, un~ 

til, 142-144; expressing a purpose, 143, 
167, 168. 

"Ews, oppa, so long as, see Relative. 

“Hew as Perf., 5. Imperf. of, 7. 
"Hpworrev in Apodosis, see "Ede. 
‘Hrrdowat, as Perf., 6. 

Oaipa, idecOar, 196. 
Oavpdtw ei, davpacrdv cor et, 120. 
@drecs or OéAere w. Interrog. Subjunctive 

(poet.), 182. 
@comigw, se0 Xpdw. 

INDEX. 

"lSciy, dpav, in appearance, 196 
"la. w. Imperat., 178. 
“Ixavés w. Part., 228. 
"Ixw or ixdvw as Perf. (Hom.), 6 
"Iva; in Final clauses: w. Subj. and pt. 

67, 70; w. second. tenses of Indic 72, 
Not used with dv, 70; tva xe, 70. In 
Object clauses after Accoouot (Hom. » 185 
similar constr. in N. Tzst., 78. 
—— , where, with av, 70 (B.). 

Kd, Doric for xé ; see "Av. 

Kai, xaimep (kai. +. mep), W. Part., 220, 
221. 

Karo. w. Part. (rare), 221. 
Ké or xév, see "Av. 
KexdjjoGat, to be called, 19. 
Kwévvetw w. Inf. in Apodosi 
Kparéw, see Nixdw. 
Kpeicowv w. Part., 228. 
Kvupew w. Part, (poet.), 227. 

, 99. 

AavOdva, Pbdvw, Tvyxdvw, Siateddw, W 
Part., 227; w. Aor. Part., 34. 

Aéyw, to command, w. Inf., 14, 34. 

MéAAw,w. Inf. as periphrastic Fut., 38; tense 
of Inf with, 38. Imperf. of, w. Inf.: ex- 
pressing past intention, &c., 38, 99; form- 
ing Apodosis (without av), 99. 

Méuvnat, I remember, 19; w. Part., 229; 
w. ore, 231. 

Meragv w. Part., 219. 
Méxpt, see’Ews. Meéxpt of, 142. 
My, Zest, in Final clauses: w. Subj. and 

Opt., 67, 70; rarely w. Fut Ind., 68. 
After verbs of striving, &c. (for dws 4%), 
77. With Fut. Ind. in prohibitions, 37, 
79, 187. After verbs of fearing, &c.: 
w. Subj. and Opt., 80; w. Fut. Ind., 82. 
With Subj. (by ellipsis of a verb of fear- 
ing), 838. With av, 83. With present 
and past tenses of Indic., 83-85; never 
interrog., 84. With Fut. Opt. 39, 40. 

, not, W. tva, S7ws, &e., in Final and 
Object clause, 67. In Protasis, 88 In 
Rel. clauses w. indef. anteoed., 122, 124. 
In wishes (with and without ei), 174, 176. 
In prohibitions, 180. With interrog. Subj, 
181. With Inf, after verbs implying ne 
gation, 198, 200, 201. 

Mh ov (double neg.): w. Inf., 198, 200, 201; 
w. Part., 200 ; before Nouns, 200. 

Nucdw and xparéw, as Perf., 5. 
Noxigw, otowar, and gnu, w. Aorist. Inf 

referring to the future (?), 33. 
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"0 for Src (in om.), 170. 
OiSa (novi), I know, 19; see Oleba. 
Oiopas w. Aor. Inf. for Fut. (7), 38. 
Olos w. Infin., 194. Olov, ola, ofa dy, w. 

Part., 219. 
Olc6’ 6 Spacor ; 179. 
Oixopat as Perf., 5. Imperf. of, 7. 
"OdAtyou (Setv), almost, 208. 
"OAAvw.at as Perf. (Lrag.), 5. 
"OdAwAa, I shall perish, 19. 
“Ouotos wW. Infin. (Hom.), 197. 
“Onéray, see Otay. 
“Ondre, when, see Relative. Since (causal), 
11. 

"Orws, originally Rel. Adv., 75; as indirect 
inter.og., 75, 77, 85, 154. In order that, 
that, in Final clauses; w. Subj. and Opt., 
67,703; w. avy and Subj., 68, 69; w. Fut. 
Ind., 68 ; w. second tenses of Indic., 72. 
After verbs of striving, &c.: w. Fut. 
Ind. (sometimes Subj. and Opt.), 73 ; w. 
av and Subj. (rare), 76. That (like 4%), 
after verbs of fearing, &c., 85. That 
(like @s or 67:), in indirect quotations, 
170. 

"Oras yj (for ai), lest, that, after verbs of 
Searing, &c., 82. 

“Opav, idety, in appearance, 196. 
“Ocov or ws w. Absol, Infin. 207. 
"Qaos w. Infin. 294. 
“Ooris av 9, "Oars ror’ éoriv, 134, 
“Orav, oméray, érav or émyv (éredv), and 

émecSdv, 55, 125, 127, 129 ; see "Av. 
"Ore, when, see Relative. After wcurmuat, 

231. With Infin., 193. 
, since (causal), 171. 

"Ort, that, in indirect quotations, 147. w. 
Ind. and Opt., 148, 149, 150; w. Ind. or 
Opt. w. dv, 156. Before direct quot., 171. 

» because (causal), 171-173, see 
Contents, Chap. LV., Sect. V.; after verbs 
of fearing, 86. 

‘O re mor’ éoriv, "Ooms mor’. éariv, &C , 184. 

Ov, after 47, Lest, 67, 80. In Apodosis, 88; 
rarely in Protasis, 88 (N.). In Rel. 
clauses w. def. anteced., 122. In causal 
Rel. clauses, 142 (B.). In indirect dis- 
course, 149. 

Ovn av POdvors (POdvorre), 228. 
Ovk oifa av ct, 62. | 
Ov pj, 184-1875 see Contents, Chapter 

TV., Section VIII. Dawes’s Canon on, 
79, 80. 

Obvexa, because, 171. 
Oirws, implying a Protasis, 110. With Opt. 

in protestations, 175. Referring to a 
Participle, 218 
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“Opedror, Bee ‘Npedrov. 
“Opa (Epic and Lyric), as final particle: 

w. Subj. and Opt., 67; w. dv, 69. With 
Fut. Ind., 68. 

, a3 temporal particle, until, 142- 
144; see ws. So long as, see Relative. 

IldAa w. Present, 6. 
Tlavroies yiyvoy.ct (Lon.) w. Participle, 227. 
Llépos (like wpiv) w. Inf. (Hom.), 212. 
Ilas w. Imperat. (2d pers.), 179. 
Tlavw w. Part., 226. 
Tlet@w, to try to persuade, &, Imperfect 

of, 7. 
Tlecpdopat w. Part. (Hdt.), 227. 

Tleptopdw, W. Part., 226; w. Aor. Part., 36. 
Ihorevw w. Inf. and 7@, 197. 
TloAAds eiuty moAAbds éyxermat, We Part 

(Ion.), 227. 
Ipéet, Partic. of, used personally w. In- 

fin., 194, 195. 
Tipiv, w. Ind., Subj., and Opt., 145, 146. 

With Infin., 210-212. As Adverb, soon- 
er, 146 (N. 5). 

piv y' ore (Hom.), 146. 
piv ¥, 146, 211, 212. 
TipocSexonevm poe TodTs eoruy, 229. 

Dpoojxev in Apodosis, see “Ede. 
T[pooyjxet, Partic. of, used personally w. 

Infin., 194, 195. 
Ipéodev 7, 146, 211. 
Ipérepov 7, 146, 211. 

Ils yap dv; [las ovx dv; &o., 63. 

Zuvvoda, cvyyeyvéoxw, Ww. Part., 230 

Tax’ av, 64. 
TeOvyxévar, to be dead, 19. 
-té0s (-réov, -réa), Verbal in, 8, 238, 284; 

see Contents, Chapter VIL. 
Té Acgers 5 38. 

Ti paddy; Ti waOdv; wherefore? 221, 
222. 

Ti wdOw ; 183, 184. 
Tixrw (in tragedy) as Perf., 5. 
Td viv elvar, 208. 

Tuyxdéve w. Part., 227; see AavOdvu 

"Yorepov 4 W. Infin., 211. 

Pavepds cine w. Part., 230. Davepdy moveiy 
w. Part., 230. 

Bépe w. Imperat., 178, 179, 180. 
Pevyw as Perf., 5. 
@ypi w. Aor. Inf. for Fut. (?), 33. 
DOdvw w. Part., 227; see AavOavw. BOdvee 
4 w. Infin. (Hat.), 212. 
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Xpdw, dvaipéw, Ocomigw, w. Pres. or Aor. 
Inf., 13, 31; sometimes w. Fut. Inf., 13. 

‘Os, originally Rel. Adv., 75 (R.). In order 
that, that, in Final clauses: w. Subj. 
and Opt., 67,70; w. av and Subj., 68, 695 
w. Fut. Ind., 68; w. second. tenses of 
Indic., 72. Sometimes (for émws) after 
verbs of striving, &c., 77 (N. 4); Ho- 
meric construction of, with Subj. or Opt., 
76 (N. 2.). Sometimes (for m7) after 
verbs of fearing, 85. 

» when, see Relative With Infin., 
193. 

, that, in indirect quotation (like ér:), 
147, 148, 149, 150. Once w. Subj. for Fut. 
{nd. (Hom.), 78, 171. 

INDEX. 

‘Os, because, 171-173. 
, in wishes: w. Opt., 175; w. aperov, 

177. With Inf., 206, 207, 208. With 
Partic., 219, 220, 225, 231, 232 ; w. Part. 
and av 232. 

"Nonep w. Partic., 219, 222, 226. 
"Oorep ay ei (womepavec), 63, 116. 
"Qore, so that, w. Indic., 140 With Inf, 

205; after verbs and adject. which com- 
monly take Inf. alone, 206 (N. 2.), 205. 
With Opt., Indic., or Inf. w. av, 141, 207. 
With Imperat., 141. 

» in Homer, = dovep, as if, 207. In 
Hdt., w. Partic.,= dre, 219, 223. 

fees or &pedAov in wishes, 98, 118, 

THE END. 

Cambridge: Stereotyped and Printed by Welch, Bigelow, & Ca. 
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GOODWIN’S GREEK GRAMMAR. By Wittam W. 
Goopwin, Ph. D., Eliot Professor of Greek Literature in Harvard University. 
12mo. Half moroceo. 262 pages . . P . ‘ fs . 4a . 

The object of this Grammar is to state general principles clearly and distinctly, 
with special regard to those who are preparing for college. In the sections on the 
Moods are stated, for the first time in an elementary form, the principles which are 
elaborated in detail in the author’s “ Syntax of the Greek Moods and Tenses.” 

GREEK MOODS AND TENSES. The Sixth Edition. 
By Wiis W. Goopwin, Eliot Professor of Greek Literature in Harvard Uni- 
versity. lvol. 12mo. Cloth. 264 pages . . P . . ; aes 

This work was first published in 1860, and it appeared in a new form — much en- 
larged and in great part rewritten —in 1865. In the present edition the whole has 
been again revised ; some sections and notes have been rewritten, and a few notes 
haye been added. The object of the work is to give a plain statement of the princi- 
ples which govern the construction of the Greek Moods and Tenses, — the most im- 
portant and the most difficult part of Greek Syntax. 

GOODWIN’S GREEK READER. Consisting of Extracts 
from Xenophon, Plato, Herodotus, and Thucydides ; being the full amount of 
Greek Prose required for admission at Harvard. With Maps, Notes, References 
to GOODWIN’S GREEK GRAMMAR, and parallel References to CROSBY’S and 
HADLEY’S GRAMMARS. Second edition, edited by Proressor W. W. Goop- 
WIN, of Harvard College, 12mo. Half morocco. 384 pages . 7 . 4 

The revised edition contains the first and second books of the Anabasis (in place 
of the third and fourth books of the former editions) with copious notes, the greater 
part of the second book and an extract from the seventh of the Hellenica, with the 
first chapter of the Memorabilia, of Xenophon ; the last part of the Apology, and the 
beginning and end of the Phaedo, of Plato; selections from the sixth, seventh, and 
eighth books of Herodotus, and from the fourth book of Thucydides. 

GOODWIN’S SELECTIONS FROM XENOPHON 
AND HERODOTUS. With Notes adapted to Goodwin’s Greek Grammar, 
Parallel References to Crosby’s and Hadley’s Grammars, and copper-plate 
Maps. Edited by Proresson W. W. Goopwin and Joan Wutiams WHIrE, of 
Harvard College. 12mo. Half morocco 408 pages . < Fy 6 

This book contains the first four books of the Anabasis, and the greater part of 
the second book of the Hellenica, of Xenophon ; and extracts from the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth books of Herodotus, It has been prepared for the use of those who from 
want of time or for other reasons are unable to read the greater variety of selections 
in Greek Prose which are contained in Goodwin’s Greek Reader. 

THE FIRST FOUR BOOKS OF THE ANABASIS 
OF XENOPHON. Edited, with copious Notes and References to Goodwin’s 
Greek Grammar, Parallel References to Crosby’s and Hadley’s Grammars, and 
@ copper-plate Map, by Proressor W. W. Goopwin and JoHN WILLIAMS WHITE, 
of Harvard College. 12mo, Half morocco. 240 pages ar . . ® 

LEIGHTON’S GREEK LESSONS. Prepared to accompany 
Goodwin’s Greek Grammar. By R. F. Leignton, Master of Melrose High School. 
12mo, Half morocco, 264 pages . Ge ie ee er se 

This work contains about one hundred lessons, with a progressive series of exer- 
cises (both Greek and English), mainly selected from the first book of Kenophon’s 
Anabasis. The exercises on the Moods are sufficient, it is believed, to develop the 
general principles as stated in the Grammar. The text of four chapters of the 
paapesle is given entire, with notes and references. Full vocabularies accompany 

e book, 
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LIDDELL & SCOTT’S GREEK-ENGLISH LEXI. 
CON. Abridged from the new Oxford Edition. New Edition. With Appendix 
of Proper and Geographical Names, by J.M. Warron. Square 12mo, 835 pages. 

Morocco back . . 5 . C . . . . . . . ‘ 
Sheep binding . is . . . z - . . . . 3 

LIDDELL & SCOTT’S GREEK-ENGLISH LEXI- 
CON. The sixth Oxford Edition unabridged. 4to. 1,881 pages. 

Morocco back . . . . . . . . . . . oe 
Sheep binding . ‘ ° . . . . ‘ - 8 -« . 

The English editions of Liddell & Scott are not stereotyped ; but each has been 
thoroughly revised, enlarged, and printedanew. The sixth edition, published in 1869 
is larger by one eighth than the fifth, and contains 1,865 pages. It is an entirely dif- 
ferent work from the first edition, the whole department of etymology having been 
rewritten in the light of modern investigations, and the forms of the irregular verbs 
being given in greater detail by the aid of Veitch’s Catalogue. No student of Greek 
can afford to dispense with this invaluable Lexicon, the price of which is now for the 
first time brought within the means of the great body of American scholars, 

PLATO’S APOLOGY OF SOCRATES AND CRITO. 
Edited by Joun Wituisms Waite, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Greek in 
Harvard University. 

The basis of this work will be the German edition of Dr. Christian Cron. (Platons 
Vertheidigungsrede des Sokrates und Kriton. Sechste Auflage. Leipzig, Teubner, 
1875.) To the matter contained in Dr. Cron’s edition there will be added notes by 
the Editor and from other sources, analyses, and extended references to Goodwin 
and Hadley. The book will be for the class-room, and all matter not of direct value 
to the student will be rigidly excluded. 

THE G&DIPUS TYRANNUS OF SOPHOCLES. Ed- 
ited, with an Introduction, Notes, and full explanation of the metres, by Joun 
WiuiaMms Waite, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of Greek in Harvard University. 
W2mo. Cloth. 219 pages. et ‘ is . ee ae 

THE MEDEA OF EURIPIDES. Edited, with Notes and 
an Introduction, by Freperic D. ALLEN, Ph. D., Professor in the University of 
Cincinnati, 12mo, Cloth. 141 pages he . 7 7 7 ao 4a 

SIDGWICK’S INTRODUCTION TO GREEK 
PROSE COMPOSITION. 12mo. Cloth. 280 pages . . ‘ . - 

WHITE’S FIRST LESSONS IN GREEK. Prepared 
to accompany Goodwin’s Greek Grammar, and designed as an Introduction to 
his Greek Reader. By Joan Wutams Warre, Ph. D., Assistant Professor of 
Greek in Harvard University. 12mo. Half morocco. 305 pages . . . 

A series of seventy-five lessons with progressive Greek-English and English-Greek 
exerciets Followed by a series of additional exercises on Forms, and complete 
vocabularies. 

WHITON’S SELECT ORATIONS OF LYSIAS. Com- 
pone the Defence of Mantitheus, the Oration against Eratosthenes, the 
eply to “‘ The Overthrow of the Democracy,” and the Areopagitic Oration 

concerning the Sacred Olive-Trunk. Edited by James Morris Warton, Ph. D. 
12mo. 151 pages Ck er ee cee aoe Peel see. 9 oe ee 

The grammatical notes deal almost wholly with the syntax, —as befits a work of 
this grade,—and have been prepared with a special aim to elucidate the usage of 
the verb. References are made, for the most part, to Goodwin’s Greek Moods and 
Tenses, and Goodwin’s and Hadley’s Grammars. 

YONGE’S ENGLISH-GREEK LEXICON, Square 
T2mo. Cloth. 483 pages . . . . . . ‘Ok < se 
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